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ROBOT OF
THE MONTH
Along with
our pick
of the best
products from CES
(p42), we also reveal
the very best “curios”
– the crazy tech that
might just work. Our
prime example is, yes,
a robot duck. But this
one is there to help
children recovering
from cancer.
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HIGHLIGHTS THIS MONTH Full contents overleaf

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH
We’re not arguing that the £100 Acer KG221Q
is the perfect screen for all uses, but with a
21.5in diagonal, FreeSync support and 1,920
x 1,080 resolution, it’s an undoubted bargain.
Just read our other budget monitor reviews
before you buy.

p74

PRODUCT
OF THE MONTH

Gemini PDA
Fans of the Psion Series 5 rejoice! It turns out the

clamshell PDA was just “on a break”, with a British
company updating an old idea for our modern

times. And why not? Now that screens and mobile
processors have moved on to such an extent, this is
arguably the perfect moment to offer a top-quality
keyboard and create a true mobile computer that

sits in your pocket. After a chance encounter
at CES, we persuaded the company to give us
the first in-depth look at the latest iteration

of the product. Read our first-look
review on p50.

p72 p116

THE LABS IN ONE NUMBER
That’s the official coverage area of our Labs-winning mesh Wi-Fi
system, enough for a five-bedroomed house in suburbia. If you
suffer from imperfect Wi-Fi, it’s time to upgrade.

p50

Fans of the Psion Series 5 rejoice! It turns out the 
clamshell PDA was just “on a break”, with a British 

times. And why not? Now that screens and mobile 
processors have moved on to such an extent, this is 
arguably the perfect moment to offer a top-quality 
keyboard and create a true mobile computer that 

p49

SMART HOME TIP
OF THE MONTH

You don’t need to spend big to make your
home smart. Barry Collins investigates options
for every budget and shows how a £24 smart
plug, a £49 set of smart light bulbs and Alexa-
based bargains can transform your property.

SMART OFFICE TIP
OF THE MONTH

If you’re using Microsoft software in your
business, read through Sam Marshall’s sage
advice. He runs a consultancy specialising in
making the most of Office 365 software, and
explains what companies do wrong.

ROBOT OF
THE MONTH
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p30





Wi-Fi
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116SAM MARSHALL Sam reveals how his consulting company,
through the setting of a few basic rules, managed to re-instill

a client’s confidence in SharePoint.

113PAUL OCKENDEN With the deadline fast approaching, Paul
tries to untangle some of themisinformation surrounding

GDPR and the changes that will soon bewith us.

120STEVE CASSIDY WannaCry is no longer an active threat, but
you should still remove the code from your PCs. Plus, the

case of the disappearing printer.

118DAVEY WINDER Davey goes in search of interesting
cybersecurity firms, and uncovers the link between the Israeli

army and themost innovative security startups.

110 JON HONEYBALL Jon gives his verdict on the deliberate
hobbling of iPhone processors, looks forward to this year’s

CPU developments, and reflects on the best of 2017.

Editor’s letter 7
The A-List 16
Readers’ comments 28

Subscriptions 108
Next month 129
One last thing… 130

124 Taking sport to the next level
How virtual reality, Big Data and other tech
could change sport forever.

127 Will holograms and VR kill TV?
Why these cutting-edge innovations could
finally win over football fans at home.

128 The tech-savvy Olympic Games
How South Korea has embraced tech in the
2018Winter Olympics.

92 Network monitoring software
We showwhat to look for in networkmonitoring
software – and put four options to the test.

99 Cheat Sheet: APTs
What are advanced persistent threats?

102 The identity mystery
Why authenticating users is trickier than ever.

106 Do I need to employ a data
protection officer?
With GDPR on the horizon, a DPO could be vital.

FUTURES

THE NETWORK

REGULARS

REVIEWS THIS MONTH

REAL WORLD COMPUTING

CES 2018
AMD Ryzen Pro mobile chips 43
Blaze Shadow 43
Dell XPS 15 2-in-1 43
HTC Vive Pro VR 44
Lenovo Smart Display 44
Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Tablet 44
LG 32UK950 45
Picoo 45
Razer Project Linda 45
We.Stream 45
Asus ZenBook 13 46
Asus Lyra Voice 46
Byton Concept Car 46
Dell XPS 13 46
HP Spectre x360 15in 46
JBL Link View Smart Display 47
Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon 47
Lenovo Mirage Solo & Camera 47
LG InstaView ThinQ fridge 47
Philips SmartSleep 47

PDAs & LAPTOPS
Gemini PDA 50
Toshiba Portégé X30-D-10V 55

SMART SPEAKERS
Amazon Echo Spot 59
Sonos One 60

PRINTERS
Epson EcoTank ET-4750 62

MONITORS
Philips 328P6AUBREB 65
Acer KG221Q 72

AOC G2460VQ6 72
BenQ GL2580HM 73
Iiyama G-Master Black
Hawk G2530HSU-B1 73

SMARTPHONES
BlackBerry Motion 68
HTC U11+ 70
Honor View 10 71

MESH NETWORKING SYSTEMS
Asus Lyra 80
BT Whole Home Wi-Fi 81
Google Wifi 82
Zyxel Multy X 85
Devolo GigaGate 87
Linksys Velop 87
Netgear Orbi 88
Tenda Nova MW6 88
TP-Link Deco M5 89
Ubiquiti AmpliFi HD 89

NETWORK MONITORING
SOFTWARE
AdRem NetCrunch 9.3.3 94
Ipswitch WhatsUp
Gold 2017 96
Paessler PRTG Network
Monitor 17.4 97
SolarWinds Network
Performance Monitor 12.2 98

THE NETWORK
Buffalo Technology
TeraStation TS5810DN 100
NetSupport DNA 4.5 101

p68
Can killer battery
life persuade you to
buy the BlackBerry
Motion?

p74
We’ve put all of the major
mesh networking systems
through their paces
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Sam Marshall
Fallen out of love with
SharePoint? Sam Marshall,
owner of a consultancy
specialising in Office 365,
offers tips and advice on
making it work. See p116

NEVER GO BACK. That’s how the saying goes, with its implicit
assumption that nostalgia applies a soft-focus gloss to
ourmemories. Things were never quite as good as we
remember, whether that’s 1970s-era Liverpool FC, Findus
Crispy Pancakes or the PDAswe used backwhenmobile
phones were only used for phone calls.

A yearning for past glories is a powerful stimulant,
though, as illustrated by the vinyl resurgence and the
popularity of retro graphics inmodern games.When you
add in forces such as Indiegogo, which allows anyonewith
a compelling vision to find financial backing for their
projects, we shouldn’t be surprised to see products such as
the Gemini PDA – amodern take on the Psion Series 5.

This hits all the right retro buttons forme. I was a heavy
user of the Series 5 at the turn of the century, using it to
bash out tens of thousands of words as I worked onmy first
stab at a novel. (Fear not, it remains unpublished to this
day.) After a year in development, the first Gemini PDAs
are now emerging on the production line, and I persuaded
the company to let me review an early sample – you can
readmy verdict on p50.

Using the Gemini spurredme to ask a few of our
contributors what piece of old tech theywould resurrect
from the dead for ourmasthead (see overleaf), but both
Paul Ockenden and DaveyWinder surprisedmewith their
responses. “I can’t think of any old tech that I’d like to
resurrect,” wrote Paul. “Everything I own today is better…
than the stuff it replaced.”

“Commodore CDTV,” said Davey. “Nah, only joking – I
agree with Paul on this one.”

I get that, especially as I’ve just returned from the
new-technology bonanza-fest known as CES; we cover the

30 best – andweirdest – products from p42.While there
was no single piece of technology that blewmy socks off,
the sheer volume of smart, connected products set to
emerge in 2018 is overwhelming.

Now I’m as fond of robot ducks and 2-in-1 laptops as the
next geek, but I’m unwilling to leave the technology past
behind. That doesn’t mean I want to step back 25 years and
return to using a PalmPilot or one of my old Psion PDAs,
but we shouldn’t forget that all those products were
popular because they solved a problem.

Sure, then other things came along that solved the
problem better, but they often did so while creating new
problems of their own. Smartphones are a perfect example.
The original iPhone rewrote the rules when it came to
usability, in the process creating a new product category
of apps that could transform a sheet of plastic and glass
into virtually anything you could think of – but we still
struggle to enter reliable text at high speeds. Voice
recognition is helping, but the fact remains: a keyboard is
the best way to reliably enter a high volume of text into an
electronic device.

The Gemini PDA is an example of modern technology
fusedwith old ideas to create something interesting,
relevant and better thanwhat’s out there right now. I’m
not saying that everyonewill be dumping their iPhones
for Psion-style devices in 2018, but there’s another
time-worn saying that’s worth remembering: ignore
history at your peril.

Darien Graham-Smith
Once you’ve tried a mesh
system, you won’t go back
to standalone routers.
Darien puts all of the
available systems to the
test from p74

Dick Pountain
Facebook thinks it’s the
most important brain-
changing technology since
the printing press. Dick
begs to differ, and experts
back him up. See p26

HUBO
HUBO, a robot who helped
carry the Winter Olympics
torch, is just one aspect
of the tech revolution
affecting sports – read our
special report from p124

CONTRIBUTORS

Tim Danton
Editor-in-chief
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Don’tdismissold
technology–letit
inspireyouinstead

Editor’sletter
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“A Psion Series 3 that’s also a
phone and has a 64GB SSD. I

always preferred the 3’s
keyboard and general

appearance to the Series 5’s.”

“I used to have a plug-in box
for my ZX Spectrum that let
you save a snapshot of the

machine’s complete state to
disk – or reload a snapshot

to instantly restore from
where you left off. I’m
hoping Windows 10’s

Timeline feature is as slick!”

“I can’t think of any old tech
that I’d like to resurrect.
Things move forwards.

They improve. Everything I
own today is better, often
significantly so, than the

stuff it replaced.”

“I’m with Paul on this one. I
used to really love my Sony

CLIÉ, which of course
just evolved pretty much

into a smartphone. I
wouldn’t want to use it

now, though...”

“Motorola flip phone. Small,
great tactile feel, “beam me
up, Scotty” and all that. The
update would, of course, be
modern, Alexa-style voice

control to get over the
absence of a keyboard.”

“The Game Boy Color
released in 1998. The only

thing I would update is for it
to be charged through a USB
cable. Probably the best bit

of kit I used as a kid.”
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After our preview of
the Gemini PDA this
issue (see p50), we

asked which old piece
of tech would you most

like to revive – and
how would you update

it for 2018?
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Slug SectionheadSlug SectionheadBriefıng
Background and analysis on all the important news stories

Unveiled: the latest hardware
From AMD Ryzen 2 to a record-
breaking 512GB microSD card p12

BT guarantees 100Mbits/sec
But not for everyone. Are you one
of the lucky ones? p13

PC Probe
What can tech companies learn
from GoPro’s quick decline? p14

CHIP MAKERS, SYSTEM builders and
software companies are still trying to
come to termswith the wide-ranging
consequences of theMeltdown and
Spectre vulnerabilities – with the
industry’s response to themajor
threat described as both “amess”
and “garbage”.

First discovered in June 2017, the
two critical weaknesses could allow
attackers to sniff data as it’s processed
and they affect almost everymobile
and desktop processor. But, to date,
fixes have been randomly applied,
glitch-ridden and confusing.

Patches for the problems –which
affect Intel, AMD and ARM processors
to varying extents – started being
rolled out days after theywere
publicised in early January, butmany
of these had a significant impact on
performance. OneWindows patch
effectively bricked PCs running on
AMD processors.

“The response has been less than
ideal, and in some cases chaotic,” said
GrahamCluley, an independent

Responsetochip
securitycrisis“chaotic”

security analyst. “What’s particularly
galling is that, in some instances, the
fixes have causedmore problems than
the bugs themselves.”

Three weeks into the clean-up
operation, Intel even had to tell end
users and system builders to stop
downloading patches because they
could causemachines tomalfunction.
“We recommend that OEMs, cloud
service providers, system
manufacturers, software vendors and
end users stop deployment of current
versions, as theymay introduce
higher than expected reboots and
other unpredictable system
behaviour,” the company said.

Dell, Lenovo and VMware all
followed up by telling their customers
to stop downloading their patches.
“Intel has notified VMware of recent
sightings that may affect some of the
initial microcode patches that provide
the speculative execution control
mechanism for a number of Intel
processors,” VMware said in a rather
cryptic statement.

This angered people who had
supposedly followed best practice by
patching systems promptly.

Intel was also heavily criticised
because one of its options for fixing
parts of the Spectre vulnerability in
future processors was to leave the
problem partially unresolved, due to
fears it would impact processor
performance. This approach led to a
vitriolic attack from Linux kernel
chief Linus Torvalds, who said “the
patches were complete and utter
garbage. They do literally insane
things. They do things that do not
make sense.”

Time wasted?
Given that the industry had seven
months between Google alerting
chipmakers to the problem and
announcing it publicly, critics claim
that the companies should have done
more in the interim period to ensure a
smooth resolution.

“It’s easy for us as outsiders
to grumble about the chip

The poorly executed recovery
process has been met with
widespread criticism
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Briefing News

Five
stories
not to
miss

4Europeancourthasbad
newsforgigeconomy
The European Court of Justice ruled that
Uber is a taxi company and not a computer
services firm – a move that could impact
other gig economy operators. Uber
claimed the decision wouldn’t have much
impact on its business, but industry
watchers suggest the ruling could spell
trouble for other companies because it
suggested the ECJ takes a dim view of
disruptive web business models.

1Appleadmitshandset
slowdown
Apple was forced to offer a discounted
battery replacement scheme after it
admitted dialling down performance in
older versions of its iPhone to preserve
ageing cells. The company explained that
the reduction in performance was
necessary to prevent excessive strain
on batteries during power-intensive
operations – and absolutely not a ploy to
encourage upgrades.

manufacturers’ response to the
vulnerabilities, andwe don’t have
much insight about howmuch
resource they put into exploring the
bugs and then testing that fixes were
satisfactory,” Cluley said. “Butmy
overwhelming feeling is that the chip
firms could and should have handled
this better.”

Others also said that, while it was
imperative to keep the weaknesses
secret until the patches were ready,
more people within the industry
should have been trusted to work on
possible solutions. “Theway these
issues were handledwas amess;
frankly, I expected better of Google,
I expected better of Intel, and I
expected better of the Linux
community,” wrote Colin Percival,
security chief of the FreeBSD
operating system in a blog.

“Google discovered a problem and
reported it to Intel, AMD and ARM
on 1 June. Did they then go around
contacting all of the operating systems
whichwould need to work on fixes for
this? Not even close. FreeBSDwas
notified the week before Christmas –
over sixmonths after the
vulnerabilities were discovered.”

Mobile devices “may never
be fixed”
While the focus has been on PCs,
experts have warned that mobile
handsets could also be vulnerable
– andmany devicesmay not be fixed
before they are due for renewal.

Although Apple and Google have
released patches, the rollout of those
for Android are complicated by the
fragmented nature of the platform.
“It’s extremely complexwith Android
devices to knowwhich ones are
vulnerable due to the differences in
chipsets and operating systems,”
Jason Holloway, managing director
of UK firm Bridgeway Security told
PC Pro after finding that less than 10%
of corporate-owned andmanaged
phones had been patched three weeks
into the crisis.

“Google has issued some patches
whichmay ormay not be taken up by
the handset manufacturers andmay
ormay not be taken up by the network
operators, so the likelihood of that
patch ending up on the end user
device cannot be certain.

“There’s a large number of devices
that can’t be patched and can only be
physically replaced.”

What’s galling is that,
in some instances, the
fixes have caused more
problems than the bugs
themselves

5Kodaksnapsinto
cryptocurrency
Kodak has launched its own virtual
currency. The company says it will start
the blockchain token system with the
Wenn Media Group and that KodakCoin
“could empower photographers and
agencies to take greater control in image
rights management”.

2Facebook“shouldbe
regulatedliketobacco”
Facebook faced fresh calls for regulation
– even from within the tech industry – over
fears concerning addiction and its power
to change society. Although politicians
have flagged their worries in the past,
Salesforce chief Marc Benioff upped the
ante when he claimed “cigarettes –
they’re addictive, they’re not good for
you, maybe there’s all kinds of different
forces trying to get you to do certain
things, there are a lot of parallels”.

3Applefinallyunwraps
homespeaker
Apple said it was finally ready to launch
a voice-controlled HomePod speaker,
some three years after Amazon launched
its first Echo system. The 18cm tall,
Siri-powered device costs £319 and will
play content from iTunes and the
company’s streaming services, while
non-Apple services such as Spotify are
only supported through AirPlay.
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AMD Ryzen 2
AMD has revealed details of
its second-generation
Ryzen processors and new
Accelerated Processing
Units (APUs) that combine
processing and graphics
tasks in one piece of silicon.

The gradual rollout of processors
will fill in missing sections of the
company’s Ryzen portfolio, with the
first desktop Ryzen processors with
built-in Radeon Vega Graphics
expected to arrive soon. Integrated
graphics are now a key component of
general purpose machines and Intel
currently has a clear advantage.

During 2018, AMD says it will
release integrated GPUs to compete
with most of Intel’s offerings, a move
that should mean the company can
better compete with its rival in areas
such as the corporate desktop market.

The first integrated graphics
processors to launch will be the Ryzen
3 2200G and Ryzen 5 2400G. The
Ryzen 3 2200G will be clocked at
3.6GHz and boasts four cores and four
threads, while the Ryzen 5 has four
cores and eight threads and a “max
boost” clock speed of 3.9GHz.

The Ryzen 5 sports 11 graphics
compute units compared to the Ryzen
3’s eight, as well as a higher graphics
frequency of 1,250MHz compared to
the Ryzen 3’s 1,100MHz.

More Ryzen processors are set for
release in April, which will be built
with a Zen+ core fabricated on a 12nm
process, a tweaked version of the Zen
core built on its 14nm process. A Zen+
Threadripper and a Zen+ Ryzen Pro
for desktop should arrive this year.

AMD also plans to release “Pro”
version of its Ryzen Mobile chips for
laptops, which will have a similar spec
to generic Ryzen Mobile products but
will include lifecycle guarantees.

KEY DIGITS AND DETAILS
Ryzen 3 2200G
Price $99
Cores 4
Threads 4
Base clock speed 3.6GHz
Maximum clock speed 3.7GHz
TDP 65W

Ryzen 5 2400G
Price $99
Cores 4
Threads 8
Base clock speed 3.5GHz
Maximum clock speed 3.9GHz
TDP 65W

FM radio returns to
Samsung phones
Samsung smartphones are set to
regain a feature that has been
missing from many recent
handsets: FM radio.

Once a common function, the
rise of streaming services has seen
radio receivers removed from
many phones, but following
natural disasters in the US there
are plans to reinstate the feature in
handsets where they have the
necessary chips.

According to NextRadio, the
app that will run the FM radio on
Samsung’s upcoming handset,
resurrecting the chip means that
users will still be able to listen to
local stations “while using less
battery and less data than
streaming radio apps”.

Radio might seem like a blast
from the past, but it can be useful
where there’s a poor connectivity,
and in the US the communications
authorities (FCC) have also
been touting its value as a public
service announcement during
emergencies where mobile
networks can fail.

The chips will be activated in
Samsung’s Galaxy S9 handset
that’s due to be launched at the
World Mobile Congress (MWC) at
the end of February. Apple said it
had no plans to include FM radio in
its devices.

Integral 512GB
microSDSX card
UK memory maker Integral has
announced a 512GB microSDSX
card to take the crown of the
world’s highest capacity card for
smartphones, tablets and other
mobile devices.

Despite the pervasiveness of
cloud storage, mobile users remain
committed to carrying music, video
and other data on their devices, and
manufacturers have been pushing
to reach 512GB, with the previous
capacity title going to SanDisk’s
400GB cards, which were released
last year.

According to Integral, the
card will be released in
February. Although there are no
details on pricing, its SanDisk
rival costs £230.

The card meets the
Video Speed Class 10
(V10) standard, ensuring
“fast data transfer and
making the capture of Full
HD video more reliable” and
Integral promises transfer
rates of up to 80MB/sec. It
will ship with an SD adapter.

KEY DIGITS AND DETAILS
Price To be announced
Classification V10, UHS-I U1
Transfer rate up to 80MB/sec

Unveiled
The key details of this month’s hot hardware releases

ABOVE British
firm Integral will
seize the highest
capacity crown
from SanDisk with
its huge 512GB
microSDSX card
in February

LEFT AMD hopes
its integrated
GPUs can help it
compete with
Intel in the
corporate
desktop market

RIGHT
Resurrecting
FM radio on
handsets could
help in areas
with poor
signal and in
emergencies

AMD hopes 

February. Although there are no 

HD video more reliable” and 
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BT HAS ANNOUNCED guaranteed 100Mbits/
sec “ultrafast” broadband services,
but they won’t be available to
everyone and could create another
location lottery for broadband speeds.

Using a technology called G.fast – a
DSL variant over short runs of copper
– BT has launched products that
promise speeds of up to 330Mbits/sec
and a guaranteed connection speed
of no less than 100Mbits/sec. The
guaranteed connection quality is a
bold statement, but the company
won’t be offering the service to all
households and the technology used
will restrict the rollout.

G.fast degrades quickly over the
copper lines that run from the
cabinets to homes – anyone further
than about 370m from the green boxes
is unlikely to be able to sign up. “From
our figures, it looks like about 64%
of premises could get G.fast,” said
Andrew Ferguson, network expert at
Think Broadband.

“That’s based on the fact that many
homes are beyond 370m line length
from the cabinet. G.fast would then
only provide 100Mbits/sec and BT has
a 100Mbits/sec cut-off – if it doesn’t

BTguarantees100Mbits/sec
broadband–butnotforall
G.fast service promises speeds of up to
330Mbits/sec, but only for lucky premises

Qualcommvowstofight
€1bnantitrustfine

ACCORDING TO THE European
Commission (EC), the substantial
fine relates to payments made by
Qualcomm to Apple as part
of a deal to
exclusively
provide the LTE
base chips used in
mobile devices –
payments that could
have locked other
providers out of the
market. “Qualcomm paid
billions of US dollars to a key
customer, Apple, so that
it would not buy from rivals,”
explained the European
commissioner for competition
Margrethe Vestager.

think you’re going to
get 100Mbits/sec, it
won’t sell it to you.”

It’s a very
different model from
BT’s non-guaranteed
services. “With
VDSL, BT will still
sell it even if you
won’t get the
superfast speeds,”
said Ferguson. “So
it’s handling the
selling of the service
quite differently.”

BT has set a
target of making
ultrafast services
available to 12
million homes by
2020, and G.fast
is expected to
account for ten million of those
connections. Openreach says G.fast is
already available to 390,000 homes.

BT aims to attract Virgin customers
who fear peak-time slowdown. “It
will be interesting to see whether
G.fast can beat the peak-time speeds
of the cable networks, even if the

headline speed is a
bit lower – maybe
people will prefer
to go with that if
it’s more stable
and they don’t
have lag issues
during peak times,”
said Ferguson.

BT launched two
Ultrafast Fibre
packages – up to
152Mbits/sec
(starting at £54.99/
month) and up to
314Mbits/sec
(£59.99), both with
a speed guarantee of
100Mbits/sec. To
claim compensation
for slowdowns, BT
said customers
can use its speed

checker to show levels had dipped to
qualify for a £20 prepaid BT reward
card. Customers would be limited to
making four claims per year, and the
firm said payments would not be paid
for “outages, connection faults and
home wiring outside of BT’s control”.

ABOVE An industry
study showed that
only around 64%
of premises could
get G.fast

“These payments were not just
reductions in price – they were

made on the condition that Apple
would exclusively use

Qualcomm’s baseband chipsets
in all its iPhones and iPads.”

Qualcomm confirmed
that the case referred to an

expired deal that ran
from 2011 to 2016,

but denied it had
breached antitrust

regulations. “We
are confident this

agreement did
not violate European

Union competition rules or
adversely affect market competition

or European consumers,” the

company said in a statement. “We
have a strong case for judicial review
and we will immediately commence
that process.”

However, the EC pointed to
documents it said showed Qualcomm
had hindered Intel by threatening to
withhold or retract payments made to
Apple if the iPhone maker sourced
chipsets from other suppliers during
the agreement. “Internal documents
show that Apple gave serious
consideration to switching part of its
baseband chipset requirements to
Intel,” the EC ruling said.

“Qualcomm’s exclusivity
condition was a material factor why
Apple decided against doing so until
the agreement came to an end. In
2016, when the cost of switching was
limited, Apple started to source part of
its baseband chipset requirements
from Intel.”

European officials have been
increasingly targeting US tech giants,
with Google also set to appeal a €2.4bn
fine for abusing its position in search,
and Intel still fighting a €1bn fine
meted out in 2009.

Chipmaker Qualcomm says it will appeal a European Commission fine
of €997m for abusing its market position in the LTE chipset market
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GoPro appears to be in a high-velocity slide, with the
company recently laying off 250more staff – a third
round of redundancies in 18months – and scrapping

flagship projects as its share price and profits tumble.
Killing off the Karma drone is the latest setback for a

company that flew high as consumers initially rushed for
its all-action cameras, but now faces an uncertain future
after the company reportedly called in JPMorgan to help
find a buyer.

Where did it go wrong andwhat can other tech
companies learn fromGoPro’s go slow?

Keep innovating and releasing
A few years ago, it would be hard to
envisage GoPro heading for the rocks.
Its brand had almost become a byword
for dinky little action cameras and it
had a stream of successful products.
Since then, its share price has
plummeted from $86 in 2014 to $6.30
at the time of writing, tumbling
faster than a parachutist wearing one
of its helmet cams.

Experts say GoPromade a series
of mistakes. “Pricing debacles, the
cannibalisation of its own devices with
cheaper cameras, and a slow response to
user demands for better software doomed
the company,” said Leo Sun, a tech specialist
withmarket watcher TheMotley Fool.

Analysts say that part of the company’s problem
stems from the longwait between releases, particularly
ahead of Christmas, meaning that even if customers
wished to upgrade, they couldn’t. “The company should
emulate Apple and have a product every year if it wants
consistency,” said Michael Pachter, managing director and
GoPro specialist at investment firmWedbush Securities.
“But, to be honest, its product improvements haven’t
seemed to resonate sufficiently with consumers to drive
growth. I think that GoPro has been attempting to balance
innovationwith creating demand for new products, which
has led to irregular launches.”

On top of its failure to release newmodels, the company
went after a new, lower-value audience. The flagship $500
Hero 4was followed by a smaller Hero 4 Session, which
started at $400, but was quickly cut to $200. “In retrospect,

they’ve cheapened the brand and trained consumers to
expect a high-quality video capture device priced at $199,
making it hard to charge $399 or $499 for the newest
version,” said Pachter. “Once again, emulating Apple
might be the best strategy.”

GoPro had another problem that was beyond its control
– high-definition video recordingwas thrown in for free on
most smartphones. “Almost everyone in GoPro’s target
market has a video capture device inside their phones
already,” said Pachter. “By focusing on action sports and
active lifestyle, GoPro limits its appeal to a subset of
consumers. I am not sure it can overcome this hurdle.”

Cut your bosses
Nomatter how charismatic your CEOmight be,

if the company is failing and staff lose
confidence, then it might be time tomove
him on – even if he started the company.

Since it went public in 2014, Nick
Woodman has retained power and
focused resources on several projects,
such as a content creation channel,
that many believe have distracted the
company from its main goals.

While the surf dude image suited
the young company, once it had
floatedmany believe it needed amore
corporate and business-minded view.
“Absolutely terrible management,

simply the worst – the CEO does not
listen to advice and just does his own

thing, then ‘regrets his decision’ a year later
and fires another 200 people,” wrote one

reviewer on the employment website Glassdoor.
“Stop listening to Nick’s ‘gut decisions’ and use

data to drive the ship,” wrote another.
Conversely, the company also faces criticism from

former workers who say the company culture changed too
quickly and failed to repay and promote the staff members
that contributed to the company’s initial success.

In a lesson in how not tomanage growth in a tech
startup, the company spent a lot of money on vanity
projects such as the content-creation channel. According
to insiders, themoney being spent on those glossy
productions led to resentment. Staff who had beenwith
the company onmodest wages felt aggrieved that they
were being left behindwith no route intomanagement,
while the company brought in higher-paid executives –
fromMicrosoft, Apple and others – to drive that push into
content creation.

Whatcantechfirmslearn
fromGoPro’sdecline?

ABOVE Once a
“must-have”
product, GoPro’s
share price has
fallen from $86 in
2014 to $6.30 at
the time of writing

The once-hip camera company has seen its value slump as it
struggles to maintain relevance, Stewart Mitchell discovers
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features on the DJI product, such as
collision avoidance. And the battery
problem resulted in it being off the shelves
for threemonths during themost
important selling period of the year.”

GoPro has also been reluctant to let
developers access the hardware.
According to Reyes, it should have allowed
customers – especially businesses – to
access firmware andmake camerasmore
relevant for their industries. “GoPro
cameras are incredible pieces of hardware.
They are loadedwith sensors and high-
power processing capabilities and have

radios and touchscreens,” he said. “In fact, today’s GoPros
are just a few circuits and functions away from having the
same capability as a cell phone or an Amazon Echo Dot.

“By opening up the firmware, I am saying that they
should encourage wider development of the camera
firmware in ways similar to howMagic Lanternworks on
Canon. This way they can create amore open system that
enables developers to do different things with the camera
ormultiple cameras.”According to Reyes this would also

help the company build
communities of developers to
sell apps and functionalities “that
GoPro can’t even dream of, much
less implement”.

GoPro declined to comment on
this article.

Too late to change?
But is it too late for the company?

Reports suggest JPMorgan has been brought in to sell the
company to the highest bidder, but if it is to continue in its
current form, GoPromust urgently refocus.

“To survive, GoPromust execute on only two things,”
explained Reyes. “First it needs to develop impeccable
hardware that can be used in a near infinite number of
use-cases, and second to create extremely user-friendly
software that makes capturing, sharing, and storing visual
moments painless.”

“What absolutely needed to changewas the corporate
leadership culture,” Matthew Reyes, an engineering
project manager whoworked as a contractor at GoPro,
told PC Pro. “Somemanagers operated purely on their
friendship with the leaders, and not on their managerial or
technical competence. I never saw proper professional
development opportunities for full-time employees to
learn and advance their careers.”

This wasmost evident, Reyes believes, in the way
production teamswere treated when the company brought
in expertise from blue chipmedia companies. “The GoPro
was in part inspired to spin up an entertainment division
based on the performance of its early, talentedmedia
marketing workforce,” he said.

“That early systemworked because these young
employees weremotivated not by personal financial profit
or career growth, but a passion for showcasing their craft,
and gratitude for the opportunity that the brand’s tech
provided them. I can’t tell you howmany young people
were living in vans or crammed in apartments.”

That Silicon Valley startupmentality changedwhen the
new bloodwas hired to improve GoPro’s fast-growing
media operations. “On paper, it may havemade sense, but
the executionwasn’t thoroughly thought out,” said Reyes.
“These were expensive new people whowere accustomed
to bigger budgets.

“There were culture clashes on issues ranging from
creative direction to what kinds of editing software to use.
It didn’t help that [former GoPro president] Tony Bates
would drive to work in his Bentley and NickWoodmanwas
bragging about being the highest paid CEO. In hindsight,
the problemwasn’t waste: it was a poorly envisioned,
ego-driven strategy that resulted in inefficient tactics.”

Missed markets
When GoPro tried to diversify, it always seemed one step
behind in areas such as virtual reality and, in particular,
drones, where a good product was let down by poor timing.
Its Karma launch falteredwhen a battery design fault
needed rectifying and the project was gazumped by rival
DJI, whichwas already established and in Apple stores.

“GoPro faced two unexpected challenges that were
major contributory factors to its failure,” said BenWood,
an analyst at CCS Insight. “The announcement of the DJI
Mavic Pro within a week of the Karma launch put GoPro on
the back foot – particularly given some of the enhanced

1Keep the products coming – no new
launches ahead of Christmas does

not bode well

2Don’t cheapen the brand –
aggressive cost-cutting on

premium products makes it very hard
to re-raise the price for the next
flagship release

3Manage the management – the
person who launched the company

might not be the right person to take it
forward indefinitely

4Listen to the feedback you get – if
customers are telling you to

improve software, don’t stick your
head in the sand

5Embrace developers – breed loyalty
by letting developers into the tent

and helping them tailor your products
to their needs

Fivelessonsfortechfirms
tolearnfromGoPro

Today’s GoPros are
just a few circuits away
from having the same
capability as a phone or
an Amazon Echo Dot

LEFT Founder and CEO of
GoPro Nick Woodman is a
charismatic leader, but
some question his decisions
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The A-List The best products on
the market, as picked
by our editors

ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVES ALTERNATIVES

SMARTPHONESPREMIUM LAPTOPS

EVERYDAY LAPTOPS

Dell only needed to refine its brilliant
XPS 13 design to keep top spot, and
that’s what it does: it’s slightly quicker
and adds more options, but it’s the
edge -to-edge 13.3in display and
compact chassis that lift it above
the opposition. Oh, and it’s now
available in Rose Gold. REVIEW Issue 270, p54

Samsung Galaxy S8
Android, 32GB, £689
from samsung.com/uk

Acer
Chromebook R13
This may seem expensive,
but you’re getting a top-
notch spec: 13.3in 1,920
x 1,080 screen, 64GB of
storage and 4GB of RAM
in a slim chassis. £399
from pcpro.link/272r13
REVIEW Issue 272, p82

Asus ZenBook
UX330UA
A superb 13in laptop
with a top quality screen,
Core i7-7500U processor,
8GB of RAM and a 512GB
SSD. Build quality is
great, too. £858 from
laptopsdirect.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 266, p62

The Samsung ads that claim the S8 reinvents the
phone may be a little over the top, but it has created
something beautiful. With the screen spreading
across almost every surface, including the left and
right edges, it’s stunning to behold. The price is
equally stunning, but in return you get an excellent
camera, great battery life and chart-topping speed.
REVIEW Issue 273, p74

Dell only needed to refi ne its brilliant 
XPS 13 design to keep top spot, and 
that’s what it does: it’s slightly quicker 

 Issue 270, p54

Dell XPS 13 (2017)
Ultraportable from £1,149
from dell.co.uk

HP Chromebook
13 G1
A stylish and high-quality
laptop, but with Chrome OS,
not Windows. It’s fast, has
all-day battery life and won’t
look out of place in a
boardroom. £614 from
pcpro.link/271hpc
REVIEW Issue 271, p54

ALTERNATIVES

TABLETS

Apple iPad
9.7in tablet from £339
from apple.com/uk

The most basic iPad topped the rest in
our huge roundup of tablets. While the
iPad Pro models are faster and have
nicer screens, the iPad remains slick
and is still terrific value – although we
would be tempted to pay the extra £90
for 128GB of storage rather than the
32GB version.
REVIEW Issue 278, p82

Samsung
Galaxy Tab S3
Expensive, but the
brilliant S Pen, slim design
and all-round quality
make this our top Android
choice. 32GB, £555 from
pcpro.link/278tab3
REVIEW Issue 278, p82

Apple iPad
Pro 10.5
With the Pencil and Smart
Keyboard, the Pro is
pricey but – for mobile
workers – it’s worth it.
64GB, £619 from apple.
com/uk REVIEW Issue
278, p89

Amazon Fire
HD 10
A top-quality tablet for
the price, with a 10.1 IPS
display and solid turn of
pace. Only the cameras
disappoint. 32GB, £150
from pcpro.link/279hd10
REVIEW Issue 279, p71

It was always going to take something special to
kick the Asus UX330 off the A-List – and it’s no
surprise that Asus was the one to do it, with the
UX410UA having the looks and feel of a
much more expensive
machine. Consider
upgrading to the more
expensive version with 8GB of RAM and a
256GB SSD, though. REVIEW Issue 280, p68

Asus ZenBook UX410UA
Stunning 14in budget laptop, £620
from pcpro.link/280zenbook

HP Spectre
x360 15
The best 15in convertible
around, with power,
stylish design and a great
screen and keyboard.
The only downside
is the price. £1,599
from store.hp.com.
REVIEW Issue 274, p64

OnePlus 5T
OnePlus upgrades the
5 with an excellent 6in
screen, but keeps the
top-end performance,
battery life, dual-lens
camera and price. 64GB,
£449 from oneplus.net
REVIEW Issue 280, p58

Apple
iPhone 7
Despite the launch of the
iPhone 8 and iPhone X,
the iPhone 7 retains its
place as the best-value
Apple phone. 32GB, £549
from apple.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 266, p54

It was always going to take something special to 
kick the Asus UX330 off  the A-List – and it’s no 
surprise that Asus was the one to do it, with the 
UX410UA having the looks and feel of a 

expensive version with 8GB of RAM and a 
REVIEW Issue 280, p68

Asus ZenBook UX410UA
Stunning 14in budget laptop, £620
from pcpro.link/280zenbook

Lenovo Yoga 920
An ultra-thin convertible
from Lenovo that not
only looks great, and
has supreme power, but
lasted for an impressive
12 hours in our battery
tests. £1,350 from
lenovo.com REVIEW
Issue 281, p51

Microsoft
Surface Book 2
A unique and versatile
laptop with a screen
that detaches to become
a tablet – the £1,999
version is our pick of the
bunch. From £1,499 from
microsoft.com/store
REVIEW Issue 281, p48

Honor 7X
All hail the new mid-
range smartphone king,
with an 18:9 display,
gorgeous design and
decent camera, too.
£270 from store.
hihonor.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 281, p60
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WORKSTATIONS

ENTHUSIAST PCs

While AMD’s Ryzen chips rule the mid-range, Scan
shows that a system based on an Intel Coffee Lake CPU
(the i7-8700) and fast GTX 1080 graphics can work to
tremendous effect. With a high-quality supporting cast,
it’s a great buy. REVIEW Issue 280, p69

Palicomp AMD
Gravity RYZ1
Palicomp deservedly won our £799
PCs group test with this thoughtfully
put-together system. An overclocked
AMD Ryzen 5 1600 is the key ingredient,
but it’s ably supported by 8GB of RAM
and a GeForce GTX 1060 graphics card.
£799 from palicomp.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 280, p84

Scan 3XS Gamer
Intel Coffee Lake PC, £1,650
from scan.co.uk/3XS

Armari Magnetar S16T-
RW1000G2
Armari was the sole workstation in
our Labs to use an AMD Threadripper
CPU and what a choice this proved
– this is a rendering powerhouse. Its
choice of GeForce Titan Xp graphics
also proved inspirational, with fast
results. £4,799 from armari.com
REVIEW Issue 281, p82

EVERYDAY MONITORS

Samsung C34F791WQU
It may seem expensive, but this is a
top-quality 34in 3,440 x 1,440 curved
monitor. At 1500R, it’s very nearly the
same curvature as the human eye,
which justifies the term “immersive”
whether you’re playing games or
working. £720 from pcpro.link/271sam
REVIEW Issue 271, p61

Philips 276E7QDAB
The obvious sacrifice you make
for a 27in IPS panel at this price is
resolution – it’s 1,920 x 1,080 – but
it offers good all-round image
quality and looks attractive on the
desk thanks to a slimline design.
£195 from laptopsdirect.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 272, p75

Eizo FlexScan EV2450
1080p display, £260
from pcpro.link/263eizo

PROFESSIONAL MONITORS

Spectacular image quality; stunning colour
accuracy; amazing flexibility. Just three
reasons the ColorEdge CG777 won our Labs
dedicated to monitors for professionals.
REVIEW Issue 260, p88

Dell UltraSharp UP2716D
This 27in screen can’t match the Eizo
CG277 for outright quality, but compared
to most screens it offers superb colour
accuracy – especially for the price. It
supports hardware calibration, has
ultra-thin bezels and is packed with
connectivity. And you can buy almost
three to each CG277. £491 from pcpro.
link/272dell REVIEW Issue 272, p74

NEC MultiSync EX341R
This 34in display is the strongest
argument yet for curved technology,
making it easy to replace dual- or even
triple-monitor setups with a 3,440
x 1,440 resolution. It’s expensive but
produces a great-quality image that
you – or your employees – will love.
£1,020 from nec-display-solutions.
com REVIEW Issue 273, p70

Eizo ColorEdge CG277
Professional monitor, £1,599
from wexphotovideo.com

PC Specialist Apollo X02
PC Specialist provides a terrific-value
alternative with this system based
on Intel’s eight-core Core i7-7820X.
Overclocked to 4.6GHz, with support
from 32GB of 3GHz RAM and Nvidia
Quadro P4000 graphics, it proved a
solid performer in modelling tasks.
£2,500 from pcspecialist.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 281, p83

A great-value 24in IPS display that offers
more colour-accurate images than you’ve
any right to expect at this price – and a reassuring
five-year warranty too. REVIEW Issue 263, p72

WIRELESS NETWORKING

Not the smallest nodes, but that’s for a
reason: each one crams in a dedicated 4x4 antenna array for the backhaul
alongside separate 2x2 arrays for connected clients. The result? Lighting-fast
Wi-Fi and impressively wide coverage for a reasonable price.
REVIEW Issue 282, p85

BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
The best-value mesh networking
system around thanks to a price drop
from £300 to £189. For that, you get
three discs and fast, stable speeds
throughout your home. Perfect for
medium-sized houses, and it can now
be expanded with extra discs.
£189 from shop.bt.com REVIEW
Issue 282, p81

TP-Link Archer
VR2800
A terrific value router, able to beam
a powerful signal throughout a
medium-sized home. Add strong
parental controls and two handy
USB 3 ports, and it’s our top choice
for people who don’t want to go the
mesh route. £182 from box.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 274, p85

Zyxel Multy X
Mesh networking, £270
from pcpro.link/282multy

An overclocked Core i9-7980XE processor, together with
64GB of 3GHz DDR memory and Nvidia’s Quadro P4000
graphics, ensured this was a great all-rounder. With a
2TB hard disk and 500GB SSD, it’s a brilliant showcase
for Intel’s top-end CPU. REVIEW Issue 281, p84

Scan 3XS WI6000 Viz
i9-7980XE workstation, £4,650
from scan.co.uk

Alienware Area-51
Threadripper Edition
We tested the ridiculous £5,299
version, with dual GeForce GTX
1080 Ti graphics cards, but if that’s
overkill – and you still want the latest
Threadripper processors – you’ll
find the Area-51 an excellent choice.
From £2,149 from dell.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 281, p56

NEW ENTRYWIRELESS NETWORKING

Not the smallest nodes, but that’s for a 

NEW ENTRY
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HOME OFFICE PRINTERS

WORKGROUP PRINTERS

The VersaLink C400 is a great choice for SMBs that
want top-notch colour quality, good print speeds
(double-sided at 25ppm) and plenty of mobile and
cloud printing options. The clincher is Xerox’s
lifetime on-site warranty offer. REVIEW Issue 276, p101

Kyocera Ecosys
M5526cdw
Low running costs and easy
maintenance are the key factors
here, with 1.3p per mono page and
9p for colour. Print quality is great
too, even if you’re kept waiting a
little longer for 600dpi prints.
£353 from printerland.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 279, p101

Brother MFC-
L8900CDW
Perfect for busy workgroups of
up to five users, this colour laser
multifunction printer produces high-
quality results quickly – double-sided
mono docs at 15ppm for instance –
and it’s packed with features.
£684 from printerbase.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 279, p98

Xerox VersaLink C400DN
Colour laser, £252 exc VAT
from pcpro.link/276xer

A high-quality and versatile printer – it can
even print in A3 – with a tempting price, and
it won’t cost the earth to run. Provided you
have space for it, it’s a great choice for home and
small office use. REVIEW Issue 273, p84

Epson EcoTank ET-4750
If you do lots of printing then this
EcoTank is almost certainly going
to save you money, with enough ink
supplied to last 14,000 black pages
and 11,200 in colour. And, unlike
previous EcoTank printers, the image
quality is pretty good, too.
£425 from pcpro.link/282epson
REVIEW Issue 282, p62

Brother MFC-J5330DW
All-in-one inkjet, £126
from pcpro.link/273bro

BUSINESS WI-FI

A brilliant router for businesses that demand
excellent security features, while its VPN
support is second to none – the price includes
support for 32 IPsec VPN tunnels. It’s worth
every penny. REVIEW Issue 258, p95

WatchGuard AP420
Not cheap, but SMBs wanting
enterprise-class wireless security and
central management will find it money
well spent. The cloud portal is one
of the best we’ve seen, performance
is great and WatchGuard’s WIPS
delivers smart wireless security.
£771 exc VAT from broadbandbuyer.
co.uk. REVIEW Issue 281, p97

Cape Networks
Wireless Sensor
The perfect wireless monitoring
solution for SMBs thanks to a superbly
designed cloud portal, packed with
information, for a very tempting price.
A huge range of network and service
monitor features also impress. £650
exc VAT from irisnetworks.com
REVIEW Issue 279, p104

DrayTek Vigor 2860Ln
Secure router, £328 exc VAT
from misco.co.uk

SCANNERS

A brilliant choice for heavy workloads,
the DocuMate 6440 hit speeds of nearly
70ppm in our tests. It also has a large
ADF and versatile software.
REVIEW Issue 278, p98

Brother ADS-3000N
Aimed at mid-sized workgroups,
the ADS-3000N is a solid deal: it
supports both USB and Gigabit
Ethernet network connections, while
offering 50ppm scan speeds, a robust
5,000-page daily duty cycle and a
generous software package. £442
exc VAT from pcpro.link/278ads
REVIEW Issue 278, p94

Xerox DocuMate 6440
USB scanner, £395 exc VAT
from printerbase.co.uk

Kyocera Ecosys
P5026cdn
This isn’t the fastest colour laser you
can buy – it returned speeds of 16ppm
for mono and 10ppm for colour – and
there’s no scanner, but it’s great for
heavy workloads, produces high-
quality prints and is quiet in operation.
£233 from pcpro.link/273kyo
REVIEW Issue 273, p87

support is second to none – the price includes 

WatchGuard AP420

enterprise-class wireless security and 
central management will find it money 
well spent. The cloud portal is one 
of the best we’ve seen, performance 
is great and WatchGuard’s WIPS 
delivers smart wireless security. 
£771 exc VAT from broadbandbuyer.
co.uk. 
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Plustek SmartOffice
PL4080
Looking for a low-cost flatbed
scanner? The PL4080 fits the bill
nicely, combining a fast 40ppm duplex
ADF with an A4 flatbed scanner.
With Plustek’s intuitive DocAction
software thrown in, it’s a great buy.
£296 exc VAT from cvpdigital.com
REVIEW Issue 278, p97

VIDEOCONFERENCING

This kit provides everything for a small business, with no need to hook
it up to a laptop or mobile. It’s flexible when it comes to positioning and
won’t be beaten for features or audio quality. REVIEW Issue 275, p98

Lifesize Icon 450
and Phone HD
The price is steep, but this complete
VC solution makes high-quality video
conferencing a walk in the park – it’s
impressively easy to deploy and use,
while the audio quality delivered by
the four built-in mics was top notch.
£3,462 exc VAT from uk.insight.com
REVIEW Issue 275, p96

Logitech
ConferenceCam
Connect
If you need a portable solution for
smaller rooms, this sleek device
can be set up in seconds. Despite
its size, it can’t be faulted for quality
and the price is right too. £244
exc VAT from pcpro.link/275log
REVIEW Issue 275, p97

Polycom RealPresence Trio
8800 Collaboration Kit
Full VC kit, £1,355 exc VAT
from pcpro.link/275poly

This kit provides everything for a small business, with no need to hook 
it up to a laptop or mobile. It’s fl exible when it comes to positioning and 

Polycom RealPresence Trio 

The VersaLink C400 is a great choice for SMBs that 
want top-notch colour quality, good print speeds 
(double-sided at 25ppm) and plenty of mobile and 

 Issue 276, p101

Brother MFC-
L8900CDW
Perfect for busy workgroups of 
up to five users, this colour laser 
multifunction printer produces high-
quality results quickly – double-sided 
mono docs at 15ppm for instance – 
and it’s packed with features. 
£684 from printerbase.co.uk 
REVIEW

NEW ENTRY
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SECURITY SOFTWARE PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE CREATIVITY SOFTWARE
Bitdefender Internet Security 2018
A stellar selection of extras
including ransomware protection,
along with rock-solid antivirus
protection, makes this our top
choice for 2018. 3 devices, 1yr, £33 from
bitdfender.co.uk REVIEW Issue 279, p85

Avast Free
Antivirus
We recommend dumping
Windows Defender, but if
you don’t want to spend
a penny then Avast’s
superb protection makes
it the best choice. Just
ignore the inevitable,
relentless upsell. Free
from avast.com
REVIEW Issue 279, p84

Kaspersky
Internet
Security 2018
The best choice for power
users and tinkerers, with
little different from last
year’s offering – but with
so many features already,
that’s fine by us. 3 devices,
1yr, £14 inc VAT from
pcpro.link/279kas
REVIEW Issue 279, p86

Microsoft Office 2016
We’ll be honest: there’s very
little here for anyone upgrading from Office
2013. However, this is still the best office suite for
professionals.
Home & Student, £60 from pcpro.link/254off
REVIEW Issue 254, p62

LibreOffice 5
The interface looks
a little dated, and the
lack of collaboration
features is a shame. But
interoperability with
Word and Excel is better
than ever, making this
a fine upgrade if you
don’t want to pay. Free
from libreoffice.org
REVIEW alphr.com

Scrivener
A brilliant package for
serious writers: not
only a word processor,
but a tool that helps you
organise your ideas and
manage the process of
composition from start
to finish. Expensive, but a
trial is available. £34 from
literatureandlatte.com
REVIEW alphr.com

Adobe Creative Cloud 2017
Adobe entrenches its position as an
indispensable resource for creative professionals,
with useful upgrades to the core print-orientated
apps such as Photoshop, and exciting new additions
for digital designers too. Complete plan, £50/mth
from adobe.com/uk REVIEW Issue 268, p72

Serif Affinity
Photo
Don’t be fooled by the low
price: this is a serious
rival to Adobe Photoshop
in terms of features,
even if it does require a
hefty system to make it
fly. Even professionals
should give it a look. £49
from affinity.serif.com
REVIEW Issue 271, p72

CyberLink
PowerDirector
16 Ultra
An excellent tool for 360
video production and
also a fine choice for
normal video, with
powerful plugins that
boost it yet further. Not
cheap but worth it. £53
from pcpro.link/278cyb
REVIEW Issue 278, p73

RACK SERVERS PEDESTAL SERVERS SECURITY
Broadberry CyberServe
Xeon SP2-R2224
Broadberry takes full advantage of Intel’s new Xeon
Scalable family, with a tasty pair of 2.2GHz Xeon
Gold 5120 CPUs offering 14 physical cores apiece.
Matched with 24 bays for SFF hard disks, this is an
impressive 2U rack server. £8,612 exc VAT from
broadberry.co.uk REVIEW Issue 280, p100

WatchGuard Firebox T30-W
Small and
medium-sized
businesses looking
for seriously strong network protection at an
affordable price will find WatchGuard’s Firebox
T30-W ticks all the right boxes. It has all the
requisite security features, can be customised to
suit and is very easy to deploy. Appliance with 1yr
Security Suite, £942 exc VAT from watchguard-
online.co.uk REVIEW Issue 273, p102

BACKUP VOIP SERVICES

Acronis Backup 12.5
New features include granular Exchange mailbox
protection and built-in ransomware protection. With
extensive virtualisation support, ease of use and
excellent value, it’s a superb choice. 3yr licence, £689
exc VAT from acronis.com REVIEW Issue 277, p100

3CX Phone System
If you want to host your own IP PBX then 3CX Phone
System does everything you could ask for. It’s easy to
install while offering an incredible range of call-handling
features for the price. 4-channel licence, £270 exc VAT
from 3cx.com REVIEW Issue 261, p94

Sipgate Team
For a harried IT manager, Sipgate Team offers all the
benefits of VoIP with none of the hassle. There’s no
minimum contract, no on-site server, and easy
management via a web portal – plus all the features
you’d expect. From £15 per month exc VAT from
sipgate.co.uk REVIEW Issue 263, p101

HPE ProLiant DL20 Gen 9
HPE packs a powerful hardware configuration into
the smallest of rack spaces. It’s very affordable and
versatile, while its silent running makes the DL20 highly
suited to a wide range of deployment scenarios. £1,273
exc VAT from uk.insight.com REVIEW Issue 260, p101

Dell PowerEdge T130
The T130 packs a lot into its compact chassis and won’t
disturb you even in a small office, with our audio tests
measuring a noise level of only 37.9dB. Storage features
are basic, but there’s room to grow – a fine first server.
£399 exc VAT from dell.co.uk REVIEW Issue 265, p98

Panda Adaptive Defense 360
A clever cloud security solution packed with features
and priced right for SMBs. It’s easy to deploy and its
smart detection and response service hardens malware
protection. 25 seats, 1yr subscription, £1,214 exc VAT
from pandasecurity.com REVIEW Issue 273, p101

NAS APPLIANCES

Qnap TS-1685
Firms yearning for a big desktop storage repository will
love the 16-bay TS-1685. It offers a huge capacity and
great 10GbE performance, while Qnap’s QTS software
delivers the features. Diskless, £3,521 exc VAT from
span.com REVIEW Issue 276, p96

Tandberg Data RDX QuickStation 8
This speedy RDX IP SAN appliance is a great choice for
SMBs that want total control over their backups. With
space for eight SATA drives, it has the power to handle
multiple backup jobs simultaneously. £3,262 exc VAT
from bechtle.co.uk REVIEW Issue 272, p101

Broadberry CyberStore 224S-WSS
The perfect platform for Windows Storage Server 2016
Standard, the CyberStore offers 24 hot-swap SFF drive
bays at a great price. It also provides huge expansion
potential, with seven PCI-E slots for adding SAS
expansion cards and external disk shelves. £5,445 exc
VAT from broadberry.co.uk REVIEW Issue 274, p100

Fujitsu Server Primergy
TX1320 M3
Fujitsu’s smallest ever tower server, the
TX1320 M3 will immediately appeal to
space-poor SMBs. Despite including a
3GHz Xeon E3-1220 v6 processor and
two 1TB cold-swap hard disks, it has a
price to match its compact dimensions –
and includes plenty of business-friendly
features. As reviewed, £593 exc VAT
from lambda-tek.com REVIEW Issue 277, p97
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Profile
None of the 30 or more business chiefs I’ve spoken to

for this section over the past three years have been
shy about sharing their bold plans for the future.

From the single-man startups to the huge corporations,
everyone’s got a vision of how the next five or ten years
will unfold.

How many of them get it right? In truth, almost none.
None of them saw themselves being booted out of their
own company, nor predicted that a sharp reversal in the
decline of podcasts would massively boost their bottom
line. At least, they didn’t tell us if they did… Certainly, none
of the companies I spoke to predicted they would no longer
be in business within months of us talking. Still, given the
volatility of the tech market and the uncertain economy,
it’s perhaps amazing that I found only two of the
companies I’ve spoken to over the past three years have
gone to the wall, one of which is featured on these pages.

Here is a look back at three of the companies featured in
Profile since 2014, and their diverging fortunes.

audioBoom issue 243
“Most people just don’t like the sound of their own
voice,” audioBoom CEO Rob Proctor told us in
late 2014, just after the company had

relaunched. audioBoo, minus the “m” at the end, had
earned its founder 14th place in the The Guardian’s most
influential people in the media list, after giving amateur
broadcasters a chance to stream to the masses. The only

thing it hadn’t earned its founder, Mark Rock, was enough
users or money to keep the business going.

Hence audioBoom was reborn in 2014, focusing less on
citizens with something to say and more on professional
broadcasters, delivering a personalised stream of radio-
quality content to listeners. “The basic principle behind
the ‘boo’ becoming ‘boom’ is that we now have a lot more
sports and entertainment packages, and none of them like
to be ‘booed’,” said Proctor. “We needed a new name that
was a lot more positive.”

Positive thinking appears to have paid off. The company
recently reported year-on-year revenue growth of 329%,
with 90 million active listeners in August.

It’s fair to say audioBoom has benefitted hugely from
the podcast renaissance. It hosts hit podcasts such as
Undisclosed, a show that probes wrongful convictions in
the US, as well as the Totally Football Show, a twice-
weekly podcast hosted by James Richardson. The surge in
high quality podcasts (would it be hugely cheeky of us to
put the PC Pro podcast in such company? Yes, yes it would)
has attracted advertisers, who are keen to tap the erudite,

affluent podcast listener on their way to work.
“This provides a prime target for agencies
and marketers who have now realised this

engaged, motivated and attractive
audience is an ideal demographic for

clients’ advertising spend,” Proctor
said recently. “Major marketing
budgets are therefore increasingly
being allocated to the podcasting
and audio mediums.”

The next time you hear James
Richardson interrupt the footy

chat to pimp a razor, you’ll know
who’s really benefitting.

WANdisco issue 247
When I spoke to WANdisco CEO Dave

Richards at the tail end of 2014, he was the
man in charge of the company that, in his
words, “had invented the impossible”.

WANdisco’s technology let companies
keep two sets of data, stored in two
different parts of the world, in perfect
synchronicity with one another. “Despite
failures, despite low bandwidth, despite
distance and despite having a wide area

network in the way, we can guarantee that data exists in
more than one place at the same time,” Richards boasted.

Richards described this ability to instantly synchronise
entire data centres as the “trillion-dollar opportunity”.

BACKGROUND INFO ON
INNOVATIVE BRITISH COMPANIES

Where are they now?
We look back at three of the companies that have appeared in Profile over the years

late 2014, just after the company had 

Richards at the tail end of 2014, he was the 
man in charge of the company that, in his 
words, “had invented the impossible”.

keep two sets of data, stored in two 
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their own voice. Twenty-five thousand regular monthly

users after three-and-a-half years probably proved there

isn’t much of a model in that business.”

Instead, Proctor decided to refocus the business on

providing a personalised feed of audio from professional

broadcasters, such as the BBC, Sky Sports News Radio and

talkSPORT. Instead of relying on one man and his phone,

Audioboo would deliver audio from the big brands to a

larger and (potentially) more lucrative audience.

However, to do that, the company needed to change

its name. “The basic principle behind the ‘boo’ becoming

‘boom’ is that we have a lot more sports and entertainment

packages now, and none of them like to be ‘booed’,” says

Proctor. “We needed a new name that was more positive.”

n Reshaping the app
The switch from Audioboo to audioBoom was more than

cosmetic. The company relaunched its app in September

and brought with it a fundamental set of new technologies

that attempt to improve the listening experience. While the

functions to record and share your own audio haven’t been

removed entirely, they’ve been stripped back, and the focus

has switched to a continuous stream of audio clips from

broadcasters, based on the listener’s predefined interests.

When you first fire up the app, you’re asked to choose

from a menu of topics you might be interested in – sport,

entertainment, comedy, music – each of which drills down

into a series of subcategories, such as football, rugby and

cycling. However, audioBoom doesn’t rely purely on stated

preferences: it has devised an algorithm that tailors the

content of the feed to the user’s listening habits.

“There’s a mix of local intelligence in the app and on the

servers,” says chief technology officer Jonathan del Strother.

“The app considers the categories that you’ve been listening

to, how long you spend listening to them, what you tend to

skip past and so on. Our servers use similar inputs, but

spread across all our users’ listening habits, to introduce

you to new groups of content.”

In the space of two years, almost everything has changed

at internet radio company audioBoom: its CEO; its entire

business model; the technology that powers the service;

even its name. This turnaround has seen the service grow

from around 25,000 registered users to more than two

million, and this year the company was listed on the London

Stock Exchange for the first time.

This success hasn’t come without pain, however, not

least the alienation of the man – and many of the loyal

users, including celebrities such as Red Dwarf actor Robert

Llewellyn – who helped build the company in the first place.

So, how did this British company reinvent itself to

become a rival to giants such as SoundCloud? And what

technology is it using to ensure this growth continues?

n From boo to boom
audioBoom started life in 2009 as Audioboo, under the

evangelistic leadership of founder and CEO Mark Rock.

Rock wanted to create a service that democratised radio,

that allowed anyone with a smartphone to record a short

audio clip and share it with a community of like-minded

listeners, whether they were reporting from a war zone

in Libya or sitting in their living room with a cup of tea.

The service was an instant hit. Media outlets including

Channel 4 News, The Guardian and even PC Pro used it to

bring live audio reports to new audiences. Celebrities such

as Chris Moyles and the ubiquitous Stephen Fry jumped

aboard. Little more than a year after Audioboo launched,

Rock was listed at number 14 in The Guardian’s list of the

100 most influential people in the media, ranking above

Rebekah Brooks, Steve Ballmer and The Guardian’s own

editor, Alan Rusbridger.

The Guardian’s panel of judges described Audioboo as

“the single most important new media tool of the past two

years”. Having already “changed the way we use audio,

now it is going to reinvent the way we think about digital

radio”, the panel concluded. There was just one problem:

nobody had figured out how it was going to make money.

By mid-2012, the company’s investors had grown tired

of the red ink. The service had a core userbase of only 25,000

users and, premium accounts aside, had no obvious way of

earning revenue from them. The business model had failed,

and a new chief executive, Robert Proctor, was brought in

to rescue the company. Rock was sidelined into the role of

president before, somewhat acrimoniously, quitting the

company early in 2013.

“The issue was probably quite fundamental,” Proctor

says when asked to explain what was wrong with Audioboo

when he joined. “Most people just don’t like the sound of

This piece of technology is so crucial

to audioBoom’s success that it hired

a dedicated artificial intelligence

company in Mountain View, California

to develop the algorithm alongside

del Strother and his team in the UK.

Another key addition to the app is

the Daily Download, a two-hour slice

of personalised audio that’s downloaded automatically

to the user’s device every night, ensuring that they have

something to listen to on the way to work in the morning

without having to rely on a flaky data connection as they

drive to the office or catch the train.

“The majority of all audio listening is done in some

form of transport,” says Proctor. “The other thing that’s

fundamental to it – one that maybe a lot of other listening

experiences miss – is that audio is pretty

much always a secondary activity.

Anything that breaks your attention

away from the primary activity and

forces you to pick up the phone and

search for content every five minutes

is totally counter-intuitive.”

n Back-end technology
It isn’t only the front-end technology

that audioBoom has revamped, but

also the back-end. The company has to

make it effortless for content partners

to upload their clips to audioBoom’s servers, and it offers

them a variety of ways to do this. Some use a dedicated API;

others with reporters in the field upload directly from the

web interface or the smartphone app. “We can also import

in bulk using RSS,” explains del Strother. “We have a cluster

of workers polling the broadcasters’ feeds, scanning for

audio content, which is automatically imported.”

And how, app listeners may wonder, does either party

make money, given that there are currently no adverts in

the app? Proctor says

embedding ads into app

listeners’ audio streams

“is just not a good user

experience”. Instead, the

company sells advertising

when audioBoom’s player

is embedded into websites,

splitting the revenue with

the broadcaster that

provides the content.

“If we get content in

from Sky that’s about, say,

Tottenham Hotspur, we

have 200 or 300 websites

within our network that

would love to have it,”

explains Proctor. “Our

media player then appears

in that website and we can

run pre- and post-roll

advertising in that.”

n Breaking from the past
Proctor now calls the company a “SaaS [software as a

service] platform for tier-one broadcasters”, which is

undoubtedly a long way from Rock’s original vision of a

voice for the masses. The switch in emphasis has clearly

antagonised many loyal Audioboo users. The once-prolific

Robert Llewellyn hasn’t posted a “boo” in more than a year,

and many others have blogged or broadcast their distaste for

the new approach. “Is it only about the money?” blogged

journalist and regular Audioboo user Christian Payne.

“Do we invest our time, words, ideas and feelings wrapped

in stories just to make the other investors rich?”

Proctor says he hopes the service can retain many of

its early adopters, but he admits it will be difficult. Yet,

while the new business direction may have stretched the

patience of a once-loyal user community, it seems likely

that the business itself would have been stretched had it

continued to follow its original path.

The lesson for budding British developers is writ

large: a brilliant app may get you plenty of media attention

but, without a business model to back it up, it won’t pay

the bills. BARRY COLLINS

The company sells
advertising when its
player is embedded
into websites, splitting
the revenue with
the broadcaster
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their own voice. Twenty-five thousand regular monthly 

users after three-and-a-half years probably proved there 

isn’t much of a model in that business.”

Instead, Proctor decided to refocus the business on 

providing a personalised feed of audio from professional 

broadcasters, such as the BBC, Sky Sports News Radio and 

talkSPORT. Instead of relying on one man and his phone, 

Audioboo would deliver audio from the big brands to a 

larger and (potentially) more lucrative audience.

However, to do that, the company needed to change 

its name. “The basic principle behind the ‘boo’ becoming 

‘boom’ is that we have a lot more sports and entertainment 

packages now, and none of them like to be ‘booed’,” says 

Proctor. “We needed a new name that was more positive.”

n Reshaping the app
The switch from Audioboo to audioBoom was more than 

cosmetic. The company relaunched its app in September 

and brought with it a fundamental set of new technologies 

that attempt to improve the listening experience. While the 

functions to record and share your own audio haven’t been 

removed entirely, they’ve been stripped back, and the focus 

has switched to a continuous stream of audio clips from 

broadcasters, based on the listener’s predefined interests.

When you first fire up the app, you’re asked to choose 

from a menu of topics you might be interested in – sport, 

entertainment, comedy, music – each of which drills down 

into a series of subcategories, such as football, rugby and 

cycling. However, audioBoom doesn’t rely purely on stated 

preferences: it has devised an algorithm that tailors the 

content of the feed to the user’s listening habits.

“There’s a mix of local intelligence in the app and on the 

servers,” says chief technology officer Jonathan del Strother. 

“The app considers the categories that you’ve been listening 

to, how long you spend listening to them, what you tend to 

skip past and so on. Our servers use similar inputs, but 

spread across all our users’ listening habits, to introduce 

you to new groups of content.”

In the space of two years, almost everything has changed

at internet radio company audioBoom: its CEO; its entire

business model; the technology that powers the service;

even its name. This turnaround has seen the service grow

from around 25,000 registered users to more than two

million, and this year the company was listed on the London

Stock Exchange for the first time.

This success hasn’t come without pain, however, not

least the alienation of the man – and many of the loyal

users, including celebrities such as Red Dwarf actor Robert

Llewellyn – who helped build the company in the first place.
Llewellyn – who helped build the company in the first place. 

So, how did this British company reinvent itself to 

become a rival to giants such as SoundCloud? And what 

technology is it using to ensure this growth continues?

n From boo to boom
audioBoom started life in 2009 as Audioboo, under the 

evangelistic leadership of founder and CEO Mark Rock. 

Rock wanted to create a service that democratised radio, 

that allowed anyone with a smartphone to record a short 

audio clip and share it with a community of like-minded 

listeners, whether they were reporting from a war zone 

in Libya or sitting in their living room with a cup of tea. 

The service was an instant hit. Media outlets including 

Channel 4 News, The Guardian and even PC Pro used it to 

bring live audio reports to new audiences. Celebrities such 

as Chris Moyles and the ubiquitous Stephen Fry jumped 

aboard. Little more than a year after Audioboo launched, 

Rock was listed at number 14 in The Guardian’s list of the 

100 most influential people in the media, ranking above 

Rebekah Brooks, Steve Ballmer and The Guardian’s own 

editor, Alan Rusbridger.

The Guardian’s panel of judges described Audioboo as 

“the single most important new media tool of the past two 

years”. Having already “changed the way we use audio, 

now it is going to reinvent the way we think about digital 

radio”, the panel concluded. There was just one problem: 

nobody had figured out how it was going to make money. 

By mid-2012, the company’s investors had grown tired 

of the red ink. The service had a core userbase of only 25,000 

users and, premium accounts aside, had no obvious way of 

earning revenue from them. The business model had failed, 

and a new chief executive, Robert Proctor, was brought in 

to rescue the company. Rock was sidelined into the role of 

president before, somewhat acrimoniously, quitting the 

company early in 2013. 

“The issue was probably quite fundamental,” Proctor 

says when asked to explain what was wrong with Audioboo 

when he joined. “Most people just don’t like the sound of 
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form of transport,” says Proctor. “The other thing that’s 
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also the back-end. The company has to 
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them a variety of ways to do this. Some use a dedicated API; 

others with reporters in the field upload directly from the 

web interface or the smartphone app. “We can also import 

in bulk using RSS,” explains del Strother. “We have a cluster 

of workers polling the broadcasters’ feeds, scanning for 

audio content, which is automatically imported.”

And how, app listeners may wonder, does either party 

make money, given that there are currently no adverts in 

the app? Proctor says

embedding ads into app

listeners’ audio streams

“is just not a good user

experience”. Instead, the

company sells advertising

when audioBoom’s player

is embedded into websites,

splitting the revenue with

the broadcaster that

provides the content.

“If we get content in

from Sky that’s about, say,

Tottenham Hotspur, we

have 200 or 300 websiteshave 200 or 300 websites 

within our network that 

would love to have it,” 

explains Proctor. “Our 

media player then appears 

in that website and we can 

run pre- and post-roll 

advertising in that.”

n Breaking from the past
Proctor now calls the company a “SaaS [software as a 

service] platform for tier-one broadcasters”, which is 

undoubtedly a long way from Rock’s original vision of a 

voice for the masses. The switch in emphasis has clearly 

antagonised many loyal Audioboo users. The once-prolific 

Robert Llewellyn hasn’t posted a “boo” in more than a year, 

and many others have blogged or broadcast their distaste for 

the new approach. “Is it only about the money?” blogged 

journalist and regular Audioboo user Christian Payne. 

“Do we invest our time, words, ideas and feelings wrapped 

in stories just to make the other investors rich?”

Proctor says he hopes the service can retain many of 

its early adopters, but he admits it will be difficult. Yet, 

while the new business direction may have stretched the 

patience of a once-loyal user community, it seems likely 

that the business itself would have been stretched had it 

continued to follow its original path. 

The lesson for budding British developers is writ 

large: a brilliant app may get you plenty of media attention 

but, without a business model to back it up, it won’t pay 

the bills.  BARRY COLLINS

The company sells 
advertising when its 
player is embedded 
into websites, splitt ing 
the revenue with 
the broadcaster 
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Alas, Yubl’s resources were nowhere near limitless. In
August 2016, the company claimed to have secured £16m of
funding and was looking for more to fund an expansion
into Europe. Only three months later it had closed, with
major shareholder Peter Simon seemingly running out of
patience with the rate at which the social network was
burning through funds. The company’s 40 staff and 30
freelancers were immediately out of jobs.

What went wrong for Yubl? The closest it came to a
unique selling point was the stickers, live graphics and
polls you could add to posts, making them richer than an
equivalent post on Facebook at the time. “Yubl’s got
functionality that’s not available elsewhere,” CEO Gareth
Evans told us. “We anticipate additional use or displacing
some of the time they spend on those other apps, rather
than any vision of a wholesale abandoning of other apps.”

But Facebook soon upped its game, letting users add
fancy backgrounds, stickers and GIFs to its posts. Yubl
wasn’t distinctive enough to drag sufficient users away
from the social networks they already used.

Company insiders claim raw numbers weren’t the
ultimate problem for Yubl – although the company was
always shy about revealing active user figures. “Our
engagement numbers were much better than other similar
social networks at the same age, and the VCs loved our
numbers,” wrote developer Yan Cui, in a blog post shortly
after the company closed. “We just didn’t have enough of it
to prove our long-term trajectory.”

Instead, Cui blamed Evans’ predecessors for frittering
away funding: “Under the previous regime, millions of
investment had been wasted on expensive contractors and
third-party vendors with no product to show for it.”
We couldn’t get hold of Evans to get his version of events.
But lest you think CEOs just walk away from the wreckage
of startups, it seems he paid a high personal price for the
business’s failure. “Throughout these difficult last few
days, our CEO Gareth Evans continued to fight for that
glimmer of hope to keep the company going, and for the
right of employees to be paid the wages they’re owed
(despite losing out the millions he has invested into the
company himself),” Cui wrote.
BARRY COLLINS
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What about you?
Do you work for a British technology company that could be
profiled in PC Pro? If so, get in touch: profile@pcpro.co.uk

Only a week after
being fired, Richards was
back after a shareholder
revolt, with 58% backing
his reinstatement

Tellingly, however, he said he wasn’t
focused on short-term profit. “I’m focused

on becoming a massive company with huge
value in that space.”
Alas, Richards’ board of directors didn’t seem to have

signed off on the “jam tomorrow” strategy. In September
2016, Richards was told at a breakfast meeting with
WANdisco’s non-executive chairman that he was being
sacked from the company he founded, amid concerns that
Richards had over-promised and under-delivered.

Although the public statements issued at the time made
it sound like an amicable split, Richards later complained
that his sacking was an “ambush”. “I wouldn’t treat a dog
like that,” he was quoted as saying in The Times.

WANDisco’s shareholders weren’t too keen on animal
cruelty, either. Only a week after being fired, Richards was
back in place after a shareholder revolt, with 58% backing
his reinstatement. The man who handed him his P45,

former Sage CEO Paul Walker, was
forced to resign himself.

The boardroom dust-up did little
to settle investors’ nerves. The
company’s share price
had already tumbled
from a 2013 high of
1,500p to 132p just after
Richards was put back
in post. But, since then,

the share price has soared again, climbing to
860p in October 2017 (although it did fall to
532.5p in November before recovering).

The company is still making a loss, but
strong growth has been enough to allay
investors’ jitters. Bookings and revenue for the
first half of 2017 were up by more than 70%
and WANdisco has signed OEM deals with big
partners such as IBM and Dell. A plan to raise
an extra $10m of shareholder capital in late
2017 actually earned $22m, such was the
demand for shares. WANdisco continues to
dance to Richards’ tune.

Yubl issue 261
Even without the benefit of hindsight, my
introduction to our spring 2016 Profile of
Yubl was eerily ominous. “If we had five
pounds for every social-network startup we’d met over the
past decade, well… we’d have enough to eat heartily in one
of London’s finest diners,” I wrote. “Social networks go as
fast they come, with even the near-limitless resources of
Google proving unable to prick the bubbles of Facebook
and Twitter.”

August 2016, the company claimed to have secured £16m of 
funding and was looking for more to fund an expansion 
into Europe. Only three months later it had closed, with 
major shareholder Peter Simon seemingly running out of 
patience with the rate at which the social network was 
burning through funds. The company’s 40 staff and 30 
freelancers were immediately out of jobs. 

unique selling point was the stickers, live graphics and 
polls you could add to posts, making them richer than an 
equivalent post on Facebook at the time. “Yubl’s got 
functionality that’s not available elsewhere,” CEO Gareth 
Evans told us. “We anticipate additional use or displacing 
some of the time they spend on those other apps, rather 
than any vision of a wholesale abandoning of other apps.”

fancy backgrounds, stickers and GIFs to its posts. Yubl 
wasn’t distinctive enough to drag sufficient users away 
from the social networks they already used. Tellingly, however, he said he wasn’t Tellingly, however, he said he wasn’t 
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ABOVE WANdisco

has headquarters

in Sheffield

RIGHT WANdisco’s

code can replicate

data housed in
different data
centres in real-time

RIGHT David Richards

gave up plans to set up

an equity fund in order

to invest in WANdisco

What about you?
Do you work for a British technology company that could be

profiled in PC Pro? If so, get in touch: profile@pcpro.co.uk

WANDISCO
IN A NUTSHELL
WANdisco’s
patented
technology allows
companies to keep
multiple copies
of the same data
synchronised
in data centres
across the
world, delivering
“absolute business
continuity”.

LOCATION Dual
headquarters in
Sheffield and San
Ramon, California

FOUNDED 2005

EMPLOYEES
More than 200

WEBSITE
wandisco.com

KEY FACTS The chances of someone inventing the data-

duplication technology behindWANdisco are

roughly the same as someone in a parallel universe

thumbing through a copy of PC Pro like you are now. At

least, that’s if you believe the company’s charismatically

bullish CEODavid Richards.

The straight-talking Sheffieldman still talks with

awe about the day Dr Yeturu Aahlad turn
ed up in his office

and explained how he had “invented the impossible” – a

way to keep two sets of data, stored in two different parts

of the world, in perfect synchronicity with one another.

That one idea was enough to persuade Richards and

his partner to drop their plans to laun
ch a private equity

fund and instead createWANdisco, which has since

grown into £100million firmwithmore than 200 staff

based around the world, including development centres

in Sheffield and Belfast.

WANdisco has been on the cliché “roller-coaster

ride” since it went public in 2012, its share price initially

soaring before tumbling back to a third of its peak.

Richards can barely conceal his anger at how British

investors fail to appreciate his company’s potential,

and it’s not the only thing about the B
ritish tech scene

that infuriates him, either.

n Silicon Valley start
Although it now has headquarters in Sheffield,WANdisco

started life in San Francisco. Attracted by the internet

boom underway in Silicon Valley, Richards packed his

suitcases and headedwest, starting and selling two

technology firms in the space of ten years. Hewas on

the verge of using the proceeds to set
up his own equity

fund to “invest in the uninvestible – geeks who had

really, really clever ideas”, when one such candidate

walked through the door: Dr Yeturu Aahlad.

“Aahlad had solved, in 20 pages of hieroglyphs, one of

themost complex problems in computer science, which I

just couldn’t believe,” Richards told P
C Pro. “He’d taken

the idea tomultiple venture capitalists, but they h
adn’t got

a bloody clue what he was talking about.What he’d done

was to reinvent the way the internet worked at the very

highest level. The internet is basically
a client-server

systemwithmultiple points of failure, which is whywe see

outages all the time.What he’d donewas invent active-

activeWAN replication, using something called the Paxos

algorithm, which is amassively complex bit of code.”

Unlike the other venture capitalists A
ahlad hadmet,

Richards was a computer scientist, and although he

admits Aahlad’s concept stretched beyond
the limits

of his knowledge, he understood

enough to know hewas onto

something big.With Dr Aahlad’s

patented code, Richards realised

you could replicate data housed in

different data centres in real-time,

providing the loss-free failover that

data-critical businesses would kill

for. So he scrapped his plans to

set up the equity fund and, in

2005, formedWANdisco (short

for wide area network distributed

computing), designed tomeet

the big data needs of companies

running the open-source storage

framework, Hadoop.

“Despite failures, despite low

bandwidth, despite distance, and

despite having a wide-area network

in the way, we can guarantee that

data exists inmore than one place

BACKGROUND INFO ON INNOVATIVE BRITISH COMPANIES

at the same time,” said Richards. “We’re talking about

vast quantities of data, we’re talking about whole data

centres’ worth of data, we’re talking about something

the size of Google’s dataset.”

Banks are now usingWANdisco’s technology to

safeguardmultibillion-dollar trading systems; hospitals

are using it to sync patients’ medical records; UCI is even

using the technology to predict cardi
ac arrest in patients

two or three days before it happens. “It’
s now possible for

a credit company to look at all of your transaction
s and

multiplex that against what you’re currently doing – to

figure out if it’s really you using your
credit card with a

very high probability, which they’ve never been able to do

before,” said Richards. “Queries that
used to take two to

threemonths to run are nowmoving down tomilliseconds.”

“Data really is the new oil,”

Richards added. “Companies

that don’t realise that this is a

fundamental source of competitive

advantage across every single

industry will fail. They just will fail.”

n The secret sauce
How is it possible to sync terabyte

upon terabyte of data across

international boundaries in an

instant? It isn’t, but it is possible to

quickly sync themetadata that identifies where the actual

data blocks are stored, ahead of replic
ating the data itself.

“Let’s say you have a change that’s ab
out to happen in

data centre A,” said Richards. “Before
that change actually

happens, data centre B and data centre C know about that

change, and a global sequence is maintained at every single

data centre. The agreement that takes place, which is based

on Paxos, sounds like it’s going to take fo
rever to do, but

it’s miniscule, it’s imperceptible, the payload on each

transaction is almost zero.”

But what happens if you run a query in data centre A

before the data that’s been changed in data centre B has

been fully copied across to A? “To us, that d
oesn’t matter,”

said Richards. “The net effect of whatWANdisco does

is to create a single logical global clus
ter of data. So

even if the data hasn’t arrived from data centre B to

data centre A, data centre A still understands where

that data is in its replication cycle. So it’s not eventual

consistency, it’s complete consistency, because all the

metadata lives simultaneously in every data centre.”

n Coming to England
Three years after Richardsmet Dr Aahlad, the

company expanded to the point where it needed its

own software-development centre. Richards chose

his hometown of Sheffield, disproving the idea that

you need to be in driving distance of Shoreditch to

build a successful tech start-up in Britain.

He describes the government’s attempt to drive tech

businesses towards the capital’s Silicon Roundabout and

later Tech City as “the worst marketing ever”. “It needs

to be Tech UK, and I think to be fair to the gover
nment…

they have [now] done that and said come and run your

HQ in the UK.”
Richards says the UK offers one of themost business-

friendly tax and investment regimes of any country.

However, he’s frustrated by the deficienci
es in the

education system. “The university system in the UK

doesn’t generate relevant, current gr
aduates, and that’s

a real problem,” he said. Forcing students to choose

certain A-levels to do computing degrees “stopsmany,

many careers of people whowould be superb computer

scientists, because they don’t studym
athematics A-level

and they’re finished... we specialise too early.”

He also despairs of university courses
, saying

only Belfast knows how to prepare students for life in

industry. He believes Tech City’s “dirty secret” is that

many computer-science graduates are recruited
from

Eastern Europe, while their British contemporaries

remain unemployed because they don’t have relev
ant

skills. “I spoke to the head of computer science at one of

the English universities, and he askedmewhat Hadoop

was. I wanted to hit him over the head. How on Earth can

you not know that? Hewas teaching Pascal – I mean…”

Wewon’t print exactly what he said after that.

n Share price slump
University lecturers aren’t the only th

ing to rile Richards.

WANdisco’s shares were trading at a third of their 2013

high at the time of writing, which Richards blames on

the UK investment community’s failure to place the right

value on growing tech companies. He says themarket is

waiting forWANdisco to sign upmore lucrative customers

– which he promises are coming – instead of looking at the

company’s long-term potential. WANdisco wouldn’t have

this problem if it was listed on the NASDAQ, Richards

argued, which is somewhat ironic for a company that’s

all about replication across international borders.

“Our focus is on building unique technologies to attac
k

a trillion-dollar marketplace, to takemarket share very

quickly,” said Richards. “Right now, I’m not focused on

profit. I’m focused on becoming amassive companywith

huge value in that space. The real value of the company

isn’t the currentmarket cap. Not even close.”

Still, turning an idea scribbled on 20 sheets of A4

paper into a companyworth £115million hasn’t been

a bad decade’s work so far. BARRY COLLINS

WANdisco
This is a technology firm like no other. Not only did it solve

an unsolvable problem, it also took the reverse journey

from Silicon Valley to Sheffield

Companies that
don’t realise data is a
fundamental source of
competitive advantage
across every single
industry will fail

03/01/2018 10:58

What about you?pounds for every social-network startup we’d met over the 
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WANDISCO
IN A NUTSHELL
WANdisco’s
patented
technology allows
companies to keep
multiple copies
of the same data
synchronised
in data centres
across the
world, delivering
“absolute business
continuity”.

LOCATION Dual
headquarters in
Sheffield and San
Ramon, California

FOUNDED 2005

EMPLOYEES
More than 200

WEBSITE
wandisco.com

KEY FACTS T he chances of someone inventing the data-duplication technology behindWANdisco areroughly the same as someone in a parallel universethumbing through a copy of PC Pro like you are now. Atleast, that’s if you believe the company’s charismaticallybullish CEODavid Richards.
The straight-talking Sheffieldman still talks withawe about the day Dr Yeturu Aahlad turned up in his officeand explained how he had “invented the impossible” – away to keep two sets of data, stored in two different partsof the world, in perfect synchronicity with one another.That one idea was enough to persuade Richards andhis partner to drop their plans to launch a private equityfund and instead createWANdisco, which has sincegrown into £100million firmwithmore than 200 staffbased around the world, including development centresin Sheffield and Belfast.

WANdisco has been on the cliché “roller-coasterride” since it went public in 2012, its share price initiallysoaring before tumbling back to a third of its peak.Richards can barely conceal his anger at how Britishinvestors fail to appreciate his company’s potential,and it’s not the only thing about the British tech scenethat infuriates him, either.

n Silicon Valley start
Although it now has headquarters in Sheffield,WANdiscostarted life in San Francisco. Attracted by the internetboom underway in Silicon Valley, Richards packed hissuitcases and headedwest, starting and selling twotechnology firms in the space of ten years. Hewas onthe verge of using the proceeds to set up his own equityfund to “invest in the uninvestible – geeks who hadreally, really clever ideas”, when one such candidatewalked through the door: Dr Yeturu Aahlad.“Aahlad had solved, in 20 pages of hieroglyphs, one ofthemost complex problems in computer science, which Ijust couldn’t believe,” Richards told PC Pro. “He’d takenthe idea tomultiple venture capitalists, but they hadn’t gota bloody clue what he was talking about.What he’d donewas to reinvent the way the internet worked at the veryhighest level. The internet is basically a client-serversystemwithmultiple points of failure, which is whywe seeoutages all the time.What he’d donewas invent active-activeWAN replication, using something called the Paxosalgorithm, which is amassively complex bit of code.”Unlike the other venture capitalists Aahlad hadmet,Richards was a computer scientist, and although headmits Aahlad’s concept stretched beyond the limitsof his knowledge, he understoodenough to know hewas onto

something big.With Dr Aahlad’spatented code, Richards realisedyou could replicate data housed indifferent data centres in real-time,providing the loss-free failover thatdata-critical businesses would killfor. So he scrapped his plans toset up the equity fund and, in
2005, formedWANdisco (shortfor wide area network distributedcomputing), designed tomeetthe big data needs of companiesrunning the open-source storageframework, Hadoop.
“Despite failures, despite lowbandwidth, despite distance, anddespite having a wide-area networkin the way, we can guarantee thatdata exists inmore than one place

BACKGROUND INFO ON INNOVATIVE BRITISH COMPANIES

at the same time,” said Richards. “We’re talking aboutvast quantities of data, we’re talking about whole datacentres’ worth of data, we’re talking about somethingthe size of Google’s dataset.”
Banks are now usingWANdisco’s technology tosafeguardmultibillion-dollar trading systems; hospitalsare using it to sync patients’ medical records; UCI is evenusing the technology to predict cardiac arrest in patientstwo or three days before it happens. “It’s now possible fora credit company to look at all of your transactions andmultiplex that against what you’re currently doing – tofigure out if it’s really you using your credit card with avery high probability, which they’ve never been able to dobefore,” said Richards. “Queries that used to take two tothreemonths to run are nowmoving down tomilliseconds.”“Data really is the new oil,”Richards added. “Companiesthat don’t realise that this is afundamental source of competitiveadvantage across every singleindustry will fail. They just will fail.”

n The secret sauce
How is it possible to sync terabyteupon terabyte of data across
international boundaries in aninstant? It isn’t, but it is possible toquickly sync themetadata that identifies where the actualdata blocks are stored, ahead of replicating the data itself.“Let’s say you have a change that’s about to happen indata centre A,” said Richards. “Before that change actuallyhappens, data centre B and data centre C know about thatchange, and a global sequence is maintained at every singledata centre. The agreement that takes place, which is basedon Paxos, sounds like it’s going to take forever to do, butit’s miniscule, it’s imperceptible, the payload on eachtransaction is almost zero.”

But what happens if you run a query in data centre Abefore the data that’s been changed in data centre B hasbeen fully copied across to A? “To us, that doesn’t matter,”

said Richards. “The net effect of whatWANdisco doesis to create a single logical global cluster of data. Soeven if the data hasn’t arrived from data centre B todata centre A, data centre A still understands wherethat data is in its replication cycle. So it’s not eventualconsistency, it’s complete consistency, because all themetadata lives simultaneously in every data centre.”
n Coming to England
Three years after Richardsmet Dr Aahlad, thecompany expanded to the point where it needed itsown software-development centre. Richards chosehis hometown of Sheffield, disproving the idea thatyou need to be in driving distance of Shoreditch tobuild a successful tech start-up in Britain.He describes the government’s attempt to drive techbusinesses towards the capital’s Silicon Roundabout andlater Tech City as “the worst marketing ever”. “It needsto be Tech UK, and I think to be fair to the government…they have [now] done that and said come and run yourHQ in the UK.”
Richards says the UK offers one of themost business-friendly tax and investment regimes of any country.However, he’s frustrated by the deficiencies in theeducation system. “The university system in the UKdoesn’t generate relevant, current graduates, and that’sa real problem,” he said. Forcing students to choosecertain A-levels to do computing degrees “stopsmany,many careers of people whowould be superb computerscientists, because they don’t studymathematics A-leveland they’re finished... we specialise too early.”He also despairs of university courses, sayingonly Belfast knows how to prepare students for life inindustry. He believes Tech City’s “dirty secret” is thatmany computer-science graduates are recruited fromEastern Europe, while their British contemporariesremain unemployed because they don’t have relevantskills. “I spoke to the head of computer science at one ofthe English universities, and he askedmewhat Hadoopwas. I wanted to hit him over the head. How on Earth canyou not know that? Hewas teaching Pascal – I mean…”Wewon’t print exactly what he said after that.

n Share price slump
University lecturers aren’t the only thing to rile Richards.WANdisco’s shares were trading at a third of their 2013high at the time of writing, which Richards blames onthe UK investment community’s failure to place the rightvalue on growing tech companies. He says themarket iswaiting forWANdisco to sign upmore lucrative customers– which he promises are coming – instead of looking at thecompany’s long-term potential. WANdisco wouldn’t havethis problem if it was listed on the NASDAQ, Richardsargued, which is somewhat ironic for a company that’sall about replication across international borders.“Our focus is on building unique technologies to attacka trillion-dollar marketplace, to takemarket share veryquickly,” said Richards. “Right now, I’m not focused onprofit. I’m focused on becoming amassive companywithhuge value in that space. The real value of the companyisn’t the currentmarket cap. Not even close.”Still, turning an idea scribbled on 20 sheets of A4paper into a companyworth £115million hasn’t beena bad decade’s work so far. BARRY COLLINS
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This is a technology firm like no other. Not only did it solvean unsolvable problem, it also took the reverse journeyfrom Silicon Valley to Sheffield
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ABOVE Gareth Evans says Yubl, his new mobile interactive social network featuring a shared, livecanvas of content, is aimed at the 18-24 age group who are dissatisfied with current social media

IN A NUTSHELL
Launched in
February 2016,
Yubl is a social
network that’s
targeting
18-24-year-olds
who are
disenfranchised
with Facebook,
Twitter et al.

LOCATION London

FOUNDED 2012

EMPLOYEES 55

WEBSITE
yubl.me

KEY FACTS I f we had £5 for every social network startupwe’d comeacross over the past decade, well… we’d have enough toeat heartily in one of London’s finest diners. Socialnetworks disappear as fast they appear, with even thenear-limitless resources of Google proving unable to prickthe bubbles of Facebook and Twitter.Yet, nobody could accuse the founders of Yubl ofrushing tomarket with half-baked notions of stealingFacebook’s thunder. Yubl has taken seven years fromconcept to launch, and even then it’s starting slowly in theUK before embarking on the wider world. But whatmakesthis British-born attempt at social networking stand out?
n Mature approach
Gareth Evans doesn’t fit the stereotype of the socialnetwork CEO. They’re typically Zuckerberg clones oryoung idealists whowant to bring down Facebookwith an“ethical” alternative. Themiddle-aged Evans is neither.About seven years ago, Evans and his business partner,Jonathan Ellis (the founder of games developer Psygnosis),had the “germ of an idea” to take advantage of the always-on connectivity of mobiles, even before the smartphonemovement was in full swing. The pair patented the ideas

behind their
mobile social
network and
“smartphones
really caught up
with the idea,”
claimed Evans.

Three years
ago, the pair
decided that
smartphones
were now
sophisticated
enough to handle
their concept, so they formed a company and beganexploring ways to bring their intellectual property toa smartphone app. They hired a pair of designers, BenCopping and James Parker, “to turn that [intellectualproperty] into a commercial product”. The duoworkedon a variety of concepts, ranging from financial servicesto security, but what eventually came out of the pipe wasYubl – a social network pitched at millennials who don’tdo email and barely bother with Facebook.“There hasn’t been a lot that’s new, radically new, inthis [social networking] space for some time,” said Evans,“and there is a degree of dissatisfaction if you look at aparticular segment of users, and that segment is reallyaround the 18-24 age group.We identified that at a veryearly stage and then Ben and James’ whole design raisond’être was around the 18-24 sweet spot.”

n Pain points
Copping and Parker were given a blank slate and a year tocome upwith their concept for the new social network.They spentmany hours in focus groups with teenagersupwards, trying to work out how they used the apps theycurrently had and identifying the “pain points”.Yubl – which stands for Your Bubble – has severalunique features. It’s broken into three channels: Private,Public and Explore. Private is based around one-on-one orclosed-group conversations. Public is more like the Twittermodel, where you follow people and canmonitor theirpublic output, while the Explore tab is where Yubl makesits money, showcasing ads from partner brands, trendingYubl’s and other curated content.

BACKGROUND INFO ON INNOVATIVE BRITISH COMPANIES

Yubl
Can a British firm capture an audience of disillusionedmillennials? We discover how Yubl plans to make socialnetworking appeal to a young audience again

Choose between closed-group
conversations or the more
Twitter-like Public channel
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RIGHT Yubl will make
its money from the ads
and curated content in
the Explore channel

FAR RIGHT
Interactivity is a key
feature of all three
channels on Yubl

What about you?
Do you work for a British technology company that could beprofiled in PC Pro? If so, get in touch: profile@pcpro.co.uk

Our patent is aboutsetting up this live
connection, where thedata can be updated oneverybody’s device

Yubl posts aremore
sophisticated than the text/
photo/linkmessages you
can put on other social
networks. For example, you
decide it’s time for you and
your colleague to head to
the pub: you can post a
picture of a pint glass and
then add editable buttons
to that photo, letting people
vote onwhether to go to the
Dog &Duck or The Crown.
They press the button to
cast their vote, with the
Yubl updated in real-time
on everyone’s handset so
they can see whichway
the vote is swinging.

Once the venue’s been
decided, you can add a
location button to the post,
letting everyone see on a
map exactly where the pub
is. You can also add a button
that asks people to share
their current location, so if
one of your colleagues is
meeting you at the bar, you
can get a quick visual check
of where he is before deciding whether to drink up andmove onwhen the latecomer arrives, or stay for another.The whole conversation becomes one long, interactivewall, with any text comments, photos and other elementsthrown into themix. It’s this shared, live canvas of contentthat Yubl claims to have protected with its intellectualproperty. “If you think ofWhatsApp or text messages asa piece of data being sent oneway and a separate pieceof data being sent back, they’re asynchronous events,”said Copping. “Our patent is about setting up this liveconnection, this channel, between devices where thedata can be updated on everybody’s device.”

n Brand building
Yubl isn’t just trying tomake conversationsmoreinteractive for friends, it hopes tomake it easier for brandsto interact with customers, too.Fashion brands using Yubl can postphotos of their new range and askcustomers to click on the colour theyprefer. Teaser campaigns can inviteusers to click through link buttonsto complete a purchase. Musicianscan post buttons to play their newtrack from SoundCloud.

This not only increases the user’sengagement with the brand, but it also provides somepotentially lucrative data. Partners can obviously see thedata from those interactions (such as howmany peoplepreferred chocolate to cinnamon doughnuts), but alsoregional data (howmany people in London preferred eachflavour) that could help them judgewhich variant tolaunch in a given location.What’s more, later theymay beable to target promotions based on the choices youmade.“In contrast to the history of [social networks], we’veconsidered howwe’ll monetise this thing in the design Benand James undertook,” said Evans. He claimed 50 brandswere on board at the time of launch, adding that thecompany is “committed to avoiding” the interruption ofthe user’s privacy and experience in a “very dumbway”.The biggest draw for advertisers will be sizeable usernumbers, but Yubl plans to expand steadily, launching

first here in the UK, then into the rest of Europe, beforearriving in the US and Latin America by the end of theyear. Evans isn’t naïve enough to believe Yubl will bringFacebook and Twitter to their knees; instead, he’s happy tochip away at the edges of the social networking stalwarts’audience, at least to begin. “Yubl has functionality thatisn’t available elsewhere,” said Evans. “We anticipateadditional use or displacing some of the time they spendon those other apps, rather than any vision of a wholesaleabandoning of other apps.”
The company is also taking it steady in regards to theavailability of platforms.While there are already Yubl appsfor Android and iOS, the only people who can access Yublvia the web at the time of writing are content partners,perhaps reflecting themobile-first attitude of themillennials – and the fact that the company’s intellectualproperty extends only tomobile devices, not desktops.If Yubl fails to attract sufficient numbers of millennials,there are fallback plans for that potentially valuable chestof intellectual property. “We’re looking at the potentialof different versions of Yubl for enterprise use,” said Evans.“We believemany of those functions could be usefulfor remote workers, retail workers, people who aremore in front of amobile screen than a static one. In themedium-term, we see this as a potential play beyond thisdemographic.” Indeed, the company has registered avariety of “petal” companies to exploit these opportunitiesin education, health and enterprise, should they arise.Evans is even considering taking the privately fundedcompany public, such is the need for investment in arapidly expanding social network. “We’re considering theway forwardmight involve beingmore institutional in itsfunding, but that’s to be nailed down.” He’s not quiteready for a Yubl bubble yet… BARRY COLLINS
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ABOVE Gareth Evans says Yubl, his new mobile interactive social network featuring a shared, livecanvas of content, is aimed at the 18-24 age group who are dissatisfied with current social media

IN A NUTSHELL
Launched in
February 2016,
Yubl is a social
network that’s
targeting
18-24-year-olds
who are
disenfranchised
with Facebook,
Twitter et al.

LOCATION London

FOUNDED 2012

EMPLOYEES 55

WEBSITE
yubl.me

KEY FACTS I f we had £5 for every social network startupwe’d comeacross over the past decade, well… we’d have enough toeat heartily in one of London’s finest diners. Socialnetworks disappear as fast they appear, with even thenear-limitless resources of Google proving unable to prickthe bubbles of Facebook and Twitter.Yet, nobody could accuse the founders of Yubl ofrushing tomarket with half-baked notions of stealingFacebook’s thunder. Yubl has taken seven years fromconcept to launch, and even then it’s starting slowly in theUK before embarking on the wider world. But whatmakesthis British-born attempt at social networking stand out?
n Mature approach
Gareth Evans doesn’t fit the stereotype of the socialnetwork CEO. They’re typically Zuckerberg clones oryoung idealists whowant to bring down Facebookwith an“ethical” alternative. Themiddle-aged Evans is neither.About seven years ago, Evans and his business partner,Jonathan Ellis (the founder of games developer Psygnosis),had the “germ of an idea” to take advantage of the always-on connectivity of mobiles, even before the smartphonemovement was in full swing. The pair patented the ideas

behind their
mobile social
network and
“smartphones
really caught up
with the idea,”
claimed Evans.

Three years
ago, the pair
decided that
smartphones
were now
sophisticated
enough to handle
their concept, so they formed a company and beganexploring ways to bring their intellectual property toa smartphone app. They hired a pair of designers, BenCopping and James Parker, “to turn that [intellectualproperty] into a commercial product”. The duoworkedon a variety of concepts, ranging from financial servicesto security, but what eventually came out of the pipe wasYubl – a social network pitched at millennials who don’tdo email and barely bother with Facebook.“There hasn’t been a lot that’s new, radically new, inthis [social networking] space for some time,” said Evans,“and there is a degree of dissatisfaction if you look at aparticular segment of users, and that segment is reallyaround the 18-24 age group.We identified that at a veryearly stage and then Ben and James’ whole design raisond’être was around the 18-24 sweet spot.”

n Pain points
Copping and Parker were given a blank slate and a year tocome upwith their concept for the new social network.They spentmany hours in focus groups with teenagersupwards, trying to work out how they used the apps theycurrently had and identifying the “pain points”.Yubl – which stands for Your Bubble – has severalunique features. It’s broken into three channels: Private,Public and Explore. Private is based around one-on-one orclosed-group conversations. Public is more like the Twittermodel, where you follow people and canmonitor theirpublic output, while the Explore tab is where Yubl makesits money, showcasing ads from partner brands, trendingYubl’s and other curated content.

BACKGROUND INFO ON INNOVATIVE BRITISH COMPANIES

Yubl
Can a British firm capture an audience of disillusionedmillennials? We discover how Yubl plans to make socialnetworking appeal to a young audience again

Choose between closed-group
conversations or the more
Twitter-like Public channel
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Profile
RIGHT Yubl will make
its money from the ads
and curated content in
the Explore channel

FAR RIGHT
Interactivity is a key
feature of all three
channels on Yubl

What about you?
Do you work for a British technology company that could beprofiled in PC Pro? If so, get in touch: profile@pcpro.co.uk

Our patent is aboutsetting up this live
connection, where thedata can be updated oneverybody’s device

Yubl posts aremore
sophisticated than the text/
photo/linkmessages you
can put on other social
networks. For example, you
decide it’s time for you and
your colleague to head to
the pub: you can post a
picture of a pint glass and
then add editable buttons
to that photo, letting people
vote onwhether to go to the
Dog &Duck or The Crown.
They press the button to
cast their vote, with the
Yubl updated in real-time
on everyone’s handset so
they can see whichway
the vote is swinging.

Once the venue’s been
decided, you can add a
location button to the post,
letting everyone see on a
map exactly where the pub
is. You can also add a button
that asks people to share
their current location, so if
one of your colleagues is
meeting you at the bar, you
can get a quick visual check
of where he is before deciding whether to drink up andmove onwhen the latecomer arrives, or stay for another.The whole conversation becomes one long, interactivewall, with any text comments, photos and other elementsthrown into themix. It’s this shared, live canvas of contentthat Yubl claims to have protected with its intellectualproperty. “If you think ofWhatsApp or text messages asa piece of data being sent oneway and a separate pieceof data being sent back, they’re asynchronous events,”said Copping. “Our patent is about setting up this liveconnection, this channel, between devices where thedata can be updated on everybody’s device.”

n Brand building
Yubl isn’t just trying tomake conversationsmoreinteractive for friends, it hopes tomake it easier for brandsto interact with customers, too.Fashion brands using Yubl can postphotos of their new range and askcustomers to click on the colour theyprefer. Teaser campaigns can inviteusers to click through link buttonsto complete a purchase. Musicianscan post buttons to play their newtrack from SoundCloud.

This not only increases the user’sengagement with the brand, but it also provides somepotentially lucrative data. Partners can obviously see thedata from those interactions (such as howmany peoplepreferred chocolate to cinnamon doughnuts), but alsoregional data (howmany people in London preferred eachflavour) that could help them judgewhich variant tolaunch in a given location.What’s more, later theymay beable to target promotions based on the choices youmade.“In contrast to the history of [social networks], we’veconsidered howwe’ll monetise this thing in the design Benand James undertook,” said Evans. He claimed 50 brandswere on board at the time of launch, adding that thecompany is “committed to avoiding” the interruption ofthe user’s privacy and experience in a “very dumbway”.The biggest draw for advertisers will be sizeable usernumbers, but Yubl plans to expand steadily, launching

first here in the UK, then into the rest of Europe, beforearriving in the US and Latin America by the end of theyear. Evans isn’t naïve enough to believe Yubl will bringFacebook and Twitter to their knees; instead, he’s happy tochip away at the edges of the social networking stalwarts’audience, at least to begin. “Yubl has functionality thatisn’t available elsewhere,” said Evans. “We anticipateadditional use or displacing some of the time they spendon those other apps, rather than any vision of a wholesaleabandoning of other apps.”
The company is also taking it steady in regards to theavailability of platforms.While there are already Yubl appsfor Android and iOS, the only people who can access Yublvia the web at the time of writing are content partners,perhaps reflecting themobile-first attitude of themillennials – and the fact that the company’s intellectualproperty extends only tomobile devices, not desktops.If Yubl fails to attract sufficient numbers of millennials,there are fallback plans for that potentially valuable chestof intellectual property. “We’re looking at the potentialof different versions of Yubl for enterprise use,” said Evans.“We believemany of those functions could be usefulfor remote workers, retail workers, people who aremore in front of amobile screen than a static one. In themedium-term, we see this as a potential play beyond thisdemographic.” Indeed, the company has registered avariety of “petal” companies to exploit these opportunitiesin education, health and enterprise, should they arise.Evans is even considering taking the privately fundedcompany public, such is the need for investment in arapidly expanding social network. “We’re considering theway forwardmight involve beingmore institutional in itsfunding, but that’s to be nailed down.” He’s not quiteready for a Yubl bubble yet… BARRY COLLINS
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Profile

ABOVE WANdisco

has headquarters

in Sheffield

RIGHT WANdisco’s

code can replicate

data housed in
different data
centres in real-time

RIGHT David Richards

gave up plans to set up

an equity fund in order

to invest in WANdisco

What about you?
Do you work for a British technology company that could be

profiled in PC Pro? If so, get in touch: profile@pcpro.co.uk

WANDISCO
IN A NUTSHELL
WANdisco’s
patented
technology allows
companies to keep
multiple copies
of the same data
synchronised
in data centres
across the
world, delivering
“absolute business
continuity”.

LOCATION Dual
headquarters in
Sheffield and San
Ramon, California

FOUNDED 2005

EMPLOYEES
More than 200

WEBSITE
wandisco.com

KEY FACTS The chances of someone inventing the data-

duplication technology behindWANdisco are

roughly the same as someone in a parallel universe

thumbing through a copy of PC Pro like you are now. At

least, that’s if you believe the company’s charismatically

bullish CEODavid Richards.

The straight-talking Sheffieldman still talks with

awe about the day Dr Yeturu Aahlad turn
ed up in his office

and explained how he had “invented the impossible” – a

way to keep two sets of data, stored in two different parts

of the world, in perfect synchronicity with one another.

That one idea was enough to persuade Richards and

his partner to drop their plans to laun
ch a private equity

fund and instead createWANdisco, which has since

grown into £100million firmwithmore than 200 staff

based around the world, including development centres

in Sheffield and Belfast.

WANdisco has been on the cliché “roller-coaster

ride” since it went public in 2012, its share price initially

soaring before tumbling back to a third of its peak.

Richards can barely conceal his anger at how British

investors fail to appreciate his company’s potential,

and it’s not the only thing about the B
ritish tech scene

that infuriates him, either.

n Silicon Valley start
Although it now has headquarters in Sheffield,WANdisco

started life in San Francisco. Attracted by the internet

boom underway in Silicon Valley, Richards packed his

suitcases and headedwest, starting and selling two

technology firms in the space of ten years. Hewas on

the verge of using the proceeds to set
up his own equity

fund to “invest in the uninvestible – geeks who had

really, really clever ideas”, when one such candidate

walked through the door: Dr Yeturu Aahlad.

“Aahlad had solved, in 20 pages of hieroglyphs, one of

themost complex problems in computer science, which I

just couldn’t believe,” Richards told P
C Pro. “He’d taken

the idea tomultiple venture capitalists, but they h
adn’t got

a bloody clue what he was talking about.What he’d done

was to reinvent the way the internet worked at the very

highest level. The internet is basically
a client-server

systemwithmultiple points of failure, which is whywe see

outages all the time.What he’d donewas invent active-

activeWAN replication, using something called the Paxos

algorithm, which is amassively complex bit of code.”

Unlike the other venture capitalists A
ahlad hadmet,

Richards was a computer scientist, and although he

admits Aahlad’s concept stretched beyond
the limits

of his knowledge, he understood

enough to know hewas onto

something big.With Dr Aahlad’s

patented code, Richards realised

you could replicate data housed in

different data centres in real-time,

providing the loss-free failover that

data-critical businesses would kill

for. So he scrapped his plans to

set up the equity fund and, in

2005, formedWANdisco (short

for wide area network distributed

computing), designed tomeet

the big data needs of companies

running the open-source storage

framework, Hadoop.

“Despite failures, despite low

bandwidth, despite distance, and

despite having a wide-area network

in the way, we can guarantee that

data exists inmore than one place

BACKGROUND INFO ON INNOVATIVE BRITISH COMPANIES

at the same time,” said Richards. “We’re talking about

vast quantities of data, we’re talking about whole data

centres’ worth of data, we’re talking about something

the size of Google’s dataset.”

Banks are now usingWANdisco’s technology to

safeguardmultibillion-dollar trading systems; hospitals

are using it to sync patients’ medical records; UCI is even

using the technology to predict cardi
ac arrest in patients

two or three days before it happens. “It’
s now possible for

a credit company to look at all of your transaction
s and

multiplex that against what you’re currently doing – to

figure out if it’s really you using your
credit card with a

very high probability, which they’ve never been able to do

before,” said Richards. “Queries that
used to take two to

threemonths to run are nowmoving down tomilliseconds.”

“Data really is the new oil,”

Richards added. “Companies

that don’t realise that this is a

fundamental source of competitive

advantage across every single

industry will fail. They just will fail.”

n The secret sauce
How is it possible to sync terabyte

upon terabyte of data across

international boundaries in an

instant? It isn’t, but it is possible to

quickly sync themetadata that identifies where the actual

data blocks are stored, ahead of replic
ating the data itself.

“Let’s say you have a change that’s ab
out to happen in

data centre A,” said Richards. “Before
that change actually

happens, data centre B and data centre C know about that

change, and a global sequence is maintained at every single

data centre. The agreement that takes place, which is based

on Paxos, sounds like it’s going to take fo
rever to do, but

it’s miniscule, it’s imperceptible, the payload on each

transaction is almost zero.”

But what happens if you run a query in data centre A

before the data that’s been changed in data centre B has

been fully copied across to A? “To us, that d
oesn’t matter,”

said Richards. “The net effect of whatWANdisco does

is to create a single logical global clus
ter of data. So

even if the data hasn’t arrived from data centre B to

data centre A, data centre A still understands where

that data is in its replication cycle. So it’s not eventual

consistency, it’s complete consistency, because all the

metadata lives simultaneously in every data centre.”

n Coming to England
Three years after Richardsmet Dr Aahlad, the

company expanded to the point where it needed its

own software-development centre. Richards chose

his hometown of Sheffield, disproving the idea that

you need to be in driving distance of Shoreditch to

build a successful tech start-up in Britain.

He describes the government’s attempt to drive tech

businesses towards the capital’s Silicon Roundabout and

later Tech City as “the worst marketing ever”. “It needs

to be Tech UK, and I think to be fair to the gover
nment…

they have [now] done that and said come and run your

HQ in the UK.”
Richards says the UK offers one of themost business-

friendly tax and investment regimes of any country.

However, he’s frustrated by the deficienci
es in the

education system. “The university system in the UK

doesn’t generate relevant, current gr
aduates, and that’s

a real problem,” he said. Forcing students to choose

certain A-levels to do computing degrees “stopsmany,

many careers of people whowould be superb computer

scientists, because they don’t studym
athematics A-level

and they’re finished... we specialise too early.”

He also despairs of university courses
, saying

only Belfast knows how to prepare students for life in

industry. He believes Tech City’s “dirty secret” is that

many computer-science graduates are recruited
from

Eastern Europe, while their British contemporaries

remain unemployed because they don’t have relev
ant

skills. “I spoke to the head of computer science at one of

the English universities, and he askedmewhat Hadoop

was. I wanted to hit him over the head. How on Earth can

you not know that? Hewas teaching Pascal – I mean…”

Wewon’t print exactly what he said after that.

n Share price slump
University lecturers aren’t the only th

ing to rile Richards.

WANdisco’s shares were trading at a third of their 2013

high at the time of writing, which Richards blames on

the UK investment community’s failure to place the right

value on growing tech companies. He says themarket is

waiting forWANdisco to sign upmore lucrative customers

– which he promises are coming – instead of looking at the

company’s long-term potential. WANdisco wouldn’t have

this problem if it was listed on the NASDAQ, Richards

argued, which is somewhat ironic for a company that’s

all about replication across international borders.

“Our focus is on building unique technologies to attac
k

a trillion-dollar marketplace, to takemarket share very

quickly,” said Richards. “Right now, I’m not focused on

profit. I’m focused on becoming amassive companywith

huge value in that space. The real value of the company

isn’t the currentmarket cap. Not even close.”

Still, turning an idea scribbled on 20 sheets of A4

paper into a companyworth £115million hasn’t been

a bad decade’s work so far. BARRY COLLINS

WANdisco
This is a technology firm like no other. Not only did it solve

an unsolvable problem, it also took the reverse journey

from Silicon Valley to Sheffield

Companies that
don’t realise data is a
fundamental source of
competitive advantage
across every single
industry will fail
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Viewpoints
PC Pro readers and experts give their views on the world of technology

“Repairability”: 13
letters that, for most
of my life, I’ve paid
very little attention
to. Yes, I’ve noticed
the drift towards
sealed, monolithic
designs. Sometimes
it’s annoyedme,
when I’ve been
unable to replace a
dying smartphone
battery or upgrade a
laptop’s RAM –
things we took for

granted back in the olden days.
It’s never been amajor concern, though.

When I came to pick a new laptop last year,
the 12in Apple MacBookwasmy first choice
by amile, thanks to its style and portability;
its 1/10 repairability rating on ifixit.com
barely registered. “I’ll just be careful”, I
thought, “and if it does break down in a few
years, that will be a good excuse to buy a
newer, better one”.

But I didn’t have to wait a few years. To be
fair, the thing never seemed particularly
fragile; I suspect the “unibody” approach is
probablymore structurally sound thanwhat
went before.What I had failed to take into
account was a homegrown factor, in the form
of an inquisitive two-year-old.

Inmy defence, living with a toddler is
hard to prepare for. You spend your life

Darien Graham-Smith is
PC Pro’s associate editor.
Catch him on Twitter to
discuss insurance, or wine.

@dariengs

learning that the coffee table is both a safe
and stable place to leave your phone or
laptop. Then one day you step out to the
kitchen for aminute, and return to find your
device stolen, stomped on, covered in baked
beans or worse.

In this case, worse came to pass one
evening shortly before Christmas. I was
comfortably installed on the sofa watching
TV, a glass of wine in hand andmyMacBook
sat open on the coffee table in front of me. It
didn’t need to be there, but there was no
obvious danger: the half-full wine bottle was
far away at the other end of the table.

Entermy darling daughter, who
has lately developed a fascination
with pouring fluids from one vessel

into another. Trotting into the room, she
immediately spotted the bottle, grabbed
it and purposefully carried it towardsme.
Gesturing tomymostly full glass, I gratefully
declined her offer. Unfazed, she turned
around and, instead – for reasons I cannot
fathom – emptied the entire contents of the
bottle ontomyMacBook.

I leapt frommy seat. I flipped the thing
upside-down – the computer, I mean –
hoping to drain the liquid away from the
works, and left it powered down overnight

to dry out. But the damagewas done; in the
morning it would no longer turn on.

I didn’t give in to despair at that point.
Optimistically, I theorised that perhaps the
wine had simply gummed up the keyboard,
causing the power button to stopworking.
Of course, I knew that even in this scenario I
would be looking at an expensive out-of-
warranty repair. TheMacBook keyboard unit
isn’t designed to be opened up and de-
gummed; if it stops working, it has to be
replaced in its entirety, at a cost of several
hundred pounds. Still, I hadmy fingers
crossed for a quick and straightforward fix,
if not a cheap one, as I cartedmy non-
responsive MacBook down to the Apple Store
in Covent Garden.

A few days passed before a phone call
came (on Christmas Eve, as it happened). My
hopes were dashed.Wine, lovely corrosive

wine, had not only got into the keyboard – it
had also seeped into themain systemmodule
and battery compartment. Thanks to the
sealed-unit design, none of these parts could
be opened up and cleaned – all three would
have to be replaced, at a total cost of £1,200.
It was at around this time that I began to truly
appreciate the value of repairability.

It dawned onme: if something’s not
repairable, that doesn’t just mean that you
can’t open it upwith a screwdriver and
replace the faulty part yourself. It may be
that even themanufacturer can’t mend it – at
least, not at a sensible cost. The Apple Store
bluntly admitted that the repair wasn’t
economical, suggesting that I should put the
money towards a new laptop instead.

I would like to say that, at that, I told the
22-year-old so-called “Genius” where to
stick the non-functioning computer, and
went off to buy a cheap and chunkyWindows
laptop. But the truth is, all the reasons why I
had chosen aMacBook first time aroundwere
still calling tome.

So I took a different route. I remembered
that a few helpful souls had suggested that I
should checkwhether the damagemight be
covered bymy home insurance. Of course, it
wasn’t: whenmywife and I set up our
insurance ten years ago, we opted for a

bog-standard package that – if you
check the small print – explicitly
excludes both accidental damage
and laptops. It seemed like a
sensible choice at the time.

Butmistakes are there to learn
from.We’ve now signed up for a
comprehensive electronics
package, covering things such as
smashed screens, broken charging

ports and (with reassuring specificity)
accidental liquid damage caused by under-
fives. It’s too late for myMacBook – they
don’t let you take out policies retroactively,
for some reason – but even so I have a sneaky
suspicion that this insurance upgrade is
going to pay for itself in the coming few
years.

At worst, it’s givenme the confidence to
replacemy oldMacBookwith an even shinier
MacBook Pro. The outlay was painful,
coming barely a year after my last high-end
laptop purchase, but at least I can expect
more than a year’s use out of this one. And if
repairability is a lost cause, I can hardly
complain. Actions speak louder thanwords,
and given the choice between a stylish,
portable computer and a repairable one, I’ve
chosen the former – twice.

darien@pcpro.co.uk

An open bottle of wine next to an
open MacBook led to an open goal,
all because the chassis won’t open

She turned around and – for
reasons I cannot fathom –
emptied the entire contents of
the bottle onto my MacBook

I can’t repair
my laptop –
but nor can
anyone else
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“Welcome to the
United States of
America. Data is
£5.00/MB.” Some
welcomemessage,
that. It makes the
rubber-glove
treatment at customs
look like just a
relaxingmassage.

Of course, I’d
known this serrated-
edge welcomewas
coming. I researched
BTMobile’s roaming
prices before I left for

CES in Las Vegas. Last year, I usedmy phone
with impunity, benefitting from Three’s Feel
at Home package, which treats the US and
other countries no differently to the UK.

BT, on the other hand, doesn’t travel quite
so readily. It’s Roam Like Home package
largely comprises EU countries where it’s
forced by law not to charge any extra.
Possibly feeling the blow of not being able to
scalp Benidorm-bound Brits for streaming
episodes of EastEnders on iPlayer, it instead
wreaks its revenge on visitors to the US.

And so, even if you buy one of BT’s US data
bundles in advance, it charges £15 for amere
100MB. That’s a good deal cheaper than the
ad-hoc £5 per MB it charges if you simply
leave your data running as the plane
screeches across the tarmac, but it’s still a
hell of a longway from a good deal. How can
one network afford to effectively give you
roaming data for free, while another wants
to charge £150 per GB? It’s criminal. Or, at
least, it should be.

So, the day before I flew to Vegas, I nipped
into Dixons, intent on buying a ThreeMi-Fi
dongle. Even Three’s rolling one-month
contracts offer free roaming in the US, so I’d
pay £15 for a one-month contract and suck
down asmuch data as I needed, rather than
pay BT £15 to stream one album on Spotify.

The first time I heard
Logan Paul’s name
was over Christmas,
sitting with two of
my nieces as they
watched a YouTube
music video that
mockedwomen for
taking too long to get
ready to go out.
“What is this crap?” I
asked the two girls,
and the six-year-old
dutifully informed
me. Being the cool,
feminist aunt that I
am, I lectured them
not to listen tomen

who treat women as a joke.
Confidentmy lesson had sunk in, I went

back tomy own screen. Opening Twitter, I
came face-to-face with Logan Paul for the
second time: this was the day the 22-year-old
YouTube star posted a video showing the
dead body of a Japanese suicide victim. I have
never snatched a tablet out of anyone’s hand
as quickly as I did that day. (Sorry Sofia.)

For those of youwithout children
educating you on YouTube stars, Paul is a
content-spewingmoron followed by 15
million subscribers — giving him an audience
many times larger thanmost TV shows,
without any checks onwhat he does.With
music videos and “vlogs” about his romantic
life, “challenge” pranks, and frequent spats
with his brother, his output is likely intended
to be watched by teenagers, but it appeals to
those who can’t wait to be teenagers, too.

Despite that, he decided to take on rather
adult content, with a trip to Japan’s so-called
suicide forest, where hundreds of bodies are
found annually. It’s a depressing place,

At least, that was the plan. After standing
at the Dixons till for 20minutes,
broadcasting everything frommy date of
birth tomyDNA sequence to the lad who
insisted this was all “required information”
formy rolling one-month phone contract,
computer said “sod off”. Three’s systems had
gone down,making it impossible to issue
new contracts. Could I buy the dongle and
sort the contract with Three later, after
they’d rebooted the Atari ST powering their
back end? No. “It’s not our fault,” said
Dixons’ sniffy storemanager, usheringme
out of the way so she could sell a 4K
television to a pensioner who’d come in for a
pack of AAA batteries.

So, I landed in the US data-less. I’d
switched off mobile data on the journey over
the Atlantic, lest my phone download a
backlog of emails themoment I landed and
BT laid claim tomy life savings. And I had to
stand there, smouldering, while every other
git on that flight spent the tenminutes it
takes to disembark catching up on tweets,
emails and football scores. All I had to keep
me entertainedwas Coldplay being piped
through the plane’s PA system.

Yet, my data purgatory didn’t last long.
Within an hour wewere tucked up in
our hotel, with the complimentary

Wi-Fi bringingme up to speed. And there
was freeWi-Fi in almost every place I
visited for the rest of the week: hotels, bars,
restaurants, convention centres, bars, coffee
shops, bars. Many places demanded an
email address before they let you loose on
the connection, but the vast majority didn’t
validate that address. If there is a legitimate
owner of bob@bob.com, he’s probably
wondering why he’s being inundatedwith
offers for the Cirque Du Soleil and Celine
Dion concerts. Sorry, Bob.

If I ever needed tomake a phone call home
or to a business associate, I could normally do
it viaWhatsApp or Skype using the hotel
Wi-Fi. And it’s not as if I was uncontactable
when hopping betweenWi-Fi puddles,
either. My phone still received incoming calls
and texts for free (something BT’s bean
counters are doubtless furious about).

I realised that havingmymobile data
switched off wasn’t the living nightmare I
feared it would be. In fact, it was quite
refreshing to walk betweenmeetings or go
out for the eveningwithout the phone-
pinging, watch-buzzing, attention-grabbing
notifications. Nobody dies if you don’t
respond to a Slackmissive or email instantly;
people tend to findworkarounds if you fail to
issue a prompt response. “Don’t worry, I’ve
sorted it,” was a commonmessage that week,
leadingmy inner demons to scream: “why
the hell didn’t youwork it out for yourself in

the first place?”. The pervasiveness of
smartphonesmakes people lazy: it’s
easier to ping someone a question
than take the time to search through
your email or scour Google for the
answer. I’m guilty of it myself.

I’m not arguing that having no data
is better than free roaming. Andwe’d

Barry Collins is a former
editor of PC Pro and the co-
editor of BigTechQuestion.
com. He dreams of a
competent mobile network.

@bazzacollins

Nicole Kobie is PC Pro’s
Futures editor. Her first
thought upon hearing
“Logan Paul” was “Paul
Hogan” and crocodiles.
The 1980s were simpler
times.

@njkobie

certainly have been up a certain creek
without a rowing implement if Tim’s phone
hadn’t had Google Maps on our five-hour
drive to the Grand Canyon and back. But if
BT’s bean counters think I’m desperate
enough for data to pay a fiver for every email
attachment I download, they’re out of their
tiny, greedyminds.

barry@bigtechquestion.com

Google can
make YouTube
better for
children
YouTube makes money targeting
videos at children. It should spend
some of that money to protect them

When in Rome,
don’t rely on
the expensive
roaming
Rip-off roaming is alive and well,
but free Wi-Fi satisfied my hunger
for data

How can one network afford
to effectively give you roaming
data for free, while another
wants to charge £150 per GB?
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We’re on the brink of
amoral panic about
overdependence on
social media, and
part of it hangs on the
question “is digital
media changing
the waywe think?”
Thewind chill is
sufficient to have
Mark Zuckerberg
sounding defensive
instead of chipper,
while several
ex-Facebook gurus
have gone almost

gothic: Sean Parker believes the platform
“literally changes your relationship with
society, with each other… God only knows
what it’s doing to our children’s brains”.
Chamath Palihapitiya goes the whole hog
with: “The short-term, dopamine-driven
feedback loops that we have created are
destroying how society works”.

Now, I’m partial to a shot of dopamine,
but I’m sitting this one out because I believe
that almost everything the human race has
ever invented changed the waywe think, and
that this isn’t even one of the biggest.

Discovering how tomake fire permitted
us to cook our food, making nutrients more
quickly available and enabling our brains to
evolve to a larger size than other primates’.
Whenwe invented languages we created a
world of things-with-names that few,
probably no, other animals inhabit, allowing
us to accumulate and pass on knowledge.
Paper, the printing press, the telegraph, the
internet, and eventually, er, Facebook.

One of themost intriguing books I’ve ever
read is The Origin of Consciousness in the
Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind by the late
Julian Jaynes, a professor of psychology. He
speculated that, during the thousands of

Facebook, you
aren’t as brain-
changing as
you think

deserving of empathy and consideration
– not qualities found in Paul. Instead, he
laughedwhile standing next to a body.

That clip was quickly withdrawn from the
site by Paul’s team, and replaced by a video of
him begging for forgiveness, but not after
algorithms had pushed it to subscribers and
suggested it to wider audiences. YouTube
apologised, slapping Paul on the wrist by
removing him from its preferred advertising
system, and promised to be working on a
solution to avoid such an incident again.

But this isn’t the first time YouTube has
come under fire for content targeted at
younger audiences. Sit long enoughwith any
child on YouTube Kids – an app specifically
for children – and you’ll eventually be
automatically shown odd and at times
disturbing content. Authentic videos of
Peppa Pig give way to clips of toys being
unboxed, followed by nonsense animations
from games with nursery rhymes laid over
top, and, if you end up down the digital
wormhole, mini-movies of the cartoon pig
being sliced up and turned into bacon.

Turning on parental controls or opting
for the kids-only app doesn’t avoid
such content. The answer is that

children should always be supervised on
YouTube, but that doesn’t always happen,
nomatter how attentive a parent (or aunt)
you are.

There’s an easy solution. The YouTube
Kids app isn’t fully curated; if parents spot a
dodgy video, there’s a reporting function.
Owner Alphabet, aka Google, is making it
your job tomoderate the content it gets for
free. Instead, YouTube Kids should be fully
curated, with all videos approved by a
moderator. Over on YouTube, videos that
haven’t been approved should never be
shownwhen parental controls are enabled.

With hundreds of hours of video uploaded
to the site eachminute, that poses no small
challenge. But Alphabet can afford a few
more staff: the Google parent company
doesn’t reveal YouTube’s revenue, but
estimates put it at $10 billion annually and
growing. It’s well past time that Google
shelled out a bit of that cash to protect its
youngest users, and if Google isn’t willing to
step up, regulators should force its hand.

In themeantime, it’s up to tech-savvy
sorts such as PC Pro readers to explain the
many flaws YouTube has for children to
friends and family, and help them set up the
limited parental controls. Whilst you’re at it,
try to encourage the youngsters in your life to
find better YouTube stars to follow than
Logan Paul – although I’m not suremy nieces
clicked unsubscribe after my rant. Somuch
for being the cool aunt.

work@nicolekobie.com

years between the acquisition of speech and
of writing around 1000BC, ourminds were
structured quite differently from now, that
all our thoughts were dialogues between two
voices: our own and a second commanding
voice that told us what to do. These second
voices were in fact the voices of parents,
tribal leaders and kings internalised during
infancy, but we experienced them as the
voices of gods – hence the origin of religion.

Physiologically this was the result of fully
experiencing both brain hemispheres, with
the right one semi-autonomous and
conversing internally with the left. Writing
andwritten law eventually rewired this
ancient mind structure, leaving us with the
minds we now possess that experience
autonomy, the voice of gods being relegated
to the less insistent voice of conscience that
we understand belongs to us.

Crazy or plausible? It’s well-written and
deeply researched, somuch so that
Richard Dawkins in The God Delusion

says it’s “one of those books that is either
complete rubbish or a work of consummate
genius, nothing in between! Probably the
former, but I’m hedgingmy bets.” Me too.

A rather slimmer book I just read -Why
Only Us, Language and Evolution by Robert
Berwick and NoamChomsky - is equally
mind-boggling. The argument is too complex
to explain here and is related to Chomsky’s
perennial concernwith the deep structure of
language, what’s inherited andwhat’s
learned. Recent research in evolutionary
developmental neurobiology suggests that a
singlemutation is sufficient to differentiate
our language-capable brains from those of
other primates: an operation the authors call
“merge”, which combinesmental symbols in
hierarchical rather thanmerely sequential
fashion. Our languages go beyond other
animal communication systems because they
permit infinite combinations of symbols and
hence themental creation of possible worlds.
Birds create songs by stringing together

chains of snippets: we absorb the
syntax of our languages via trees
rather than chains. Language
arrived thanks to a change in our
brain wiring and it lets us think via
the voice in our head.

We used to believe that our
brain wiring got fixed during the
first three or four years of life and
remained static throughout

adulthood: we now know better. Learning,
say, to play the cello or tomemorise London
streets as a cabby detectably alters brain
structure. Our dependency on satnav to
navigate fromA to Bmay be jeopardising our
ability to visualise whole territories, by
shrinking it down to a collection of “strip
maps” of individual routes. Fine so long as
you remain on the strip, not so if one wrong
turn sends you into a lake.Were a war to
suddenly destroy the GPS satellites we’d end
up running around like a kicked ants’ nest.
Being rude to each other on Facebook is some
way from being the worst risk we face.

dick@dickpountain.co.uk

Were a war to suddenly destroy
the GPS satellites, we would end
up running around like a kicked
ants’ nest

The brain has always been elastic
so let’s not get over-excited by the
ways social media is changing it

Editorial fellow Dick
Pountain feels as though
his hippocampus has been
hugely enlarged by 30
years of trudging through
Windows Control Panels
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I also hate Microsoft
I’m with Bob Shelmerdine (see issue
281, p28) regarding Microsoft’s update
policy. Recently, I was commuting
into London to present a
training course. I turned on
my Windows 10 laptop to
look at my slides and it went
into an update, telling me
not to turn off or shut down.

The update lasted the
whole train journey
(40 minutes) and wasn’t
finished when I arrived at
Marylebone. So I had no
alternative but to sit on the
platform for another 15
minutes until the update was
finished. If, of course, I
hadn’t turned it on until I arrived at
the course venue, I wouldn’t have
been able to start the course on time.
The last time this happened to me was
at a meeting, where I couldn’t access
my notes for half of its duration.

As Bob suggests, this makes
effective work impossible and
Microsoft ought to provide an option
to install updates when convenient to
the user. James Cadle

PC Pro editor-in-chief Tim Danton
replies: I think most of us reading this will
feel your pain, having suffered something
similar. One “hack” we have previously
discussed (see issue 280, p34) is to pause
automatic updates by telling Windows 10
you’re on a metered connection.

Check compatibility
As a subscriber to PC Pro since
its inception I have often made
buying choices over the
years based on your reviews
and recommendations with
very satisfactory results.
However, in 2017 I made
two purchases which,
through no fault of yours,
have left me feeling
uncomfortable, so I felt I should
share my experiences.

Firstly, I purchased an Honor 6X
smartphone in February 2017, and it
has lived up to the high expectations
you raised. The slight downside is
that, as of January 2018, the upgrade
predicted in your article to Android 7
has not happened yet, despite
assurances from Huawei that it will.

The Honor 6X connected to my
three-year-old Fitbit Flex
successfully, and at the end of July

2017 I upgraded to the Fitbit Charge 2.
I was surprised to find that it wouldn’t
connect via Bluetooth with my Honor
6X, so sought support from Cotswold
Outdoor, the store where I bought it.
They checked on the Fitbit website,
found the Honor 6X was not on the
supported devices list for the Charge 2
and suggested I contacted Fitbit.

I contacted Fitbit support in early
August. They were very helpful,
accepted the problem is with their
device, assured me their engineers
were working on such compatibility
issues, and pointed me at their
community support pages. To cut a
long story short, I have had a

continual dialogue with Fitbit since
then, as have other Charge 2 users,

but with no progress at all in
getting what must be a minor
fix to their Bluetooth software.

Consequently, I (and many
others) can’t make use of
significant features of the

device, which in all other
respects is excellent. So the

message is, in this highly connected
world, make sure that all aspects of

connectivity work before you buy.
Chris Knowles

Apple’s iOS go-slow
Apple has admitted to slowing down
older iPhones. It says this is to do with
the battery, but one can’t help
wondering whether it also affects the
thinking of users who are deciding
whether to buy a new iPhone. It also
makes me ask what Apple might be

doing with macOS. My 27in iMac,
bought in late 2013, had been a joy to
use but, after couple of years, the UI
started to run slowly now and then.
This change in behaviour started
around the time of an OS upgrade, and
initially affected LibreOffice, which
isn’t available on the App Store. The
same is now happening to AutoCAD,
which is App Store-approved.

The symptoms are curious. Select
an open file, which has been hidden
while working on a different file in
the same application, and it appears,
but you can’t do anything with it for as
much as 30 seconds. After that, the
blinking cursor appears and work can
resume. Meanwhile, Activity Monitor
shows the application running at
100%, but taking only 25% CPU time.

So, whoever the experts are who
found out Apple, I hope they are on
the same track with macOS, because I
need to know. Alan Wheatley

PC Pro letters editor Nik Rawlinson
replies: Have you reinstalled macOS in the
last few months? It’s made a huge
difference to my 2012 Mac mini. As long as
you have a recent Time Machine backup
(and a second backup) booting to the
recovery partition, formatting the drive
and reinstalling the OS before recovering
your data and apps from the backup could
make a difference.

Data protection workarounds
From May this year, anyone who runs
a business and holds customer
information will be subject to the

Starletter
Upon noticing that the available space on my PC’s SSD
was getting rather tight, I used a handy utility called
Disk Savvy to examine exactly what was happening. It
was most enlightening and, armed with this

knowledge, I was able to
free up about 20GB.

A short time later, I
noticed an almost overnight
drop of 30GB in available
space. Disk Savvy came to
the rescue again, revealing
a new folder called WINDOWS.
OLD to be the culprit. Having
long since deleted the one
that appeared when I
upgraded from Windows 7,
I assume this must have
been generated when I

upgraded again, this time to the Fall Creators Update
of Windows 10.

It’s worth highlighting to any other readers who
have noticed a sudden drop in available space that
there’s an easy way to get rid of this folder using
Windows’ Disk Clean-up utility. It’s a far more
preferable alternative to deleting the folder manually.
Gavin Hall

Nik Rawlinson replies: This is a great tip. I managed
to recover 23.7GB using Disk Clean-up, which found
old Windows Update files (4GB), temporary files
(1GB), temporary Windows installation files (18.5GB)
and a batch of smaller collections. These didn’t show
up when I launched Disk Clean-up in the usual way
(typing into the Cortana box and clicking the first
result) – they only appeared when I clicked the
Cortana result while holding Ctrl + Shift, so try this
if you’re not seeing large bundles of old, unneeded
files when you launch it yourself.

Our star letter writer wins a copy of Serif Affinity Photo. Five years in the making, it
provides sophisticated image-editing tools and a meticulous focus on workflow.

ABOVE Subscriber
Chris Knowles bought
a Fitbit Charge 2 – only
to find out that it’s not
compatible with his
Honor 6X smartphone
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Smarthome

You don’t need to spend a fortune to create a smart
home. Barry Collins reveals the options for up to
£200, £1,000 and £4,000

F
ully automated, lights-switching-on-at-the-click-of-the-
fingers smart homes were – until recently – the preserve of
the rich. The infamous Bill Gates parodywasn’t too far from
the truth.

Now a barrage of off-the-shelf smart home devices are on
themarket, it’s possible to smarten up your home for less than
a couple of hundred quid – although youmay have to ask

Alexa to turn the lights on, rather than snap your fingers.
In this feature, we’ve equipped a smart home for three different budgets.

There’s a budget smart home for less than £200, a set of mid-range options for
less than £1,000 and a premium smart homewhere we’ve let rip with the
budget, but still got all we need for less than £4,000.

Obviously, ourmodel smart homes aren’t entirely prescriptive. You canmix
andmatch elements from the different packages to find the smart homemix
that suits you. From switching the home heating on fromwork to seeing
whether your robot vacuum cleaner hasmanaged to clear the dust from under
the bed, we’ve got all the domestic options covered.

BUILD
YOUR
OWN
SMART
HOMEFROM

£163
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V O I C E A S S I S T A N T
The key to anymodern smart home is
your choice of voice assistant. If
you’re shooting for the low-budget
end of themarket, there are really
only two options: Amazon or Google.

The cheapest dedicated voice
assistant in Amazon’s range is the
Echo Dot, which normally sells for
£50 but is regularly discounted, and
can be bought cheaper if you opt for a
refurbishedmodel. The speaker on the
Dot is puny, and certainly isn’t ideal
for listening tomusic. There is a
3.5mm audio out to connect the Dot to
an external speaker system, however,
or you can use Bluetooth. The great
thing about the Dot is it’s so cheap you
can almost put one in every room,
giving you voice control across the
house: indeed Amazon sells a
three-pack for £125.

The Echo range is compatible with
a huge number of other smart home
devices, including the Nest, Hive and
Honeywell thermostats, Philips Hue
lights, WeMo and TP-Link smart plugs
andmanymore. There’s a full list at:
amazon.co.uk/alexasmarthome.

Google’s Echo Dot rival is the
HomeMini, which also retails for £50.
It has a splashmore style, coming in
three homely colours: chalk,
charcoal and coral. Unlike the Dot,
you can also interact with it by
touching its top surface, instead of
using the wakeword.

There is nowired audio out, so if
you dowant to connect it to amore
powerful speaker you’re going to have
to rely on Bluetooth. Its smart home
device compatibility isn’t quite as
broad as Amazon’s either, butmost of
the big names are there. Read the full
list at pcpro.link/282google.

L I G H T S
Philips pioneered themarket for
plug-and-play smart lights when it
launched the Hue range back in 2012.
Now it has several different products
in the range, the cheapest of which is
theWhiteWireless Bulbs Starter Kit,
which costs £49.

This pack includes two smart bulbs
and the boxy bridge required tomake
them talk to your router. The bridge
comes with its own power cable and
has to be hard-wired to your router
via an Ethernet cable, somake sure
you’ve got a spare port.

While the bulbs aren’t capable of
the rainbow of colours on offer from
themore expensive Hue kits, they can
be set to a number of different colour
temperatures and brightness levels.
These include a “calming glow” to
help you unwind before bed or a
strongwhite reading light.

The lights are controlled from the
accompanying smartphone app, but
unlike the Ikeamodels (see below),
the Hue starter kit doesn’t comewith
an independent remote control,
whichmeans everyone in the house
will need access to a smartphone to
control the lights. The Hue lights are
also compatible with Alexa, Google
Home and awide range of other
services, including IFTTT, allowing

you to do clever stuff such as have the
lights turn on automatically at sunset
or when it detects your phone has
enteredWi-Fi range.

Ikea’s £69 Trådfri smart lights pack
is very similar. You get twowhite
lights and the gateway box to plug
into the router, but, unlike the Hue
pack, you also you get a dainty puck of
a remote control, whichmeans you
don’t have to get your phone out every
time youwant to dim the lights. Much
to the delight of the kids in our house…

Setting up the Ikea lights is a tad
faffsome. To pair the remote control
with the bulbs, youmust hold the
remote within 2cm of the switched-on
bulb, so don’t put on any large
lampshades before you’ve completed
the setup process. Ikea’s decent
smartphone app guides you through
the entire process.

After a longwait, the Ikea lights
now finally workwith Amazon’s
Alexa. I’ve had one or two teething
problems, however, with one forcing
me to completely reinstall our light
bulbs – a phrase I never thought I’d
findmyself writing.

It’s also worth noting that the Ikea
lights run on the same Zigbee
standard as Hue, so you can use the
Hue hub to control the Ikea lights and
get all the benefits of IFTTT and so on.

BUDGETSMARTHOME
UPTO£200

ABOVE Philips’
smart lights can be
set to a range of
different colour
temperatures via a
smartphone app

LEFT The Echo Dot
is almost cheap
enough that you
can put one in every
room and have
voice control
across the house
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Amazon Echo Dot or Google Home Mini £50

Philips Hue £49 White
Wireless Bulbs Starter Kit

£49

TP-Link HS100 WiFi Smart Plug £24

Amazon Fire TV Stick with
Alexa voice remote

£40

Amazon Dash buttons Free (£5 price deducted
from first order)

TOTAL £163

THE BUDGET SMART HOME

If you want to avoid a hub
altogether, TP-Link’s Smart Wi-Fi
LED Blubs (around £35 for a single
bulb) connect directly to your router,
cutting out the somewhat
unnecessary middleman. Use Alexa or
your smartphone to control them.

S M A R T P L U G S
Smart plugs are a cheaper way to get
some of the benefits of smart lights.
Instead of using Wi-Fi-enabled light
bulbs, you simply plug an ordinary
lamp into a smart plug and you use the
accompanying app to switch your
lights on and off. Many of the smart
plugs are also compatible with IFTTT,
so you can have the lights
switch on at dark or
whenever someone
rings a smart door
bell, for instance.

Smart plugs
obviously have
wider usage beyond
lighting. If you’ve
got a portable heater
in a back bedroom or
garden office, you can
plug that into the smart
plug and give yourself some of
the benefits of smart heating
without investing in a system such as
Nest or Hive.

Wi-Fi smart plugs are getting ever
cheaper. We’ve been using the
TP-Link HS100 WiFi Smart Plug for
the best part of a year now, and it’s
been 100% reliable. That’s down to
£24 now, and TP-Link has just made
its Kasa app compatible with IFTTT,
opening up a range of new smart
home scenarios.

Check the compatibility of the
smart plug you choose with your
chosen voice assistant before you buy.
Beware that some plugs are directly
supported while others require a skill.
The former lets you simply yell
commands such as “Alexa, turn the
heater off”, while the latter forces you
to first bark at Alexa to open the skill,
wait a few seconds for that to happen
and then issue your command. It may
sound like a small difference, but it’s a
big obstacle to use in practice.

S H O P P I N G
At the risk of making this budget
section a bit of an Amazon love-in, the
Dash buttons are a cheap – arguably,
free – way to add some more smarts
to your home shopping. They’re also
the ultimate one-trick pony. You

simply press a button to re-order a
product from a particular brand and
(provided you’re an Amazon Prime
subscriber) a driver arrives at your
door with said product around 24
hours later.

Amazon now has an enormous
number of brands signed up for

the Dash button scheme,
including Finish,

Andrex, Ariel, Gillette,
Duracell, Nescafe and
even Heineken. Most
brands allow you to
choose from a range
of products to assign

the button to. The
Andrex button, for

example, can be set to
re-order 11 different

products, ranging from loo
rolls to wipes. Most Dash button
brands give you the cost of the button
off your first order, so it’s effectively
cost-free.

It sounds like the ultimate in
laziness, but having used them
around our house for the past year it
definitely cuts down on the number
of times you run out of
something because
you forgot to
pick it up at the
supermarket.
Just keep an eye
on the prices.
Dash button

products do have a habit of gently
creeping upwards in price…

T E L E V I S I O N
Our budget isn’t going to stretch to a
smart TV, but it can accommodate a
dongle to make your TV smarter.

The Amazon Fire TV Stick is only
£40 and it comes with an Alexa-
enabled remote. Consequently, you
can press a button, ask Alexa to play
The Confession Tapes from Netflix
(and, trust me, you really should be
watching that) and Alexa will do the
rest for you.

The Fire TV Stick supports all the
main terrestrial broadcasters and
streaming services, including BBC
iPlayer, ITV, All 4, Netflix and Amazon
Video, meaning you could hand over
your entire on-demand TV viewing to
the Stick.

The Alexa-enabled remote can
control other smart devices, too, so
you can tell your voice assistant to dim
the lights before a movie.

If there’s one disappointment with
the Fire TV Stick, it’s that it doesn’t
yet support 4K. But if you’re trying to
build a smart home on under £200,
chances are you’re not that bothered
about 4K televisions, anyway.

       THE BUDGET SMART HOME

rolls to wipes. Most Dash button 
brands give you the cost of the button 
off your first order, so it’s effectively 

It sounds like the ultimate in 
laziness, but having used them 
around our house for the past year it 
definitely cuts down on the number 
of times you run out of 
something because 
you forgot to 
pick it up at the 
supermarket. 
Just keep an eye 
on the prices. 
Dash button 

about 4K televisions, anyway.

BELOW Amazon’s
Fire TV Stick has
support for all of
the main streaming
services, including
Netflix, BBC iPlayer
and Amazon Video

LEFT The TP-Link
HS100 WiFi Smart
Plug is now £24
– and is compatible
with IFTTT, opening
up a range of smart
home options

ABOVE Amazon
Dash buttons may
be one-trick ponies,
but they are useful
for ordering life’s
necessities
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V O I C E A S S I S T A N T
Now we’ve loosened the purse strings,
we can start talking about voice
assistants that come with a proper
speaker, not something that sounds
like Rob Brydon’s “Small Man In A
Box” (pcpro.link/282rob).

Amazon has recently expanded the
mid-range of Echo devices. The new
Amazon Echo, a more squat, material-
covered version of the original Echo,
is only £89 and almost made it into
our budget category. It has the same
2.5in subwoofer as its bigger brother
and a slightly smaller tweeter (0.6in
compared to 0.8in). Given that’s
unlikely to make an earth-shattering
difference to sound quality, why
would you still opt for the taller
design of the now renamed Echo Plus
at £139?

Well, the Echo Plus now has a
Zigbee hub built into the device,
which means if you have compatible
devices such as the Philips Hue smart
lights, you no longer need Philips’
own bridge device plugged into your
router, saving space and a smidgen of
electricity. Indeed, at the time of
writing, Amazon was even throwing
in a Philips Hue bulb with the Echo
Plus. Whether that’s worth the extra
£50 is debatable, and remember that
the Echo will have to be kept in range
of the other Zigbee smart devices.

Google’s mid-range
voice assistant is the
Google Home, which is
very similar in stature
and feature set to the
Echo, but currently £40
more expensive at £129.
However, our reviewers
rated Google’s assistant
more highly than
Amazon’s for two main
reasons. First, it’s much
more contextually aware
than Alexa: it can answer
a wider range of queries
and is better at handling
follow-up questions,
such as “how long will it
take me to get there?”
after you’ve been told of
your next appointment.
The Google Home also
has better physical

controls, allowing you to pause music
or hold your finger down on top of the
unit to activate the device instead of
yelling at it.

L I G H T S
Upping the budget in the lighting
department allows you to make
your smart lights even smarter.
It’s not so much the bulbs
themselves that change, but
the accessories that come
with them. Having said

that, if you’re the
kind of weirdo
who likes to
bathe their
living room in
red light or you
sleep better when
the bedroom has a
gentle blue glow, then
you might want to check
out the coloured version of
the Philips Hue starter kit;
this costs £150 for three
colour-changing bulbs and
the controller.

In terms of accessories,
the Hue Intelligent Motion
Sensor (£35) is a great
addition to the setup. It
works particularly well if
you’ve got kids in the
house. Stick the battery-
operated motion sensor

on the upstairs landing, for example,
and it can turn on the lights
automatically if the kids get up in the
night to go to the toilet, helping to
avoid fits of the screaming ad-dabs
because it’s too dark.

D O O R B E L L
A luxury that the extra budget

affords us is to make our front
door smarter. I first installed

a Ring doorbell 18 months
ago, and it is the one item
every visitor to our house
wants for themselves. And
anyone who sees me

answer the door to couriers
from my smartphone, so I

can direct them where to
leave packages while I’m out,

is instantly smitten. I should
genuinely be on commission.

That said, the first-generation
Ring devices were flawed. I had to use
additional Wi-Fi extenders to help the
Wi-Fi signal reach the doorbell, while
having to unscrew and remove the
entire doorbell unit to recharge the
battery was less than convenient.
Ring has addressed both problems
with its latest devices.

The Ring Doorbell 2 (£179) has a
removable battery, so simply
twiddling one screw is enough to free
the battery for recharging. And the
battery genuinely lasts for months at

MID-RANGESMARTHOME
UPTO£1,000

D O O R B E L L

you might want to check 
genuinely be on commission.

That said, the first-generation 

ABOVE The £150
colour version of
the Philips Hue
starter kit lets you
bathe rooms in a
gentle pink glow

LEFT Thanks to an
in-built Zigbee hub,
the Echo Plus
removes the need
for bridge devices
for smart lights

ABOVE The £49
Ring Chime Pro
doubles as a Wi-Fi
extender – and is a
lot louder than its
predecessor
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THE MID-RANGE SMART HOME
Amazon Echo Plus £139

Philips Hue Colour Starter Kit + Intelligent
Motion Sensor

£185

Ring Doorbell 2 + Ring Chime Pro £179 + £49

Nest Thermostat E £129

Samsung SmartThings Starter Kit £160

TOTAL £841

a time if you turn off the faintly useless
motion detection –who needs an alert
every time the postman visits?

The doorbell now comeswith two
different, angledmounts as well as a
different colour skin to helpmatch
your décor. If you bought the original
Ring doorbell, an adapter platemeans
that youwon’t need to drill a new
set of holes in the wall tomount the
new device.

TheWi-Fi reach problem has been
solvedwith the Chime Pro (£49). The
previous door chimewas simply a
dumb terminal that alerted you to
someone at the door – handy for
occupants who don’t have the Ring
app on their smartphone. The new
Chime Pro doubles as aWi-Fi
extender, completing removing the
need for a dedicatedWi-Fi extender in
ourmodestly sized house. The new
Chime is alsomuch louder – we
struggled to hear the previousmodel
from upstairs.

The Ring app can still be a little
temperamental, especially the
Windows version, but it’s quickly
become an absolute essential in our
house. Compatibility with IFTTT also
allows you to do clever things with
smart lights, such as automatically
turning on a light in the downstairs
hallway every time someone’s at your
front door.

H E A T I N G
Nobody likes coming home to a cold
house at this time of year, so youmay
well have been tempted by a smart
heating system. Our enlarged
mid-range budget allows us to bring a
smart thermostat into the equation,
and the good news is these systems
have dropped in price recently.

The Nest Thermostat E (£129) is a
less showy version of the long-
established Nest Thermostat, which

still sells for well over £200 (excluding
installation). It works in exactly the
sameway as its predecessor, but it’s
clad in amore utilitarianwhite
plastic, as opposed to the chrome
surround of the original. That means
it will blend inmore easily on the
white emulsionwalls of a kitchen
rather than the living
room, although that will
obviously dependwhere
your current thermostat
is located. Reinforcing its
newfound role as a
functional thermostat
rather than a showpiece,
it doesn’t double as a
digital clockwhen it’s
not in use.

The Thermostat E has
all the features we’ve
come to expect,
including the option to
turn on/off the heating
remotely from your
smartphone, and
intelligent features such
as turning down the
heating when it detects
that all the occupants
have left the house (by
tracking their smartphone
location). Nest claims the average US
customer knocks 10% off their heating
bills after installing the thermostat,
whichmeans it could end up paying
for itself, although it’s hard for us to
verify those figures.

H O M E S E N S O R S
You can have lights, doorbells,
heaters, smart plugs and other
gadgets dotted around your home, but
sometimes it’s not the gadgets you
need to keep track of, but the people
in the house. Or people trying to break
into it.

Samsung’s SmartThings Starter Kit
(£160) is one of several similar kits on
themarket, offering a range of sensors
that can tell youwhen people are

home, if doors have been opened
unexpectedly or if you’ve got a flood
in the kitchen.

The kit includes amotion sensor
that can either be used to alert you to
the presence of burglars or perform
moremundane tasks, such as
activating smart lights when you

walk into the room. The
moisture sensor could be

invaluable at this time
of year, sending out
an alert if it detects
moisture from a
broken pipe or other
leakwhile you’re out
of the house.

There’s a presence
sensor that can be
used to detect when

you enter and leave the house, which
could again be linked to heating
systems or lights. You could even
attach the fob to a dog’s collar and get
a warning if Fido decides to walk
himself around the block, although
the fob is a little chunky for smaller-
sized pooches.

All of this is controlled by a hub
that plugs into your router and
Samsung’s smartphone app. The app
has a simple layout, with no-jargon
descriptions and easy to create IF/
AND rules, so it shouldn’t takemore
than 15minutes to set upwith
motion-controlled lighting,
notifications when the kids come
home from school, or a boiled kettle
first thing in themorning using the
supplied smart plug.

LEFT The Nest
Thermostat E lets
you flick the
heating on/off from
your smartphone,
shaving money off
your heating bill

BELOW The £160
SmartThings
Starter Kit from
Samsung is a useful
tool for monitoring
your house, and
dog, remotely



V O I C E A S S I S T A N T S
Nowwe’re really cutting the purse
strings, all manner of premium
options become available in regards to
the voice assistants.

Sonos has long been the
sophisticate’s sound system of choice,
and it appears to have taken an “if you
can’t beat ‘em” attitude with the
launch of the £199 Sonos One – a new
speaker with support for Amazon
Alexa. The good news is that Sonos
will also be adding Google Assistant
support later this year.

The Sonos One is the same size and
weight as the Play:1 and the design is
near identical, whichmeans it will
have no trouble blending in to an
existing Sonos system. (Incidentally,
an Echo Dot plugged into a Play:1
will achievemuch the same effect, if
less elegantly.)

Andwhat of sound quality?
Naturally, this is top notch too, with
our reviewer saying that “the One’s
sound blends perfectly with the other
speakers in the Play family”. See p60
for our full review.

If you’re embedded in the Apple
ecosystem, the Apple HomePod is also
a strong contender. Apple is putting a
huge emphasis on the HomePod’s
audio quality, fitting it with a
high-excursionwoofer with its own
dedicated amplifier, seven horn-
loaded tweeters eachwith its own
amplifier and a six-array
microphone so that it can detect
your voice over themusic. Apple
claims the HomePodwill also
adjust its acoustics depending on
where it’s positioned in the room,
steering audio in the optimal
direction if it’s placed in the
corner of a bookshelf, for
instance.We’ve yet to
test one properly,
but early
feedback from
our reporter at a
“secret London
location”
suggested
sound quality
was excellent,
which a speaker
costing over £300
should be.

In a similar price bracket is the
Google HomeMax, which is available
for $399 in the States and has yet to be
exported to the UK. This 337 x 190 x
154mm slab of a speaker has two
114mmhigh-excursion dual-voice-
coil woofers and two 18mm custom-
designed tweeters, and it also
promises to adjust the sound quality
depending on its surroundings. It can
be stood in either landscape or
portrait orientation and comes with a

magnetic pad to stop it slipping on
shiny shelves.We’re yet to even
get a demo of this speaker, but it
could be a high-end contender for
Android homes.

T E L E V I S I O N
Givenmoney’s now no object,

you’re perhaps expecting
us to endorse a

super-expensive,
voice-controlled
4K television.
You couldn’t be
more wrong.
Smart
technology
integrated into
long-lasting
devices such as

televisions begins
to look tired and
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PREMIUMSMARTHOME
£1,000PLUS

dumb after two, three or four years,
when themanufacturer has long since
given up on firmware updates and is
concentrating on newermodels.

Our advice on televisions is to buy
the best picture quality you can afford
and get your smart features from
plug-in devices such as the Amazon
Fire TV Stick wementioned earlier.
Google’s voice assistants can deliver
instructions to the Chromecast and
Chromecast Ultra (which supports 4K
screens, unlike the Fire TV Stick). The
recently revamped Apple TV 4K also
comes with a Siri remote for those in
the fruity camp.

R O B O T C L E A N E R
Robots and AI will make us all
redundant one day, according to the
doom-mongers, but cleaners really
should be worried about the Dyson
360 Eye.

This is smarter than your average
robo-vacuum. It cleans by using an
outwards spiral pattern divided into
blocks, ensuring that it covers every
bit of floor surface it has access to. The
Eye 360’s navigation is so advanced
that it can evenmove from room to
room, provided you leave doors open.
However, it’s also smart enough to
avoid pitfalls such as tumbling down
a set of stairs. Naturally, it returns

ABOVE The Sonos
One supports Alexa
and sounds as good
as you’d expect

LEFT Unlike the
Amazon Fire TV
Stick, Google’s
Chromecast Ultra
puck also supports
4K screens
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The premium smart home

Sonos One £199

Chromecast Ultra £69

Dyson 360 Eye £770

Nivona 778 CafeRomatica Espresso Machine £649

Samsung WW9000 washing machine £1,600

TOTAL £3,287

simply remote control it. The app
allows you to set the wash type, start
and pause themachine and view how
much time is left on awash. It’s this
latter feature that’s particularly
useful, as you don’t have to get up to
find out how long’s left before your
washing is finished.

If youwant to control your
washingmachine from outside of the
home, you have to register your
washingmachine to a free Samsung
account, which you’ll be prompted to
create if you don’t have one. Outside
of the home, you can do all of the same

things that you can from inside. This is
clever, as it means that you can just
throw your clothes into themachine
before, say, you leave for work. Then,
when you’re about to head home can
turn yourmachine on, so you that you
arrive to freshly clean clothes that
haven’t been sitting in themachine
for ages; it’s a better system than using
a delay timer, where you still have to
guess roughly when you’ll be home.

You don’t even need to worry
about filling up the detergent before
you go out, as the Samsung can hold a
month’s worth of the stuff at a time.
When you put on awash, the
WW9000 determines how dirty your
clothes are and howmuch softener
they’ll need.

The height of washingmachine
technologywill, however, take you to
the cleaners – to the tune of £1,600.

back to its dock
when the
batteries need
topping up after
40minutes of
hard sucking.

The
accompanying app is
excellent. As well as
letting you start a clean
before you leave the office of an
evening, the app also lets you
schedule one-off or recurring cleans.
It will also pop up a notification if
there’s somethingwrong: it alerted
our reviewer immediately when a
stray set of headphones ended up
wrapped around its rollers. The app
also displays the area covered by each
clean, allowing you to check if the
Dysonmanaged to get under the bed,
for example.

Its cleaning performance is
sparkling, removing baking powder
from a tiled floor without smudging or
swirling it all over the place (unlike
other cleaners) and generally
powering through cleaning duties.
Despite being expensive at £770, the
Dyson 360 Eye is still cheaper than
paying someone to do it in the long
term. Although it won’t pick your
boxer shorts off the floor. Yet.

C O F F E E M A C H I N E
If you’re getting a robot to vacuum
your carpets it seems almost churlish
tomake your own coffee. Of course,
there’s only somuch automation that
can go into the coffee-making process
(unless you’remore of a Nescafé guy
or gal), so we asked Expert Reviews’
resident coffeemachine tester
whether he would recommend any
“smart” models.

The £180 Smarter Coffeemachine
is app-driven. As well as demanding
one-off brews, you can also set the
app to set alarms, prompting it to ask
you at set times if youwant it tomake
you a coffee. Themessage is a little
odd and not that well personalised. At
5pm, it said, “Goodmorning”. Still,

it’s a neat little
addition if you
want the option
to have coffee
when youwake
up, but retain the

option to say no:
manual timers on

othermachines can’t be
overridden so easily and you

can end upwith a pot of coffee that
you didn’t want.

The Homemode can do something
similar, although it uses your location
to prompt you if youwant tomake a
coffee as you get home, sending the
signal over the internet, meaning
you’ve got coffee waiting for you
when you get in. Themachine is,
however, quite pricey and a prompt to
update the firmware actually halted
themachinemid-brew, wasting
coffee and resources.Welcome to the
modernworld.

If moneywere no object, our
resident barista would instead choose
the Bluetooth-operated Nivona 778
CafeRomatica Super Automatic
Espresso Machine (£649). It lets you
choose the size and precise flavour of
your brew from the accompanying
Nivona app, allowing you to tweak
parameters such as the amount of

milk, coffee and strength
from its menus, instead of
using themachine’s TFT
screen and dials. It also
features automatic
descaling and rinsing, as
well as cup illumination
– in blue, obviously.

W A S H I N G M A C H I N E
Our final smart gadget is
another that resides in the

kitchen: the SamsungWW9000
washingmachine. Themachine
connects to the homeWi-Fi and can
be controlled via a smartphone app
available for either Android or iOS.

If you’re on the same network as
your washingmachine, you can

LEFT The futuristic
Dyson 360 Eye
vacuum moves
from room to room
and can even avoid
hazards such as a
flight of stairs

ABOVE Throw your
dirty togs into the
Samsung WW9000
and you can start a
wash remotely via
the app

LEFT You can tell
the Smarter Coffee
machine to have a
brew waiting when
you get in from
work or wake up
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S
witching to
Firefoxmight
feel like a step
backwards.
Back in 2010,
Mozilla’s
lightweight
browser
commanded a

solid third of the browsermarket,
but today its share has fallen to
just under 14%. Then again, it’s
still bigger than Internet Explorer
(13.13%) andmiles ahead of
Microsoft Edge (3.64%) – so it’s no
dafter a choice of browser than
either ofWindows’ defaults.

And if you’re one of those who
have switched away, there are
plenty of good reasons to give its
new browser a try.We’ll discuss
some of themost practical ones later,
but let’s start with somethingmore
fundamental: Mozilla’s ethics.
Firefox is built andmaintained by a
non-profit organisation, whose
stated purpose is to “ensure the
internet is a global public resource,
open and accessible to all… where
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individuals can shape their own
experience and are empowered, safe
and independent.”

That might sound like airy stuff,
but at a timewhen the founding
principles of the internet – such as
net neutrality and freedom of online
speech – are under greater threat
than ever, Mozilla’s stand is one
worth supporting. If you’re not
convinced, check out the company
manifesto at pcpro.link/282moz.
Once you’ve done that, youmight
feel rathermore positive about
switching to Firefox.

DOWNLOAD AND
SYNC FIREFOX
Installing Firefox on your PC is as
straightforward as you could ask for:
a web searchwill lead you straight to
the download. The first time you
launch Firefox, you’ll be asked to
sign in to Firefox Sync, create a new
account or skip. It’s a good idea to
create an account, as this lets Firefox
share your data and settings across
your various devices and platforms.
You’ll then need to choose what you

want to synchronise; I personally find
that it’s helpful to share logins and
bookmarks, but youmight prefer to
handle preferences, add-ons, open
tabs and history on a device-by-
device basis, so consider unticking
those options. If you change your
mind later, you can update your sync
settings by pointing the browser at
“about:preferences#sync”. You can
also change your device name on this
page: mine defaulted to “nik’s Firefox
onWindows10”, which seemed a bit
fussy, so I changed it to “Work PC”.

At this point it’s also a good idea
to work through the rest of the
preferences, by clicking through the
options in the sidebar, so you don’t
run into any hiccups once you start
browsing. Pay particular attention to
the Privacy & Security options – and
read the second tab that Firefox opens
on first running, which details what
data it gathers and how it uses it. In
particular, note the option that allows
Firefox to run “studies” on your PC:
these are development features that
Mozilla installs on enrolledmachines
for field testing. Youwon’t necessarily

Is your browser getting you down?
Nik Rawlinson suggests it may be time to
revisit an old friend

SWITCH
BACKTO
FIREFOX
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be notified that a study is running on
your PC, unless it needs to send data
back toMozilla that isn’t covered by
the existing data protection
agreement. So, if you’re using the
browser in a business environment,
you should consider opting out.
Although studies are unlikely to
cause any problems, you should
never allow a third party – even your
browser publisher – to install
applications or add-ons without
your express permission.

Youmay also want to tailor how
Firefox installs updates. By default,
this happens automatically, but if
you prefer to authorise them
individually, you’ll find the option
by clicking through General and
scrolling down to the Firefox
Updates section.

Another thing youmight like to
tweak is tab previews. In its vanilla
configuration, Firefox doesn’t show
previewswhen you hover over its
icon onWindows’ taskbar the way IE
and Edge do, instead showing just
the active tab. The option to enable
previews is in the Tabs section of the
General preferences, allowing you to
jump straight to the page you need
from any other application.

IMPORTING YOUR
DATA AND
EXTENSIONS
The next thing to do is transfer the
data from your previous browser. If
you’ve been using Chrome, Internet
Explorer or Edge for some time,
you’ll doubtless have saved a lot of
favourites, stacked up a long-
running history and stored plenty
of passwords. The good news is that
you can very easily bring your
bookmarks and your browsing
history across to your new browser:
the first new tab that Firefox opens
includes an import button. Click it to
get started, before picking your old
browser from the list and choosing
what youwant to import.

The bad news is that, at present,
you can’t easily import saved
passwords directly from a different
browser. That’s a pain, but you can
simplify things going forward by
using a third-party password
manager extension such as LastPass.
This will integrate with both Chrome
and Firefox, allowing you to access
saved passwords from either
browser on any device.

Finally, if you’re relying on any
particular Chrome or Opera plugins,
or extensions, these can come along
too. To transfer them, install the
Chrome Store Foxified add-on
(pcpro.link/282ff5) and you can use
all of the same extensions from
either browser in Firefox.

INTERESTING
FEATURES
So, that’s how to switch; what you
might still be wondering is why you
should. One reason is that Firefox
offers some handy built-in features.
For example, Pocket – the clip-and-
keep tool that lets you set aside
content to read later – is integrated
into the browser, with a “Save to
Pocket” icon located directly on the
address bar. You can log in with an
existing Pocket account, or use your
Firefox account, and start saving
pages right away.

When it’s time to review your
saved items, you’ll find them in the
Firefox library. Open the Firefox
menu – the three stacked bars to

the right of the URL bar – and
navigate through Library to View
Pocket List. Elsewhere in the library,
you’ll additionally find your
bookmarks, history and screenshots.
You can also view your bookmarks
alongside the active window by
clicking the Sidebar button; once
there, you can switch between
viewing your history and, if you’ve
set up tab syncing, any pages you’ve
currently got open in Firefox on
another device.

Firefox also has a built-in
screenshot tool. This is currently in
beta, but it still goes far beyond
Windows’ “PrtScn” key. To enable it,
click the three dots at the end of the
address bar and pick the screenshots
option from the foot of themenu. As

YOUCANVERYEASILY
BRINGYOURBOOKMARKS
ACROSSTOFIREFOX
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WEFOUNDTHATFIREFOX
WAS INDEEDFASTERTHAN
ANYOF ITSRIVALS

well as switching on the feature, this
opens screenshots.firefox.com; once
you’ve taken a few screenshots,
you’ll be able to access them here via
theMy Shots link.

To use the screenshot tool, select
the screenshots option again from
the address barmenu: now you’ll
notice that moving yourmouse
around the page automatically
highlights objects such as text
blocks, DIVs and images. To capture
any area of a page, click and drag a
bounding box, then use the handles
to resize it. You can also take a
snapshot of a full page with a single
click onto the overlay that appears at
the top of the active window. This
clever feature saves not only what
you can see, but the full length of the
page – a boon for anyonewho needs
to share a page with a client, or
capture it for a portfolio.

SPEED AND
PRIVACY
One of the best reasons for using
Firefox is how nimble it is. The latest
version – dubbed Firefox Quantum,
and released in November 2017 –
uses an all-new engine that’s
reportedly twice as fast as previous
releases.We decided to test the
browser’s performance using the
free Peacekeeper benchmark
(peacekeeper.futuremark.com) and
found that Firefox was indeed faster
than any of its rivals, with an overall
score of 2,783. For comparison,
Chrome scored 2,472, while Internet
Explorer and Edge languished on
1,456, and 1,433 respectively.

What’s more, Firefox achieves
this without hammering your
battery. Microsoft has been
gathering telemetry from “millions”
ofWindows 10 devices tomeasure
browser power consumption – see
pcpro.link/282ff6 – andwhile Edge
leads the field with an average power
consumption of 465mW, Firefox
ranks a close second on 493mW.
Chrome, by comparison, sucks up a
much steeper 719mW– so dropping
it in favour of Firefox could let you
keep browsing for longer. That
might not be a consideration if
you’re using a desktop, but it’s
definitely worth considering if, for
example, you’re working on a long
train journey.

Another consideration is privacy.
Just like everymodern browser,
Firefox has a private browsing
feature, for those pages you don’t
want to be recorded in your history
or cache. However, as everyone
should know by now, enabling this
feature doesn’t completely cover
your tracks. Your internet service
provider can still see what sites

FIREFOX IN THE ENTERPRISE
If you’re planning to roll out Firefox across a business, read Mozilla’s
guide to deploying the browser in an enterprise environment (pcpro.
link/282ff). There’s also a dedicated Enterprise Working Group mailing
list you can sign up to (pcpro.
link/282ff2) and, as well as
receiving updates, you can mine the
enterprise archives for advice and
information (pcpro.link/282ff3).

For those who need to schedule
updates, Mozilla maintains a public
release timetable, which at the time
of writing runs to late November
2018 (pcpro.link/282ff4). For a
business, you’ll probably want to
focus on the Extended Support
Release (ESR) versions, rather than
Rapid Release (RR) builds. ESR
editions of Firefox generally remain
stable for a full year, allowing
organisations to minimise any disruption associated with upgrades and
compatibility tests – you just need to make sure that any security
patches and fixes are applied. The latest ESR release is available from
pcpro.link/282ffesr while RR versions are at pcpro.link/282ffrr.

ABOVE Firefox Sync lets you share data across different devices

ABOVE Firefox can import your personal data from Chrome, IE and Edge
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you’re connecting to, as can
whoever’s running your network
–which is worth bearing inmind if
you’re browsing at work or via a
public hotspot. Moreover, tracking
cookies may still be able to follow
you around and share your browsing
habits with third parties.

You can improve your privacy
with extensions such as Privacy
Badger, or by using a VPN to route
your traffic via a secure server. But
evenwithout such add-ons, Firefox
is designed to protect your privacy as
far as possible.

To test this, we used the
Electronic Frontier Foundation’s
Panopticlick tool (panopticlick.eff.
org), which analyses a browser and
its add-ons to see how trackable it is
– andwere pleased to see our default
Firefox installation, with private
browsing active, successfully
blocked all tracking ads and invisible
trackers. That’s something that
Chrome andMicrosoft Edge can’t
claim: both Chrome’s Incognito and
Edge’s InPrivate windows failed to
block these sinister elements.

SYNC YOUR
MOBILE DEVICE
Once you’re using Firefox on your
desktop and laptop, it makes sense
tomake the switch on your phone as

well, as this lets you share tabs,
bookmarks and logins between your
desktop andmobile devices. You can
also, very conveniently, send pages
between each of them. To do this,
simply click the three dots on the
address bar, pick “Send to Device”,
and select the device youwant to
open it on.

Themobile version of Firefox
doesn’t let you install custom visual
themes as you can on the desktop (by
picking Customise from themenu
and clicking the Themes button at
the foot of the window).What you
do get is a smart Night Mode option
–which is perfect for those who read
in bed, as it minimises your exposure
to the sleep-disrupting blue light
given off by a backlit panel. This
mode inverts plain text, meaning it’s
white on black, while images retain
their original colours.

For all these reasons, there’s a
buzz around Firefox Quantum that
we haven’t seen formany years.
Even if you’re not yet ready to switch
your default browser, it could well
be time to give Firefox a second look.
After all, if Google Chrome could
knock themighty Internet Explorer
off its perch, who’s to say Firefox
can’t make a triumphant return as
the fight for an ethical, openweb
steps up in 2018?

ABOVE It’s worth taking a little time to customise your browser

ABOVE The Foxified add-on lets you use Chrome and Opera extensions

ABOVE The screenshots tool makes short work of capturing pages

ABOVE You can share pages between devices, even if you don’t sync tabs

ABOVE Bedtime reader? The Night Mode view
on the smartphone version of Firefox reduces
your exposure to blue light
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THE AWARD WINNERS

PRICE From£30
permonth
AVAILABLE Now
BritishcompanyBlaze
unveiledafascinating
conceptatCES:the“first
everhigh-endPCinthe
cloud”.Allyouneedto
supplyisascreenand
theinternetconnection,
whichneedstobeasolid
15Mbits/sec,aswellas£30
permonth,andthenyou
cantapintothepowerof
yourvirtualcomputer
wheneveryoulike.

Yougetadedicated(but
unspecified)Nvidiagraphics
cardthatpromisestodeliver

1080pat144fpsor4Kat60fps.Youalsobenefitfrom
eightdedicatedthreadsonanIntelXeon,whichBlaze
assuredis“equivalenttoaCorei7”,plus12GBofRAM
and256GBofstorage.

Buttherealbenefitcouldbethedownloadspeeds
onoffer.Ifyou’reinstallingSteamontoyour“PC”,Blaze
toldus,youshouldhitspeedsof140Mbits/secbecauseits
datacentreispluggedintoamaininternetconnection.
Naturally,we’rekeentoputBlaze’spromisestothetest–
lookoutforafullreviewsoon.

Each year, we give ten awards to the very best
products at the show. Here are our picks for 2018

PRICE From$1,299
AVAILABLE Spring2018
Acontroversialchoice:doesitreallymakesensefor
anyonetobuya15intablet?Well,havingtriedtheDell
XPS152-in-1ourselves,wecansafelysayyouwon’t
wanttoholditintabletmodeforlong.However,this
convertiblemaywellhitthespotforthoselooking
forapowerful,stylishlaptopthattheycanscrawl
handwrittennoteson–althoughwewouldsuggest
restingonadeskwhileyoudo.

Wedon’thaveUKpricesyet,buttherangestarts
at$1,299foraCorei5modelcompletewithanAMD
RadeonRXVegagraphicschip–oneoftheinnovations
onshowinthislaptop.Ifyouwantmorepower,itcan
bespecifiedwithuptoaCorei7-8705G,16GBofRAM
and1TBofSSDstorage.ThelowerpriceincludesaFull
HDdisplay,butnaturallyDelloffersa4K3,200x1,800
panelaswell.

PRICENotapplicable
AVAILABLE Q22018
2017wasabrilliantyearfor
buyersofdesktopPCsthanksto
AMD’sRyzenchips:stunning
powerforanequallystunning
pricemeantIntelhadtoreactby
loweringitspricesandbringing
outitsrangeofhigh-end
processorsindouble-quicktime.
Basedontheconversationwe
hadwithAMDatCES,wesee
everyreasonforthesamething
tohappentothelaptopmarket.

We’renotjusttalkingabout
consumerlaptops,either.
ThankstothenewRyzenPro
seriesofmobilechips,those
businesseslookingforgreatersecurityandmanageability
shouldfinallyhaveareasontobuyanon-Intel-based
laptop–andit’sthefirsttimewe’veeverpublishedthose
wordsinPCPro.

BLAZESHADOW

DELLXPS152-IN-1

“Thisconvertiblemayhitthe
spotforthoselookingfora
powerful,stylishlaptopthat
theycanscrawlnoteson”

AMDRYZENPROMOBILEPROCESSORS
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PRICE 8in,$199; 10in,
$249
AVAILABLE Summer
2018
SafetosaytheSmartDisplay
wasfreshoutofthebox
whenwesawitatCES:
theGoogleandLenovo
demoteamwereliterally
unpeelingtheprotective
coverfromthescreenaswe
walkedintotheroom.Or
shouldwesayscreens:there
aretwoSmartDisplayson
offer,onewithan8inscreen,
onea10indisplay.

Thepromiseisthat
youwillwakeuptoa
personaliseddisplaylinked

toyourGooglecalendar.It’smorethansimplyshowing
youtheweatherandlistingyourmeetings,though:on
remindingyouofacolleague’sbirthday,itcansuggest
bakeriesonyourroutetoworktopickupacake,send
theadjustedroutetoyourphoneorevendisplaya
YouTubevideoonhowtobaketheperfectcake.

Whetheryoubuyintosucha“smart”scenarioornot,
itmakesmuchmoresensetousthananAmazonEcho
Showandlookslikeafineadditiontoyourhome.

PRICE From$1,599
AVAILABLE March2018
Wheneditor-in-chiefTimDantonputthenewX1
TablettothetestinaprivatebriefingwithLenovoat
CES,heexpressed“buyer’sregret”–havingjustbought
aSurfaceBook2.Why?Becausethethird-generation
ThinkPadX1Tabletverynearlyhitsthenirvanaofbeing
bothabrillianttabletandabrilliantlaptop.

ItfollowstheSurfaceProdesigntemplate,witha
combinedkeyboardandcoverthatsnapsintoplace,but
whereitwinsoverMicrosoft’sofferingisthequalityof
thekeyboard:whenyou’retypingonasurfacesuchasa
desk,itfeelsexactlylikeusingalaptop.Itcan’tcompete
withatraditionalclamshelldesignwhensittingon
yourlap,though,becauseitstillreliesonakickstandto
supportthescreen.

Witha13in3Kdisplay,eighth-generationIntelCore
processorsandanoptionalstylusthatsupportsupto
4,096levelsofpressure,itlookslikeagreatall-rounder.
However,we’llfindoutforsurewhenit’sreleasedlater
thisyear.

PRICE Notyetannounced
AVAILABLE Notyet
announced
WeexpectedARandVRto
loomlargeatCES,butitwas
voice-basedtechnology
thatstoletheheadlines.
HTC,then,brokerankby
introducingtheVivePro
totheworld,anupgraded
versionoftheHTCVivethat
improvestheVRexperience
byincreasingsharpness.

Eacheyenowhas1,440
x1,600pixelstogazeat
ratherthanthe1,080x
1,200oftheoriginalVive,
theupdateddesignincludes
built-in“high-performance”
headphonesthatpromisebetterspatialsound,whileanoptionalwirelessadapter
meansyoucanwanderarounduntetheredtoyourPC.

WhenAlphr.com’sVaughnHighfieldputittothetest,hewasimpressed:“Having
playedDoomVFRusinganHTCViveandthenewwirelessadapter,anylagis
completelyindistinguishable.”Nowwejustneedtowaitforapriceandreleasedate.

LENOVOSMARTDISPLAY

HTCVIVEPROVR LENOVOTHINKPADX1TABLET
(3RDGEN)

“ThenewThinkPadX1Tablet
verynearlyhitsthenirvanaof
beingbothabrillianttablet
andabrilliantlaptop”

LG32UK950

CES 2018
BEST OF
CES 2018
BEST OF★ ★★ ★
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PRICE Notapplicable
AVAILABLE Notapplicable
Razerisnostrangertowacky
ideasandthisisoneofits
craziestyet.Resurrecting
aformatnotseensince
theMotorolaAtrixin2011,
ProjectLindaturnsyour
RazerPhoneintoafully
functionallaptop.

Razer’stwistonthisidea
hasthePhonedockinginto
thecentreofyourlaptop
shell,whereitcanactasa
trackpadorsecondscreen.
So,ifyou’replayinganRPG,it
coulddisplayyourinventory
orthemap.Theideaisn’tas
crazyasitmightseem.Thechassisalsoactsasagiantpowerdock,withenoughjuice
torechargethephonethreetimesover,whiletheSnapdragon835chipinsideRazer’s
phonehasenoughpowertokeepWindows10runninghappily,letaloneAndroid.

PRICE $179
AVAILABLE Now
AlotoftechnologyatCESisallglitzwithnorealpurpose,
butWe.Streamisthepolaropposite:ugly,boring,
butitsolvesthreereal-worldproblems.Thefirstis
thecostofroamingdataforworldtravellers,withthe
promiseofunlimiteddataworldwidethankstovirtual
SIMs(althoughyoucanslotintwophysicalSIMsif
youprefer).Thesecondissecurity,courtesyofthe
built-inVPN.Andthethirdisbatterylife,becausethe
We.Streamdoublesasapowerbank.

So,withtheWe.Streaminyourcase,youcanjump
ontoasecure,fastconnection–upto150Mbits/secfor
yourfirst2GBofdata,128Kbits/secthereafter–assoon
asyougetpastcustoms.Itisn’tcheap,withthedevice
costing$179(whichincludes2GBofdata),while12
monthsofunlimiteddatacosts$399,butwecansee
manybusinessesandworldtravellersstumpingupthe
cashinreturnfortheconvenienceonoffer.

PRICE Tobeannounced
AVAILABLE March2018
Howdoyouwrangle
childrenawayfrom
theirtablets,phonesand
computers?Dutchstartup
Picoobelievesithasthe
answerwithaninteractive
toythat’sappealingdue
tothetechinsideit,but
interactswithoutascreen–
andgetskidstoplayoutside
atthesametime.

Ifthatsoundslikea
miracle,start
prayingfor
funds,becausethePicoo
doesn’tcomecheap.Witha
priceofaround€5,000fora
setof12,it’saimedatplaygroupsandafter-schoolclubsratherthanparents.

Eachdeviceisdesignedtobeheldcomfortably,withabuilt-inbuzzer,speakerand
multi-colouredlight.Soyoumightplayagameof“murderer”,wherethechildren
havetofindoutwho’sholdingthePicoothat’sbuzzing.Withthepromiseofaconstant
streamofnewgames,thisisoneofthemostinnovativepiecesoftechwesawatCES.

computers? Dutch startup 
Picoo believes it has the 
answer with an interactive 
toy that’s appealing due 
to the tech inside it, but 
interacts without a screen – 
and gets kids to play outside 

If that sounds like a 

RAZERPROJECTLINDA

PICOO
“WiththeWe.Streaminyour
case,youcanjumpontoa
secure,fastconnectionas
soonasyougetpastCustoms”

PRICE Notyetannounced
AVAILABLE Q22018
ItwasLG’s“OLEDcanyon”ofcurvedmonitors,groupedtogethertoforma
stunningvirtualforest,thatattractedmostCESattendees,butourattentionwas
grabbedbyahumble32inmonitorthecompanyannounced.Althoughhumble
onlybycomparison:thisdisplayusesLG’s“NanoIPS”technologytoproduce,it
promises,moreaccurateandintensecolours.Indeed,thecompanyclaimsithits
98%ofthecinema-gradeDCI-P3colourspace.

Thiswasrathertrickytotestontheshowfloor,butwecanconfirmthatitlooked
amazingeveninLG’sbrightlylitbooth.YoumayevenbetemptedtofollowLG’s
leadand,asitdidinthebooth,daisy-chainthreeofthese4Kmonitorstogether
viaaThunderbolt3-equippedlaptop.Withtheaddedpromiseof600cd/m2peak
brightness,AMDFreeSynctechnologyandsupportforthenewDisplayHDR600
standard,wejusthopethepricestaysreasonable.

$179
AVAILABLE  Now

WE.STREAM
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PRICE Notyetannounced
AVAILABLE Notyetannounced
Asusismakingbigclaimsforthe
ZenBook13:“Thisultralightmarvelis
thethinnestlaptopontheplanetwitha
high-performancediscretegraphicschip,”
itshouts.Precisefigures?13.9mmthick.
1.12kg.13.3intouchscreenwithupto4K
resolution.100%sRGBcoverage.Nvidia
GeForceMX150graphics.Upto14hours
ofbatterylife.Plussupportforupto1TB

SSDs,16GBofRAMandeighth-genCorei7
processors.It’satastyproposition.

BYTONCONCEPTCAR

PRICE From£1,249
AVAILABLE Now
It’strickytotelltheXPS13apartfromitspredecessors.Instead,it’s
allaboutthetweaks.Supportforeighth-genIntelCoreprocessors
andimprovedheatdispersalmeansDellisnowclaimingupto
19hrs46minsofbatterylife,whileDellCinemaSoundandDell
CinemaStreamaimtomakeyourNetflixviewingmoreenjoyable.

DELLXPS13

PRICE From$1,370
AVAILABLE March2018
HPtakesahalf-heartedapproachtoCEScomparedtoitsrivals,with
nobigpresseventsandfewlaunches.Whilewedidplaywithits
newproducts–includingoneflawedrivaltotheSurfaceProthat
toppledoverwhenwetriedtotypeonit–onlytheupdated15in
versionoftheHPSpectrex360stoodout.Andthatwassolelydueto
thefusionofanIntelCoreprocessorwithRadeonRXVegagraphics
(literallyonthesamesilicon).

HPSPECTREX36015IN

PRICE Notyetannounced
AVAILABLE Notyetannounced
Whileallthemeshroutersinthis
month’sLabs(seep74)aregreat,they
doconsumepreciousspaceinyour
home–sowhynotdoublethemup
asanAlexa-enabledspeaker?That’s
whatAsushasdecidedtodowiththe
LyraVoice,atri-bandAC2200router
thatcaninteractwithotherLyrahubs
spreadaroundyourhome.Inaddition,
theLyraoffersbuilt-insecuritycourtesy
ofTrendMicro.

ASUSZENBOOK13

BEST OF
THE REST

Aside from our award winners, there was plenty

more fascinating technology on show. Here are our

picks from the thousands of launched products

ASUSLYRAVOICE

PRICE From$45,000
AVAILABLE Late2019
CEShasahugehalldedicatedtonewcartechnology,butitwasanSUV
sittinginarelativelysmallstandinthemiddlethatcaughttheeye:theByton
ConceptCar.And,mostparticularly,thegiganticdashscreenthatstretches
thewholewidthofthewindscreen.Bytonsaystheconceptcaronshow
represented85%oftheproductioncar,whichpromisesa250-milerange,
butyou’llhavetowaitayeartoseeitontheroads.
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JBLLINKVIEWSMARTDISPLAY

PRICE $400
AVAILABLE Spring2018(US)
SleepwasanotherfocusofCES,withcountlesspiecesoftechnology
thatpromisedtobothtrackournight’srestandsootheourtroubled
minds.Manyoftheseweredesignedtotuckunderyourmattress,
butthePhilipsSmartSleepusestwodiscreetsensorstodetectyour
brainwaveactivity–andwillevenplay“whitenoisepatterns”to
improvethedepthanddurationofyourdeepsleep.Itdoesn’thelp
youfallasleep,butimprovesthesleepyoudoget.

PHILIPSSMARTSLEEPPRICE Notyetannounced
AVAILABLE Q12018
Lenovoannouncedaslewofnew
ThinkPadsatCES,withmanyshared
features–includingaprivacyshutter
tocoverthewebcamwhennotinuse,
cleversidedockingoptionsand,naturally,
supportforIntel’seighth-genCore
processors.ButtheX1Carbonremainsthe
cheerleader,withitsinclusionoffar-field
microphonesforeasiervoicerecognition,
bloatware-free“Crystal”installationsof
Windows10andsupportforDolbyVision
HDRwithscreensthatgoupto500cd/m2.

PRICE $400forSolo,$300forcamera
AVAILABLE Summer2018
Sometimesseeingisbelieving,and
soitwaswiththeMirageCameraand
Soloheadset.It’sthecamerathatmost
enthusesus,capturinggenuine3Dimages
thankstotwofront-mountedcameras,
andthenstitchingtogethertheresultsto
createa180-degreevideo.Theresultsare
compelling–likeareal-lifehologram.We
viewedthevideoonLenovo’sVRheadset
(thefirststandaloneGoogleDaydream
headset),andwereimpressedbyits
simplicity:nosmartphoneisrequired.

PRICE Notyetannounced
AVAILABLE Notyetannounced
What’safridgedoinginthepagesofPCPro?It’sallaboutthetech,
becausewithatapofthe29inHDtouchscreenyoucanswitchfrom
arecipeforblueberrypancakestoseeingwhat’sactuallyinside
yourfridge.Youcanalsousethescreentoleavehandwrittennotes
foryourfamily,createshoppinglistsandchecktheweather.With
AlexasupportandapairofBluetoothspeakerstuckedintothetop,
youcanevenstreamTheArcherswhilepreparingdinner.

LGINSTAVIEWTHINQFRIDGE

LENOVOTHINKPADX1
CARBON

LENOVOMIRAGESOLO
&CAMERA

“Withthetouchscreen,youcanswitch
fromarecipeforblueberrypancakes
toseeingwhat’sinsideyourfridge”

PRICE Notyetannounced
AVAILABLE Summer2018(US)
ThisrivaltotheLenovoSmartDisplay(seep44)maywellprovetobethe
Google-poweredsmartspeakerforaudiophiles,withplentyofaudio
credentials:24-bitHDaudiostreaming,twofront-facing10Wspeakersand
arear-facingpassiveradiatorthatpromises“rich,deepbass”.The8indisplay
lookssharpwithits1,280x720resolution,butthere’snowordonaUKrelease
dateasyet.

Not yet announced
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Ifyou’relackingamatetoputintocheckmate,theSquareOff
chessboardmightbetheanswer.Thisdelightfulpieceofscience
fictionmovesitsownpieces,savingyouthe(admittedlygentle)
effortofhavingtoshuffletherooktowherevertheLEDsof
traditionalcomputerisedchessboardstellyouto.Aswellasplaying
theboard’sAI,youcantakeonupto16millionotherplayerson
chess.com.Thelargerversionoftheboardhasitsown“parking
spaces”fortakenpiecesandcosts$299fromsquareoffnow.com.

Yes,youreadthatcorrectly.Thepurveyorofsomeoftheworld’s
mostordinarylaptopshasdivedintofashion,althoughit’sreally
onlyprovidingtherawmaterials.Dellissupplyinggoldrecovered
fromitsmotherboardsforanewcollectionofjewellerydesignedby
actressNikkiReed,whichisavailablefrombayouwithlove.com.
Ringsstartfrom$78,althoughReedisrefusingtocommenton
rumoursthatyouneedtoflashtheBIOSofyourtrinkets.

OneofthesmallcontingentofBritish
companiesatCES’sEurekaPark–thehall
forup-and-cominginnovators–Quick-E
hasanovelsolutiontotheproblemof
runningoutofphonebatterywhileyou’re
onthemove.Popintoalocalretailer,sucker
oneofitsslimlinebatterypackstotheback
ofyoursmartphone,topyourphoneup,
thenpostthebatterybacktothecompany
usingthesuppliedFreepostcardboard
sleeve.Theycostonly£1.99eachand
Quick-Etoldus91%ofbatteriesfindtheir
waybacktothecompany,wheretheycan
berechargedandreusedupto500times.

QUICK-EPHONE
CHARGERS

Perhapsthemostunusualdeviceofthetenfeaturedhere,Kevin–areference
tothechildleftbehindinHomeAlone–isaburglardeterrentthat’salot
cheapertorunthanaDobermann.Theodd-lookingdeviceisasmartspeaker
thatplaysambientsoundsdesignedtomimicwhatmightbehappeninginthe
homeatanygiventime.So,inthemorningitmightplaythesoundofashower
beingused,whileintheeveningsitwillblareoutsomemusicoraudiofrom
televisionprogrammes.

ThereverseofthedevicehasapanelofLEDsthataremeanttofoolburglars
casingthejointthatpeoplearemovingaroundinsidethehome.Itcanalso
switchyoursmart
lightbulbsonor
off,reinforcingthe
impressionthat
someone’shome.

Whetherthis
provesaneffective
burglarydeterrentor
willsimplybeanother
thingtheystuffin
theholdallishardto
say,butthecompany
hopestoconvince
nervyhomeowners
withaKickstarter
launchlaterthisyear,
withthedevicecosting
around$225.

10 CES
CURIOS

We highlight ten of the more

interesting and quirky products to

be unveiled in Las Vegas this year

MITIPIKEVIN

Theclosestthingwe’veseentoadomestic
R2-D2yet,Keeckertrundlesaroundyour
homebeamingNetflixorothervideo
contentontoyourwalls.Theideaisthat
insteadofhavingtelevisionsandhi-fi
systemsineveryroom,youyellatthevoice-
activatedKeeckertocomeintotheroom
you’reinandbeamvideoontothewallsor
playSpotifythroughitsspeakers.It’sgoing
tostruggletomakeitupstairs,mind.The
costofthismobilemoviemachine?£1,690
fromkeecker.com.

KEECKER
PROJECTOROBOT

DELL’SJEWELLERYCOLLECTION

SELF-MOVINGCHESSBOARD
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WhywouldyouwearatinyUVsensoronyourfingernail?Because
you’reworthit.L’OrealmadeanunexpectedappearanceinLas
Vegastoshowoffthisbizarrelittlegadget,whichcanbeattached
toyourthumbnail,sunglasses,trainersoranyothergarmentthat’s
exposedtothesunlight.TheideaistokeepyouinformedofyourUV
exposureviaanaccompanyingappforeitherAndroidoriPhones.
Youmightbemarkingthisonedownasasubstituteforcommon
sense,butwhenyouseeskincancer-inducinglevelsofsunburnon
Britsthemomentthefirstwaftofsummerarrives,youcanseewhy
L’Orealthinksthere’samarketforthis£30device,whichwillarrive
atadermatologistnearyouthisyear.

L’OREALUVSENSE

CESwasawashwithrobots,most
ofthemlittlemorethanexpensive
toys.Howmanymoretimesis
Sonygoingtorehashthewoeful
Aibodog,forinstance?Ithasallthe
emotionalpullofatinofbeans.

Onfirstinspection,theAflac
RobotDucklookslikeit’sfirmly
inthesamecategory,butthis
featheryautomatonatleasthasa
greaterpurpose–tohelpchildren
recoveringfromcancer.The
makersclaimthatyoungchildren
diagnosedwithcanceroftenhave
difficultyexpressingtheiremotions,
andthat’scertainlyeasytobelieve.TheduckcomeswithaselectionofRFID-
enabledemojicardsthatchildrencantap,withtheduckthenrelayingthe
sentiment.Ifthechildtapsanunhappyface,theduckwillbowitsheadand
letoutawhimper,forinstance.

Theduckwillalsotrytomimicthechild’sspeechpatternsandcomes
withapretendcathetersothattheduckcangothrough“chemotherapy”at
thesametimeasthechild,supposedlyhelpingthemtofeellikethey’renot
goingthroughtheawfulexperiencealone.It’sdifficultforustosaywhether
thistreatmentiseffectiveornot,butthemakershopetohaveoneforeachof
the16,000childrendiagnosedwithcancerintheUSeachyear.

Sometimesthebestideasarethesimplestones.
Whatdoyoudowhenyourbroadbandgoes
downwhileyou’reawayfromhome?The
RouterRebooterdoesitforyou.It’sasimplewire
thatsitsbetweenyourrouterandthepower
socket,monitoringyourbroadbandconnection.
Whenitspotstheconnectionhasdropped,it
cutsthepowertotherouter,forcingarebootthat
willprobablyresolvemostproblems,allowing
youtoaccessWi-Fidoorbells,turnupthesmart
thermostatorremotelyaccessthebatteryof
othersmartdevices.ClaimyoursonIndiegogo
nowfor$30,withshippingpromisedinApril
2018(pcpro.link/282zobox).

NowthatApplehasditchedtheiPod,there’sa
gapinthemarketformusicplayers.Echoboxis
aimingataudiophileswiththe$599Explorer.
Thedevicelookslikeawoodenhipflaskand
thecompanyclaimsthatwithits“powerful
300MWamplifier”,the“Explorerenablesyou
toexperienceyourfavouritemusicintheway
theartistintendedyoutohearit”.Ourfirst
impressionwasthatthemusicwaspunchy,but
notveryrefined–althoughitwasn’tasbadas
theawfulAndroidinterface,whichlookedlikeit
hadfallenoutof2005.It’sgoodtoseepeoplestill
makingmusicplayers,butourinitialverdictis
“musttryharder”or“makemuchcheaper”.

AFLACROBOTDUCK

ZOBOXROUTERREBOOT

“WhywouldyouwearL’OREAL’StinyUV
sensoronyourfingernail?Because
you’reworthit”

Justwhenyouthoughtmassiveinteractivewhiteboardsforthe
officeweredead,Samsungdecidestorevivetheconcept–oneof
onlytwoconcretenewproductannouncementsinitshour-long
CESkeynote.TheFlip’spartytrickisintegrationwithother
Samsungproducts–pressyourGalaxysmartphonetothescreen
andthatphotoyousnappedearliercanbeuploadedontothe
display,forexample.The55inUHDFliprunsonSamsung’sown
TizenOS.Nowordyetonprice,butexpectittobepunchy.

SAMSUNGFLIP

ECHOBOXEXPLORER



Gemini PDA

Slug SectionheadReviews
The biggest, best, most exciting products in tech – tested, evaluated and reviewed

A modern take on the Psion Series 5, the Gemini
PDA hits many – if not all – of the right buttons

excited about new releases of Office
and the rise of innovative British
company Psion. In particular, you
may – likeme – have bought a Psion
Series 5, the do-it-all PDAwith a
breathtakingly good keyboard.

Basingstoke-based Planet
Computers is working hard to give the
Series 5 a 21st centurymakeover, with
a colour screen replacing the fragile
mono of the original, alongwith a

customised version of Android instead
of Psion’s ownOS.What stays the
same, however, is the fundamental
design of the keyboard.

The key question
In fact, aside from the fact it doesn’t
slide forward in the trademark Psion
Series 5 way, the Gemini PDA’s
keyboard is almost an exact replica.
There’s no need to call in the lawyers:

R emember the late 1990s? A
youthful Tony Blair sweeping
all before him, Oasis versus

Blur, Toy Story? Then you probably
also remember the Pentium II, getting

PRICE 4G, $399 from indiegogo.com
(to rise to £499 (£599 inc VAT))
AVAILABLE March 2018
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the original keyboard designer,
Martin Riddiford, is a non-executive
boardmember of Planet Computers
and his consultancywere the ones
who designed the new keyboard.

Which begs one question: what is
the Gemini like to type on? And this is
my big concern for the project.
Whereas I remember typing on the
Series 5 with fondness, the Gemini
doesn’t yet have the same finesse.

For example, you have to hit down
with precision tomake the Gemini
recognise the letters you’re hitting.
Get it slightly wrong and the key
won’t register. It also lacks the
satisfying feel of the old keyboard,
with a short amount of travel and no
evident dampening; the whole
experience is a little mushy.

There is positive news. Planet
Computers assuredme that minewas
a pre-production unit, and promised
the keyboardwould have a firmer feel
more akin to the original by the time it
was delivered to customers.

Even if this proves not to be the
case, where it still wins is the size
of the keys: once I adaptedmy
touch-typing style, I could hit a
reasonable speed. I also like the
double-height Enter key,
separate row of number
buttons and big Spacebar.

So there is enough here to
tempt traditionalists away
from touch-based keyboards,
but temper your expectations.
Until I type on that final
version I’ll hold back from a
recommendation.

Software integration
One advantage of a keyboard
is that it provides easy access
to shortcuts, whether that’s
settings (hit Fn and the
Delete key), brightness or
our old friend Ctrl+C.
There’s also a special Planet
Computers shortcut next to
the spacebar, which brings

up a horizontal menu reminiscent of
the physical shortcuts on the Series 5
- and indeed themacOS Dock.

I was happy to see traditional
favourites such asWord and Excel
already in position, plus a shortcut for
Gemini’s own calendar. The 2,160 x
1,080 resolution screenmeans there’s
just enough room for a couple of
paragraphs of text inWordwhile still
leaving room for a toolbar of options
at the bottom and amenu at the top.
Likewise for Excel.

Planet Computers is also working
hard to bring Psion’s much-missed
full-year calendar view back into our
lives. It’s doing so via its own Gemini
Calendar, and although I couldn’t
persuade it to synchronise this with
my Google Calendar duringmy time
with the Gemini, the company assures
me this is coming (alongwith support
for Outlook).

A Camera app also sits on the
taskbar, but note this is for the
five-megapixel unit that sits to the left
of the screen. There isn’t a built-in
rear camera, but Gemini is offering an
add-on accessory to its Indiegogo
backers for $49.

Should Android not offer you quite
enough flexibility, then take note that
the Gemini dual boots into Linux.
Combinedwith two USB-C ports - one
on either side - that means you could
theoretically use this tinymachine as
a true portable computer.

I’m in twominds about this. It
sounds great, but I’d prefer for Planet
Computers to put all its efforts into
making the Android experience as
pleasant as possible.

Pocket computer?
When I first heard about the Gemini, I
was sceptical about its size. I
remember how the Series 5 weighed
downmy jacket pocket, and didn’t
long for a return to those days. But to
my pleasant surprise, the Gemini fits
comfortably into a trouser pocket.
Naturally, at 15mm thick it’s bulky, a
fact emphasised by its 320gweight,
but it isn’t a world away from having a
Plus-sized phone in there. You don’t
need to worry about the girth or
hassle of screen protectors either.

I’m also a fan of the design. The
Gemini is finished in industrial grey
rather than the glass finish of modern
flagship phones, and its understated
metal casing works forme. It helps

that Planet Computers
hasn’t slathered it in
logos, with themain
branding being on the
“bookend” edge.

I havemoremixed
feelings about the screen.
On one hand, it seems odd

that this doesn’t stretch completely
from side to side. The big bezel on the
right-hand side not onlymakes it
imbalanced, it also adds to the
impression of this being a phone
wedged onto a keyboard. Theway
Android’s on-screenmenu options
appear here emphasise this further.

But there are plenty of positives.
My initial tests suggest this is a

high-quality screen, with wide
viewing angles, a peak
brightness of 442cd/m2 and
vibrant colours. Photos and
streaming video - the Netflix
appworked perfectly - look
superb, but the speakers don’t
do it justice. You’ll want to
take advantage of the 3.5mm
jack.

Speedy numbers
One reason that Netflix
works well is that Planet
Computers packs plenty of
power inside, with prime
position going to its
ten-core ARM processor.
This uses two Cortex A72
chips at 2.6GHz, four A53
units at 2GHz and a
further four A53 chips at

“To my pleasant surprise,
the Gemini fits comfortably
into a trouser pocket – it
isn’t a world away from
plus-size phones”

BELOW Behold the
star of the show: the
same keyboard design
that made the Psion
Series 5 such a hit

ABOVE You can add
Google Play apps and
then add them to the
handy docking bar
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1.6GHz. That sounds like a
heavyweight chip, while 4GB of RAM,
64GB of storage and amicroSD slot all
add to the Gemini’s bragging rights.

Running Geekbench 4 returned a
single-core score 1,761 andmulti-core
result of 4,750, whichmean it’s one
tier below the very fastest Android
phones (see the graphs on p69). That
should bemore than fast enough for
the likely life of the Gemini, but
gamers should note that the
Mali-T880 graphics aremore humble
- as indicated by 17fps score in the
offscreen GFXBenchManhattan test.
The OnePlus 5T, for example, scored
60fps.

It’s too early to comment on
battery life. I gobbled through a third
of its battery power within two hours,
but that was with the screen on (at
medium brightness) and undergoing
testing the whole time. Planet
Computers hasn’t given a quoted
battery life, but a generous 4,220mAh
battery suggests it should comfortably
last a working day.

Final call
Making phone calls on the Gemini is
an interesting affair. You can do it
without a hands-free kit - there’s a
microphone on the left-hand side and
built-in speakers at the right - but
sound quality falls behindmodern
handsets. I’d only answer a call
without a hands-free set if I couldn’t
laymy hands on it quickly.

One clever feature of the Gemini,
though, is that you can program the
front-mounted LEDs tomatch your
frequent (or indeed unknown) callers.
So youmight choose five flashing red
LEDs for the office, a solid block of
white for your partner, or prettymuch
any combination you can both
conceive and remember.

The reason for this added touch is
that there’s no LED on the outside of
the Gemini, so without this visual

indication youwouldn’t knowwho
was calling.

Another interesting touch - and
perhaps a nod to the Series 5’s built-in
audio recording, activated by a touch
of an outside button - is the voice
control button. This launches the
Google Assistant, and could be a
handyway to record notes or issue
commands without opening up the
clamshell.

Positive glow
The Gemini PDA has attracted $1.6
million in funds through Indiegogo
(pcpro.link/282gem) withmore than
2,000 units pre-ordered. You can still
order theWi-Fi and 4Gmodel for
$399, but Planet Computers’ best
estimate for the final retail price is
£599 for the 4G/Wi-Fi version (there’s
aWi-Fi-only version too, which is
likely to sell for £499 and currently
costs $299 on Indiegogo).

Is it worth it? I suspect you’ll know
by nowwhether this product is right

for you, whichwill be down
to amix of how daring you
are - this is a first-generation
version of the Gemini, and if
it makes it to a second
generation then I suspect
that will be significantly
better - and howmuch you

lust after that keyboard. TIM DANTON

TOP The screen is just
big enough to work on
Word and Excel

ABOVE Psion fans will
remember the year
planner view with
fondness

SPECIFICATIONS
10-core processor (2 x 2.6GHz Cortex A72, 4 x
2GHz Cortex A53, 4 x 1.6GHz Cortex A53) ●

Mali-T880 graphics ● 4GB RAM ● 5.7in IPS
screen, 2,160 x 1,080 resolution ● microSD
slot ● 5MP front camera ● 802.11ac Wi-Fi ●
Bluetooth 4 ● 2 x USB-C connectors ● 3.5mm
jack ● 4,220mAh battery ● Android 7.1 ● 171 x
79.3 x 15.1mm (WDH) ● 320g ● 1yr warranty

“One clever feature of
the Gemini is that you can
program the front-
mounted LEDs to match
your frequent callers”

LEFT This is no
vapourware: the
Gemini will be
shipping to its first
backers imminently
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Laptops and PCs
We run our own benchmarks on every
Windows andmacOS systemwe test.
These are based around image editing,
video editing andmultitasking (where
we run the video editing benchmark
while simultaneously playing back a
4K video). At the bottom of each laptop
and PC review you’ll find the system’s
score in each of these tests, plus an
Overall score.

If a laptop scores 70, say, then it’s
30% slower than our reference
system – a PCwith a Core i7-4670K
and 8GB of RAM. If it scores 160, then
it’s 60% faster.

We test laptop battery life by playing back a full-screen video until the
battery runs out.We set the screen brightness to 170cd/m2, or as close as we
can get using its settings, and switch to Flight mode.

How we test
What our awards mean

Screen quality
In each laptop,
phone, tablet and
monitor review you
will see our
conclusions about
the screen quality.
Some of this will be
subjective, but we also
test each screen using a
Display i1 Colorimeter.We
measure formaximum
brightness, colour accuracy and

consistency – theremay be a
difference in brightness,

say, from themiddle
and the edges of
the panel.

We alsomeasure
Delta E, which gives
a guide as to how
accurately the panel

displays a colour.
Anything under 1 is

excellent and likely to be
difficult for the human eye to
distinguish; 1-2 is still strong; above
this suggests a panel that you
shouldn’t trust for colour-accurate
photo editing.

Phones and tablets
We run a selection of publicly
available benchmarks on all the
phones and tablets we test. First,

we run Geekbench 4
(geekbench.com). This
is a good test of the
processor and
memory in
particular, and
includes both a test
for single-core and
multi-core
performance. See

below for a selection
of scores to provide a

reference of what’s good…
andwhat’s not so good.

We also run the graphics-intensive
GFXBench (gfxbench.com) to see how
well the phones and tablets are likely
to perform in games.

As with laptops, we test
smartphone and tablet
battery life by playing
back a full-screen
video until the
battery runs out.
We set the screen
brightness to
170cd/m2, or as close
as we can get using
its settings.

ABOVE We put PCs
and laptops through
intensive benchmarks
and test laptops for
battery life

RECOMMENDED

Recommended
This, quite simply, is a
product we would
recommend
you buy – if it meets
your needs.

A-List
The best buy in its
category right now.
The product will also
feature on our A-List,
starting on p16,
updated each month.

Labs Winner
Each month we run a
group test, or Labs.
This product has
managed to beat all
others to top position.

The pcpro.link
Throughout the magazine you’ll see
pcpro.link shortcuts. Enter these into
the address bar of your browser and it
will take you to a particular page, which
will either be too long or awkward for
us to publish or will take you to the
precise shop from which to buy. If it’s
Amazon, note that we have an affiliate
deal in place so we will receive a
commission from each sale. This will
never affect our verdict of a product,
and if another reputable vendor is selling
the product cheaper then we will use
them instead.

Prices will vary
Prices we publish are correct on the day
we publish, but we often see prices
change – especially on sites such as
Amazon. However, we do work with
British PC retailers to ensure the prices
we quote for their systems are correct.
If the price isn’t being honoured, contact
us via letters@pcpro.co.uk.

626

Geekbench 4, multi-core

Apple iPhone X
OnePlus 5T
Samsung Galaxy S8
Google Pixel 2
LG G6
Honor 7X

6,629
6,303

4,137

6,658

3,457

10,390

BELOW We play back
a video, setting the
screen to 170cd/m²,
until the battery runs
out to test battery life

LEFT & FAR LEFT To
measure a screen’s
sRGB gamut coverage
and Delta E, we use a
Display i1 Colorimeter

Reviews How we test@ P C P R O F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O
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BATTERY: video playback, 10hrs 17mins
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SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪

W hile other brands focus on
style, Toshiba’s emphasis is
on practicality: 8GB of RAM

that you can easily double yourself; a
true ultraportable design that weighs
only 1.05kg; and a bountiful selection
of security features that should appeal
to any business IT buyer.

Not that this is a bog-standard
business laptop. The X30 is for
executive travellers, with a chassis
that’s simply beautiful when finished
in Toshiba’s Onyx Blue. Part of that
beauty stems from its slimness, 16mm
with the lid closed, but it’s also due to
the subtle brushedmetal on the lid
and obvious attention to detail – for
example, the flashes of contrast on the
nickel-coloured hinge and the subtle
lighting around its power button.

Top-quality components
complement the design, with the star
being the 13.3in screen. This is the
brightest I’ve seen on a business
laptop, hitting 344cd/m2 in our tests.
A contrast ratio of 1,127:1 and sRGB
coverage of 93.9% ensure that colours
look both realistic and punchy, too. Its
only blackmarkwas a Delta E of 3.04;
I’d have liked a score under 2.

It’s a little surprising to see a
seventh-generation Core processor in
place rather than an eighth-
generation chip. This explains the
need for the fan to occasionally
activate to keep things cool (the Dell
XPS 13 stays quieter) but proved
powerful enough to push the Portégé
to 41 in our benchmarks. If youwant
more speed then double the 8GB of
RAM. This isn’t difficult: unscrew a

few screws
from the bottom of
the chassis to take
advantage of dual-channel
memory, or even dump the supplied
8GB and slip in two 16GB sticks.

TheM.2 SSD isn’t user-replaceable,
andwhile I would always likemore
storage than the supplied 256GB, this
is a workable amount. Especially as
you can store less frequently used files
on an external device, with twoUSB-C
ports on the right-hand side of the
machine. These can also be used for
charging the X30 or adding a display,
although note the presence of a
full-sized HDMI connector here too.
There’s even amicroSD card and
smart card reader.

The left-hand side is less
populated, with a lone USB 3 port kept
company by a 3.5mm audio jack and
Kensington lock port. Security is
again on Toshiba’s mindwhen
designing the touchpad, with a
fingerprint reader integrated into the
top-left portion. This unlocks the
laptop instantly, and Toshiba adds yet
further layers via support for a
Windows Hello-capable camera.
Encrypt the hard disk – note
Windows 10 Pro comes
pre-loaded – and there’s no
need to fear your company’s
secrets will leak should it
be left in a taxi.

I’d be tempted to invest
in one of Toshiba’s
docking stations too. The
PA5281E-1PRP
Thunderbolt 3 unit plugs
into a USB-C port and
rewards youwith a colossal
number of connections: three
front-mounted USB-C ports, another
one at the rear, a full-size DisplayPort
andmini-DisplayPort, a VGA port,
Gigabit Ethernet, three USB 3 ports
and twoHDMI ports. Yours for around
£160 exc VAT.

That could deliver quite some
workstationwhen in the office, but
you don’t buy amachine like this and
then clamp it to your desk. Especially

when it can deliver over ten hours of
battery life, which is what the X30
achieved in our video-rundown tests.

If you choose to work throughout
those ten hours, youmay growweary
of the keyboard’s idiosyncrasies. The
first of these is the short Spacebar,
which finishes to the right of the N key
whenmost extend to theM – I had to
retrainmyself when typing. In a
valiant effort to give Pg Up and Pg Dn
their own keys, the right Shift key is
also a fraction smaller than I’d like.

None of these are killer problems,
though, and it helps that Toshiba
offers the choice of trackpoint and
touchpad, with separate left- and
right-mouse keys above the pad and
built into the bottom of it. Note the

keyboard is backlit, too.
It’s tempting to

compare the Portégé to
theWindows 10 Pro
version of Dell’s XPS 13,
which offers a similar
specification –with an
eighth-gen Core i5 – for
£1,139 exc VAT. But that

isn’t entirely fair. The X30 is around
20% lighter and offers manymore

business-friendly features, while
the XPS 13 comes with Dell’s
one-year ProSupport
(including next-business-
day, on-site cover).

This warranty is more
generous than the one-year
of collect-and-return cover
Toshiba supplies, but that’s
reflected in the price. The X30

is an excellent system for the
mobile professional and comes

highly recommended. TIM DANTON

SPECIFICATIONS
Dual-core 2.5GHz Intel Core i5-7200U
processor ● Intel HD Graphics 620 ● 8GB
RAM ● 13.3in IPS display, 1,920 x 1,080
resolution ● 256GB M.2 SSD ● HD webcam ●

802.11ac Wi-Fi ● Bluetooth 4.1 ● 2 x USB-C ●

USB 3 ● HDMI ● microSD slot ● Windows 10
Pro ● 316 x 227 x 16.4mm (WDH) ● 1.05kg ●

1yr C&R warranty

ABOVE A fast laptop
that weighs around
1kg and delivers ten
hours of battery life

Toshiba Portégé
X30-D-10V
Brilliant battery life and a
gorgeous, ultralight chassis
make this a great choice for
mobile professionals

PRICE £1,000 (£1,200 inc VAT)
from pcworldbusiness.co.uk

“If you want more speed
then double the 8GB of
RAM: simply unscrew a
few screws from the
bottom of the chassis”

Reviews

RECOMMENDED
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Image
editing
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Video
editing
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Multi
tasking

18

BREAKDOWN SCORES

OVERALL 41 ABOVE Toshiba pays
attention to the
details, from the
hinges to the backlight
around the power key
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WI4000-Series
Based on the mainstream Intel® Socket 1151 platformwhich supports
Intel® Core™ i3, i5 and i7 CPUs with up to six cores and dual-channel
DDR4 memory for excellent performance in a wide variety of DCC
applications.

WI6000-Series
Based on the high-end Intel® Socket 2066 platformwhich
supports Intel® Core™ i7 and i9 CPUs with up to 18 cores and
high-bandwidth quad-channel DDR4 memory for superlative
performance in a wide variety of DCC applications.

3XSWI4000 Design
• Intel® Core™ i5 8600K processor
overclocked to 4.8GHz

• 16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 4GB NVIDIA Quadro P1000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

3XSWI4000Viz
• Intel® Core™ i7 8700K processor
overclocked to 4.8GHz

• 32GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P4000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

£1,579.99 INC
VAT £2,349.99 INC

VAT

3XSWI6000 Design
• Intel® Core™ i7 7820X processor
overclocked to 4.5GHz

• 32GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 4GB NVIDIA Quadro P1000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

3XSWI6000Viz
• Intel® Core™ i7 7900X processor
overclocked to 4.5GHz

• 64GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P4000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

£2,219.99 INC
VAT £3,429.99 INC

VAT

Choose your perfect workstation today

“The Scan 3XS
WI6000Viz is
terrific value”
- PC Pro, March issue 2018



Ultrabook, Celeron, Celeron Inside, Core Inside, Intel, Intel Logo, Intel Atom, Intel Atom Inside, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Inside Logo, Intel vPro, Itanium, Itanium
Inside, Pentium, Pentium Inside, vPro Inside, Xeon, Xeon Phi, and Xeon Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries.

Intel Inside®. Powerful Productivity Outside.

WI8000-Series
Based on the ultra high-end Intel® Socket 2011 platformwhich supports a pair of
Intel® Xeon™ CPUs with up to 18 cores each and high-bandwidth quad-channel
DDR4 memory for superlative performance in a wide variety of DCC applications
which requires lot of CPU cores.

3XSWI8000 Sim & CFD
• 2 x Intel® Xeon™ E5-2640 v4 processors
• 64GB ECC Registered DDR4 2133MHz
• 2GB NVIDIA Quadro P600
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

3XSWI8000Viz
• 2 x Intel® Xeon™ E5-2640 v4 processors
• 128GB ECC Registered DDR4 2133MHz
• 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P4000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

£4,999.99 INC
VAT £5,599.99 INC

VAT

Only
at Scan
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views) every other
Thursday at 1pm
mixlr.com/pcpro
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Download direct from
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Tune into the
PC Pro podcast
Join the PC Pro team – including Tim Danton,
Barry Collins and Darien Graham-Smith – as
they argue about the latest tech stories and
reveal the Hot Hardware of the Week
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SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪

T he Spot is the fifth speaker in
Amazon’s Echo range - and
arguably the cutest. That’s not

normally ametric we use to rate
products, but I’ll make an exception
here because the Spot is simply
gorgeous. Finished in a soft-touch
plastic, available in either white or
black, it’s so adorable it makes you
want to reach out and tickle it under
the chin.

Even the 2.5in circular touchscreen
is beautifully integrated. It’s set back
at a slight angle, making it
comfortable to readwhether the Spot
is nestled on the desk next to you or on
the kitchen table a fewmetres away. A
resolution of 480 x 480works well on
that size of screen, too, although I
wouldn’t recommendwatching The
Deer Hunter from start to finish – that
said, you canwatch Amazon Video on
the screen should you desire.

So what does the Spot do, other
than sit in the cornermaking eyes at
you? Essentially, all the same stuff as
the larger Echo Show. Thatmeans, in
addition to the usual Alexa voice-
driven capabilities inherited from the
regular Echo speakers, it can display
relevant information on its screen and
allow you to interact by touch.

Among other things, the screen can
show thewords to songs played on
AmazonMusic and, when you’re not
doing anythingwith it, it displays an
attractive clock face, with 17 different
looks to choose from, alongwith a
selection of pithy news headlines.

Most folk, though, will use the
screen – and the VGA cameramounted
above it – to do practical stuff such as
show the feed from home security
cameras, or make and receive video
calls via Amazon’s Drop In service. It’s
just about perfect for those jobs. One
thing I find particularly useful is Echo
Spot’s ability tomonitor for
movement using its camera, which it
indicates in the Alexa app as “Recently
Active”. Irritatingly, you can’t display
that list on the screen of the Echo Spot.

As with the Echo Show, the display
makes setup easier as well. You use
the touchscreen to select yourWi-Fi
network (both 2.4GHz and 5GHz

networks are supported) and an
onscreen keyboard to enter the
password, then do the samewith your
Amazon account.

It’s even easier if you already own
an Echo device: all your Alexa skills
will be automatically available as soon
as you log in. I love the fact that I can
view the feed frommy Ring doorbell,
turn up the temperature onmyHive
heating system and activate the living
room lights with a simple voice
command, all without having to set it
up again.

The Spot does have limitations,
though; the Echo Spot is to the Show
what the Echo Dot is to the Echo.
That’s good news in terms of size and
price, but alas also extends to its
sound quality.

The Spot is a great smart alarm
clock, waking you upwith your choice
of music or radio station, and you can
even set up a do not disturb schedule
(this dims the screen as well as muting
notifications). However, it’s less well
suited formusic, radio or podcast
playback in larger living spaces.
There’s little bass to the sound that

emerges from the vents in the Echo
Spot’s circular base. It sounds better
than the Dot, but is nomatch for the
excellent Echo Show, which delivers
music with warmth and power.

I could live with that if it wasn’t
for the limited volume. Even turned
up tomaximum, I found it difficult to
hear the speaker from the other side of
mymoderately sized kitchen,
especially when an appliance was
running. Add a couple of people

talking and you can’t hear
it at all.

That’s a shame,
because, like all the other
Echo devices, the Spot’s
far-fieldmicrophone
array works well, cutting
through the daily hubbub
of the kitchenwith

relatively little fuss. It’s worth noting,
though, that you canmitigate the
problem by connecting an external
speaker to the Echo Spot, either via
the 3.5mm aux jack built into the
speaker’s rear or by connecting it to a
Bluetooth speaker.

Despite its weaknesses, I like the
Amazon Echo Spot. It’s a well made,
attractive speaker that adds an extra
dimensionwith the addition of the
touchscreen andwebcam. The one
problem I have is with its price. At
£120 for one Echo Spot, or £200 for a
set of two, it’s too expensive. If those
prices dip to around £80 per speaker
in one of Amazon’s regular flash sales,
though, I wouldn’t think twice before
buying. JONATHAN BRAY

SPECIFICATIONS
2.5in 480 x 480 touchscreen ● 1.4in speaker
● four-microphone array ● VGA camera ●

802.11n Wi-Fi ● Bluetooth with A2DP support
● 3.5mm audio output ● 104 x 91 x 97mm
(WDH) ● 419g ● 1yr RTB warranty

ABOVE The 480 x 480
screen and webcam
add an extra
dimension to this
smart speaker

BELOW The Spot
includes 17 different
clock faces

Amazon Echo Spot
An attractive and feature-
packed twist on the Echo,
but the speaker is quieter
than we’d like

PRICE £100 (£120 inc VAT)
from amazon.co.uk

“I love that I can view the
feed from my Ring doorbell,
turn up the temperature on
my Hive and activate lights
– all with a voice command”
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SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪

W hen it comes tomultiroom
audio, Sonos stands head
and shoulders above the

competition. The reason for its success
is simple: Sonos’ family of speakers
blend superb sound quality, an
easy-to-usemobile app andmesh
Wi-Fi networking to create a truly
smart, whole-home sound system.
The Sonos One takes that one step
further: it combines Sonos’ multiroom
talents with the latest in voice control
fromAmazon Alexa and, coming later
this year, Google Assistant.

Take one glance at the Sonos One,
and you’ve be forgiven for thinking
that you’re looking at the other
compact speaker in Sonos’ family, the
£149 Play:1. Indeed, put the two side
by side, and the near-identical
dimensions suggest all Sonos has done
is taken its cutest model in the range,
given it the slightest of makeovers and
added an array of microphones.

Stylish design
Whatever the company has done, the
result is a speaker that’s unobtrusive
and compact enough to fit almost

anywhere in the home. Granted, the
One isn’t themost stylish object, but
its rounded edges, squat profile, and
all-black or all-white colour scheme
will blend into any room.

A single power cable trails neatly
out of the rear, four rubber feet give
the One a firm grip onto the surfaces
beneath, and a single Ethernet socket
allows for wired operationwhere
Wi-Fi isn’t a viable option. The only
fundamental difference between the
Play One and the Play:1 is that Sonos
has removed the threaded speaker
mount, so discreet wall-mounting is
no longer an option.

Sonos has also ditched the physical
buttons of the Play:1 in favour of a
handful of touch-sensitive
controls dotted around the
top panel. The central
button pauses or resumes
playback, buttons either
side adjust the volume,
and another positioned
above toggles the
microphone on and off,
with a small white LED
signifying when the One is
listening for voice
commands. The sole other
button is placed at the rear,
and for good reason – it’s
only used at the beginning
of the setup process.

While the One is small, its sound is
the opposite: it’s exciting, detailed
and as capable of droning out soothing
ambient as it is spraying staccato
guitar riffs and vicious techno. As
you’d expect for such a tiny speaker,
the bass isn’t earth-shakingly
powerful and there certainly isn’t the
mightymid-range slam of Sonos’
larger speakers, but what’s there is
potent andwell-controlled.

Crucially, the One’s sound blends
perfectly with the other speakers in
the Play family, so you don’t get
sudden changes in tonality as you
wander from one room to another.
And that leads to oneminor
complaint. Sonos doesn’t officially
allow you to pair a Sonos Onewith a
Play:1 to form a stereo pair.
Thankfully, there is an unofficial
solution: you can download the
SonoSequencr app for iOS and link a
Play:1 and One together.

Sonos smarts
Another limitation is that the Sonos
One can’t do everything Amazon’s
Alexa-powered Echo products can.
You can ask general questions about
the weather, nearby shops and
services, performmaths andweight
conversion calculations, set alarms
and reminders. However, you can’t
use any of the voice call, drop-in or

PRICE £166 (£199 inc VAT)
from sonos.com

RECOMMENDED

BELOW You’ll struggle
to spot the difference
between the Sonos
One and the Play:1

Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant join forces in the
smartest speaker yet
– and it sounds great, too

Sonos One
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SPECIFICATIONS
2 x Class-D digital amplifiers l tweeter l

mid-woofer l six far-field microphone array
l 2.4GHz 802.11g Wi-Fi l 10/100 Ethernet l

120 x 120 x 161mm (WDH) l 1.85kg l 1yr RTB
warranty

messaging features, nor can you ask
Alexa to read ebooks or receive
notifications.

And you can’t change the wake
word, either. If those omissions are a
deal-breaker, then bear inmind that
you can always buy a £50 Echo Dot
instead and use the Sonos skill to
control your Sonos setup from that.

I set up the Sonos One in an
open-plan space with a Play:1 in the
kitchen, a Play:3 in the dining area,
and a further Play:1 in the upstairs
bedroom. The setup process is more
convoluted than that of a pure Sonos
speaker, clunkily bouncing you
between the Alexa and Sonos apps on
your phone, but that effort is
worthwhile. Add it to an existing
system, and you can then control
playback across an entire homewith
voice commands.

For instance, you can adjust the
volume in specific zones (“Alexa,
turn down Living Room” or “Alexa,
turn Kitchen volume to [any number
between 1 and 10]”); playmusic in
different areas of the house (“Alexa,
play FleetwoodMac in the Kitchen”
or “Alexa, play Carl Craig
everywhere”); or pause playback and
skip through tracks.

What it doesn’t let you do
currently, however, is group rooms
together or to activelymove themusic
from one room to another. One
workaround is to group all the
speakers in your home using the
Sonos app, then ask Alexa tomute or
unmute rooms as you see fit.

Alexa is also able to control
playback from Spotify, TuneIn Radio
and AmazonMusic, but that isn’t the
case for Tidal, Apple Music,
Bandcamp, SoundCloud or any of the
other services supported by Sonos.
While playingmusic from these
services, it’s only possible to pause
playback or adjust the volume. And

another thing to
remember: you’ll need
a Spotify Premium
account if youwant
to take advantage of
the integration.

Use any of the
supported services,
however, and Alexa
comes into her own.
You can ask Alexa to
playmusic by genre,
artist, or request
specific tracks, albums,
playlists or radio stations.

If you’re already used to
pulling out your phone and
choosingmusic from the Sonos app,
voice control might seemmore like a
gimmick than a killer feature, but it
soon becomes second nature.
Whether you’re lying quietly on the
sofa, or surrounded by the din of the
cooker hood and bubbling pots and
pans, you can simply request the
music, album or artist youwant
without even lifting a finger. Most of
the time, Alexa will hear you, even if
you can’t hear the telltale chime that
tells you she’s heard the wakeword.

Best of all, though, Alexa allows
anyone in your household to play the
music theywant, when theywant it,
without having to reach for a phone,
tablet or laptop first.

Teething problems
There are several teething troubles
with Alexa on the Sonos One,
however. She doesn’t always respond
consistently to commands.
Sometimes she will allow you to pause
themusic but not to resume it again
afterwards; at other times she isn’t
aware that music is playing so won’t
accept playback commands at all.

Then there are themore
fundamental bugs, where room-
specific volume commands

inexplicably stop
working and Alexa
insists, “that
command is not
supported by that
device”. Sonos’
support staff are
tirelessly helpful in
troubleshooting
such issues but it’s
worth flagging that
the experience isn’t yet

100% bug free.
Other issues are that

Alexa can struggle to
correctly deciphermore unusual

band or track names, or the fact that
the first search result thrown up by
your voice controls isn’t always the
album you’re looking for. “Alexa, play
the Pulp Fiction soundtrack” will
result in her playing a seminal drum
and bass track called Pulp Fiction by
Alex Reece instead, and no amount of
adjusting the syntax of your request
will convince her otherwise.

In some instances, it’s possible to
findwhat you’re looking for by

spelling out the name of
the band letter by letter
– with unpronounceable
artists such as Knx, this is
an essential feature – but
sometimes there’s simply
no other option than to
resort to using the Sonos

app instead.

One buying decision
Despite all theminor niggles and
frustrations, the Sonos One is now an
integral part of my Sonos system.
Alexa’s variousminor talents such as
setting alarms and reminders, or
quickly converting ounces to grams
while my hands are covered in flour,
are used every single day and the
ability to play whatever artist pops
intomy head at a whim has led tome
both listening to, and discovering,
moremusic than ever.

What tips the One over the edge
from good to great, however, is the
fact that you aren’t tied to Alexa at all.
Once Google Assistant support is fully
baked-in, you’ll be able to take the
best elements of each smart assistant
or pledge your allegiance entirely to
one or the other. Unlike Amazon,
Google and Apple’s smart speakers,
you’ll have a choice – andwhichever
option you take, one thing is
guaranteed: themusic will take centre
stage. SASHA MULLER

ABOVE You don’t
have to use your
voice: there’s a set of
touch-sensitive
controls on top

“You can adjust the volume
in specific zones, play music
in different areas of the
house, or pause playback
and skip through tracks”

BELOW Whether you
choose black or white,
the Sonos One should
look right at home
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E pson’s EcoTank system has
always been a promising
concept. Instead of costly and

wasteful ink cartridges, EcoTank
devices have enormous tanks, come
with generous bottles of ink and slash
print costs to a fraction of
conventional levels. It’s a great idea,
but none of the previous EcoTank
printers I’ve tested have been good
enough to recommend. The new
EcoTank ET-4750 finally delivers on
the promise.

It’s immediately clear that Epson
has improved the EcoTank system
itself. This MFP’s ink tanks are neatly
integrated into the front, where you
can view their levels at a glance; just
like a car’s petrol tank, it’s important
not to let them run dry. More
significantly, Epson has overhauled
the filling system, introducing keying
to eliminate the risk of misfuelling.
The new system appears to bemore
leak- and splash-proof too; now you
just slot a bottle on to the tank and
leave it for aminute to disgorge.

For anyone printingmoderate
amounts, the financial arguments for
the EG-4750 are compelling. This
EcoTank printer is around £320more
expensive than I’d expect for a typical
MFPwith its specification, but Epson
claims it comes with enough ink for
14,000 black pages and 11,200 in
colour. Most inkjets arrive with ink for

only a few hundred pages, if that, after
which they typically cost about 7.5p
per page. You’ll only need to print
about 5,000 pages over the lifetime of
an inkjet MFP for the ET-4750 to prove
better value.

Don’t forget that savings are only
one issue. Even if the two technologies
cost exactly the same, I’d prefer the
convenience of always having enough
ink to the nagging annoyance of
repeatedly ordering and installing
new cartridges.

The ET-4750 delivered ourmono
text test at 16.3 pages perminute
(ppm), and reached 5.2ppm on our
colour graphics test. Both are solid
results for the sub-£100, office-biased
MFPs that make up its true
competition. Photos were quite slow
– postcard-sized prints took about
two-and-a-half minutes each – but
the results were surprisingly good.
Plain paper prints weren’t as bold as I
would have liked, but were free of any
obvious flaws such as banding.

Unfortunately, the ET-4750 is
cursedwith a slow scanner. At either
150 or 300 dots per inch (dpi), A4
scans took 28 seconds. That’s twice
what I’d expect. A 1,200dpi
postcard photo scan lasted
almost twominutes.
Suspecting a slow network
interface, I repeated the tests
via USB, but got near-
identical times. At least, in
terms of quality the results
were excellent.
That slow pace inevitably

extends to photocopies.
Single-page jobs were

acceptable at 14 and 32 seconds for
black and colour respectively, but

copying ten pages using the 30-page

automatic document feeder took
two-and-a-half minutes in black, and
fourminutes in colour. Again, the
results were good, if dark by default.

This lack of speed hurts Epson’s
claims that this printer is designed for
business – there’s nothingmore
frustrating thanwaiting for someone
else’s print job to finish – but it does
include a number of features that will
appeal to an officemanager. There’s a
250-sheet front tray, a faxmodem,
automatic double-sided printing and
a three-year warranty (after
registration). You can also print from
prettymuch anywhere and anything.
Epson provides its own iPrint app, and
you can email documents to be
automatically printed too.

It may be slow to scan and copy,
but for the first time I can recommend
an EcoTank printer: the ET-4750 even

makes it onto ourA List,
albeit as an alternative
choice. It’s well equipped,
with a 2.8in touchscreen,
a faxmodem, and support
for wired andwireless
networking.

But there’s a reason I
don’t give it five stars. When paying
more than £400, it’s disappointing
that there’s nothing special, tactile or
nicely designed about this printer.
Here’s hoping Epson produces
something even better with the next
iteration. SIMON HANDBY

SPECIFICATIONS
4,800 x 1,200dpi four-colour A4 inkjet printer
● 1,200 x 2,400dpi scanner ● claimed 33ppm
mono, 20ppm colour ● fax modem ● Wi-Fi ●
USB ● Ethernet ● Wi-Fi Direct ● 375 x 347 x
221mm (WDH) ● 6.8kg ● 1yr standard
warranty, 3yr after registration

ABOVE You can now
see ink levels at a
glance, which is
important as they
shouldn’t run dry

Epson EcoTank ET-4750
At last, an EcoTank printer
worth buying. If low print
costs are a priority, this is an
excellent buy

PRICE £339 (£407 inc VAT) from
pcpro.link/282epson

“You’ll only need to print
about 5,000 pages over the
lifetime of an inkjet printer
for the EG-4750 to prove
better value”

RECOMMENDED

LEFT This printer
packs in plenty of
features, including a
touchscreen, but not
many frills
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Readeroffer
Norton
SecurityDeluxe+
WiFiPrivacyVPN
We’ve teamed up with Symantec to provide a
unique offer: a three-device Norton Security
Deluxe subscription PLUS Norton WiFi Privacy
VPN – for just £22. That’s a stonking £78 off the
recommended price.

Claim your offer here
pcpro.link/279bundle
Want two years of Security Deluxe cover for £40?
Visit pcpro.link/279bundle2
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Secure private information such as your passwords, bank details and credit
card numbers when using public Wi-Fi on your PC, Mac or mobile device.

Protects the data you send and
receive when using public Wi-Fi

Adds bank-grade encryption to
protect you on public Wi-Fi hotspots

Browse the web anonymously

Allows access to your favourite
apps and content anywhere you go

Encrypts your data with a no-log
virtual private network that doesn’t
track or store your activity

NortonWiFiPrivacy

EXCLUSIVE
BUNDLE!
JUST£22

+
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HDR has been a hot topic in TVs
for a while, and it’s now
hitting the mainstream. From

phones and laptops with HDR-
capable screens, to streaming service
providers such as Netflix and Amazon,
HDR is everywhere - and that includes
monitors such as the Philips
328P6AUBREB, which joins the
Samsung CHG70 as one of only two
HDR-capable PC monitors I’ve tested.

You turn HDR on by setting it to
Auto in the on-screen display and –
when hooked up through the HDMI
port – it worked flawlessly with
HDR-enabled Windows 10 games and
apps. As ever, though, by enabling
HDR within Windows the OS then
misinterprets the colours in
everything non-HDR related,
resulting in washed-out colours on
the desktop and any app that doesn’t
support the standard. This has
nothing to do with the monitor but
rather Microsoft’s nascent
implementation of HDR.

If you’re hoping to watch Amazon
Video and YouTube in HDR, you’ll
need to invest in a streaming stick.
Netflix does support HDR through the
browser, but there’s a specific set of
requirements to get it working. For
instance, you’ll need a seventh-gen
Intel processor and an Nvidia GTX
1050 or above.

ShadowWarrior 2 is my go-to
game to test a monitor’s HDR gaming
capabilities. Here, the benefits of HDR
are obvious: with HDR enabled the
sun is visible in the sky and if it’s
disabled it blends into the horizon.
This monitor wouldn’t be my top
choice for gaming, though. I found it
sluggish and, with overdrive enabled,
there’s inverse ghosting.

This is to be expected from a 60Hz
non-gaming panel, and Philips makes
up for it in overall image quality. The
31.5in, 2,560 x 1,440 IPS panel is
10-bit, which means you should see a
richer, more vibrant range of colour.

It’s also one of the most colour-
accurate consumer-grade monitors
around. Tested with our in-house i1
DisplayPro colour calibrator, the
Philips returned an average Delta E

score of 1.09 and a decent contrast
ratio of 1,271:1.

I was disappointed with the sRGB
gamut coverage, though, which I
measured at a lowly 89.7%. That’s fine
for a budget monitor, but this Philips
doesn’t fall into that category. Its
Adobe RGB gamut coverage is better
at 91.1% and colour accuracy improves
a touch in Adobe RGB mode, too, with
the average Delta E dropping to 0.87.
Just shy of 500cd/m² at peak
brightness, the monitor is bright, too.

The biggest flaw is brightness
uniformity. With a variance of up to
20% in corners from the centre of the
display, the Philips lacks consistency.
The variance is so great that I even
noticed its ill effects when looking at
my desktop wallpaper. If you’re a
professional photo or video editor,
this is a dealbreaker.

Most Philips monitors are well
made and attractive to look at, and the
328P6AUBREB is no exception. Its
“SmartErgoBase” stand provides -5 to
20 degrees of tilt adjustment, 180mm
of height adjustment, and 340 degrees

of swivel, which is about as flexible as
monitor stands get. It’s also possible
to spin the screen 90 degrees and view
it in portrait mode.

As for connectivity, Philips gives
you a host of options to choose from.
There’s a USB-C input supporting USB
3.1, meaning it will carry data, video
and power to and from your laptop,
tablet or phone. There’s also an
old-school VGA input, plus
DisplayPort 1.2, HDMI 2, and 3.5mm
headphone and aux in jacks. An
Ethernet port and two USB 3 Type-A
ports round off the connections.

The OSD is as comprehensive as the
monitor’s connections
and provides a feast of
options, including the
pre-calibrated Adobe RGB
and sRGB colour profiles
and LowBlue Mode,
which is designed to
reduce eye strain.

With HDR support, a
colour-accurate Quad HD panel and
stunning build quality, this is a top
quality monitor. If you want a
do-it-all screen that will cope with
games, HDR movies and a little
creative work on the side, it’s worth
considering. With Windows 10’s HDR
support still in its infancy, however,
you might want to hold off on a
purchase until its price drops or more
competition arrives on the scene.
CHRISTOPHER MINASIANS

SPECIFICATIONS
31.5in 2,560 x 1,440 IPS panel ● 60Hz ● 4ms
response time ● DisplayPort 1.2 ● HDMI 2 ●

DisplayPort 1.2 ● VGA ● USB-C ● RJ-45 ● 2 x
USB 3 ● 2 x 3W speakers ● -5 to 20-degree
tilt ● pivot ● 180mm height adjustment ● 742
x 270 x 477-657mm (WDH) ● 9.7kg ● 1yr RTB
warranty

ABOVE Head-on this is
a terrific, punchy
panel, but viewing
angles let it down

LEFT This flexible
stand can swivel 340
degrees and – as
shown here – can
pivot too

Philips 328P6AUBREB
Packs in plenty of features,
from HDR10 support to a
USB-C port, but there are a
fair few flaws as well

PRICE £390 (£468 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/282phil

“With HDR enabled, the
sun in Shadow Warrior 2
is visible in the sky; with
it disabled, it blends into
the horizon”

of height adjustment, and 340 degrees 

LEFT  This flexible 
stand can swivel 340 
degrees and – as 
shown here – can  
pivot too
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Your bonus software
We scour the globe to negotiate the best software deals for
our readers, from extended licences to full programs you
don’t need to pay a penny for. Here’s this month’s lineup

Full product worth £15
websitex5.com

THIS POWERFUL DESIGN suite has all the tools youneed
to create top-quality responsivewebsites, even if
youhavenodesignor coding experience. It includes
more than50 templates covering an extensive
range of site types and subjects, fromecommerce
andblogs towebportals and sports sites.

Once you’ve chosen adesign, you can set about
planning your site’s structure using a simple
sitemap. Then, it’s a case of populating eachpage in
turnbydragging anddropping various elements
onto them, including text blocks, images, galleries,
videos, email forms andmore. Each element canbe
styled and customised tomeet yourneeds, and give
your site a distinctive look.

You canpreview the results at any timeduring
the creationprocess, or upload your site via
WebSiteX5’s built-in FTP engine formore
extensive testing and final publication. REQUIRES Windows 7 SP1 or later; 300MB hard drive space; online registration

WebSite X5 Start 14

How to claim your bonus software

For more information, see the cover gift section in the main magazine

Your unique coupon code

Enter the web address printed above into
your browser’s address bar. Then enter this
month’s issue number (which you can find
on the spine) into the box under the PC Pro
logo, and click Submit.

In the New user section, enter your email
address and the unique coupon code printed
below into the relevant boxes, then click the

Register button. Browse through this
month’s choices and follow the online
instructions to download and register the
software. Youmay need to register a user
account for our software store and enter your
unique coupon codemore than once.

The registration process varies from
program to program, so read the instructions
carefully – they explain exactly what you
need to do for each program.

n Enter the issue
number from the
magazine’s spine
into the box under
the PC Pro logo and
click Submit. You’ll
also need the code
printed below

Download
instructions
If you have any queries about our
download service, please contact us
at software@pcpro.co.uk

www.pcprodownload.co.uk

To download your software:

ABOVE If you’ve bought
the Bonus Software
edition of PC Pro, it will
include this card between
the current pages

1Visit the PC Pro
download site at
pcprodownload.

co.uk. You’ll need to
enter the coupon code
printed on the card,
along with your email
address. We’ll send
you an email to confirm
that your code has
been registered. On
subsequent visits,
you’ll be able to access
the download area by
entering only your
email address.

3If the software
needs registering,
click the purple

Register button, or
follow the instructions
on the left of the product
page (again, please read
these carefully). In some
cases, you may need to
register for a PC Pro
Software Store account
– if you don’t already
have one – and you
might be prompted to
re-enter the coupon
code on the card.

2Once you’re into
the download area,
you can access this

month’s bonus software
by navigating to the
relevant product page
and clicking the red
Install button. For trial
software, freeware
and other downloads,
click the Install button
below the product
description, or
follow the onscreen
instructions (please
read these carefully).

4Please be sure to
install and register
your bonus

software before the
date shown below.
After this date, we can’t
guarantee that it will
still be possible to
download or register
the bonus software.
If you need assistance
with the coupon code
or registration issues,
please contact us at
software@pcpro.
co.uk.

pcprodownload.co.uk
Remember to claim your software by 31 March 2018

Total
value this

month
£128
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Steganos Online Shield VPN
Full product worth £30
steganos.com

THIS POWERFUL VPN andprivacyprotector comeswith
ahost of tools to help keepyou safe online. The core
VPNcan route your online activities through
servers in 15 countries around theworld; itwill then
appear that you’re browsing from that country,
allowing you to access sites thatwould otherwise be
out of reach.What’smore, all your online activities
will be encrypted, protecting you fromsnoopers –
even if you’re using someone else’sWi-Fi.

On topof that, SteganosOnline Shield canblock
ads and socialmedia tracking technologies, clear
out your cookies and anonymise your browser,
making itmuchharder for sites to track youonline.
And, if a site gets confusedbyyouruse ofOnline
Shield, you can just dip into the Settings and add
exception rules as needed. REQUIRES Windows 7 or later; 100MB hard drive space; online registration

Take complete control of your printer, printmultiple pages per
sheet and keep track of howmuch ink you’re using
Remove unwanted pages and images from any print job to save
both resources and time
Cut down onwasteful, ecologically-unfriendly consumables by
saving as a PDF rather than printing

Scan your computer for outdated drivers, then download and install
replacementswith a single click
In a hurry? ClickUpdate Now andDriver Booster automates the
process, launching each update in turn
Silent updatemechanism saves you the task ofmanually
downloading, applying and rebooting after each patch

Abelssoft CleverPrint 2018
Full product worth £35
abelssoft.com

REQUIRES Windows 7 or
later; 40MB hard drive
space; online
registration

Full product worth £10
iobit.com

REQUIRES WindowsXP
or later; 40MB hard drive
space; online
registration

Iobit Driver Booster 5 Pro Iolo System Mechanic 17

All the tools you need to clean and speed up your PC, fix system
problems and protect your privacy
Defragment your hard drive, optimise your internet connection for
faster downloads, tweak the boot sequence andmore
AcceleWrite technology helps improve drive performance,with a
dedicated SSD accelerator for solid-state drives

Wise Video Converter Pro

Recover preciousmemories by converting old, obscure videos to
moremodern formats
Retain full control over video bitrate, audio codec, sample rate and
muchmore, so you can tailor the quality and size of the result
Complete tasks quickly and easily, with presets for phone, tablet
and PC-ready conversions

Full product worth £18
wisevideosuite.com

REQUIRES Windows XP
or later; 60MB hard drive
space; online registration

Full product worth £20
iolo.com

REQUIRES Windows XP
or later; 50MB hard drive
space; online registration
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T he BlackBerry KEYone was one
of the most memorable phones
of 2017, albeit not one of the

best. It offered BlackBerry enthusiasts
an Android-based route to the brand’s
traditional strengths of strong
security and physical keyboard. So
what does the BlackBerry Motion
offer? Simple. Much of the same, but
without the keyboard.

Industrial design
As with the KEYone, BlackBerry (or,
to be strictly accurate, TCL
Communications, which now
manufactures BlackBerry-branded
phones while BlackBerry itself focuses
on software and services) has its eye
on corporate buyers rather than
consumers. That’s reflected in a piece
of industrial design.

Instead of following the crowd and
adorning its latest handset with a glass
or aluminium rear, the Motion
features a soft-touch plastic back,
inlaid with a textured carbon
fibre-style pattern and the
trademark BlackBerry logo. I’m a
fan of the soft-touch back: it’s
grippier than glass or metal, and
more resistant to picking up
fingerprints and scratches.

I also like the programmable
“convenience key” on the right
edge, which can be mapped to a
handful of shortcuts, allowing you
to turn on silent mode or launch a
specific app at the touch of a
button. You can even program it
with different behaviours based on
your location or what you’re doing
– to launch the navigation app
when you’re driving, for instance.

Whether you find the Motion
comfortable to hold will depend on
the size of your mitts. The Motion
is a solid lump of a handset,
measuring 8.1mm thick and 75mm
wide: in my tiny Trump-like
hands, it feels unwieldy. It doesn’t
help that its harsh, flat edges dug
into my palm uncomfortably. It
also feels heavy, despite the fact
that, at 167g, it’s not too much
heavier than the rest of the
flagship phone crop.

Conservative display
Where the Motion certainly falls
behind those flagships is its display.
There’s no 18:9 ratio or super-bright
AMOLED screen here: instead, it

features an unexceptional 5.5in
Full HD IPS panel. This smaller
size and resolution could have
been forgiven if it was a brilliant
screen, but it isn’t. The image
suffers from oversaturated reds
and yellows, while a maximum
brightness of 396cd/m2 is okay but
no more. It’s readable in most
conditions, but bright sunlight
will prove a challenge.

There is some compensation.
Measured using our Xrite i1
DisplayPro colour calibrator, the
Motion achieved 98.7% sRGB
coverage and a contrast ratio of
1,243:1, helping to ensure that
images looked vibrant.

The extra inch of screen
makes all the difference compared
to the cramped 4.5in screen of
the KEYone. It’s also fitted
out with a “nano-diamond
anti-scratch coating”,
which means it
should be less
prone to
scratches if say,
you put it in the
same pocket as
your keys. Which
is, let’s face it,
inevitable.

Killer battery
Where the Motion truly
disappoints is the power on offer
for the price. A Qualcomm
Snapdragon 625 processor, even
when paired with a decent 4GB of
RAM, is the sort of specification
we’d expect to find in a phone
costing lessing than £200, not
one pushing £400. In fact, it has
the exact same internal
configuration as the now
discontinued Lenovo P2, which
was our top budget choice for
many months.

Accordingly, it racked up
near-identical scores to the P2 in
our benchmark tests, with a
Geekbench single-core score of
821 and a multi-core score of
3,558. That’s poor compared to
phones at a similar price: the
OnePlus 5T scored twice that, as
did the Honor View 10.

Admittedly, I found the
Motion to be generally capable in
day-to-day use and didn’t
experience many problems with
stuttering or lag, but
performance isn’t up to the

standard of top-of-the-line devices.
BlackBerry would argue that a

lower-powered processor does confer
one major benefit: battery life. Helped
along by a 4,000mAh battery, it
racked up an impressive score of 18hrs
20mins in our battery tests. Only the
OnePlus 5T lasted longer. And, after a
full day of real-world use, the

BlackBerry Motion still
had almost half of its
battery left.

What’s more, you can
use Qualcomm’s Quick
Charge 3 technology
should you need to juice
up in a hurry, while

BlackBerry’s Boost Mode switches off
features and limits performance for
increased charging speed. There’s no
doubt that battery life is one of this
phone’s most attractive features.

Bonus features
As a BlackBerry phone, the Motion
includes a bunch of enhanced security
features designed to keep IT managers
happy. This includes all of
BlackBerry’s trademark security
software, as well as an encrypted

Locker section protected by
biometric authentication.

These biometrics come
courtesy of a fingerprint

reader housed in the
Home button. Sadly, it
isn’t as accurate as
some sensors I’ve tried,
frequently taking two

or more tries before
I could unlock

the Motion.

ABOVE For the
price, we expect
more than a

5.5in IPS screen

BlackBerry Motion
An attractive design can’t
hide the fact that this is a
budget phone for an above-
average price

PRICE £315 (£378 inc VAT) from
pcpro.link/282black

“Helped along by a
4,000mAh battery, the
Motion racked up an
impressive 18hrs 20mins in
our battery tests”
LEFT The Motion’s
“convenience key”
below the volume
buttons can be
mapped to shortcuts

BELOW Some will love
the Motion’s
square-jawed looks;
others less so

Locker section protected by 
biometric authentication.

These biometrics come 
courtesy of a fingerprint 

reader housed in the 
Home button. Sadly, it 
isn’t as accurate as 
some sensors I’ve tried, 
frequently taking two 

or more tries before 

out with a “nano-diamond 
anti-scratch coating”, 

your keys. Which 
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SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 625
processor l 3GB RAM l Adreno 506
graphics l 5.5in IPS screen, 1,080 x 1,920
resolution l 32GB storage l microSD slot (up
to 400GB) l 12MP/8MP rear/front camera l

802.11ac Wi-Fi l Bluetooth 4.2 l NFC l USB-C
connector l 4,000mAh battery l Android 7.1
l 75.5 x 8.1 x 156mm (WDH) l 167g l 1yr
warranty

Elsewhere, there’s a
couple of welcome additional
features: IP67 waterproofing
makes the cut, as does a
microSD card slot supporting
a theoretical maximum
volume of 2TB. That’s in
addition to the 32GB storage
that comes as standard, so
youmay find yourself
checkingmicroSD card
prices soon after buying.

Like the KEYone, the
Motion has Android 7.1
onboard, although a free
over-the-air update to
Android 8 Oreo is scheduled
for the near future. This isn’t
stock Android either, which
is worthmentioning because
BlackBerry’s own launcher is
very interesting indeed.

The usual suite of
BlackBerry-specific apps are
here. There’s the BlackBerry
Hub, which gathers together
yourmessages from Twitter,
Slack,WhatsApp and the like
all in one handy place.
There’s also BlackBerry’s
DTEK app, which gives you
an at-a-glance view of your
phone’s security status. It
will tell youwhether
developer options are
switched on, for instance, or
if encryption is enabled. All
you have to do is tap on the
alert and it will take you to the
relevant setting.

There’s also a handy new feature
called the Productivity Tab. This
works in a similar way to Samsung’s
Edge Screen function. Simply
drag the on-screen tab from the
right-hand edge of the screen to
the centre and it will reveal your
calendar, unreadmessages, tasks and
favourite contacts.

Camera: the good and bad
It’s harder to get excited by the
camera, which is the same as on the
KEYone. There’s a 12-megapixel
camera on the rear, complete with a
bright f/2.0 aperture, dual-LED
flash and phase-detect autofocus,
and an 8-megapixel shooter on
the front.

So long as you have plenty of light,
the results are good. In our outdoor
tests, the camera captured colours
accurately, with crisp details even in
trickier areas such as cloud layers in
the background. Flicking on HDR
boosts detail a touchwithout
lending photographs an unnatural,
over-processed appearance.

Like the KEYone, though, it’s in
low-light where theMotion’s camera
struggles. As the light dims, the
camera tends to produce images filled
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with visible noise, while scenes taken
without the flash looked soft and
lacked detail.

Motion to buy
TheMotion isn’t BlackBerry’s finest
smartphone. It’s a me-too device and
doesn’t excel in any one particular
area: there’s nothing here to entice
businesses beyond the security
features that BlackBerry offers. Yes,
its design is different and it includes
some handy software extras, but none
of these things justify the phone’s
middling performance and camera.

Instead I’d recommend BlackBerry
– well, TCL Communications – do
what Nokia did a few years back: take
a break, pull its best minds together
and come upwith somethingworth
buying as part of a grand resurgence.
Failing that, maybe it’s time to let the
past go. NATHAN SPENDELOW
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SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪

W hile all its major rivals
jumped aboard the 18:9
screen bandwagon in 2017,

HTC decided to go slow: it launched
the squeezable HTCU11 last June, and
we’ve had to wait until 2018 for the
18:9 ratio U11+. Youmight think this
seven-month gapwouldmean
internal upgrades too, but no such
luck: this is a refresh not a rehash.

This isn’t cause for concern. It
means the same excellent Snapdragon
835 processor, same squeezable edges
and same UltraPixel 3 rear camera
– although, oddly, the front camera is
downgraded from 16-megapixels to
eight. In tandemwith the appearance
of Android 8 Oreo, HTC has updated
Edge Sense. Now, squeezing brings up
a rotary wheel of shortcuts to your
favourite apps, and it’s more
customisable too.

The U11+ is currently only available
in Ceramic Black, with the rear coated
in the samemirror-finish rear panel
toppedwith glass as the U11. It’s a
marvellous sight, veering between a
subtle reflective grey and a darker
black, depending onwhere you catch
the light.

You’ll be constantly wiping away
fingerprints to keep it looking its best,
though, and compared to the sleek
Huawei Mate 10 Pro – one of the HTC
U11+’s key rivals – there’s more heft
(9g), more thickness (0.6mm) and
more height (4.3mm), all of which are
noticeable when you pick it up.

HTC compensates for the lack of a
3.5mm jack by bundling its own
Usonic USB-C earphones, which
include active noise cancellation. Too
much bass and amuddy soundmeans
they aren’t my top choice, so it’s just
as well that HTC also includes a 3.5mm
adapter. The phone is dust- and
water-resistant to the IP68 standard,
and it has amicroSD slot that doubles
as a second SIM card slot.

The phone’s front is dominated by
its 6in QHD+ display (1,440 x 2,880).
Unlike the Samsung Galaxy S8, you
can’t lower the resolution; this is
useful for smoothing out choppy
frame rates in demanding games
and eking out extra battery life.

Another difference between this
phone and its key rivals is that it uses
an IPS-derived Super LCD panel
instead of an AMOLED one; that
translates into slightly lower sRGB
and DCI-P3 coverage rates of 89.7%
and 87.3% respectively. In comparison
with the S8, colours lookwan and
washed out.

A bigger problem, however, is the
display’s brightness. I measured it at a
maximum of 365cd/m2 in auto-
brightness mode (it was even dimmer
with adaptive brightness disabled)
whichmeans you’ll struggle to read
the screen in bright conditions. The
Samsung Galaxy S8 peaks at well
above 500cd/m2 when displaying an
all-white screen, while the Huawei
Mate 10 Pro hit 570cd/m2.

I’ve no complaints about speed,
though, with that Qualcomm
Snapdragon 835 processor and 6GB of
RAMmeaning it’s a match for the best

Android phones (see p69).
With an Adreno 540 GPU,
there isn’t much that fazes
HTC’s big beast. Although the
HTCU11+ didn’t perform
particularly well in our video
rundown benchmark, lasting
11hrs 29mins, in day-to-day
use I found it typically
survived for a day and a half
from the 3,930mAh battery.

One disappointment is
that although the
Snapdragon 835 chipset
supports Gigabit 4G speeds,
the U11+’s speed is capped at
800Mbits/sec – that’s a
downgrade from the
HTCU11.

Given that HTC is the
company behind the superb
Pixel 2, I expected a fine
camera. And, largely, that
proved to be the case. The
12-megapixel rear camera
has an aperture of f/1.7, while
dual-pixel phase-detect
autofocus ensures snappy
focus across the sensor.
There’s also optical image
stabilisation and a dual-tone
LED flash.

With andwithout HDR
engaged, the HTCU11+’s camera picks
up superb amounts of detail, captures
scenes of extreme dark and bright
shades sympathetically, and
reproduces rich colours in low light
without toomuch noise spoiling the
show.

For video, quality is excellent with
the camera recording crisp, colourful
4K footage at up to 30fps.Where it
falls down is handheld shots: you
can’t record 4K footage with EIS
(electronic image stabilisation)
applied, which results in shaky shots
nomatter how hard you try to hold
the phone still.

And that’s the story with the HTC
U11+ as a whole: it’s good
but not amazing, and
there are phones at least as
good that cost less. The
superior Samsung Galaxy
S8 Plus is now available
for around £580, while the
Huawei Mate 10 Pro is

slimmer, looks nicer, has a superior
screen and beats it for battery life.
NATHAN SPENDELOW

SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 2.45GHz/1.9GHz Qualcomm
Snapdragon 835 processor ● 6GB RAM ●

Adreno 540 graphics ● 6in Super LCD6
screen, 1,440 x 2,880 resolution ● 128GB
storage ● 12MP rear camera ● 8MP front
camera ● 802.11ac Wi-Fi ● Bluetooth 5 ● NFC
● USB-C connector ● 3,930mAh battery ●

Android 8 Oreo ● 74.9 x 8.5 x 158.5mm (WDH)
● 188g ● 1yr warranty

ABOVE The squeezy
edges of the original
U11 have had an
upgrade, but it still
isn’t enough to excite

HTC U11+
A pleasant enough phone,
but squeezable edges aren’t
enough to justify its price or
its heft

PRICE 128GB, £583 (£699 inc VAT)
from htc.com/uk

“Even without HDR enabled,
the HTC U11+’s camera
picks up superb amounts of
detail, and reproduces rich
colours in low light”

LEFT HTC only offers
black for now, but a
blue version is due
later this year
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SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪

H onor’s flagship phones are in
perpetual battle with their
OnePlus equivalents, with

the Honor 9 going head to headwith
the OnePlus 5 in summer 2017 and
the View 10 at loggerheads with the
OnePlus 5T.

Both phones offer a 6in screen
with an 18:9 ratio display, both have
a 1,080 x 2,160 resolution, and
neither are waterproof. The View 10
wins for looks, though, with its
7mm-thin chassis reminiscent of the
stylish Honor 8 Pro, right down to the
aluminium rear panel instead of
glass. Personally, I prefer this: it
means you avoid fingerprint
smudges, and it looks fantastic in
Honor’s signature Navy Blue livery.

Honor squeezes the fingerprint
sensor below the display, and because
it supports swipe and tap gestures for
navigation (swipe left for home, right
for recent apps and tap to go back),
you can ditch the on-screen buttons
andmake themost of the
phone’s big display. It’s
also good to see a
3.5mm jack on the
bottom edge, along
with a USB-C port
with fast-charge
support. Yet
another plus: you
can slip a 256GB
microSD card into
the dual SIM slot if
youwant to expand
on the generous 128GB
of built-in storage. That’s
twice the amount of the base
OnePlus 5T, which offers no storage
expansion.

The View 10 is powered by the
same Kirin 970 chip found in the £699
Huawei Mate 10 Pro. One of the chip’s
most innovative features is that it has
a core dedicated to AI computations –
the so-called NPU (neural processing
unit). Essentially, this helps the phone
learn from theway you use your
phone tomake it feel more responsive.

Evenwhen comparedwith the
excellent Qualcomm Snapdragon 835,
the performance of the View 10 is
already up there with the best (see

p69). It falls behind in gaming
benchmarks, but I didn’t see any lag
when I put the View 10 through its
gaming paces.

The View 10’s display has two
colourmodes: Normal and

Vivid. The former
saturates colours but
reduces the
maximum
brightness from
451cd/m² to
404cd/m². That’s
about the same as
the OnePlus 5T,
which posts a score
of around 420cd/m2

in its default mode,
but can’t compete with

the S8’s peak brightness of
over 900cd/m2.

Switchingmodes has an impact on
colour accuracy and vibrancy.When
set to Vivid, the View 10’s sRGB gamut
coverage drops from 97.3% to 95.4%
and its Delta E colour accuracy gets
worse, rising from 1.63 to 2.29. The
phone’s contrast ratio also shifts. In
Vividmode, our calibrator returned a
contrast ratio of 1,539:1 andwhile set
to Normal it achieved 1,656:1. If screen
quality is of utmost importance, the
S8 remains a better choice.

The View 10’s 3,750mAh battery
helped it last 15hrs 1min in our video
rundown test: that’s a highly

respectable time, although
the Galaxy S8 lasted longer at
16hrs 57mins, while the
OnePlus 5T beats them both
with 20hrs 52mins.

The View 10 ships with
Android 8 Oreo and Honor’s
pleasant EMUI 8 overlay,
alongwith a bundle of
pre-installed games
(includingAsphalt Nitro,
Spider-Man andAssassin’s
Creed). It also comes with the
Microsoft Translator app,
which has been optimised for
the NPU to translate text and
the spokenword offlinemore
quickly. The View 10 also has
face recognition, but it’s a
work in progress: all you can
do is view notifications on the
lockscreen. Honor promises
unlocking later this year.

On the rear, you’ll find the
same dual 16- and
20-megapixel cameras as on
theMate 10 Pro, bothwith
f/1.8 apertures and phase
detect autofocus (PDAF). The
16-megapixel camera
captures colour images while
the 20-megapixel one
capturesmonochrome data,

with the resulting images being
combined to produce the final image.
As with theMate 10 Pro, the results
are excellent, with no oversaturation
and a good balance of exposure across
the frame.

Low-light photography is good
rather than great: the camera picks up
image noise and overcompensates the
exposure, brightening the image. I
preferred the OnePlus 5T’s results,
which hadmore detail and provided a
more neutral-toned image.

If youwant waterproofing and a
top-quality screen then the Galaxy S8
is worth its £60 premium (albeit with
64GB of storage), while the OnePlus
5T costs the same but has a better
camera and superior battery life.
But even against such tough

opposition, the Honor
View 10 holds its own: this
is a great-value choice
thanks to its stylish
design, generous storage
andmicroSD support.
CHRISTOPHER MINASIANS

SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 2.36GHz/1.8GHz Huawei Kirin 970
processor ● 6GB RAM ● Mali-G72 graphics ●

5.99in LTPS IPS screen, 1,080 x 2,160
resolution ● 128GB storage ● microSD slot ●

dual 20MP monochrome/16MP colour rear
camera ● 13MP front camera ● 802.11ac
Wi-Fi ● 3.5mm audio jack ● Bluetooth 4.2 ●

NFC ● USB-C connector ● 3,750mAh battery
● Android 8 Oreo ● 75 x 7 x 157mm (WDH) ●

172g ● 1yr warranty

ABOVE The 6in screen
and aluminium rear
panel ensure this is a
fine-looking phone

Honor View 10
Beaten by OnePlus for
battery life, but stylish
design and bags of storage
make this a great alternative

PRICE £375 (£450 inc VAT) from
store.hihonor.com/uk

“One of the chip’s most
innovative features is that
it has a core dedicated to AI
computations – the neural
processing unit”

RECOMMENDED

LEFT You won’t regret
choosing the View 10
in its Navy Blue livery
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Bargain HD monitors shootout

T he Acer KG221Q is the cheapest monitor here, which is
reflected in its 21.5in diagonal and plain looks: there’s no
brushed-metal effect, just glossy plastic, while thick

bezels mean it’s definitely not suited for amulti-monitor gaming
setup. Like its rivals, the stand only offers tilt adjustment, but
it wobbledwhenwe prodded the OSD controls – which are
themselves sluggish.

That doesn’t mean you should write this monitor off. Its
image quality is surprisingly good, with a contrast ratio
of 1,103:1 the best of the four screens on test. This result
is formed from a black figure of 0.26cd/m2 and a
brightness level of 287cd/m2, which are again
chart-topping results. Those figuresmean that both
darker and lighter areas are detailed and distinct in
games andmovies.

The Acer’s Delta E result of 1.9 is reasonable, and
its gamma deviation of 0.17 is fine (to be precise the
Acer got 2.03; ideally amonitor should hit 2.2 under
Windows). Both of those figures are in themiddle of
the pack, helping to create reasonable colour accuracy: it hit
93.5% of the sRGB gamut. A colour temperature of 6,986K leaves
the screen looking pallid, though, and even after calibrationwe
were never able to align the KG221Q’s colour levels perfectly.

The screen’s uniformity isn’t great either. Its mean brightness
deviation of 4.4% is the lowest result of the fourmonitors here, and
viewing angles were underwhelming. Nor would we bother with
the gamingmodes. Actionmode puts a pointless reticule in the
middle of the screen andworsens the Delta E, while the Racing and
Sports modesmake the contrast and Delta E poorer.

Gamers should note the support for AMD’s FreeSync
technology: while its maximum 75Hz refresh rate pales in
comparisonwith 144Hzmodels, a solid 75fps rate is perfectly good
formost needs.We’d have liked to see a DisplayPort or DVI to
accompany the HDMI and VGA inputs, but if that won’t cause you
any problems – and you don’t need the last word in quality – then
this remains a strong choice for gamers on a budget.

Acer
KG221Q
PRICE £83 (£100 inc VAT)
from pcworld.co.uk

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪

AOC
G2460VQ6

B earing inmind all the criticismswe’re about
to pass the AOCG2460VQ6’s way, you’d be
forgiven for wondering how it can possibly

walk awaywith a Recommended award. But you
should view all its faults through the prism of its
price, because you can’t expect miracles – or indeed
perfect image quality – from a 24in Full HDmonitor

costing less than £150.
Let’s cover its weaknesses first, because this panel didn’t
fly through our technical tests. Its 706:1 contrast ratio is
middling, meaning you’ll struggle to see details in dark
areas of a film or game; a Delta E of 3.1 is again
mediocre, although this did improve to 1.9 after
calibration; its colour temperature of 6,881K is some
381K away from the 6,500Kwe desire; and a brightness
uniformity of 3.2% is also less thanwe’d like.
Nor did we fall in love with the AOC’s slow and

confusing OSD system. This spreads across the bottom
of the panel with awkward horizontal menus, while the

different screenmodes should largely be ignored. Eco just alters
the brightness, and the FPS, RTS and Racing ramp up the colour
temperature to beyond 9,000K.

Sowhy the award?Well there is onemodeworth engaging: sRGB.
With this option selected, the colour temperature and Delta E sat at
6,776K and 2.7 respectively, with contrast improved to 769:1 and
gamma at 2.14 (very close to the 2.2 ideal inWindows). The panel
displayed 96.8% of the sRGB gamut too, which is a fine result.

Gamers who ownmid-range AMD graphics cards will also
appreciate FreeSync support, with a peak refresh rate of 75Hz.We
like this monitor’s design too, because unlike certainmonitors here
it doesn’t feel cheap. Its circular stand has a smart, brushedmetal
effect, while it has a solid base that doesn’t wobble asmuch as the
Acer and Iiyama screens on test.

Factor in the generous supply of inputs – DisplayPort, HDMI and
VGA – and the pair of 2W speakers, and its aggressive pricemakes
this a slam dunk for gamers on a budget.

RECOMMENDED

PRICE £113 (£135 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/282aoc

KEY SPECS 21.5in TN panel ● 1,920 x 1,080 resolution ● 75Hz refresh rate,
AMD FreeSync support ● 1ms response time ● 2 x 2W speakers ● HDMI, VGA ●

508 x 189 x 406mm (WDH) ● 3.4kg

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪

KEY SPECS 24in TN panel ● 1,920 x 1,080 resolution ● 75Hz refresh rate, AMD
FreeSync support ● 1ms response time ● 2 x 2W speakers ● DisplayPort, HDMI,
VGA ● 531 x 215 x 407mm (WDH) ● 3.8kg

✪

“Factor in the generous
supply of inputs, and the
AOC’s aggressive price

makes it a slam dunk
for gamers”
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monitors shootout

PRICE £118 (£142 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/282iiyama

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪

There’s no need to spend a fortune on a new monitor,
discovers Mike Jennings, although you will need to
accept some sacrifices in quality

O n paper, this looks the perfect budget gamingmonitor. A
24.5in diagonal, slim bezels and support for AMD’s FreeSync
technology up to 75Hzmake a compelling combination.

Iiyama’s FreeSync implementationworked smoothly in our tests,
too, and a 75fps peak rate is high enough for 1080p gaming on
mid-range graphics cards.

The Iiyama is also the only screen on test with USB ports, albeit of
the ageing USB 2 specification – and note they face down at the rear
of the screen. Still, it’s a little niggardly to complain about the
inclusion of such a feature, especially when they’re placed next to a
solid selection of HDMI, DisplayPort and VGA inputs.

The sturdy base is finishedwith a brushedmetal pattern, while
the (small) OSD is one of themost responsive on test, with sensibly
organised options. Like every other screen here, the Iiyama only has
tilt adjustment and a VESAmount attachment, whichmakes the
short stand seem a little mean. Youmay end up having to spend an
extra tenner on a hardback to lift it up.

The Iiyama’s colour results were the best of the group. Its average
Delta E of 0.5 is an excellent result that beat its rivals by a distance,
and the factory colour temperature of 6,815K is again the best here.
Its gamma result of 1.88 is a little wayward, but that’s our sole issue:
uniformity was good, andwe had no issues with viewing angles.

Calibration helped the Iiyama, too. After our tweaks, the Delta E
improved to 0.25 and the new gamma rating of 2.13 was

excellent. Its colour temperature warmed up to a stunning
6,520K, only 20K away from the 6,500K ideal.

So why no award? It actually came very close to
stealing the Recommended from BenQ, but we had one
issue with the Iiyama: contrast. Our colorimeter
couldn’t get a consistent result from it, but hands-on
timewith the Iiyama revealed that black points were
poorer than rivals. In short, dark areas look greyer and
lighter than other screens. This makes games and films
lookwashed out.

That’s a shame, because aside from this the Iiyama is an
excellent screen.

KEY SPECS 24.5in TN panel ● 1,920 x 1,080 resolution ● 60Hz refresh
rate ● 2ms response time ● 2W mono speaker ● HDMI, DVI, VGA ● 557 x 175 x
426mm (WDH) ● 4.4kg

KEY SPECS 24.5in TN panel ● 1,920 x 1,080 resolution ● 75Hz refresh rate, AMD
FreeSync support ● 2 x 2W speakers ● 2 x USB 2 ports ● HDMI, DisplayPort, VGA ●

557 x 197 x 401mm (WDH) ● 4kg

O f the fourmonitors here, the BenQ is the
least suited to gamers. Its refresh rate
tops out at 60Hz and there’s no support

for AMD FreeSync. Nevertheless, there’s an awful
lot to like for all-round use.

Top of the list are its 1.5mm-thin bezels,
which not onlymake it more suited tomulti-
monitor setups but also help the 24.5in screen
look even bigger than it is. To add to the feeling of quality, BenQ
decorates the solid base with a subtle, diamond-shaped pattern,
while the back of the stand can be removed for easy cable
management. Note there are HDMI, DVI and VGA connections,
but no DisplayPort. Meanwhile, the OSD features quick
navigation and a sensible menu design.

The BenQ also delivered solid results in our tests. Its Delta E
figure of 1.9 is the best here andwe can live with its colour
temperature of 6,884K, especially as the latter improved to
6,532K after calibration. Indeed, if colour accuracy is something
you care about then invest in a calibrator: its factory gamma result
of 2.13 was the closest here to the ideal figure of 2.2, but this
improved yet further after calibration, while its Delta E dropped
to 0.1. Similarly, the viewing angles are fine, and it proved a
decent performer in our uniformity tests, varying by 3.1%
across the panel.

The screen’s contrast and black point figures were
more ordinary. A contrast ratio of 791:1 can’t stack
up to the 1,103:1 scored by the Acer, and its black
point of 0.35cd/m2 is similarlymiddling. This
reinforces the point that this isn’t a gaming
monitor – details could be lost in dark shadow –
andwe’d avoid the Gaming colourmode too.
Think oversaturation.

In fact we’d steer of the colourmodes in
general, but with strong out-of-the-box
performance, and even better results after calibration,
this is the best all-rounder here.

PRICE £117 (£140 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/282benq

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪

RECOMMENDED

Iiyama
G-Master
Black
Hawk
G2530HSU-B1

BenQ
GL2580HM

“This reinforces
the point that the BenQ
isn’t a gaming monitor –

details could be lost in
dark shadow”
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We’veputallofthemajorwhole-homemesh
networkingsystemsthroughtheirpacesto
helpyoubanishdodgyWi-Fiforever

F ed up with flaky Wi-Fi? Treat yourself to a whole-home mesh networking system and
enjoy a superfast connection in all corners of your home. These clever extensible kits
cover a huge area, and since you can locate the nodes wherever you want – and even
add extras as needed – you can be certain of getting a strong signal where it’s needed.
Performance is top notch too, leaving traditional wireless repeaters and powerline

extenders in the dust.
This month, we’ve rounded up every major whole-home Wi-Fi kit on the market, and subjected

them all to extensive testing to find out which provides the best range and the fastest coverage.
Most of these systems can replace your home router, so we’ve also checked out their advanced
networking features to help you make the right choice. Read on to find the mesh networking
system that will wash away your wireless blues.
CONTRIBUTOR: Darien Graham-Smith
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Meshnetworking
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What’s the fuss about
mesh networking?
You’re probably already familiar with
wireless repeaters – low-cost devices
that typically sit a room or two away
from your router and act as a go-
between for devices that are too far
away to connect directly.

Mesh systemswork on the same
basic principle, but with a few key
differences. One is that, where
traditional repeaters piggyback on
your existing wireless network, mesh
systems use a private radio channel –
the “backhaul” – to talk to each other.
This means less contention, and better
performance, on the public network.
(To be clear, though, the speeds you
will see advertised are verymuch
theoretical maximums; a systemmay
claim a data rate of 833Mbits/sec, but
in actual use you’re unlikely to see a
quarter of those speeds.)

Extenders also tend to be
standalone devices, whereas – as the
name suggests –mesh systems are
designed to support multiple nodes,
which can communicate through
their neighbours rather than needing
a direct connection to the router. This
makes it easy to extend awireless
connection over a huge area by simply
placing nodes at regular intervals.

Will a mesh system
work with my router?
Mostmesh systems are designed to
completely replace your router. That
means you’ll need either a standalone
broadbandmodem or a router that can
be switched intomodem or bridge
mode, allowing themesh system to
manage your home network.

If that’s not possible, all is not lost:
all of this month’s mesh kits can
themselves be set into bridgemode
and connected to your existing router
via an Ethernet cable. In this mode,
themesh system effectively functions
as a big distributedwireless switch.

Even if you do have a separate
modem and router, this arrangement
might sound preferable to ditching
your existing hardware.We have two
caveats, though. First, youmay need
to do a bit of researchwhen getting set
up, as this isn’t normally the default
installation procedure. Second, make
sure you connect your first mesh node
to a Gigabit Ethernet port on your

router; a slower 100Mbits/sec port
will seriously bottleneck the speed of
your wireless clients.

How many nodes do I need?
Youmight assume that more nodes
means fasterWi-Fi, but that’s not
necessarily the case. The backhaul
only has a limited bandwidth, and
running lots of radios at once causes
interference. Having toomany nodes
can actually slow things down.

The good news is that, unless you
live in amansion, you’re
unlikely to have that
problem. Most kits
promise to covermore
than 400m2 with just two
or three nodes. The
coverage you actually get
will depend onmundane

things such as fridges andwalls – but
as this month’s tests show, the best
kits aremore than capable of filling a
moderately sized homewith fast
Wi-Fi, evenwith only two nodes.

If you think youmight want to
invest in additional nodes, check your
options before you buy, as not all
manufacturers sell individual units.

Do I need the
fastest mesh
system out there?
An 802.11ac wireless
connection can be very
fast indeed. In this
month’s tests the fastest
systems achieved
download speeds of
15MB/sec –more than
fast enough to handle
the full bandwidth of a
100Mbits/sec fibre
internet connection.

Not everyone really
needs that sort of
performance, however.
Most people in the UK
have an internet
connection rated at
40Mbits/sec or slower,
andmore or less any
mesh system should be
able to keep upwith
that. If you’re chiefly
interested in extending
your internet connection
around your home,
there’s probably no need
to invest in the fastest,

most expensive kit you can find.
That said, amesh networking

system is an investment. It makes
sense to pick a kit that won’t hold you
back if you decide to upgrade your
broadband in a couple of years.
Choosing a faster system alsomeans
traffic will be able to travel around
your local network faster, so for
example – as in our performance tests
– you’ll be able to copy files to and
from a NAS appliancemore quickly.

Should I care about
Ethernet and USB?
Wired Ethernet may seem old hat, but
it still has its place. Unglamorous
devices such as network printers tend
to lackwireless capabilities, andwhile
smart TVs and games consoles often
do supportWi-Fi, it can be flaky and
slow: a wired connection is as close as
you can get to a guarantee of stability.

Ethernet is also almost always
faster thanwireless – evenwhen it
comes tomesh systems. Plug a
desktop PC directly into a nearby node
and you’ll be able to enjoy the full
bandwidth of the backhaul. As our
graphs on p90 show, this can easily

ABOVE The nodes
communicate through
their neighbours,
extending the signal
over a large area

“The best kits are more
than capable of filling a
moderately sized home
with fast Wi-Fi, even with
only two nodes”

Fromthenumberofnodestobandsteering,here’swhattolookout
forwhensettingupameshnetworkingsysteminyourhome
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be three or four times faster than the
best speed attainable overWi-Fi.

Consequently, you should keep an
eye out for Ethernet: some systems
offer three or four ports on each node,
while others provide only one socket.
You can extend this by connecting a
wired switch, but that’s hardly an
elegant solution.

Traditional routers may also
feature a USB port, for sharing an
external hard disk or printer across
the network. Sadly, the onlymesh
systemwe’ve seenwithworking USB
sockets is the Netgear Orbi: these
support printers, but not external
storage devices.

Are mesh systems easy to
set up and administer?
Almost all mesh kits comewith a
smartphone app – for both Android
and iOS – that walks you through the
setup process. Inmany cases, the
nodes talk to the phone via Bluetooth,
so you can configure the network
without having to worry about
accidentally disconnecting yourself.

Once you’re up and running, the
expectation is that youwill continue
to use the smartphone app tomonitor
yourmesh system, and this certainly
keeps things simple. Aweb portal is
sometimes available too, although it
will probably look very different and
may not expose all settings.

While most mesh kits can dish out
IP addresses and so on, they’re not as
configurable as a “real” router. You
may not be able to change the default
address range. Address reservation
and port forwarding optionsmay be
limited too, and not all models let you
join clients to the network viaWPS. If
those things are important to you,
check our feature table overleaf before
picking a kit.

To test the performance of this month’s whole-home
Wi-Fi kits, I set up each one in my home – a 1930s
townhouse in London with thick walls and plenty of
interference from electrical appliances and
neighbours’ wireless networks. Where possible, I
configured each system to replace my existing
router. For the BT and Devolo kits, which function only
as wireless bridges, I connected one node directly to
my router via Gigabit Ethernet and disabled the
router’s built-in radio.

With three-node systems, I spaced the units
across the length of my house: the router is located in
the living room at the front of the property, so I placed
the second node in the adjacent kitchen, and the third
in the utility room at the back of the house. For
two-node systems, I first tried to locate the second
node in the utility room; if the mesh system reported
that the connection from here to the router was less
than “good”, I moved the node to the kitchen.

With the nodes in place, I carried a Windows 10
laptop equipped with a Linksys USB 802.11ac adaptor
to various locations around my home, including the
upstairs study, bedroom and bathroom, as well as the
exterior terrace at the rear. In each location I let the
laptop lock on to the strongest signal available, then
tested how quickly a set of 40 1MB files could be
copied to and from a NAS drive connected to the
router via Gigabit Ethernet.

The graphs on p90 show the speeds I obtained
from each system in each location, on both the 2.4GHz
and 5GHz bands, along with (for comparison) the
speeds I had previously been getting in that same
location from my router alone. You’ll also see the
speeds I obtained over a wired Ethernet connection
to the remote nodes. All of this was then weighed
together with each system’s feature set and price – as
detailed on our feature table overleaf – to arrive at an
overall rating out of five for each mesh networking kit.

How we test

What do I need to know
about band steering?
Almost all wireless routers, extenders
andmesh kits operate two separate
networks – one in the 2.4GHz band
and one in the 5GHz band. Normally,
however, these networks are given
the same name, and appear to your
devices as a single network.When you
connect, your device will latch onto
whichever has the stronger signal.

This doesn’t alwaysmean you get
the best performance, though. 2.4GHz
networks tend to suffer more from
interference than 5GHz ones, and they
have amuch lower top speed – so even
if the 2.4GHz signal is stronger, you
might in fact get a faster connection
on the 5GHz network.

Most manufacturers have therefore
come upwith some kind of band
steering systemwhereby the router
(or node) tries to deliberately push
connecting devices to a particular
band – hopefully, the fastest one. It
sounds good, but as I discovered inmy

testing, it doesn’t always
make the right choice.

This means youmight
prefer to disable band
steering, and instead
have yourmesh system
broadcast two completely
separate networks – an
option called band
splitting –meaning you
can choose for yourself
whether to connect to the
2.4GHz network or the
5GHz one. Not all mesh
networking kits will do
this, however, so it’s
another thing to consider
if youwant to be in
complete control of your
home network.

What other features
should I look for?
Mostmesh devices can optionally
present a guest network alongside
your normal domestic network.
Devices connecting to this network
will be able to connect to the internet,
but won’t be able to access devices on
your home LAN, whichmeans
malicious visitors can’t snoop
through your NAS drive or attempt
hack attacks on your computers.
Perhapsmore usefully, it alsomeans
you don’t have to worry about
well-intentioned friends unwittingly
bringingmalware onto your home
network. Youmay even be able to put
the guest network on a timer, so
access automatically shuts off after a
few hours.

Many systems are also advertised
as featuring parental controls,
although these are often very basic; it
might simplymean that you can block
internet access for specific devices
between certain hours. A few systems
offer more or less sophisticated
site-blocking features, so you can
prevent individual devices (or groups
of devices) from accessing certain
types of content. If you’re serious
about keeping an eye onwhat your
kids get up to online, though, these
sorts of controls are probably best
thought of as a complement to a
software-based system.

A final buzzphrase to look out for is
“works with Alexa”. This means that,
if you own an Amazon Echo, you can
install an Alexa skill that allows you to
trigger various network-related tasks
with a voice command. The range of
features on offer varies from device to
device: most systemswill let you
activate or deactivate the guest
network, while some have distinctive
features such as reading out your
wireless passphrase or activatingWPS
for the easy pairing of unconnected
devices. It might seem a bit gimmicky,
but it’s a nice bonus to have.

ABOVE Once you’re
set up, most kits allow
you to monitor your
mesh system via a
smartphone app
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RECOMMENDED

Asus Lyra BT Whole Home Wi-Fi Devolo GigaGate Google Wifi Linksys Velop

OVERALL SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪ ✪✪✪✪✪ ✪✪✪✪✪ ✪✪✪✪✪ ✪✪✪✪✪

Information

Part code MAP-AC2200 88269 DVL9969 GA3A00492-A04 WHW0303-UK

Price (inc VAT) £318 (£380) £158 (£189) £158 (£189) £190 (£229) £333 (£400)

Supplier currys.co.uk shop.bt.com ebuyer.com store.google.com apple.com/uk

Nodes (as reviewed) 3 3 2 2 3

Other options (price
inc VAT)

Single node and twin pack
coming in H1 2018

Single node (£80); Twin pack
(£100)

Single node (£120) Single node (£129); Triple pack
(£400)

Single node (£170); Twin pack
(£250)

Dimensions (WDH) 150 x 150 x 50mm 165 x 77 x 165mm 75 x 120 x 95mm 104 x 104 x 69mm 79 x 79 x 185mm

Warranty 3yr 2yr 3yr 1yr 3yr

Connectivity

Claimed coverage (as
reviewed)

560m2 420m2 Not stated 170m2 560m2

Maximum nodes
supported

5 6 9 32 6

2.4GHz speed 400Mbits/sec 800Mbits/sec 300Mbits/sec 400Mbits/sec 400Mbits/sec

5GHz speed 867Mbits/sec (client) +
867Mbits/sec (backhaul)

867Mbits/sec (client) +
867Mbits/sec (backhaul)

1733Mbits/sec (backhaul only) 867Mbits/sec (client) +
867Mbits/sec (backhaul)

867Mbits/sec (client) +
867Mbits/sec (backhaul)

MIMO channels 2x2 on each band 4x4 on each band 2x2 (2.4GHz); 4x4 (5GHz) 2x2 on each band Not stated

MU-MIMO

Ethernet ports 2 x GbE per node 1 x GbE per node 1 x GbE per node; 4 x
100Mbits/sec (satellite only)

2 x GbE per node 2 x GbE per node

Wired backhaul
capable?

Features

Router mode

AP/Bridge mode Single node only

WPS

Display Multicolour LED on each unit Multicolour LED on each unit 3 x LEDs on base; 8 x LEDs on
satellite

Multicolour LED on each unit Multicolour LED on each unit

App-based configuration

Web-based configuration

Guest network

Parental controls

Works with Alexa

Advanced

IPv6

Custom IP range N/A N/A

Client IP reservation N/A N/A

Port forwarding N/A N/A

2.4GHz/5GHz band
splitting
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LABS WINNER

Netgear Orbi Tenda Nova MW6 TP-Link Deco M5 Ubiquiti AmpliFi HD Zyxel Multy X

✪✪✪✪✪ ✪✪✪✪✪ ✪✪✪✪✪ ✪✪✪✪✪ ✪✪✪✪✪

RBK50 MW6 DECO M5 AFI-HD WSQ50-EU0201F

£267 (£320) £142 (£170) £192 (£230) £300 (£360) £224 (£269)

currys.co.uk novatech.co.uk scan.co.uk scan.co.uk pcpro.link/282multy

2 3 3 3 2

RBK40 twin pack, 370m2
coverage (£250); RBK53 triple
pack, 700m2 coverage (£400)

None Single node (£88) Single node (£130); additional
router (£157)

Single node pack coming in H1
2018

163 x 79 x 203mm 100 x 100 x 100mm 120 x 120 x 38mm Router: 96 x 98 x 100mm; nodes:
54 x 58 x 244mm

236 x 178 x 52mm

1yr 3yr 3yr 1yr 2yr

460m2 560m2 420m2 1,860m2 460m2

4 10 10 10 3

400Mbits/sec 300Mbits/sec 400Mbits/sec 450Mbits/sec 400Mbits/sec

867Mbits/sec (client) +
1,733Mbits/sec (backhaul)

867Mbits/sec (combined client &
backhaul)

867Mbits/sec (combined client &
backhaul)

1,300Mbits/sec 867Mbits/sec (client) +
1,733Mbits/sec (backhaul)

2x2 on client bands, 4x4 on
backhaul

2x2 on each band 2x2 on each band 3x3 on each band 2x2 on client bands, 4x4 on
backhaul

3 x GbE on router, 4 x GbE on
satellite

2 x GbE per node 2 x GbE per node 5 x GbE on router; none on nodes 4 x GbE per node

(with second router)

Multicolour LED on each unit Multicolour LED on each unit Multicolour LED on each unit 40mm circular colour
touchscreen on router; 5 x LEDs
on nodes

Multicolour LED on each unit

Minimal

Partial

Via port forwarding

Unofficial
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Asus Lyra
Provides fast Wi-Fi, but a
high price and technical
limitations such as a lack of
ports hold back the Lyra

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Triple pack, £318 (£380 inc VAT)
from currys.co.uk

my domesticWi-Fi. At the rear of the
house and upstairs, the discs more
than doubledwireless performance,
and nomatter where I went in the
house, I never saw download speeds
lower than 13MB/sec. The only trade-
off was short-range performance:
when sitting onmy sofa, directly next
tomy old router, I had previously seen
download speeds of 15.4MB/sec.With
the Lyra router disc in the same place,
this dipped to 14.5MB/sec. Still, that’s
hardly a compromise that’s going to
ruin anyone’s day.

Features-wise, though, Lyra is a
mixed bag. The smartphone app is
excellent for basic management: it
presents a clear visual map of your
nodes, showingwhich is connected to
which, and you can tap to explore
clients, see howmuch bandwidth
each one is using, and optionally limit
or block internet access. You can
group devices together too, and
optionally apply simple content
blocking to prevent kids from
accessing dodgy sites. Themore
technically minded can alternatively
log into the old-school web interface,
which exposes Lyra’s various
features in Asus’ traditional dark grey
point-and-click interface. Moreover,
tantalisingly, there’s a settings tab in
here for Amazon Alexa integration,
which isn’t currently available in the
UK – but it’s a hint of things to come,
one hopes.

Lyra has its foibles, though. For
example, it defaults to the 192.168.72.x
range of IPv4 addresses, rather than
themore common 192.168.1.x range,
whichwill upset any reserved or static
IP addresses you’re using. This can
actually be changed, but not from the
app – you’ll have to go rummaging
through the web interface to find the
right setting.

It’s also annoying that you can’t
split out the 2.4GHz and 5GHzwireless
networks. More than once duringmy
testing, I foundmy laptop had chosen
to connect on the 2.4GHz band, even
though the 5GHz connection –when I
finally managed to persuade it to
switch –wasmuch faster.

A final concern is to dowith
external connectors. There’s no USB
connectors in sight, and only two
Ethernet ports on each node. Since the
router needs a wired connection to
yourmodem, that means you’re left
with just a single socket for things
such as NAS drives, smart home hubs
andmedia devices. The Lyra isn’t the
onlymesh system to suffer from this
limitation, but it feels a bit meanwhen
the cheaper Netgear Orbi and Zyxel
Multy X systems offer three ports.

Grumbles aside, Lyra works well.
It certainly did an effective job of
providing fastWi-Fi all overmy home,
and as long as you can live with a few
technical limitations, it’s a joy to set
up andmanage.What holds it back is
the price: Zyxel’s chunkyMulty X
system provided better whole-home
performance for £80 less, and BT’s
own disc-basedmesh came very close
for little more than half the cost.

Asus’ Lyramesh networking
system is one of themost
expensive kits on themarket –

partly because it comes only as a set of
three nodes. It’s a shame that there’s
no cheaper twin-pack option, as the
quoted coverage of 560m2 is likely to
be overkill for most homes. There’s
also currently noway to buy single
nodes, but that should change later
this year.

Likemost mesh extenders, Lyra
can be used as a simple wireless
bridge, but it’s really intended to
replace your existing router. Once
you’ve hooked up the power, and
connected one of the discs (it doesn’t
matter which) to yourmodem, setup
is very easy, thanks to an app for
Android and iOS that walks you
through the process. Some of the
instructions are in slightly broken
English, but it’s all pleasingly clear
and unambiguous.

Then it’s just a case of positioning
the other two discs around your
home. The app includes a helpful
signal strengthmeter, so you can
quickly sniff out a suitable location
without having to resort to trial and
error. The discs themselves don’t need
to be hidden away: they’re tastefully
designed, with a pattern of dots that
glow cyanwhen everything’s working
properly, and they feel smaller than
their six-inch diameter. They’re
designed to sit flat, however, so you’ll
need to find a surface to set them on
– unless you prefer to hang them on a
wall, which can be easily donewith
two screws.

With your nodes in place, Lyra
provides a dual-band network,
combining 400Mbits/sec 802.11n
with 867Mbits/sec 802.11ac,
both served by a dedicated
867Mbits/sec wireless
backhaul. The Lyra unit
performs band steering
automatically, so you only
see one SSID – although be
aware that you can’t separate
the 2.4GHz or 5GHz bands, even
if youwant to.

In use, Lyra provided a
persuasive performance upgrade to

ABOVE The small Lyra
discs are tasteful and
glow a cool cyan when
working properly

BELOW After you’ve
connected the Lyra to
the modem, you’re left
with a single socket –
which feels a bit stingy
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BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
Delivers a strong signal and
banishes irritating dead
spots – for half the price of
some of its rivals

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Triple pack, £158 (£189 inc VAT)
from shop.bt.com

feature we really missed was band
splitting, as found on the Linksys,
Ubiquiti and Zyxel systems: BT’s kit
presents a single combined SSID for
both 2.4GHz and 5GHz services, so
you just have to trust that your clients
are connecting to the fastest network.

Superficially, BT’s nodes look a bit
like Asus’ Lyra discs or TP-Link’s Deco
units – but while those are designed to
sit flat, BT’s stand upright like mini
satellite dishes. This makes them
conspicuous, but it’s easier to find
suitable places for them around the
home. An indentation on the back also
allows for wall-mounting via a single
screw, although if you want your discs
to hang flat against the wall, you’ll
need to prise open the plastic case to
unscrew the feet – which will
probably void your warranty.

The Whole Home Wi-Fi kit
advertises a coverage area of 420m2,
which is on the low side for a three-
node network. Although the system
uses 4x4 MIMO technology, the
inference is that the internal antennae

aren’t as effective as those found in
chunkier units from Netgear and
Zyxel, and my own performance tests
bore that out. Even so, while BT’s
wasn’t the fastest system on test, it
certainly eradicated the not-spots in
my home: no matter where I
wandered, I got a rock-solid 5GHz
connection, with download speeds
never dipping below 11.8MB/sec – a
transformation from the sub-1MB/sec
speeds I’d previously been seeing
around the rear of my home.

While the extender-only approach
makes things simple, it does mean
that you’re stuck with whatever
limitations your old router may have.
If you’re frustrated by a lack of
features, you might prefer to invest in
a more ambitious mesh system that
will entirely replace your existing
hardware. That also applies if your
router lacks Gigabit Ethernet; you can
connect the BT system to a 100Mbits/
sec port, but this will bottleneck the
entire network, which is designed to
support an 867Mbits/sec 5GHz
wireless network, plus a separate
867Mbits/sec backhaul.

On that point, it must also be noted
that the BT nodes offer minimal wired
connectivity: there’s no support at all
for USB peripherals, and each disc has
just a single Ethernet socket (which on
one node will of course be occupied by
the connection to the router).

When it comes to the basics,
though, the BT Whole Home Wi-Fi kit
is hard to fault: it delivered a strong
Wi-Fi signal to every corner of my
home, at half the price of some rivals.
If you’re principally looking for a
wireless system that can banish those
irritating dead spots with minimal
upheaval, it’s an absolute bargain.

BT’s Whole Home Wi-Fi package
appeared at the beginning of
last year with a £300 price tag –

but prices have since tumbled, to the
point where it’s now possible to
acquire a three-node kit for just £189
(inc VAT). That makes it one of the
cheapest mesh extender systems.

One probable reason is that, unlike
most of its competitors, the Whole
Home Wi-Fi system doesn’t include
any fancy router technology. Rather,
it functions as a wireless extender
system for your existing router. If
you’re not a BT customer, that’s no
problem: it works with any ISP and
any router, connecting via a Gigabit
Ethernet cable.

The big benefit of this approach is
that it doesn’t mess with any custom
DHCP settings and address
reservations you may have set up.
Once you’ve positioned the nodes
around your home – guided by the
smartphone app, which gives you an
instant reading of whether a given
location is suitable or not – then you
simply need to connect your wireless
clients to the new network, either by
entering the passkey printed on the
back of each disc, or using the WPS
button on any node. It’s also a good
idea to disable the radio on your
existing router, to minimise confusion
and interference.

Since the BT system is simpler
than other mesh systems, there’s
less to configure – but you can
use either the smartphone app
or a web browser to get a
handy overview of the state
of your nodes, check the
strength of the backhaul
signal and even monitor the
nominal connection speed of
each connected client.
Unrecognised clients can be
blocked, and you can set up
and manage a guest network
independently of your router.

There’s also support for client
groups, which makes it easy to stick
all the kids’ devices into a group and
enforce time limits, or temporarily
suspend their internet connections
with a tap. The only networking

ABOVE BT’s nodes
stand upright on feet,
meaning they take up
less floor space

BELOW You can use
the WPS button on
each node to connect
your wireless clients
to the new network

RECOMMENDED
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Google Wifi
The nodes may look elegant,
but Google Wifi lacks
features and fails to provide
a fast wireless network

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Twin pack, £190 (£229 inc VAT)
from store.google.com

node. 802.11ac performance dropped
off precipitously towards the rear of
the house, with the connection
plummeting to a barely acceptable
1.1MB/sec once I stepped out onto the
back terrace.

As an experiment, I triedmoving
the second node out of the kitchen and
into the utility room, but this meant
that the signal between the nodes
themselves wasmuchweaker. The
GoogleWifi smartphone appwarned
me that the connection quality was
nowmerely “okay”, and it proved
impossible tomaintain wireless
download speeds of more than 4MB/
sec via the remote node – even
hooking up an Ethernet cable only
got me to 6MB/sec.

As I continued exploring the
GoogleWifi system, other limitations
became apparent, too. Like the Asus
Lyra, Google defaults to a non-
standard IP range (in this case
192.168.86.x) so if you drop it into an
existing network, you’ll have to
reconfigure all your reserved and
static IP addresses. Themost recent
firmware update added a setting that’s
supposed to let you change this, but it
didn’t work forme – and a quick

browse of the product forums
confirms that I’m far from the only
one. Fingers crossed for a fix.

Another familiar gripe is the lack
of a band-splitting option; the nodes
simply advertise a single SSID and
leave it up to your client devices to
decide whether they’re going to use
2.4GHz or 5GHz. Bafflingly, there’s
also noway to bar an individual device
from your network: if you spot a rogue
device in the client list, you can give it
more bandwidth, or reserve its IP
address, but you can’t disconnect it.

While I’ve praised the GoogleWifi
Android app, it’s worthmentioning
that the iOS version is a direct port,
meaning that the interfacemay feel
discouragingly alien to iPhone users.
And you can’t get by without it as,
maddeningly, there’s noweb
administration portal at all.

And then finally there’s the
Ethernet question.With two Gigabit
sockets on each node, GoogleWifi
isn’t exactly under-equipped – one
of the ports is labelled for aWAN
connection, but you can hook up
wired clients to both sockets on a
remote node. If youwant to use the
On.Here system, however, it’s
limiting: once you’ve plugged your
modem and your Philips Hue bridge
into the router node, you’ve run out
of ports.

In all, GoogleWifi is a
disappointment. First impressions are
excellent, but the feature set is far
from perfect, and at the end of the day
it failed at the fundamental task of
providing a fast wireless network all
overmy (not very big) house. You’re
better off with the cheaper BT kit, or
paying £27more for Zyxel’s chunky
Multy X system.

Google’s own-brandWi-Fi
system scores points right away
for its elegant design. The

nodes look like chunky little layer
cakes, with a coloured LED strip
sandwiched tastefully between two
white plastic pucks. The power and
Ethernet sockets are discreetly hidden
away on the underside, and each unit
measures just 104mm in diameter, so
they’re easy to squeeze onto busy
work surfaces or shelves.

Setup is a breeze too. Having
unboxed ten differentmesh systems
this month, I can confidently say that
Google’s process was the slickest. The
Android app foundmy nodes almost
instantly, and connected by simply
scanning a QR code on the base of the
one connected tomy fibremodem.

Once up and running, you can
browse connected devices with a tap,
monitor their bandwidth usage and
even optionally give them extra
priority over other devices – although
weirdly you can only do this for a
maximum of four hours, rather than
as a permanentmeasure.

You can also set up a guest
network, and create family groups
that optionally enforce Google
SafeSearch, block adult websites and
suspend internet access at specified
times of day. And as if that weren’t
enough, GoogleWifi also integrates
with Google’s On.Here service, to let
you share smart home devices – such
as Philips Hue lights – with anybody
on the network.

Unfortunately, when it comes to
performance testing, things aren’t so
positive. The appealingly small casing
of the GoogleWifi units necessarily
limits both the size and number of
antennae: it’s notable that the two-
node kit I tested provides a claimed
coverage of 170m2, far less than any
othermesh networking system.

On paper that still ought to be a big
enough footprint to fully covermy
ownmodest home, with one node in
the living room and the other in the
kitchen. Sadly, as our graphs show,
overall download speeds proved quite
a bit slower than othermesh systems,
unless I was sitting right next to a

ABOVE Google’s cake-
like nodes measure
just 104mm across so
can easily be squeezed
onto shelves

BELOW Each node has
two Gigabit ports, but
you’ll use them up by
integrating with the
On.Here system
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Zyxel Multy X
The Multy X delivers both
lightning fast Wi-Fi and
impressively wide coverage
for a reasonable price

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Twin pack, £224 (£269 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/282multy

done, offering a generous four ports
on each node, so you can attach up to
seven wired clients without needing
to mess around with switches. It’s just
a shame that the USB 2 port at the back
of each node doesn’t currently do
anything – it would be nice to be able
to connect an external hard disk, but
Zyxel says the connector is “reserved
for future usage”, and I suggest you
don’t hold your breath.

I was also pleased to note that
splitting up the 2.4GHz and 5GHz
wireless bands is as easy as flipping a
toggle in the Multy X app. By default
the 5GHz network is, slightly oddly,
distinguished by having “.speed”
appended to its SSID, but you can
change it. There’s a very simple
parental control system too, which
lets you configure internet access
schedules for single devices or groups.

As a final bonus, the Multy X
system works with Alexa, so if you
have an Amazon Echo device you can
verbally instruct it to disable the guest
network, test your internet speed or
temporarily suspend internet access.
It would have been nice to reboot the
router with a voice command, but if
your internet is glitching then Alexa
probably won’t work anyway.

While the Multy X gets a lot right, it
does hit a few bum notes. Yet again,
you’re stuck with a custom IP range
– 192.168.212.x, if you’re interested –
which will be frustrating for anyone
who has their IP addresses set up the

way they like them. And, as with
Google Wifi, while you can inspect
your connected clients, you can’t
blacklist any that shouldn’t be there.
(You can cut off their internet access,
but they’ll still be able to talk to other
devices on your LAN.)

Be warned too that, while the
smartphone app is quite capable, it’s
slow: as you tap around its various
pages, you’re frequently left staring at
a spinning wheel for five seconds or
more while the app queries the nodes
for whatever information it needs.
You can’t even work around the issue
by using the web interface, because
there isn’t one. Visit the gateway in
your web browser and you will be
greeted with a terse “not found” error.

A final caveat is that the Multy X
doesn’t operate as a true mesh
network – it uses a star configuration
in which all nodes talk directly to the
router. An update is promised in
March that will add support for
daisy-chained configurations – but if
you were thinking of investing in
additional units then be warned that,
as things stand, they may not extend
the system’s range by as much as you
would hope.

For those of us who don’t live in
mansions, though, the Zyxel Multy
X is a fantastic system. It may not be
the most aesthetically beautiful
networking kit on the block, but it
delivers screamingly fast Wi-Fi over
an impressively wide area, for a price
that’s extremely reasonable.

Next to BT’s classy discs or
Google Wifi’s friendly little
cylinders, Zyxel’s bulging

Multy X modules look rather cheap
– and with a sizeable footprint of 236 x
178mm, they take up more shelf space
than most rivals, too. But these nodes
are large for a reason: each one crams
in a dedicated 4x4 antenna array for
the backhaul – providing a huge
theoretical bandwidth of 1,733Mbits/
sec – alongside separate 2x2 arrays for
connected clients.

In practical terms this means that
the nodes can communicate between
themselves faster, and over longer
distances, than most other mesh
systems. In my own house, I was able
to connect the primary node to the
modem in the living room, haul the
other node all the way to the utility
room at the rear of the house, and still
– according to the signal meter that’s
built into the Multy X smartphone app
– enjoy a “perfect” connection
between the two.

That in turn translated to some
seriously impressive wireless
coverage. No matter where I roamed
around the house – indeed, even when
I strayed out onto the exterior terrace
– I enjoyed the kind of blazing speeds
that had previously only been
attainable when sitting right next to
my old router. Even on the slower
2.4GHz band, the connection topped
5MB/sec almost everywhere around
the building.

That alone would be enough to
earn the Zyxel Multy X a warm
recommendation, but there’s other
good news, too. I’ve complained
elsewhere that two Gigabit Ethernet
ports isn’t really enough for a system
that intends to replace your router.
The Multy X shows how it should be

ABOVE Zyxel’s nodes
are chunky for a good
reason: each one has a
4x4 antenna array

BELOW The Multy X
shows how it should
be done, with four
Gigabit Ethernet ports
on each node
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Wiredbackhaul
Don’tbeputoffbythename:settingupawiredbackhaul isn’ta
complexprocessandcanturbo-chargeyourmeshsystem
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Most whole-home networking
systems operate two 5GHz
wireless networks in parallel.

There’s the public Wi-Fi system,
which is the one your personal devices
can see and connect to – and then
there’s a second invisible, private
network called the backhaul, which
the router and nodes use to forward
traffic to and from one another.

Splitting traffic up helps minimise
contention, and it can also have a
significant impact on performance.
While backhaul bandwidth certainly
isn’t the only factor affecting wireless
speeds, a fast, dedicated backhaul
tends to correlate with a fast overall
connection. And, if you really want to
get the very best out of your mesh
system, it’s possible to give it an extra
boost by replacing the wireless
backhaul with a wired connection.

Clearly, this isn’t always an elegant
arrangement. Part of the appeal of
Wi-Fi extender technologies is that
you don’t have to trail Ethernet cables
all around your home. However,
we’re not necessarily talking about
running wires all the way from one
end of the system to the other.
Instead, with a three-node system
you can use Ethernet to replace one
of the wireless “hops” and leave the
other operating wirelessly.

So, for example, if you have a thick
wall between two parts of your home,
you can place one node on the router
side, then run a cable around (or
through) the wall to a node on the
other side. Or, you might want to run
an Ethernet cable directly from the
router to a secondary node located
nearby, which in turn communicates
wirelessly with the third node.

Is a wired backhaul
always faster?
Going by the numbers it might look
like a Gigabit Ethernet connection,
with its bandwidth of 1,000Mbits/sec,
wouldn’t be much faster than the
833Mbits/sec wireless backhaul of a
typical mesh system. However, in
truth, you will never see a Wi-Fi
connection come close to its
advertised speed. Factors such as the
distance between stations, physical
obstructions and interference from
other electronic devices all conspire
to make sure of that.

Gigabit Ethernet, conversely,
delivers exactly what it says on the tin
– a stable 1Gbit/sec link. Allowing for

the technical overheads of the
network, that means it can reliably
whizz traffic back and forth all day at
speeds exceeding 100MB/sec. That’s a
heck of a lot faster than you will see
over any wireless connection, and our
test results on p90 illustrate the
difference it can make. When we
hooked our test laptop up to a mesh
node via Ethernet, our download
speeds more than doubled, compared
to an 802.11ac Wi-Fi connection from
the same location.

Setting up wired backhaul
There’s no standard procedure for
implementing a wired backhaul, and
you may not find much
information in the
manufacturer’s
documentation. In most
cases, though, there’s no
special configuration
required. You can simply
set up your chosen system
as normal, then use an
Ethernet cable to link up
two of the nodes; the units
should automatically
recognise the wired
connection and start using it
for node-to-node traffic.

Bear in mind that you don’t
need to configure nodes in
place. If you’re using a wired

backhaul to extend your connection
to somewhere that Wi-Fi won’t reach,
you can bring all the nodes into the
same room for initial setup, then
move them to their intended location
and connect the cable once they’re
linked together.

Nodes don’t need to be wired
directly to one another, either: if
you already have an Ethernet
infrastructure, you can connect your
nodes together via a switch. The only
proviso here is that all nodes and
clients (both wired and wireless) need

to be on the same network and
managed by the same router – so

if you want to integrate
a mesh system into an
existing network, it

will have to be put into
bridge mode.

If you run into any
difficulties, you may
have to resort to a bit of

web searching, but don’t
be daunted. A wired

backhaul is really not a
complex thing, and there’s

plenty of in-depth technical
information available, both

from official sources and from
enthusiasts who have already

exploited the potential of
Ethernet to turbo-charge their

mesh systems.

ABOVE Ironically, if
you want flawless
wireless to all devices
you should consider
adding some wires

BELOW Gigabit
Ethernet will help you
achieve much higher
speeds than a typical
wireless backhaul
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coverage all overmy home, it was far
slower than the 802.11ac networks
provided by othermesh kits. Indeed, if
your internet connection is rated at
40Mbits/sec or above, it’s likely that a
2.4GHz connectionwon’t be able to
keep up. Inmy home, I only got my
full 4MB/sec download speeds in two
locations – neither of them ones
where I domuchwork.

For wired devices, the GigaGate
does amuchmore satisfactory job,
thanks to its heavy-duty 1,733Mbits/
sec backhaul. Installed in a room

adjacent to the router, it gaveme an
excellent 60MB/sec downstream over
Gigabit Ethernet. Evenwhenmoved
to the far end of the house it kept up a
very respectable 27.6MB/sec.

Unfortunately, there’s a catch here
too. Only one of the GigaGate’s five
sockets is capable of Gigabit speeds;
the rest are rated for 100Mbits/sec,
whichmeans download speeds top
out at 11MB/sec. That’s fine for a smart
TV or a printer, but if youwant to
connect several desktop computers,
you’ll get a faster connection from –
for example – the Zyxel Multy X.

There’s a niche for the Devolo
GigaGate. It could be ideal for a small
office, or for wiring up a home
entertainment centre if yourmodem
is located in another room. The fact
that it’s cheap doesn’t hurt either. But
if you’ve any interest in upgrading
your wireless network, it’s impossible
to recommend a 2.4GHz-only device
like this: any other systemwill give
you amuch faster connection.

Devolo’s GigaGate isn’t a typical
mesh networking device. For
one thing, like the BTWhole

HomeWi-Fi kit, it’s an extender-only
design that partners your router,
rather than replacing it. That means
you don’t need to reconfigure your
LAN IP settings, and the simpler
design keeps the cost down, too.

What’s more unusual is that it’s
designedwithmore of a focus on
wired clients thanwireless ones. The
satellite unit offers five Ethernet
sockets, but only broadcasts 802.11n
Wi-Fi on the 2.4GHz band: the 5GHz
band is entirely reserved for the
backhaul connection.

As a result, while the GigaGate
certainlymanaged to extendwireless

Internally, the Velop has a similar
arrangement of radios to the Asus Lyra
– that is, a dedicated 867Mbits/sec
wireless backhaul, serving up a
400Mbits/sec 2.4GHz network plus
867Mbits/sec 802.11ac wireless over a
claimed area of 560m2. Unlike the
Lyra, though, the Velop lets you split
up the two bands into separate SSIDs,
rather than trusting the unit’s built-in
band-steering technology.

The Velop also differs from the Lyra
in performance. Arranging the three
Asus nodes in a straight line from the
front of my home to the rear yielded

quite consistent download speeds as I
moved around.When I tested the
Velop units in the same locations, I
observed a definite drop-off in
transfer rates towards the rear of the
house – implying that the Velop’s
antennae don’t have the wall-
penetrating capabilities of the Lyra’s.

That seems to be borne out by
wired performance. Each Velop node
has two Gigabit Ethernet sockets, and
I found that a laptop connected to the
node in the kitchen achieved decent
download speeds of 46MB/sec. From
the node at the rear of the house,
wired speeds fell to 23.8MB/sec.

Let’s not damn the Velop toomuch,
though. Performance is absolutely
satisfactory for amoderately sized
home, and the feature set is solid. The
real problem is the high price: you do
get three nodes for yourmoney, but
when Netgear and Zyxel’s two-node
systems provide even better wireless
performance, it’s hard to justify
spending the extra.

The Velopwas one of the first
homemesh kits to arrive on the
scene, and it feels like amature

bit of networking hardware. Although
you can’t customise the IP range, it
defaults to 192.168.1.x, so your
existing assignments should continue
to work. Advanced features like port
forwarding are supported too, plus
port range triggering, so applications
can communicate on custom ports
withoutmanual configuration.

On themore gimmicky side, an
Alexa skill allows Amazon Echo
owners to turn the guest network on
and off, and perform a few other tasks,
with a voice command. Alexa can even
read out the connection settings, so
you don’t have to go rummaging.

ABOVE It may feel
gimmicky, but the
Velop’s compatibility
with Alexa could be a
useful timesaver

ABOVE The Devolo
GigaGate’s satellite
unit has five Ethernet
sockets, but only two
are capable of Gigabit
speeds

Devolo GigaGate
It’s cheap and could be
useful in certain situations,
but you’ll get much faster
speeds from other systems

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Twin pack, £158 (£189 inc VAT)
from ebuyer.com

Linksys Velop
Performance is great in a
moderately sized house and
there are plenty of features,
but the price is very high

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Triple pack, £333 (£400 inc VAT)
from apple.com/uk
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fastest, performance was very strong
almost everywhere. Download speeds
dropped off a little in the bathroom,
but even there I got a great 11MB/sec.

And if it’s wired connections you
need, there’s even better news. Each
Orbi unit has four Gigabit Ethernet
sockets, and transfer speeds are
superb: I obtained 51.9Mbits/sec
downstream from the remote node. A
USB 2 socket on each node lets you
share a printer over the network too,
which no othermesh system offers.

The Orbi smartphone app offers
basic diagnostics; jump into a web

browser and you can access the full
router configuration interface.
There’s an impressive range of LAN
management features on offer,
including the ability to set a custom IP
range. The only thing that’s notably
missing from the app isWi-Fi band
splitting; this can be easily enabled
from the command line, if you don’t
mind a bit of Googling, but it isn’t
officially supported.

A final feather in the Orbi’s cap is
its parental control system. Netgear
has licensed the Circle with Disney
system, which provides a set of
filtering, scheduling andmonitoring
features that put other router-based
controls to shame. If you share your
homewith inquisitive kids then this
alone could swing the deal.

Otherwise, it’s a toss-up between
the Orbi and theMulty X system. In
terms of features and configurability,
the Orbi wins, but I didn’t seemuch
difference in wireless performance –
and the Zyxel kit is £50 cheaper.

Uniquely, Netgear’s Orbi system
comes in two sizes: the smaller
RBK40 kits promise 370m2 of

dual-band coverage over a 867Mbits/
sec backhaul, while the larger RBK50
units – the ones we’ve tested here –
increase coverage to 460m2 with
double the backhaul bandwidth.

They’re imposing things, standing
a full 8in tall. They’re not exactly ugly,
though, and the upright designmeans
their footprint isn’t difficult to
accommodate. Bigger also tends to
mean better when it comes to radio
performance, and I got a good signal
between the two nodes evenwhen
placed at opposite ends of the house.

While overall the Orbi’s wireless
connectionwasn’t quite this month’s

you also apply some sort of port
forwarding rule to that client.
Moreover, if you don’t like the default
192.168.5.x IP address range, you can
change it – but only to either 10.0.0.x
or 172.16.0.x.

Tap around the app (there’s no
web interface) and youwill also notice
a lack of band-splitting options,
although to be fair I didn’t encounter
any problemswithmy own devices
connecting on the wrong band.
There’s currently no IPv6 support
either: themanufacturer says it
intends to add this in a future update,
but it would have been reassuring to
have this important piece of future-
proofing in place from the off.

What you do get is a simple
guest network feature, which
you can activate for four
hours, eight hours or
permanently. A group-based
parental control function also
lets you limit internet access
to certain times of day for
specified clients, although the
Nova system doesn’t perform
any sort of site-blocking. I’m
in twominds about the option

to schedule a daily or weekly reboot: it
feels like a good idea, but it suggests
that Tenda lacks confidence in the
stability of its own software.

Perhaps the Tenda NovaMW6’s
most tempting feature is its low price:
while the BTWhole Home kit costs a
similar amount, it only functions as an
extender. If you’re looking for amesh
system that can completely replace an
underperforming router, the Tenda is
yourmost cost-effective option. Just
note that you’ll get a better feature set
and stronger performance elsewhere.

Tenda’s compact cubes are
nothing if not tasteful – and I
was initially blown away by

their close-range connection speed,
whichwas head and shoulders above
any othermesh kit.

Unfortunately, Tenda relies on a
single 867Mbits/sec connection for
both client and backhaul duties, so
connecting via one of the other nodes
slows things down. Overall download
speeds were still far better thanwhat I
had previously obtained frommy
router alone, but a fair way behind the
market leaders.

The NovaMW6 has other foibles
too.Weirdly, with the current
firmware there’s noway to bind an
IP address to a specific device unless

ABOVE The Tenda
Nova’s sugar-cube-
style nodes deliver
very fast close-
connection speeds

ABOVE Netgear’s 8in
units are physically
imposing and, handily,
each one has four
Gigabit Ethernet ports

Netgear Orbi
Very strong whole-home
wireless performance and
bags of features make the
Orbi system a good choice

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Twin pack, £267 (£320 inc VAT)
from currys.co.uk

Tenda Nova MW6
If you’re looking for a mesh
system that can replace an
ailing router, the Tenda is a
cost-effective option

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Triple pack, £142 (£170 inc VAT)
from novatech.co.uk
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download speeds of a
mediocre 36.6MB/
sec, and the disc at the
back of the house could
manage only half that data rate.

The Android app that controls it all
feels rather unpolished, too. During
initial setup, it failed to prompt me
for my internet service provider
username and password, resulting in
repeated errors. And when I tried to
set a passphrase for my mesh
network, the text field was hidden
under the keyboard, so I couldn’t see
what I was typing. Sloppy stuff.

Once you’re in, the basic functions
are all on hand, though there’s no way
to change the IP range from the
default if 192.168.0.x. One aspect of
the Deco M5 that did impress me was
its extensive Alexa integration: you
can control the guest network with

voice commands, prioritise specific
clients and even activate WPS to let
new devices join your network.

Notably, the Deco M5 also comes
with TP-Link’s HomeCare service,
which is powered by security
specialists Trend Micro. This actively
filters viruses and other malicious
content out of your network traffic,

and includes a parental control
module that can selectively
block various types of website
for different user groups. The
purchase price only includes

three years of service, though,
and – rather discouragingly – the

company hasn’t yet decided how
much it will charge to continue after
that point.

Overall, it’s hard to get
enthusiastic about the TP-Link Deco
M5. Performance is poor by the high
standards of mesh networks, and
while the HomeCare concept is a good
one, the uncertainty over future costs
is a big turn-off.

The Deco branding suggests
artistry – but, if you ask me,
TP-Link’s bland little discs look

like cheap smoke detectors. Nor did
they dazzle with their performance:
the Deco M5 system did succeed in
banishing wireless dead spots in my
home, but other kits gave far better
performance, including several
two-node arrangements.

The issue, it seems, is to do with the
architecture of the Deco M5 network.
As with the Tenda Nova system, a
single 867Mbits/sec 5GHz connection
is used for both clients and backhaul,
meaning there’s a limited amount of
bandwidth to go around. This also has
an impact on Ethernet performance:
the node in the kitchen gave me wired

around, but you will need a fair bit of
vertical clearance as they measure
244mm from top to bottom.

Setting up the AmpliFi HD system
was easy enough, but once everything
was in place I noticed (via the network
map on the AmpliFi smartphone app)
that the node at the rear of the house
had decided to connect directly to the
router, rather than to the closer
kitchen node. This was unexpected,
but I wasn’t overly worried, as the

Netgear and Zyxel kits had delivered
excellent speeds from this location.

Unfortunately, the AmpliFi HD’s
performance was much more mixed,
with throughput falling off as I moved
further from the router. I suspect that
a daisy-chain configuration may have
helped, but you can’t override the
system’s self-determined topology.

A final oddity of the AmpliFi HD is
that, while you can enable wireless
band splitting, this doesn’t just
separate out the 2.4GHz and 5GHz
signals – it makes the router and nodes
each present their own SSIDs. This
might be useful for some purposes,
but it means your devices won’t
automatically hop from one node to
another as you move around.

The AmpliFi HD is a distinctive
system: the smart router lends it a
touch of class, and the manufacturer
claims it will cover a huge 1,860m2
area. But in my tests performance
proved disappointing, and the lack of
Ethernet is another black mark.

While most mesh kits consist
of two or three identical
units, Ubiquiti’s AmpliFi

HD system partners up a sophisticated
router with two mesh nodes. The
former features a nifty circular
touchscreen, which lets you check up
on your network status with just a few
taps. Round the back you’ll also find
five Gigabit Ethernet sockets, one of
which connects to your modem.

The nodes are much more basic,
with just a few LEDs showing signal
strength. Surprisingly, they don’t
even have Ethernet: if you want to use
wired devices, the official solution is
to buy a pricey second router. The
nodes plug directly into a mains
socket, so there are no cables trailing

ABOVE A touchscreen
on Ubiquiti’s smart
router allows you to
check your status
with a few taps

ABOVE TP-Link’s discs
certainly aren’t the
most attractive in this
Labs, resembling
smoke detectors

TP-Link Deco M5
Despite integration with
Alexa and HomeCare, the
Deco M5 is undermined by
its poor performance

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Triple pack, £192 (£230 inc VAT)
from scan.co.uk

Ubiquiti AmpliFi HD
The Ubiquiti system’s smart
router makes it stand out
from the crowd, but it’s
hard to justify the price

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Router with two nodes, £300
(£360 inc VAT) from scan.co.uk
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download speeds of a 
mediocre 36.6MB/
sec, and the disc at the 
back of the house could 
manage only half that data rate.

voice commands, prioritise specific 
clients and even activate WPS to let 
new devices join your network.

Notably, the Deco M5 also comes 
with TP-Link’s HomeCare service, 
which is powered by security 
specialists Trend Micro. This actively 
filters viruses and other malicious 
content out of your network traffic, 

company hasn’t yet decided how 
much it will charge to continue after 
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It’s little more than a year since I
put together our last round up of
Wi-Fi extenders in issue 268 – but

a lot has changed in that time. Back
then, your choice was between awall-
mounted repeater and a powerline
system; there was no such thing as a
domestic mesh networking kit.
Now there are enoughmesh systems
on sale to warrant an entire Labs of
their own.

The appeal of themesh approach is
obvious. Themulti-node topology
ensures you’ll get a goodWi-Fi signal
in the locations that matter most,
while a dedicated backhaul channel
makes for unbeatable performance.

Mesh gear has a downside, though,
and that’s the price. Our LabsWinner
back in 2016was the TP-Link RE450
repeater, which can nowadays be had
for just £55. It’s not quite as fast as a
mesh system, but it’s still a very
respectable performer, providing
download speeds averaging 12MB/sec
throughoutmy home. If you just want
to extend an internet connection out
into the garden, or up to the attic, it’ll
do the job at a fraction of the cost of
this month’s contenders.

1 Before you even unbox your new
mesh system, skim through your

existing router’s administration pages
andmake a note of any important-
looking settings – such as your
broadband username and password
details, if your ISP requires these to
connect to the internet. You don’t
want to get halfway through the
installation process only to have to
reinstall your old router to dig out a
missing piece of information.

2 If you have devices on your
network that are using static IP

addresses, set them to DHCP before
installing your newmesh router.
Manywhole-home systems insist on
using custom IP ranges, and devices
with hard-coded IP addresses in a
different range won’t be accessible.
This is easy to resolve before you’ve

Once you’ve decided to spring for
amesh system, bear inmind too that
wireless performance is hugely
dependent on environmental factors.
For instance, the figures opposite are
the product of a process of testing and
re-testing, at different times of day
andwith different household
appliances running, to ensure that my
results were both repeatable and
representative. Even so, once you set
up one of thesemesh systems in your
own home, with its own unique layout
and interference profile, youwill see
different results. It’s inevitable.

That might not sound entirely
reassuring – but these tests were never
intended tomake promises about the
speeds youwill see from different bits
of kit. Rather, they’re all about
providing a basis for comparison.
Whatever the specifics of your own
situation, our figures show that, for

example, if youwant to
put a node in a hard-to-
reach spot, a two-node
Netgear or Zyxel system is
still likely to fare better
than a three-node Google
Wifi setup.

decommissioned your old
router, but a pain afterwards.

3 If you’re using a
smartphone app to set up

yourmesh system (which is
normal), keep an eye on its
Wi-Fi settings. At some point
in the installation process your
phonewill need to connect to
the newly installed wireless
mesh network to continue –
but if there are several known
networks in range, it could
lock onto the wrong one,

causing the installer to fail.

4 Normally you need to provide a
password to access a router’s

administration settings – but the
meshmanagement app running on
your smartphonewill let you straight

“Once you’ve decided to
spring for a mesh system,
bear in mind that wireless
performance is dependent
on environmental factors”

Finally, while I tested each system
on both the 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands, I
should be clear that I placedmore
weight on the latter. The 2.4GHz band
isn’t dead, but it’s becoming less and
less relevant; inmy own household
there are just two devices that still
insist on using it (my Kindle andmy
printer, since you ask).

The graphs opposite illustrate why
2.4GHz networking is on the way out.
It’s so susceptible to interference that
read-world performance frequently
falls far short of its theoretical
capabilities – and even at its best it
can’t get close to 802.11ac speeds.

Having said that, 2.4GHz does have
one advantage over 5GHz: it’s better at
travelling throughwalls, for the same
reason that you can hear the bass from
next door’s party, but not the treble. If
you’re struggling with coverage,
you’ve nothing to lose by switching
bands to see if one works better than
the other.

And if you’ve done that and still
can’t get a good signal throughout
your home, then no-one could blame
you for investing in a shiny newmesh
networking system.

in, no questions asked. That means
that if someone gets hold of your
phone they have full access to your
home network settings. Your phone
should be lockedwith a passcode or
fingerprint anyway, but this is yet
another reason to keep it secure.

5 Mesh systems generally come
with a bareminimum of

documentation in the box – the
intention being simply to get you
online as quickly as possible. But I
strongly suggest that you also swing
by themanufacturer’s website and
download the full manual, and
thoroughly peruse the options in your
mesh system’s app (andweb interface,
where applicable). You’ll find plenty
of advanced settings and features
tucked away that could save you a lot
of frustration.

Darien Graham-Smith
is associate editor
of PC Pro

Replacingyourrouter

ViewfromtheLabs

ABOVE Bear in mind
that if someone gets
hold of your phone,
they will have full
access to your home
network settings

Therecentblossomingofthemeshsystemmarketmeansyoucan
getagoodWi-Fisignal intheplacesthatmattermost–foraprice

Thesefivetipswillhelpyousmoothlysetupyournewmeshrouter
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Network
monitoring
software
Dave Mitchell test-drives the tools
that keep a close eye on your
network and help your business
operate at peak performance

Ahealthy network – one that
isn’t constantly overloaded
with traffic or hobbled by

configuration errors – is a productive
one. Andwith somany business and
apps relying on network harmony,
it’s crucial to ensure that yours stays
that that way.

The trouble is that networks have a
habit of growing and evolving. IT
support staff need to spot problems
as soon as they arise, and rectify them
with aminimum of disruption –
but over time, even for a small
organisation, it gets harder and
harder to keep a handle on everything
that’s out there.

Networkmonitoring software is
the perfect solution. It can tell your IT
staff precisely what’s on your network
– including any unauthorised clients
– and alert them instantly to
problems. Just as importantly, it can
also provide vital information to help
make a speedy repair.

Networkmonitoring software isn’t
limited to infrastructure, either. The
tools have evolved to handle all the
services that networks are now
expected to run. They can keep a

BUSINESS FOCUS

watchful eye on critical applications
and cloud services just as easily as
switches and servers.

Finally, they’re both affordable
and easy to deploy: you can be up and
running inminutes.

This month, we’ve selected four
networkmonitoring software
products ideally suited to SMBs.We’ve
put each one through its paces in the
lab, and on the pages that followwe’ll
show youwhat they can do.

Licence to confuse
Vendors use a variety of licensing
schemes, which can be based on
devices, or on amix of elements and
sensors. It’s important to understand
each type, or you could end up paying
more than you need.

A device licence lets youmonitor
anything and everything on one
device. Regardless of howmany
services and apps yourWindows
server is running, or the number of

ports your switch has, it’s all
covered by the one licence.

With element and sensor
licences, conversely, you pay
for each resource that’s being
monitored, or for each
instance of themonitoring
component (in practice
there’s little effective
difference between the two).
On a server, for example, you
might pay tomonitor one
network interface, a single
disk volume or a specific
network service. On a switch
youmight pay tomonitor a
single Ethernet port, or CPU
usage, or RAM consumption.

BELOW NetCrunch’s
clear, colour-coded
dashboard makes it
easy to spot emerging
network issues
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Different vendors will try to
convince you that a per-device licence
is better value than a per-sensor one,
or vice versa; in reality it largely
comes down towhat youwant to
monitor. Device licences are great if
youwant to track everything that’s
happening on a server or a port-dense
switch. If you don’t need that sort of
detailed, 360-degreemonitoring it
can be a lot cheaper to invest in just a
few sensors.

There is one other cost to consider,
though: per-sensor licensingmeans
you need to keep track of where all
your licences are being used, and in a
medium-sized business there can
easily be hundreds or thousands to
manage. If you run out of sensors, you
canmove licences around fairly easily,
but it’s an administrative burden that
youmight prefer to dowithout.

The big picture
Monitoring systems can collect an
overwhelming amount of
information; the best software is
designed to organise and present the
key data inmeaningful ways.When a
device or element goes down you need
to know about it immediately, so look
for products with display features
such as front-page dashboards that
highlight these areas.

Another sort of dashboard that can
be useful is a “Top 10”, showing details
such as systemswith the highest CPU,
memory, disk and network interface
utilisation – indicators that problems
could on the way. Ideally, you should
be able to customise dashboards so
you can choose what information you
want to see and inwhat order.

Alerting functions are important
too, as youwon’t always be glued to
themonitoring console. Look for a

suite that can issue an alarmwhen a
device goes down. This might include
playing a sound or opening a pop-up
window, but it’s also helpful if the
software can send you an email or
contact you via othermeans.

Perhaps you evenwant your
software to take on a proactive role in
troubleshooting? Some products are
capable of interacting withmonitored
systems and running actions such as
restarting aWindows service if an app
is showing as down.

Setting up SNMP
OnWindows,WMI (Windows
Management Instrumentation) is the
preferred framework for collecting
information fromWindows systems;
for other platforms SNMP is still very
much the standard. Indeed, it’s also
present on all Windows Server
platforms, although it’s been officially
deprecated fromWindows Server 2012
onwards, and isn’t installed by
default. You can load it fromRoles and
Features; the SNMP Tools should be
selected too, as you’ll need these to set
the community name and the
monitoring host that youwant to
accept SNMP requests from.

On that note, avoid using the
well-known “public” read-only
community: it’s safer to pick a unique
name that isn’t easy for hackers to
guess. There’s no need to provide a
read/write community name at all.

Infrastructure devices such as
switches, router and firewalls will also

need to have SNMP
enabled. If SNMPv3
is supported then
choose this: it’s
more secure, as it
requires the
monitoring
software to
authenticate
before allowing
access.

More than
a monitor
Aswe’ve noted, the
latest monitoring
software isn’t
limited to local
network functions.
It can also keep an

eye on critical applications and cloud
services, including Exchange, SQL
Server, Active Directory and Amazon
AWS. Just look out for hidden costs, as
some products only provide
application and cloudmonitoring as
chargeable options.

Another thing to look out for is
mobile support. The best vendors
provide free iOS and Android apps for
access to themonitoring host. Some
also offer a handy scaled downweb
interface formobile use – but not all.

Andwhen it comes to virtual
environments, features vary greatly
across products. VMware is generally
well supported but Hyper-V is patchy;
some products can onlymonitor the
host, and not its VMs.

The four products in this month’s
buyer’s guide all offer free time-
limited evaluations, with all features
enabled, so you can try them out
before buying andmake sure that the
features on offer meet your business
needs. Read on to see which one is
right for you.

TOP WhatsUp Gold
can provide predictive
trending based on
historical data

ABOVE SolarWinds’
Quality of Experience
dashboard shows all
network app activity

LEFT Discovery
tools make it

easy to scan the
network and identify
connected devices
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AdRem NetCrunch 9.3.3
Lightning-quick deployment,
an informative console and
top value make NetCrunch a
great monitoring tool

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE Premium, 50 nodes, £2,095 exc
VAT from adremsoft.com

I f you urgently need to get a handle
on your network, NetCrunch 9.3.3
could be the perfect choice.We

installed the Server and Console
components on aWindows Server
2012 R2 host, scanned the lab network
and had a full read-out on all our
systems in 15minutes.

Wewere also impressed by how
intelligently it identified all the
various clients on our network. Not
only were ourWindows Server 2012
R2 and 2016 systems all correctly
identified, alongwithWindows 7 and
10 desktops; appropriate sensors were
automatically assigned to each one, so
all the importantmetrics were
available from the off.

You can access the NetCrunch
server locally, install the console
software on a remote system or access
it via a web browser (although the
latter method doesn’t provide the full
range of functions). However you
view it, the console provides a very
readable summary of your network
state, with a colour-coded approach
that makes it easy to spot problems.

For a general picture of your LAN,
you can switch to the Nodes Overview
dashboard, which presents a
graphical status report on all devices
– this might be a bit much for big
offices, but it’s ideal for monitoring
smaller networks. The Top Charts tab
is highly informative too, as it shows

systemswith the highest CPU,
memory and storage usage – plus
nodes. NetCrunch also receives
NetFlow and sFlow data, breaking it
down into graphs of apps and
providing detailed flow analytics.

If those perspectives don’t quite
satisfy, you can turn to NetCrunch’s
“Smart Pages”, which automatically
generate useful views based on the
available information – or, you can
create your own views via drag-and-
drop. Predefined “monitoring packs”
group together common sets of
performancemonitors and alert
conditions, with lots of useful tools for
monitoring systems and services
including Active Directory, VMware,
DNS, DHCP, Linux andmacOS.

If youwant to get down to the
nitty-gritty, NetCrunch can even
create Layer 2maps of network
segments, including bidirectional
views of network traffic passing
between each node in real-time. And
it’s all easy to configure: the whole

range of program, network scan and
report settings can be accessed from a
single tab in the top-level view.

It’s worthmentioning that
NetCrunch isn’t quite so strongwhen
it comes to virtualised environments.
It can’t “look inside” Hyper-V VMs, so
it only provides details and alerts on
host CPU utilisation and the Hyper-V
WindowsManagement services. It did
a lot better with our ESXi host,
however, delivering a wealth of
information including performance
statistics, details of the power supply,
fan and temperature readings, and the
status and resource consumption of
each virtual machine.We could even
add individual VMware VMs to the
dashboard as separatemonitored

entities with a single
mouse click.

NetCrunch also has a
good range of responses to
specific alerts. As well as
playing a sound or sending
an email, it can run a
program or script, reboot

an errant system or restart or stop a
Windows service. And to keep the
whole IT department informed,
NetCrunch can also be partneredwith
the free GrafCrunch server, which can
display selected data sources on a big
screen as real-time graphs.

In all, AdRem’s NetCrunch delivers
a super range of networkmonitoring
tools. Wewere impressed by both its
speed and its clear and colourful
console, which ensures youwon’t
miss out on important information
and alerts – and it’s easy to stay on top
of your licensing too, thanks to its
simple per-device scheme.

ABOVE NetCrunch’s
Top Charts view keeps
you in the loop about
oversubscribed
systems and services

LEFT The free
GrafCrunch console is
a great visual aid for
support departments

RECOMMENDED

“To keep the whole IT
department informed, the
free GrafCrunch server
can display selected data
sources on a big screen”

The Network BusinessFocus @ P C P R O F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O

REQUIREMENTS
Windows Server 2008 R2 upwards



Get the best of both industry-leading IT asset management and remote control features
in our complete solution for effective IT management: NetSupport DNA. Easily track, manage and support your
IT assets from a central point, whilst providing secure, fast and flexible remote control across multiple platforms.

www.netsupportdna.com | 01778 382270 | sales@netsupportsoftware.co.uk

Download your FREE 30 day trial for use on up to 50 devices

Hardware inventory and discovery

Software licence management

Control energy use with power management

Proactive alerting module

Remote control from desktop or mobile

Manage and deploy software
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Ipswitch WhatsUp
Gold 2017
Virtual host monitoring is a
work in progress, but you
get plenty of features and a
user-friendly interface

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE WhatsUp Gold Basic, 100 points,
from £2,070 exc VAT from ipswitch.com

This latest version ofWhatsUp
Gold (WUG) introduces a
brand-new interface, and it’s a

big improvement onwhat went
before. Previously you had to hop
between different consoles for
network discovery,WUG server
configuration, mapping and
management; now everything’s been
brought into one place, and it’s a lot
easier to use.

It’s alsomoved to a new points-
based licensing scheme: one device
now costs a point (regardless of the
number of elements), while
monitoring applications or grabbing
NetFlow data costs ten points for each
app and flow source.Whether this is
good news or not depends, of course,
onwhat you need tomonitor.

The Basic suite includes discovery,
SNMP performancemonitoring,
alerting, reporting and inventory, to
which the Pro edition addsWMI and
wireless monitoring. Then there’s the
Total version, which includes
monitoring for flows, apps, clouds,
storage and virtualised environments
– or, these capabilities can be added to
the Basic and Pro editions through
separately sold add-on packs.

Getting started is a breeze. The new

discovery wizard walks you through
defining the IP address ranges to scan,
and lets you choose how andwhether
to scanwireless networks and
virtualisation hosts. It also prompts
you to provide access credentials, and
to set up a regular scan schedule.

Once you kick it off, it’s fast: an
SNMP scan of our lab subnet took just
sixminutes. You can then explore an
interactivemap of your LAN under the
My Network tab, with customisable
links showing how systems are
connected together and colour-coded
icons to instantly reveal those in
trouble. You can also get a rundown of
a specific system’s state, including
CPU,memory and disk utilisation.

Moving along, the Analyze tab
replaces the busy ribbon toolbar from
WUG 2016with a single drop-down
menu. You can select from a range of
dashboard views: “Home” provides an
overview ofmonitors in alert states,
while the “Top 10” view reveals the

systemswith the highest CPU,
memory, disk and network traffic.
You can also create custom
dashboards, but these are fiddly to
manipulate: we find the SolarWinds
NPMmethod easier to get onwith.

Then there’s the APM (application
performancemonitor) module, which
keeps an eye on apps such as
Exchange, SQL Server, Active
Directory and theWUG host. It
discovered all the apps we had
running in the lab, allowing us to
monitor their key attributes and use
profiles to assign actions such as
restarting a service.

Virtual systems can be accessed via
the included VirtualisationMonitor,

although this isn’t as
comprehensive as we’d
like.Wewere able to
monitor all sorts of details
about our VMware host
and VMs – and one nice
touch is that you can take
a snapshot of a running

VMwhen an error state is raised.
However, only VMs that were running
at the time of the scanwere picked up,
and Hyper-V VMs can’t be detected at
all. Don’t despair though: we’re
promised that this will be remedied in
the forthcomingWUG 2018 release,
and indeed there’s already a public
beta which let us successfully find and
monitor our Hyper-V VMs.

While there’s still work to do on
that front,WUG 2017’s radical refresh
makes it one of the best monitoring
suites on themarket. It provided
plenty of very accessible information
about our network, and the new
points system could well make it more
affordable for your business.LEFT The dashboard

can be customised to
present your choice of
device views

“Customisable links show
how systems are connected
together, and colour-coded
icons instantly reveal those
in trouble”

REQUIREMENTS
Windows Server 2008 upwards

ABOVE The discovery
routine gives you
flexible network
visualisation options
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Paessler PRTG
Network Monitor 17.4
A great-value choice with a
highly informative web
console and a monitoring
sensor for every occasion

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE 500 sensors, 1yr maintenance,
£1,055 exc VAT from paessler.com

I f you’re keen to keep a lid on costs
then Paessler’s PRTGNetwork
Monitor is definitely worth a look.

It’s licensed on a per-sensor basis,
with the cheapest tier covering up to
500 sensors; if you’re frugal with your
monitoring, theremay be no need to
spend anymore.

There are no restrictions onwhat
you canmonitor either. PRTG 17.4
offers a whopping range of 245 sensors
to choose from, which allow it to keep
an eye on anything from servers,
switches, routers and NAS appliances
to Hyper-V and VMware hosts – not to
mention a vast array of popular cloud
services, apps and storage providers.
There are even sensors for checking
the update and antivirus status of
specifiedWindows systems.

PRTG isn’t the quickest network
monitoring suite to install, but wewe
had it ready for action in around 20
minutes, on aWindows 7 host that
already had the required .NET 4.7
loaded. Paessler recommends that
larger sites run the core components
onWindows Server 2012 R2, but our
host had no problem keeping upwith
a lab network of some 50 devices.

Initial network discovery was
deftly handled by awizard. Again,

PRTGwasn’t the fastest suite we’ve
used, but within 35minutes it had
found all our systems and devices, and
assigned relevant sensors to each one.
If you’re going through the process for
the first time youmight be alarmed to
see just how quickly these add up: our
48-port HP switchwas allocated 66
sensors for its various interfaces and
internal components, while our
Hyper-V host was assigned 35 sensors
for its hardware, OS and active VMs.
You’ll probably want to spend a bit of
time reviewing and deleting the ones
you don’t need, so you can redeploy
them somewheremore useful.

Then comes themonitoring. Like
WhatsUp Gold, PRTG 17.4 benefits
from a freshly designedweb interface,
with a new home page that’s a big
improvement on its predecessor. You
get a complete overview of all sensors
and alerts, with quick links to further
details: it can get busy, but it’s tidier

and easier to
interpret than it
was before.
Colour-coded
indicators make it
easy to see which
systems are up,
down, paused or
in a warning state,
while preset views
immediately
expose the top ten
sensors in terms of
uptime, downtime
or CPU usage,
alongwithweb
response times,
disk space stats
andmore.

You can also
easily configure
sensor threshold

triggers tomake PRTG automatically
fire off various sorts of notification,
including email, SNMP trap, SMS and
Syslog. Or, you can just accept the
default triggers that are applied when
a sensor is first assigned to a device.

The PRTGweb console helpfully
keeps all your registered systems and
devices organisedwithin hierarchical
groupings, making it easy tomanage
settings such as discovery schedules.
If the default arrangement doesn’t
work for you, you’re naturally free to
move systems between groups, or
configure individual devices with
their own settings.

One area where Paessler beats the
rest is mobile integration. Accessing
the core server remotely from our
iPad, wewere able to view all the same
details as available in the web console,
and receive push notifications of
incoming PRTG alerts.

Another distinctive feature of this
latest release is a new
range of Dell-specific
sensors. We tested these
with a PowerEdge R640
server; once we’d installed
the requisite Dell
OpenManage Server
Administrator we had no

problemmonitoring the server’s
storage and system health, including
its power supplies, battery, cooling
and chassis intrusion status.

In all, Paessler’s PRTG has a lot
going for it: it’s easy to use, it works
well with Hyper-V and Dell servers,
and if you havemodest needs it’s
excellent value, with a 500-sensor
licence and a one-yearmaintenance
contract costing a shade over a grand.

LEFT PRTG’s iOS app is
great for monitoring
on the move

“PRTG keeps your systems
organised in hierarchical
groupings, making it easy to
manage settings such as
discovery schedules”

REQUIREMENTS Windows 7/Server 2008
R2 upwards (.NET 4.5 minimum)

ABOVE PRTG’s new
web console provides
easier access to
information and alerts

RECOMMENDED
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SolarWindsNetwork
PerformanceMonitor12.2
Packed with features and
clever sensors, SolarWinds
NPM is our favourite
network monitoring tool

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE 100 elements, from £2,195 exc VAT
from solarwinds.com

SolarWinds Network Performance
Monitor (NPM) isn’t as cheap as
PRTG, but the price gets you an

unbeatable range of troubleshooting
andmonitoring tools. This latest
version introduces support for Cisco
ASA firewalls, and tightens security
between the server and back-end
database. Other new features include
a global navigation bar for easier
device discovery andmore custom
options for the dashboard – plus,
you’ll be delighted to hear, it can now
monitor Raspberry Pi systems.

Setting up the suite on aWindows
Server 2016 host took a rather lengthy
90minutes, during which time all
necessary components were
downloaded and installed for us.With
this done, though, our first network
discovery proved swift: the wizard
asked for IP address ranges, details of
our Active Directory server and
various credentials, then set about
scanning the lab network for around
tenminutes.When it had finished,
every SNMP- andWMI-enabled device
had been spotted and assimilated.

Theweb consolemakes it easy to
get an overview of your network,with
quick links to dashboards, alerts,
reports and settings. You get at-a-

glance views of all network activity,
with colour-coded icons to highlight
problems, and you can also set up
customised views using the new
Pencil tool: simply click to create new
columns, choose what resources you
want them to show and arrange them
into the desired order.

If youwant to digmore deeply,
turn to NPM’s PerfStack dashboard,
which lets you compare ranges of
metrics to help diagnose complex
problems. From the Performance
Analysis dashboard option, we
created correlation projects by adding
nodes, viewing available metrics and
dragging them across to the right-
hand side to create new PerfStack
charts. These use a common
timeframe, making it easy tomatch up
problemswith solutions, and they can
be sharedwith other support staff via
a project URL.

If it’s application performance
you’re interested in, you can turn to
NPM’s Quality of Experience (QoE)
module, whichworks with over 1,200

predefined apps.With a sensor loaded
on the NPMhost and linked to a switch
mirror port, it shows graphs of traffic
volumes and response times, along
with pie charts of business, social and
potentially risky activities.

Virtualisation support is another
strong point: NPM discovered all of
our VMware vCenter and Hyper-V
systems, and presented a wealth of
information on the hosts and all
associated VMs.We could easily see
which VMswere running and view
graphs of virtual memory, CPU and
network interface utilisation.

NPM can evenmonitor remote
Windows and Linux systems, once
you’ve installed the requisite agent.
Communications are securely
encrypted, so it’s the perfect way to

keep an eye on cloud-
hosted servers from
providers such as Amazon
EC2, Azure and
Rackspace. The NetPath
module can be useful here
too, as it tracks latency
and packet loss details for

each hop of a network connection,
making it easy to pinpoint cloud
service issues or ISP problems.

All of these features come as
standard, with licensing handled on a
slightly quirky tiering system: the
basic SL100 licence covers up to 100
devices, and/or up to 100 network
interfaces and/or up to 100 logical
disks.With default settings these get
consumed very quickly, but it’s easy
enough to delete those you don’t need
from theManage Nodes page.

In short, network troubleshooting
for SMBs doesn’t get any better. NPM
combines ease of use with a huge
feature set, making it ourmonitoring
tool of choice.LEFT PerfStack

projects can help you
identify complex
network problems

“NPM can even monitor
remote Windows and
Linux systems; it’s the
perfect way to keep an eye
on cloud-hosted servers”

REQUIREMENTS
Windows Server 2012 upwards

ABOVE Along with a
slick console, NPM
includes detailed
monitoring for VMs

The Network BusinessFocus

RECOMMENDED
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APT?Oh joy, another three-letter abbreviation...
Yes, but this is no empty jargon; it’s an online danger that you really
need to know about. It stands for advanced persistent threat, and it
refers to a targeted, concerted cyber-attack that takes place over a
prolonged period – so it’s a more insidious sort of attack than your
typical virus or drive-by download. A successful APT can quietly
harvest data from an organisation formonths or even years if it’s not
detected and shut down.

Surely our security software ought to protect us?
That is where the “advanced” bit comes in. There’s normally a lot
more to an APT than a single dodgy executable or phishing email.
Such thingsmight be employed as part of the overall attack, but an
APT is a large-scale undertaking, and the perpetrators are likely to
use a combination of tactics to compromise your systems.

Sowhat sort of activity shouldwe be looking out for?
There’s no such thing as a typical APT, but there are common
operational phases. It starts with intelligence-gathering, perhaps
through social media and public information sources. Then there’s
low-level system targeting – attempting to compromise computers
belonging to executives or non-technical staff. Once the attackers
have a foot in the door, they canmove on to surveillance, social
engineering andmalware deployment – which could include
little-known “zero-day” exploits that security vendors haven’t yet
blocked. The ultimate goal, almost invariably, is to gain access to
sensitive data and stealthily exfiltrate it from your servers.

Won’t these guys get spotted before they get to their endgame?
Hopefully, you have a software patching strategy, a firewall,
malware protection andmaybe some DDoSmitigation in place. You
might even have invested in security training for your employees.
Even so, there are going to be limits to how thorough and up-to-date
your internal security controls can be – especially if you’re towards

APT
What’s worse than a virus? Davey Winder
explores the stealthy attacks that can steal
valuable data and disrupt your business

the smaller end of the SME spectrum – and
attackers know just where the chinks in your
armour are likely to be found. Inmany cases, the
weak link is human nature, or human error,
rather than any flaw in your technical measures.
A dedicated threat actor will take any foothold
they can get; once inside your network, they can
then look for further vulnerabilities to exploit,
or sit in wait for an opening – even if it takes
manyweeks ormonths.

Would a “threat actor” really put thatmuch
effort into attackingmy small business?
A decade ago, when APT attacks were first
identified as a distinct genre of cyber-threat,
there wasn’t much for SMEs to fear. Prettymuch
all of these expensive, time-consuming attacks
were carried out by nation-state actors, against
government ormilitary targets.

Now, however, the techniques aremore
widely known, and the threatscape has changed.
It’s true that the really serious attacks still tend
to involve big players – perhapsmilitary

intelligence units, or major crime
rings – so youmight not expect to be
on their radar. But if your data is
valuable enough, or if you happen to
work in an industry sector that could
serve as a stepping stone towards an
ulterior target, then you’re at risk.
Indeed, small businesses aremore

exposed than larger ones, since (as we’ve noted)
their networks are likely to be easier and quicker
to penetrate. In short, if you data has any sort of
commercial or political value, you need to be
aware of the danger of an APT-style attack.

So is data theft the only goal of APT attacks?
More often than not, data exfiltration is the
primary goal – but there are other things a
hacker can do once they’ve broken into your
network. Sabotage is a very real possibility,
where critical datamight be deleted or changed,
and network communications and backup
systems could be compromised to disrupt
recovery. If the attacker acts patiently and
stealthily, such an attack can be tremendously
costly to the victim – and profitable to the
commissioning perpetrator, on either a
commercial or political level.

By their nature, APT attacks are
hard to detect, and difficult to block
once you’re in the crosshairs – but
there are several things you can do
to reduce your risk.

The key one is to make sure your
security strategy is multi-layered –
don’t rely on a single product,
firewall or policy. Then, once that
security system is operational and
(in theory) keeping you safe, engage
a penetration-testing consultancy,
to find any points of vulnerability.
“Red-teaming” can be especially
valuable here, where “white-hat”
(good) hackers use the same tools

and methodologies as the bad guys
to try to infiltrate your network and
steal your data.

It’s also vital to recognise the
warning signs of an incipient APT
attack, so you can lock down your
security before it progresses too
far. APT actors generally rely upon
remaining invisible on your
network, so visibility is your best
weapon against them. Look for
unusual employee login and usage
patterns that could suggest an
account compromise, and audit
data flow patterns between
internal and external computers.

Defend your business against APT attacks

“If you work in an
industry sector that could
serve as a stepping stone
towards an ulterior
target, you’re at risk”
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Buffalo Technology
TeraStation TS5810DN
An affordable eight-bay NAS
offering fast 10GbE
performance and strong
data security measures

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE 32TB (8 x 4TB), £1,800 exc VAT
from pcworldbusiness.co.uk

Buffalo claims its TeraStation
NAS appliances are themost
secure on themarket – which

should bemusic to the ears of any
SMB currently tussling with GDPR
compliance. And indeed, alongwith a
heap of storage and embedded
10-Gigabit Ethernet, the eight-bay
TS5810DN boasts several distinctive
security features.

For a start, the administrative
account doesn’t have root rights. This
makes it theoretically impossible for
rogue software to get its hooks into
the OS – although it doesmean that
you can’t install third-party apps
either. There’s optional native
antivirus scanning too, courtesy of
TrendMicro, with a three-year
subscription costing around £128.

Next up is AES 256-bit volume
encryption, ensuring that no data can
be recovered from stolen or cloned
disks. And if you’re worried that the
whole appliance could be stolen,
Buffalo’s free Boot Authentication
Tool has your back. This network
service runs on a separateWindows
host and (if enabled on the appliance)
is needed to authorise access to your
data. If the TS5810DN can’t connect to
the authentication service when it
boots up, the web interface and shared
volumes will be unavailable, and the
reset options will be disabled.

The appliance is well built, with
a sturdy steel chassis; cooling is
handled by two 9cm-diameter fans at

the rear. These are very quiet; the
SPLnFFT iOS app on our iPad
measured a noise level of just 39.5dB
at a distance of 1m.

The TS5810DN is available in 16TB,
32TB and 64TB capacities; the 32TB
versionwe tested camewith eight 4TB
WDRed SATA disks. Should a drive
fail within the three-year warranty
period, Buffalo offers a 24-hour
exchange service, although using your
own drivesmay invalidate it.

The drives came preconfigured in a
RAID6 array, so there was little setup
required. Buffalo’s NAS Navigator 2
utility forWindows discovered the
appliance in seconds, and provided
direct access to its (somewhat basic)
web interface, alongwith a handy
drive-mapping service.

Access controls are good: shares
can be designated as read/write or
read-only, and can bemade accessible
over CIFS, NFS, AFP and FTP. A local
user and group list can be applied to
each share, or the appliance will
integrate with Active Directory (AD),
with support for a huge 10,000 users.

For performance testing, we
hooked the TS5810DN up via 10GbE to
a Dell PowerEdge R640 rack server
runningWindows Server 2016. A

mapped share gave us good raw read
andwrite speeds of 9.2Gbits/sec and
4.9Gbits/sec. In real-world use, we
were able to copy 25GB of files back
and forth at average read andwrite
rates of 4Gbits/sec and 3.2Gbits/sec.

For backup duties, the package
includes the NovaStor NovaBackup 19
software, with one server and ten
workstation licences. This gave strong
performance too: our 22.4GB test
folder containing 10,500 small files
was backed up at 1.5Gbits/sec.

Shares can additionally be set as
destinations for Buffalo’s on-
appliance backup utility – by simply
ticking the Backup box during
creation – and Rsync support meant
wewere also easily able to replicate
shares onto a Qnap appliance.

As we’vementioned, you can’t
install apps on the TS5810DN, and it’s
worth noting that the built-in cloud
options are very limited. You can
upload files to an Amazon S3 account,

and syncwith Dropbox,
but other providers aren’t
currently supported.

Still, the TS5810DN is
great value: the 32TB
model costs nearly £300
less than Synology’s
eight-bay DS1817+, and

has the avantage of a built-in 10GbE
port. The software isn’t as feature-rich
and user-friendly as Synology’s, but if
your focus is on data security it’s a
worthy choice. DAVE MITCHELL

LEFT Buffalo includes
backup software
and its unique boot
authentication tool

“The administrative account
doesn’t have root rights, so
it’s theoretically impossible
for rogue software to get its
hooks into the OS”

SPECIFICATIONS
Desktop chassis ● 1.7GHz quad-core
Annapurna Alpine AL-314 CPU ● 4GB ECC
DDR3 ● 8 x 4TB WD Red SATA hot-swap hard
disks ● supports RAID0, 1, 10, 5, 6 ● 2 x Gigabit
Ethernet ● 10GBase-T ● 3 x USB 3 ●

NASNavigator 2, NovaBackup Buffalo Edition
(1 server, 10 desktops) software ● 300 x 230 x
215mm (WDH) ● 3-yr limited warranty

100100100

ABOVE The TS5810DN
has a well-built, hefty
steel chassis, but it’s
also very quiet

RECOMMENDED
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NetSupport DNA 4.5
A flexible, feature-packed
asset-management solution
that’s priced perfectly for
small businesses

SCORE ✪✪✪✪✪
PRICE 100 devices, £10 each exc VAT
from netsupportdna.com

Keeping track of your assets can
be a challenge, especially for
smaller organisations whose IT

functionsmay have evolved in an
ad-hoc fashion. If that’s you then
NetSupport DNA could be a godsend:
it handles all the key functions of
hardware and software inventory,
applicationmetering and licence
management – and additionally
includes internet access controls,
device and energymonitoring. It can
even analyse print costs.

Installing the server software is a
simple process; we had it up and
running on aWindows Server 2016
host in just tenminutes.We then used
the deployment tool to push the DNA
agent out to ourWindows 7, 10, Server
2012 R2 and Server 2016 systems. This
too was painless, taking less than ten
seconds for each one, with no reboots
required. The latest version of DNA
also features updated agents for
ChromeOS andmacOS devices,
although themacOS software has to
be installedmanually.

NetSupport has also improved
DNA’s ability tomonitor iOS devices.
Previous releases could only provide
basic hardware inventory for iPads
and iPhones, but the app now allows
you to track and limit internet access

as
well. It’s
not quite as
simple as it
may sound,
though, as
it requires
your users to
browsewith
the DNA app,
rather than
Safari. You’ll
probably need
to enforce this
by finding a
mobile device
management
solution that
can block
Apple’s native
browser.

Once your agents are in place, they
automatically start reporting back to
the DNA server. The console begins to
fill upwith system and software
inventories, plus details of app usage,
websites visited and printing activity.
Wewere impressed by how accurate
and detailed this informationwas: one
of the systems in our test was a Dell
PowerEdge R640 server with
uncommon dual Xeon Gold 6130
CPUs, but DNA had no problem
identifying themodel, clock speed and
number of cores.

As new systems are discovered
they’re dropped into a default group,
with a pre-defined policy assigned.
This enables a useful spread of
features, including application and
internet metering, alerting and print
monitoring. USB device and log-on
controls aren’t enabled by default, but
it’s easy to add them, or assign custom
policies to selected groups of agents.

Themain DNA control console has
barely changed in the past few
releases, but that’s no bad thing as it
puts all the key features at your

fingertips. The central pane gives an
overview of all monitored systems,
the number of web pages being
accessed, energy and printing costs,
apps being run and hardware changes.

Switch to the Explorer tab and
you’re greeted with a real-time
thumbnail view, so you can see at a
glance what’s happening on the
desktops of all systems in the selected

group. For a closer look,
the activitymonitor
provides in-depth details
of all log-on, application
and internet activity,
which can be filtered to
focus on specific devices,
groups and time periods.

Power usage estimates are another
useful feature; you can break these
down by server, PC and portable
device classes, or generate a complete
rundown of your power usage and
utility costs. And if you don’t like
what you see, you can assign a power
schedule to selected agents – for
example, to ensure desktops aren’t
left running overnight.

It’s just as easy to enforce internet
and application usage policies. Once
usage reports have been gathered, you
can simply drag websites and
applications into restricted lists. It’s a
smart way tomanagewhat goes on on
your network – and NetSupport
promises that the next version of DNA
will be even smarter, including file
scanning for GDPR compliance,
system error alerting and enhanced
activitymonitoring.

NetSupport DNA 4.5 offers a superb
set of features, is a cinch to use and is
very affordable. SMBs looking to bring
their IT systems and users under
control should place it at the top of
their list. DAVE MITCHELL

BELOW The new Web
Browser app brings
internet metering to
iOS devices

“The main console has
barely changed in the
past few releases, but it
puts all the key features
at your fingertips”

REQUIREMENTS
DNA server: Windows 7/Server 2008
upwards. Agents available for: Windows,
macOS, Linux, Android, iOS, Windows Mobile

ABOVE DNA presents
a complete overview
of all network activity
and running costs
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Authenticating users used to be easy: now,
cross-platform cloud services make life a lot
more complicated. Steve Cassidy picks a path
through the identity jungle

Authenticating users used to be easy: now, 

Single sign-on
and your business

personal lives, it’s been no surprise
to see passwordmanagers gaining
popularity all over the app andweb
servicemarketplace.

Great, problem solved – no?
Well, that was the theory. But cynics
such asmyself weren’t at all
surprised when it emerged that
these services had security
vulnerabilities of their own. In the
summer of 2017 we saw a spate of
accusations that oneweb password
manager or another had been hacked
or cracked.

Regardless of whether your
precious identity data had actually
been compromised or not, this was a
painful wake-up call for customers.
Many had entrusted their passwords
to such systems believing this would
allow them to stopworrying about
security scares; now they found
themselves forced to think about
questions such as what happens
when your passwordmanager gets
taken offline and you don’t have
paper copies of all the passwords

you’ve loaded into it. Andwhat if you
get caught without a Plan B on the
daywhen a hacker (or disgruntled
staff member) changes all those
passwords and locks you out of your
own system?

Five years ago, one aspect of this
discussionwould have beenwhat
makes a good or a bad password.
Today, that’s rather amoot point.
First, due to the fact that folklore is
the dominant source of advice on the
topic for most people, your typical
CIO – or, as it often is, an
overstretched support junior – has to
copewith all the possible levels of

password quality
across their whole
organisation.

Secondly, it’s a fact
of life that most
companies are no
longer in a position to
fully dictate their own

password policies, thanks to an
increasing reliance on external
service providers. Your company
proceduresmay state that all
passwordsmust be deposited in
escrow, written in blood on vellum,

“Five years ago, one aspect
of this discussion would have
been what makes a good or a
bad password. Today, that’s
rather a moot point”

It used to be the case that when
someone said theywere having
an “identity crisis”, they would

go on to tell you about their
imaginary friend. However, this is
2018 and issues of identity are all
over the news – and of the utmost
importance to businesses. If you’re
the go-to person for an organisation
of any size or scale, you’ll know that
problemswith passwords have gone
from a quiet, almost academic bit of
admin to a headline-grabbing,
company-destroying risk. So every
business should be asking: what are
the potential hazards, andwhat can
we do to protect ourselves?

The ID problem
Nobody can get away from the need
for passwords these days. They used
to be the preserve of the office
network, but now you can’t even
avoid them if you’re unemployed:
benefit systemswant you to log in
and prove who you are to access
your personalised view, save your
data and so on. And as online
security has become a growing
burden, not just at work but in our

THEIDENTITY
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or changed every leap year: the
reality comes down to the cloud
operator’s policy.

Security in the cloud
Ah yes, the cloud – the single greatest
confounding factor when it comes to
password security. At the start of this
decade, it was still possible to talk
about “single sign-on” andmean
nothingmore than granting access
to the LAN plus Active Directory
resources, and perhaps a fewHTTP
services. Meanwhile, in 2018, we
have to deal withmuch bigger
challenges of scope. Your access
security systems have to work inside
the company office; in employees’
homes; with the third-party services
that your business signs up to; with
your smartphone apps, on at least
two platforms; with physical tokens
for building access; on networks
where you are a passing guest; in
IPv6 environments... well, that’s
enough semicolons for now. You get
the picture.

Needless to say, where there’s a
technical challenge this confusing,
there’s a proliferation of outsourced
“solutions” that can help you get on.
However, these are almost entirely
aimed at larger businesses, where a
dedicated individual is available to
negotiate betweenwhat the business
wants to dowith identities – the
usual staff join/move/leave lifecycle
– and the demandsmade by
regulations or relationships with
third parties.

And even then, recent trends in
larger business ITmake things very
complicated. Remember, both
identity solutions and line-of-
business services tend to live in the
cloud, and a lot of their appeal to
customers is down to their ability to
interoperate with other services by
way of inter-supplier APIs. So if, for
example, you’re logged into
Salesforce and hit a button to switch
to another app, it’s not your PC that
forwards your credentials to the next
host: Salesforce initiates a direct
conversation, server to server.We’re
verymuch living in the age of the
business-to-business API economy
– and good luckmanaging that.

Then there’s software-defined
networking (SDN) – an idea that can
deliver a great security boost for your
network. SDN takes advantage of the
fact that there’s enough computing
power floating around now for even a
humble network switch to actively
isolate, monitor andmanage the
network traffic generated and
received by each individual PC. This
is seriously useful when it comes to
infection control: after all, inmost
company networks, PCs have next to
no need to talk directly to each other
– only viruses do that. SDN ensures
that PCs only talk to the appropriate
servers and routers, using rules that
relate to the individual, rather than

to the floor or department their
computer happens to be in.

The thing about SDN is that it
requires users to authenticate before
they can have any sort of access to
the network. No biggie, youmight
think – users these days have been
schooled byWi-Fi to expect a login
prompt. However, if your identity
broker is in the cloud, you need away
for users to access that before logging
into the SDN-secured network. From
an architectural perspective, the
answer is simple: just have a default
access policy that lists the identity
servers as always available, without
credentials. But that’s not quite the
same as saying that every cloud-
based identity broker recognises the
problem. Many businesses undertake
big reorganisations in order to escape
the “Microsoft Trap” of server-
centric networking, only to fall into a
maze of incompatible authenticators,
each of which is sufficiently new to

consider a three-year
product lifecycle in
this field as perfectly
normal. All of which
bringsme to another
issue: portability.

Moving your users around
from service to service
If you’re thinking of engaging a
cloud-based password-management
service, this is a key question: how
easy is it for the administrator to do
drastic things with the database of
users and passwords? Is it possible
to upload bulk lists of users (say, on
the day your company takes over
another one) and indeed, download
and examine such lists, looking for
issues such as duplicate passwords?

“However, if your identity
broker is up in the cloud, you
need a way for users to access
that before logging into the
secured network”

IDENTITY MYSTERY
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there’s an almost inevitable
requirement for defence in depth
– that is, you need the same identity
data to be accessible in several
different ways, so it can remain
available undermost plausible
scenarios. Again, this is certainly not
a new insight when it comes to
system design, but it’s one the
always-connected generation finds
easy to forget.

This doesn’t have tomean
investing in layer upon layer of
redundant infrastructure.What it
mightmean, however, is a “fog
computing” approach – amodel
where cloud-based services connect
directly to the perimeter of your
home network and devices. In this
case, youwant systems that are
reachable from that snowy car park,
able to remember the last state of the
security database – and just smart
enough to let you in.

These aren’t unreasonable things
for an IT department to want to do.
Yet, online passwordmanagers,
anxious about the potential for
abuse, tend to rule it out completely.
This is an unfortunate side effect of
the influence of consumer security
policies – everyone gets treated as a
separate individual with no security
crossovers. But, if you think about it,
that’s the diametric opposite of what
most companies actually want. Your
firm’s user database is built on
groups and policies, not on hundreds
of unique individuals.

There is another way. It might
sound unfashionable in 2018, but
what people are crying out for, in a
forest of password-as-service cloud
apps, is a return to the glory days of
Active Directory. The simplest
answer to bridging the divide
between cloud identity and LAN
identity is to focus on the lowest
common denominator, namely an
old-schoolWindows Domain
environment. Don’t rely on the cloud
for everything: use it to grant access
to aWindows server, which can take
on the traditional role of local service
manager and gateway.

It’s an approachwith numerous
benefits. For a start, nobody in the
old-school LANworld is going to
hold your company user list to
ransom, ormake changes to pricing
once you’re on board, or restrict your
choices of IoT deployment to a
limited roster of approved partner
manufacturers. Indeed, the idea
helps justify the high price of
Windows Server licences – they’re
steep if you just want file and print
services, but if you look at the
complexity and cost of managing
passwords and user identities, it
starts tomake a lot of sense.

API In the olden days, the term application programming interface (API) normally
referred to a message-passing process between programs running on a single
computer. For example, when an application wants to print something, it uses
the relevant API to pass documents and instructions to the bit of the operating
system that handles printing. In the cloud era, APIs can also be used to exchange
data across websites and services – generally between parties with deep
histories of trust.

Fog computing A sort of cloud-meets-IoT networking model, with increasingly smart devices
blurring the boundaries between the cloud and your internal network.

IoT Internet of Things: the new world of industrial computing, where every sensor
has an IP address, a small brain, and a web management interface – and, of
course, passwords.

SDN Software-defined networking, where the devices you can reach on a network
are governed by who you are and what the business wants you to see. In the
most extreme cases, this can extend globally and include download limits, traffic
routing, link policies to prevent hogging, and instant reporting back to sour-
faced, grumpy network managers.

Crystal balls
Passwords have their benefits, but (as
my colleague DaveyWinder has
frequently noted) a physical token
can be a powerful alternative or
supplement to a conventional
password. Indeed, it remains a great
puzzle that business hasn’t really
embraced the idea. You can find
products that use USB or Bluetooth
to provide preset usernames and
passwords, but these tend to exist
only in specialised niches.

Notably, in the consumer sector,
the idea of using a physical key has
been superseded by two-factor
authentication (2FA), where a login
attempt generates a second single-
use password that’s sent to the
customer’s registeredmobile
number. This too has its strengths,
but there’s an assumption of
continuous internet access – or, in
some cases SMS service – that isn’t
always realistic. It’s fine if you’re
sitting at your desk trying to log into
your email, but less so if you’re
standing in a snowy car park late at
night, trying to get into the office
because you’ve been called out to
deal with a network outage.

In fact, if you’re going to rely on
any sort of single sign-on system,
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The news has well and truly
broken: Apple is varying the
CPU speed of older iPhones to

preserve battery life. The first inklings
of this came from geekbench.com,
where you can download and run its
excellent benchmarks.We use them
inmy lab all the time: they’re a
reliable, repeatable set of performance
evaluation tools.

The benchmark uploads the
results to the Geekbench site, where
you can compare the performance
of your device to thousands of others.
And it was from this that researchers
at Geekbench noticed something
odd. Not all devices from the same
family of Applemodel were running
at the same speed. As they aged, a
proportionwere running at slower
CPU clock speeds, with some samples
running considerably slower than the
majority of identical products. There
had to be a logical explanation.

The answer is simple. Apple’s iOS
operating system is constantly
monitoring the condition of the
battery, not only in terms of
real-time charge level but
also its ongoing overall
condition.We know that
the lithium-ion battery
technology used inmodern
smartphones has a finite
life, with some suggesting
that it takes only 200
charges before the battery
becomes degraded.

Apple faced a dilemma:
what should the OS do
when it knows your battery
is degraded? Does it ignore
it and accept battery life
will be considerably
decreased? Or should it do
something tomitigate the
reduced capability, and
attempt to eke out asmuch

real-world use as possible? As we now
all know, Apple chose the latter. By
dropping the CPUmaximum speed, it
reduced the stress on the battery pack,
and thus tried to offer a daily battery
life that’s comparable with the “as
new” condition.

There are a couple of points worth
mentioning here. A benchmark test
is designed to stress test the phone by
running it as fast as possible. This is
the reason the Geekbench test
highlighted the reduction in
maximumCPU speed. But note the
term “maximumCPU speed” here.

To put this into context, we need to
consider a bit of history. Back in the
days when desktop PCs reigned
supreme, CPUs ran flat-out all the
time. This is the reason they had such
large heatsinks, crowned by a large
fan. It was an attempt to keep the CPU
core cool, in an era where it could
consume tens of watts of power.

Around a decade or so ago, it
became clear that we had grossly
exceeded the CPU capabilities of

most computers. In other words,
you couldn’t stress them to anything
near 100% formost of the time. The
promised revolution in 3D graphical
interfaces, speech interfaces, AI and
such-like hadn’t materialised, in part
due to the rise in GPUs, but also due to
the failure of Vista tomake use of it all.

Worse still, there had been a
significant shift tomobile computing.
Not just mobile phones based around
the ARM processor design from
Cambridge, but also laptops running
Windows. No longer did we have
power-hungry desktop PCs revving
their engines in a futile manner.We
neededways to reign back on power
consumption to allow laptop batteries
to last longer.

This ushered in an era of variable-
performance CPUs, devices that were
designed to provide only asmuch
computing power as was needed at
that precisemoment – and to vary this
on amillisecond bymillisecond basis.
To do this, CPUs dynamically changed
clock speed, backing off when the
workloadwas light. The voltage rails
were reduced, too, again saving
power. And all of this happened in
real-time, led by the needs of
smartphone and laptop users.

Roll forward to today. Apple is
backing off the CPU speed of the
iPhone processor to save battery life.
It’s doing exactly what everyone has
been doing for a decade ormore –
without whichwe’d have smartphone
battery life measured inminutes. The
difference this time is that your phone
won’t get to 100% CPU speedwhen
given a “go flat-out right now”
moment, typified by running a
performance benchmarking utility
such as Geekbench. It might get to
80% speed, or 70% speed.

Is this a sensible compromise? Of
course it is. No-onewants to find their
phone down to 20% battery remaining
by lunchtime. And few people run
tasks on their phone that push the
CPU speed to 100% formore than a
few seconds at a time – evenmodern
games are running on the GPU.

Jon is the MD of
an IT consultancy
that specialises
in testing and
deploying hardware

@jonhoneyball

“Appleisdoingexactlywhat
everyoneinthePCmarkethas
beendoingforadecadeormore”
Jon gives his verdict on the deliberate hobbling of iPhone processors, looks
forward to this year’s CPU developments, and reflects on the best of 2017

JONHONEYBALL

“We needed
ways to reign
back on power
consumption to
allow laptop
batteries to
last longer”

LEFT Apple was right
to prolong the battery
life of older phones,
but totally wrong in
how it did so
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Sowhat’s the problem here, and
why the huge fuss? Because Apple
didn’t come clean about it. It could
have popped up awarning page
stating: “The battery in this phone
is significantly degraded. Do you
wantme to enable a battery-saving
capability that will reducemaximum
performance to give longer life?” It
could have said, “Your battery is
serious degraded, contact your local
Apple Store to organise a replacement
(free, if under AppleCare)”. It could
havementioned it in the release notes
of the operating system upgrades that
introduced this feature.

But it didn’t do any of the above. It
likes to believe that, in the pure-white
simple world of Apple, the user
doesn’t need to be troubled by such
matters; that Apple shouldmake the
decisions that are right on behalf of
the user, and that is the Apple
Experience™ that customers love.

For themost part, Apple is right. In
this instance, however, the company
was wrong. Apple hasmishandled
the situation and has been less than
honest with its customers. The
companymight argue that it was a
“damned if we do, damned if we
don’t” situation – but sometimes, it’s
worthmaking the decision to reach

out, inform and educate. This is
something that Apple desperately
needs to learn, and learn fast, or it
will continue to burn through the
confidence that its customers
have acquired in the company and
its products.

2018 CPU technologies
Talking of modern CPU technologies,
there’s a whole raft of interesting stuff
happening in 2018.

Let’s start withWindows. It’s easy
to think thatWindowsmeans Intel
meansWindows, but that ignores the
whole history behindWindows NT.
This shipped first on Intel andMIPS
R4000 RISC. Then Digital Alphawas
added, followed byMotorola with the
PowerPC.Wikipedia tells me that
“Intergraph Corporation ported
Windows NT to its Clipper
architecture and later announced its

intention to portWindows NT 3.51
to SunMicrosystems’ SPARC
architecture, but neither versionwas
sold to the public as a retail product”
– but I confess, I can’t remember those
from the time. Maybe theywere
secret internal R&D projects only?
Oh, and I nearly forgot the Intel
Itanium version, which almost
no-one bought, but was interesting
from the perspective of its long-
instructionword design.

One of the projects I loved at the
timewas the NT4 Alpha cross
compiler. Readers with very long
memories will recall how I had an NT4
desktop Alpha computer in 1998/99.
One if its capabilities was the ability
to run nativeWin32 Intel code. It
managed this feat by having an
engine inmemory, which translated
Win32 byte code into Alpha byte code
on the fly. As you executed aWin32
application, it chewed its way through
the byte code, creating Alpha code it
could execute. As you usedmore of
the app, more of it was converted.
When you quit the app, the Alpha
cross-compiled codewas saved to
disk so it could be reused next time
aroundwithout requiring any
recompilation. It worked extremely
well, and allowedmy Alpha NT
workstation –whichwas ferociously
fast – to runWin32 code at a very
brisk speed indeed.

So imaginemy surprise to read that
Microsoft is bringingWindows 10 to
the Snapdragon platform. I’ll overlook

ABOVE Qualcomm has
already demonstrated
Windows 10 working
on its chips, with a
promised 20-hour
battery life

BELOW Just to prove
Windows has run on
non-Win32 code
before, here’s a photo
(by Jarred Capellman)
showing an installation
of Windows NT on an
Alpha computer
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some of the teenage-level
“journalism” I endured, which
includes “the ability to run full
desktop Windows 10 on ARM
represents a huge shift for the
platform, as Windows has historically
only worked on x86-based chips.”
That banging noise is my head
hitting the wall.

As I understand it, Microsoft will
use the same sort of “recompile on the
fly” technology to convert Win32 code
into native Snapdragon code, just as it
did with Alpha nearly 20 years ago.
Given that Microsoft is
claiming upwards of 20
hours of battery life for this
“always connected” device,
this will require careful
tuning to ensure that battery
life doesn’t collapse under
load. Nevertheless, it’s a clear
indication that Microsoft is
prepared to look outside of
Intel for its low-power
solutions. And that the
previous aim of getting
everyone to write Intel code
that could scale from a phone to
a workstation has indeed failed.

Am I allowed an internal
smile when I remember the utter
hatred that Dave Cutler, chief
architect of Windows NT, has (or
had) for Intel? Alpha was his baby;
Windows NT was his baby. The
withdrawal by Compaq of the

Alpha version of the NT hardware in
the last days of Windows 2000 was
apparently a huge blow to Cutler. And
a not inconsiderable annoyance to me
at the time, whose client’s machine
room had been ready to go live on
Alpha hardware, only to have it
junked within days of final release.

Some have suggested that Cutler’s
team was behind the Win64
architecture that was released first as
AMD Opteron, and which Intel had to
implement as Itanium failed to gain
traction. Maybe the Snapdragon
recompiler for Intel is the latest slap in

Intel’s face. Unfortunately, we’ll
probably never know. But I

like that history appears to keep
repeating itself, especially when the
same players are on the stage at the
same time.

Over in Apple land, the word on
the street is that it’s working on a
merger of the macOS and iOS
platforms. I don’t for a moment
believe that this is the whole truth,
but it would certainly make sense to
allow macOS to run iOS applications.
You can do this today, if you’re a
developer and use the emulator debug
tools. But such a move to a public
space would require a platform that
could run Intel and ARM code,
because macOS is Intel and iOS is
strictly ARM.

Or maybe there’s more to this
story. Remember that macOS came
from OS X, which came from NeXT,
purchased as part of the acquisition
when Jobs returned triumphant to
Apple. NeXT was always cross
platform, supporting Intel, 68000,
SPARC and HP platforms – if my
memory serves me correctly. I doubt
the cross-compilation wisdom has
been lost.

Given how tightly Apple controls
app submissions for the iOS App
Store, it’s entirely possible that it
could compile an Intel version of
an iOS app on the fly for the target
platform. After all, it’s doing this now
for iOS versions, just delivering the
code required for your particular
device. And it has hinted in the past
how it might compile or recompile
apps to take advantage of future
CPU improvements.

Apple has some stunningly good
CPU designers, and you could argue
that they’re near the forefront of what
is possible. Maybe Apple will move
macOS to some super-enhanced
ARM processor. Or go in the opposite
direction and code recompile iOS
apps from ARM to Intel. It’s clear
that Apple is taking more control of
its silicon, and I’d currently view
that all options are up in the air.

The key question is how well an
iOS app would work on a macOS
computer. Although macOS does

have a pen interface (try running
macOS in a VM to see the pen

support appear in System
Preferences), it most definitely

isn’t a touch interface. I simply
don’t see Apple trying to
“touchify” the macOS desktop

and associated third-party
apps. Microsoft tried that,

and it was – and still is
– somewhat of a failed

experiment. Such a
move would go against

BELOW I was tempted
by the new iMac Pro,
but even I was put off
by the prices Apple is
charging

ABOVE Qualcomm
is one of the many
companies doing
interesting things
with CPU technology
in 2018
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Apple’s over-simplistic and over-
controlling instincts.

But a touchpad interface into an
iOS app could work, especially if
the touchpadwas bigger and the
iOS apps ran in landscapemode
instead of portrait. Viewed in this
manner, it wouldmakemore sense to
allowmacOS to run iPad apps rather
than iPhone apps.

We’ll knowmore in themonths
ahead, but 2018 is going to be a vintage
year for CPU andOS technologies.

2017: a vintage year?
While 2018 offers much to be excited
about, I wanted to share the things
that met withmy approval in 2017.

In themacOS virtualisationworld,
I continue to use both VMware Fusion
and Parallels, and both still impress. I
likemy ever-growing collection of
Synology devices, including the new
Network Video Recorder NVR1218:
this has just replaced an ageing Apple
Macmini and evenmore ancient 30in
Applemonitor as the security camera
monitoring at the lab.

Theweekly updates for Office 2016
on the fast track continue to delight
and frustrate, but at least there’s a
way to provide instant feedback to
developers – and there’s no doubt they
listen. MyMeraki infrastructure just
works and, despite the eye-watering
licensing costs, I can’t think of
anything I’d replace it with.

I was tempted to buy the new iMac
Pro, but the cost seemed outrageous,
especially with the “Honeyball Spec”
where all the boxes are ticked. My
friends have commented that I’ve held
back only because of the opportunity
to spend evenmore on a forthcoming
Mac Pro. But another reason is that my
cylindrical Mac Pro is still doing
sterling service, especially running
multiple VMs. Maybe I will resist
temptationwhen the newMac Pro
ships. But I doubt it.

At amoremundane level, the lab
collection of Dell XPS 13 and XPS 15
laptops continues to grow, and they
too are doing goodwork. I still find
Windows 10 awkward, and one of my
tasks for 2018 is to exploreWindows
10 UImodifying tools such as
WindowsBlinds to see what they
have got up to in the past few years.

So 2017 was good, but I think 2018
will be even better.

“There’splentyofscaremongering
aboutGDPR,especiallybyfirms
tryingtosellcompliance‘solutions’”
Paul tries to untangle some of the misinformation surrounding
GDPR and the changes that will soon be with us

PAULOCKENDEN

Do you knowwhat GDPR is? I’m
pretty sure that many readers
of this columnwill have a good

idea. But I’m also sure that if I asked a
hundred of you exactly what GDPR –
or General Data Protection Regulation
– entails, I’d end upwith a hundred
different responses.

Examples would include: “firms
will have to ensure data is held
securely”, “firms can’t automatically
opt you in to receivingmarketing
emails, or use pre-ticked boxes on
contact forms”, “there will be bigger
fines for companies when data
breaches happen”. All are true,
but there’s more to GDPR than
these headlines.

There’s plenty of scaremongering
surrounding GDPR, especially by
firms trying to sell you their expensive
compliance “solutions”. I recently
saw a claim that after GDPR all email
attachments would, by law, need to
be encrypted so that they couldn’t be
read by someone doing aman-in-the-
middle interception. Naturally, this
was said by someone representing
a firm selling email encryption
software. It’s nonsense, of course. If I
email you a photo of my cat, why on
earth should I have to encrypt it?

GDPR comes from the EU and,
despite Brexit, we’ll need to start
abiding by the rules on 25May 2018.
The regulation is being formally

adopted into UK law via the Data
Protection Bill, which is much bigger
than just GDPR. It will result in a new
Data Protection Act, replacing the
existing 1998 act, which is seen as no
longer being fit for purpose.

However, the backbone of the new
bill will be GDPR, so let’s look at what
it is andwhat it isn’t. The best way to
tackle this is by considering in turn
each one of the six key principles that
it enshrines into law.

1 Lawfulness, fairness and
transparency
The first principle is actually split into
three parts: lawfulness, fairness and
transparency. Lawfulness is one of
those terms that often isn’t properly
defined, but in this instance it’s
relatively nailed down. It means that
any processing of personal data can
happen only for one of six reasons:
consent, contract, legal obligation,
vital interest, public task or
legitimate interest.

The first three don’t require
explanation. Vital interest means that
data processing is needed to protect
someone’s life – perhaps the transfer
of their medical records to a hospital
following an emergency admission.
Public tasks are those where the data
processing is necessary for judicial
purposes, or for exercising statutory,
governmental or other public

functions. It’s the “Powers
that be” opt-out, and one
that many people believe
hands the authorities too
many sweeping powers.

Finally, there’s
legitimate interest, and
this is potentially themost
woolly of the six lawful
basis tests. For example, it
is the one that will be used
bymost direct marketers,
because GDPR states, “the
processing of personal
data for direct marketing
purposesmay be regarded
as carried out for a
legitimate interest”.

BELOW GDPR is
coming – will you be
ready by 25 May?

jon@jonhoneyball.com
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Essentially, to pass the legitimate
interest test you have to think about
what that interest is (your own
interest, or the interest of the person
whose data it is), show that your data
processing is needed to achieve this
interest, and, most importantly,
balance all of this against the person’s
interests, rights and freedoms.

Best practice when using the
legitimate interest test is to include
full details in any privacy notices, and
also to record details of any legitimate
interest assessments so you can show
them if called on to demonstrate
compliance. But consent will always
be a better option, as we’ll see when
we look at the third principle.

Fairness is again something of a
woolly word, but in terms of GDPR it
essentially means that you can only
process someone’s data in the way
you’ve told them you’ll be doing it.
You can’t, for example, collect
personal data for one task and then
use it for something different.

That leads us on to the last part
of the first principle: transparency.
Lawfulness and fairness were both
part of the existing Data Protection
Act, but transparency is a new one.
It means that you have to clearly tell
the person how their data will be
processed, and – crucially – why. On a
website this would normally be via a
privacy notice, but GDPR insists that
this is done in clear and concise
language – and definitely without the
use of any lawyer-speak!

2 Purpose limitation
There’s common ground between
this principle and the lawfulness and
fairness test described above. In a
nutshell, the purpose limitation
principle specifies that personal
data collected for one purpose
shouldn’t be used for any new,
incompatible, purpose.

There’s a caveat to that,
though, since GDPR also
allows for three future
forms of processing of
personal data. These are
for archiving purposes in
the public interest; for
scientific and historical
research purposes; or for
statistical purposes. This
is subject to safeguards
implemented on a country
by country basis, and is

only allowedwhen there isn’t a risk
of breaching anybody’s privacy.

However, whatmany people
seem tomiss (because it’s buried
deep in the text) is that this allows
countries to restrict someone’s right
to access, correct, restrict and –most
importantly – object when it comes
to the processing of their personal
data for these scientific, historical or
statistical purposes. People tend to
think that GDPR is always on the side
of the little guy, but in this particular
area, the lack of a legal opt-out flies in
the face of conventional wisdom.

The best way to ensure that you’re
using someone’s data properly is for
them to give you their consent. This
usuallymeans having them read and
agree to your policies (remember,
simple and concise; no legal jargon)
before they provide youwith their
data. You can then store the fact that
the person gave their consent to have
their data stored and processed. I
always advise that you store in the
way they consented (for example,
online or paper form) and also the
date and time that it was given.

As withmany business
regulations, being able to
demonstrate that you’re
doing the right thing is
just as important as
actually doing it.

3Dataminimisation
I’m sure we’ve all filled in
formswhere we’re asked
far toomany questions,
many of which aren’t
appropriate to our
enquiry. Even before
GDPR this wasn’t
supposed to happen,
as the existing Data
Protection Act limited
the data collected (and

stored) by saying that it shouldn’t be
excessive in relation to the purpose
for which it’s being processed. GDPR
tightens this up even further, by
saying that you can only process data
that’s necessary.

Given this, it’s important that you
minimise the amount of data you
collect and store – and reduce the
number of compulsory fields on forms
to a bareminimum. There are huge
advantages to this “less is more”
approach: it actually improves
overall data quality! Smaller forms
significantly reduce the drop-off rate,
particularly for online surveys, for
example. Also, data usually needs to
be saved somewhere, so if you halve
the number of questions you ask,
you’ll also halve your storage costs!

Do bear inmind that data
minimisation applies to processing,
not just acquisition and storage.
You shouldn’t, for example, run a
report that compares the ethnic
backgrounds of your customers
unless there’s some genuine purpose
for doing so.

There continues to be a degree of
argument onwhether “data fishing”
exercises – running various semi-
random stats analysis until a
potential correlation is spotted – are
a valid purpose, however. On the
one hand, it goes against much of
what’s at the core of this principle.
But on the other, it’s often a valuable
business tool.

I once had a client that was amajor
football sponsor in the UK.Whenwe
ran some of these data fishing stats
(using Target Group Index, or TGI), we
discovered that its customers were
more likely to be anglers than footie
supporters, so their budget wasn’t
being used efficiently. And yes,
the irony of a fishing expedition
discovering fishing wasn’t lost
on anyone!

“You have to
clearly tell the
person how
their data will
be processed,
and why”

ABOVE In the UK,
the Information
Commissioner’s
Office is the regulating
body for GDPR

BELOW GDPR means
minimising the data
you process, which
also means you should
create shorter
surveys – but that’s
no bad thing
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4 Accuracy
Data accuracy is always good sense,
so this principle shouldn’t be seen as
particularly onerous. GDPR states that
personal data needs to be accurate
and, where necessary, kept up to date.
Also, that every reasonable step is
taken to ensure that any inaccurate
personal data is either erased or
rectified without delay.

What’s important here is that you
need to be able to demonstrate that
you have procedures or systems in
place to amend or delete any outdated
personal data. Of course, unless
you’re notified, you probably won’t
know whether the data you hold is
accurate or not. That’s why a data
retention period is important, and
it’s something that we’ll cover in the
fifth principle.

Although the regulation states
that you should erase or rectify any
inaccurate data, there is a third
option: to anonymise any data that
you believe to be suspect, or which is
past its use-by date. That way, you can
still perform top-level statistical
analysis on the data (how many
people drive a particular make of car),
but you won’t be able to tie it down to
individuals.

Do be careful, though: “make of
car” or even “model of car” probably
isn’t enough to identify a person; but
start to include items such as mileage,
year or colour, then with lesser-
selling cars we might end up with a
unique set of data, which could be
attributed to an individual. Try to
keep the anonymisation as broad-
brush as possible.

5 Storage limitation
There’s a fair bit to think about here,
and it’s ongoing rather than a one-off
task. You need to consider the length
of time for which you’ll need to retain
personal data (and because of the
fourth principle’s concern for
accuracy, the time period can’t be
forever). You’ll need to review all data
you hold on a regular basis, and delete
anything that isn’t necessary.

There’s no minimum data
retention period specified in the
regulation, so this will be your call.
One-off data (perhaps people
attending an event, or buying a train
ticket) should only be held for a short
period, but if there’s an ongoing
customer relationship then it makes

sense to hold the data
for longer.

Obviously,
there’s a balance
to be made in
e-commerce.
Experience shows
that “guest checkout”
facilities will hugely
increase the trade
done by an online
retailer. But if the
data has to be
thrown away
quickly, it reduces
the opportunity for
further promotional
activity.

The regulation
requires firms to
create a data retention policy that
explains the types of data that will be
deleted and the criteria for removal.
If you have a website, you should
include this policy – or a link to it – in
the privacy notice.

Customer interaction is an
important part of deciding when to
remove personal data. Let’s imagine
two online retailers, one selling coffee
beans, the other selling shoes. Coffee
is likely to be a regular purchase, with
orders placed every month or two. But
shoes – unless you have Imelda
Marcos tendencies – are probably only
bought once or twice a year. The
coffee vendor should delete customer
data if they don’t return within a
couple of years, but the shoe seller
would be wise to wait a little longer.

Also, remember the tip that I gave
you in principle four – you don’t
always have to delete data; you can
often just anonymise it, allowing you
to run high-level analysis.

6 Integrity and confidentiality
This last principle often makes the
headlines when firms suffer large
fines and bad publicity over sloppy
data security. It requires data
processors to handle data “in a
manner that ensures appropriate
security of personal data, including
protection against unauthorised or
unlawful processing and against
accidental loss, destruction or
damage, using appropriate technical
or organisational measures”.

But notice the word “appropriate”.
What constitutes appropriate
security? It’s all down to the nature
of the data. You’ll be in much deeper
water if you leak things such as
sexual health information or
details about a person’s criminal
convictions, as opposed to
divulging what type of car they

drive or where they do their weekly
shop. While the latter pieces of
information still need protecting,
the word “appropriate” introduces
a scale.

The size of your company and your
cybersecurity budget won’t be seen as
a defence here. If you’re handling very
sensitive data then a one-man-band
company needs to take as much care
of it as a big PLC. Also, integrity and
confidentiality goes way beyond
cybersecurity. It isn’t just about
keeping the hackers out; it also
covers accidental loss of data, or
unauthorised use. So you need both
policies and systems to ensure that
only authorised staff have access to
personal data, and you should also be
able to demonstrate that you review
these on a regular basis.

Of all of the GDPR principles this is
the one that’s most worrying for many
firms, as the fines for any breach are
up to 20 million euros, or 4% of your
turnover. Ouch!

As I mentioned at the start of the
column, GDPR is a big and complex
subject, and one that can easily make
your head spin. But if you take these
six principles that form the backbone
of the regulation as a starting point,
and try to understand what they’re
trying to achieve, you’ll be most of
the way there.

One final note of caution is to
beware of training courses appearing
to offer official GDPR certification.
In the UK, only the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) can
create the necessary certifying bodies,
and at the time of writing, it hasn’t

done so. So, none of these so-called
certified qualifications have any
official standing. Don’t get me
wrong, there is good training out
there – it just doesn’t pretend to be

“Customer
interaction is an
important part
of deciding
when to remove
personal data”

ABOVE Good network
hygiene and
protection will
become more
important than ever
due to huge potential
fines for preventable
breaches

@PaulOckenden
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“Itwasn’tthatsearchesweren’t
returningresults;theywere
returningtoomanyresults”
Sam reveals how his consulting company, through the setting of a few
basic rules, managed to re-instill a client’s confidence in SharePoint

“Metadata is like
flossing your
teeth: everyone
knows it’s a
good thing to do,
but it can feel
like a chore”

“Whenever somebody tells
me the information I
need is on SharePoint,

my heart sinks” began one focus
group participant: “I know I’ll never
find it”. There were nods of agreement
around the room, with comments that
SharePoint wasmaking teamwork
harder rather than easier.

This was part of a workshop I was
running for a client to see how its
teams could workmore effectively.
The client had introducedMicrosoft
Office 365 18months ago, driven by
expectations that it would streamline
work. Now disillusionment had set in,
with low levels of adoption and a fear
that the organisationwas creating a
sprawlingmess of information
without a clear plan or governance.
My consulting company had been
asked to help get things back on track.

When employees say they can’t
find things, it can be for a number of
reasons, from a poor search engine to
the information being locked away on
a personal hard drive. For this client,
one of themain issues was that people
didn’t knowwhere they should put
items in the first place. It wasn’t that
searches weren’t returning results;
they were returning toomany results
that all looked like the same document
with different dates and name
variations. People had no confidence
that they had the right one.

Workshops and
shop windows
To help them, we introduced some
basic ground rules on “what goes
where?” This meant differentiating
between documents that were
work-in-progress by a team, and
those that were for sharingmore
widely.We told the client that
work-in-progress should live on a
team site in Office 365 SharePoint,

and that finished content should be
published on intranet pages.

To explain this to teammembers,
we used the analogy of workshops and
shopwindows. Imagine you run a
business making sofas. You’d build
them out of sight in a workshop.
Your SharePoint team site is like a
workshop for documents at the
collaboration stage, where you
havemultiple drafts, contributors
and comments.

Once your sofa is made, you don’t
invite potential customers into the
workshop saying, “mind the glue;
ignore that sofa; it may look finished,
but it isn’t”. Instead, youmove it to a
shopwindow to indicate that “this is a
finished product”. In the sameway, a
finished document – such as a policy,
intended for wider consumption –
should be formally published to a shop
window site where everyone has
access. If you update the document,
you do that in the workshop and then
publish it again when ready.

A place of your own
What the client ended upwithwas a
series of sites that followed consistent
templates. We had “By X for X”, such
as “By HR for HR”, whichwas the
collaboration space for HR
professionals andwas restricted. Then

we had “By X for everyone”, which
was an area on the intranet accessible
to all, such as “HR policies and
processes” for the finished article.
Another client took a slightly different
approach: each shopwindow site had
a link in the corner called “Inside”, so
the page about Marketing had an
“Inside Marketing” link to take
marketing teammembers into
their private site.

Although the publishing step
initially felt likemore work for the
teams, they soon realised searches
weremuch-improved because only
the definitive versions of a document
were visible to everyone. People also
started to feel more at ease to share
drafts on SharePoint rather than as
email attachments, because they
understood that the workshop space
was visible only to their teammates.

OneDrive drip tips
We offered half-day training sessions
to all staff, but uptake was low.
People didn’t see the need to take so
much time out of their day. Amore
successful tactic was to target team
leaders and project managers,
arming themwith time-saving tips
that they could drip-feed to their
teammembers.

The first winning tip was to get
people to use OneDrive to synchronise
their files from SharePoint. Users
often complain that sharing files via
SharePoint is too slow for them; this
is a way to overcome that objection.
People tend to think of OneDrive as
being personal storage, like Dropbox.
However, OneDrive for Business
will also synchronise a SharePoint
document library so that it’s
accessible though the regular
Windows File Explorer.

Microsoft has recently introduced
“OneDrive Files On-Demand”, so you

RIGHT You don’t have
to download a whole
SharePoint team site
to sync it
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ABOVE Teams allows
you to have instant
messaging
segregated by
groups and channels

BELOW If you can’t
find a document but
know the owner’s
name, Delve can help

can access files through the desktop,
but not have to download everything
in advance. Instead, you select which
files are always available offline; the
rest are visible in Explorer, but only
downloadedwhen you access them.

Our secondwinning tip was
drag-and-drop formetadata.
Metadata is like flossing your teeth:
everyone knows it’s a good thing to
do, but it feels like toomuch of a
chore. The advantage for team
collaboration is that you can add a
column to a document library to track
status such as “Draft”, “Reviewed”
and “Published”. This makes it easier
tomanage a large document collection
compared tomoving files between
folders. It’s alsomore robust than
changing the filename (I bet we’ve all
had files called “ProPosalDraFT Final

v.0.99 commenTeD.Docx”).
Historically in SharePoint, when

you added a file, a dialog box popped
up asking you to fill in an off-putting
form. But now, if you set up a view to
group documents bymetadata, then
when you drag a new file into that
group it will automatically be tagged
with “draft”, “reviewed” and so on.

Office 365 Delve
Even once we had our client’s teams
set up to work in a uniformway, we
hadn’t eliminated all the issues
associated with locating documents.
When somebody sends you a draft
document as an email attachment,
there’s no ambiguity. But if they
embrace the idea that all collaboration
documents stay on SharePoint, it’s
more of a chore to send someone a
precise link.We found people would
send amessage saying, “Can you
comment on the latest version of the
Megacorp Presentation on
SharePoint?”, leaving it to the
recipient to track it down.

This is where the Office 365 Delve
tool becomes handy, because it
allows you to perform
people-centric searches. If the
request was from Lidia, you
can go to Lidia’s Delve profile
and see all the files that you
jointly have access to, and
whichwere recently changed.
It will even show files that
were sent as email
attachments.We’re
encouraging our client’s team
leaders to spread the word.

We’re all talk
During the focus group Imentioned at
the very start of this article, I often
heard the words: “I’d rather just send
emails to workwith the team; it’s a lot
easier”. But then they’d go on to say,
“I get far toomay emails in a day”.

Withinmy own company, we’ve
been experimenting withMicrosoft
Teams as a way to cut down on email.
It has worked so well that we plan to
introduce it to the client as a next step.

Teams is Microsoft’s answer to the
Slack tool. We’ve tried both, and
foundmoving from Slack to Teams
pretty straightforward. The big win
with Teams is that it integrates with
all the other parts of Office 365. For
example, when you set up a group
to define themembers of your team or
department, that same set of
permissions applies across Teams,
your SharePoint team site and even a
sharedmailbox, if youwant it. This

makes it easier tomanage the
membership across services.

We use Teams for internal chats,
similar to instantmessaging on
Skype orWhatsApp. Rather than
send a query via an email to a CC list,
we post it on Teams.We can often
resolve issues with a few quick
messages back and forth.

Teamsworks in a browser, on
mobile apps and on a desktop client.
There’s a risk that you overload
people with constant alerts, though.
One person described this type of tool
as “like being in ameeting with no end
and no agenda”. To cut down on the
noise, we have different teams for
different groups of people: one per
client project, for example, and
separate threads for social,
administration andmarketing.
Within each team you can set up
channels to groupmessages by topic.
This is similar to having a persistent
subject for an email thread.

You can Favourite and Follow
channels to tailor the alerts you get.
You can also @mention someone in a
post to get their attention. It isn’t all
rosy, though.

We’re still learning how to handle
conversations that begin as an email
from a client. The instinct is to
forward it to the teamwith a comment
rather than discuss it on a channel.

We also find some requests get
lost in all the alerts when a
conversation is very active. Unlike
an email that you can leave in your
inbox as a to-do reminder, there’s no
easy way to keep a post pinned to your
feed in Teams.

sam@clearbox.co.uk

“We’ve been
experimenting
with Teams as a
way to cut down
email – it’s
worked well”
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“I’vediscoveredthattheIsraelicyber
industryisaclose-knitcommunity–
andineffectfeedsitself”
Davey goes in search of interesting cybersecurity firms, and uncovers the
link between the Israeli army and the most innovative security startups

Iappreciate that life as a journalist-
cum-consultant can be perceived
as being at the glamorous end of

the tech occupation spectrum, and
that work trips to far-flung
destinations do little to dilute that
viewpoint. The truth, of course, is less
exciting: arriving at airports earlier
than Theresa May on a Brexit mission;
long transatlantic flights in cattle
class; and listening tomen in suits
telling you the same thing othermen
in suits told you last week.

On occasion, however, things are
different. As it was when I found
myself travelling not to San Francisco
or Las Vegas, but to the Silicon Valley
of theMiddle East: Tel Aviv. How
successful is Israel in cybersecurity
innovation exactly? As 2017 drew to a
close, there were around 500 startups
in Israel in the “cyber” sector alone,
and this sector provided an annual
revenue of around $4 billion, with
$0.5 billion of venture capital
being invested. So, quite successful.

As the guest of Amichai Shulman,
co-founder of Imperva and a veteran
of the IT security business, I was in Tel
Aviv not only to visit the Imperva
Defense Center andmeet with various
security researchers, but also to get a
feel for whatmakes Israel such a force
in the global cybersecurity industry.
Not only would I get to knowmore
about how Imperva operates, but
I’d also discover a bunch of
other cyber players in the
area, inmeetings with the
leading Israel-based
venture capital outfits
and academics in the
security field.

It’s only right that
I start my roundup
with amention of
Imperva, a “second-
generation” security

company founded in 2002, and one
that was largelymotivated by the first
generation such as Check Point and
Finjan. Indeed, Imperva co-founder
Shlomo Kramer was also a co-founder
of Check Point.

Imperva is a data and application
security solutions company, with
revenues of more than a quarter of a
billion US dollars. Youmight think
this puts it in the upper echelons of
the security biz – as indeed it does –
but this doesn’t make it too big for its
boots. I quickly discovered that the
Israeli cyber industry is a close-knit
community, and in effect feeds itself.

So just as Check Point both
inspired and helped create an
environment within which Imperva
could be created (including the
provision of skilled employees), so
Imperva is now doing the same for
the third wave of cyber companies. As
I walked the streets of Tel Aviv from
one office building to another in the
company of Amichai, I was struck by
howmany people came up to him and
shook his hand or said hello. All, it
turns out, former employees now
involved in building other security
outfits. There’s no sense of
competition; rather one of
collaboration and community.

There’s an excellent reason for
this, and it’s called Unit 8200. That

there’s no shortage of
enthusiastic and skilled

young people looking
to bothwork in the
security research
field andwith the
entrepreneurial drive
to create their own
startups can be
traced directly back
to this military
intelligence division
of the Israel Defense
Force (IDF). Many of

the people I met with in
Tel Aviv refer to this as a

“wannapreneurial”
culture, although

“militarypreneurial” would be

just as appropriate.With compulsory
conscription in Israel, and the
political background (which I won’t
delve into beyond saying it creates a
security-conscious – obsessed even –
population), this provides a ready-
made stream of fully trained and eager
people within three or four years as
their term of service expires.

Unit 8200 is the highly specialised
cyber-intelligence section of the IDF,
and the largest unit of anywithin the
IDF itself. It’s comprised primarily of
18 to 21-year-olds, chosen because of
their computing skills. Theywork
together in small teams, andmuch of
what they do is based upon a notion of
self-learning, where they’re given the
basic tools to do a job and then “get
creative” from there.

Prettymuch everyone I spoke to
duringmy time in Tel Aviv had been a
member of Unit 8200; some had even
risen to the highest command roles,
including the former head of the unit.
They all agreed that a combination of
solving big problems in small teams
with limited resources put them in
good stead for employment in the
commercial world once they left the
military. That, alongwith the IDF
apparently encouraging these 8,200
recruits not to be afraid to question
authority, is what gives them the
edge when it comes to creating
successful startups.

Amichai himself hits upon the
main ingredient in this recipe for
cyber success: churn. Unit 8200works
with inexperienced youngsters and
“grooms” those with the necessary
entrepreneurial qualities to be
successful within it. “We havemany
people at a young age,” Amichai told
me, “who are highlymotivated, highly
trained andwho feed the industry,
creating innovation in the space.”

The results, however controversial,
speak for themselves. Unit 8200 is
widely accepted to have been behind
both the Duqumalware family,
originally used to spy upon
negotiations concerning the Iran
nuclear deal back in 2014, and the
Stuxnet worm that ground Iranian
nuclear facilities to a halt in 2010.
Interestingly, unlike the NSA, which
it’s often comparedwith, Unit 8200
doesn’t appear to have a problemwith
leakage of tools and techniques.

So, what did I discover about actual
cybersecurity products and research
duringmy brief week in the sun?
Talking to Amichai, I learned he has a
personal research project (one of
many) that’s looking at the potential
for hacking using “intelligent” voice
systems such as Cortana, Google

BELOW Amichai
Shulman is a veteran
of the Israeli
cybersecurity scene
– and a famous face
among Israeli security
startups
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ABOVE Ay Karamba!
Complex car security
delivered by the
simplest of ideas…

BELOW Ondot lets you
take control of your
credit card security

Assistant and Siri. He
may be on to something
here. The notion that
these services not only
know a lot about you and
your habits, but also
interface directly with
your local machine and
the cloud, means that
they could be used for
some kind of “vocal
malware”; this is both
possible and frightening.
I suspect we might be
hearing more on this in
the coming months as the
bad guys find ways to
exploit these services
beyond the obvious and
relatively harmless.

Notable startups
Given my naturally cynical nature,
my meeting with startup Silverfort
was always going to be interesting.
Its product promises to secure
authentication across the enterprise
(on-premises, in the cloud, or in a
hybrid environment) without making
changes to client devices or servers, or
modifying user behaviour – or even
installing any software agents or
hardware gateways.

What it does require is the
deployment of a “virtual appliance”
in the cloud or on-premises. This
acts as a mapping-cum-discovery
tool for all accounts and resources
across the business. Then it simply
monitors all authentication and
authorisation requests, and
intervenes if the real-time analysis
detects any identity-related
vulnerabilities or compromised
accounts. One to watch for 2018.

Another startup worthy of mention
that I came across during my next visit
just down the road is YL Ventures,
which specialises in “early stage
cyber” companies. One of the partners
there, Ofer Schreiber, introduced me
to David Barzilai, the chairman and
co-founder of Karamba Security.
David was keen to reveal the “carwall
autonomous security hardening”
process that can secure almost any
vehicle against cyber-attacks by
protecting just four of the on-board
Engine Control Units (ECUs).

Since ECUs aren’t designed to be
changed by the car owner – unlike
servers in a datacentre, for example –
David took the approach of securing
them by ensuring they run in a factory
state and only communicate with
pre-authorised peer systems.
Anything that deviates from this – any
foreign code, any in-memory attack

– is simply blocked or ignored. It’s a
seal-detect-prevent strategy that’s
impressive thanks to the simplicity
of the idea; and implementation, for
that matter.

It first identifies and maps all
the legit binaries and function calls,
then checks all operations in run-
time. Since it’s embedded within
the ECU itself, it has a negligible
operating overhead when it comes
to performance impact. No false
positives, no developer interventions
as the algorithm itself generates the
security policy, and it supports all
ARM and Intel processors, Linux,
QNX and AutoSAR operating systems.

What’s more, this autonomous
security has been extended into the
vehicle networks by protecting the
communications to the ECUs. This
prevents physical hacking into the
car, or impersonating as a legit source
to send malicious commands. With
car hacking making the headlines
already, and self-driving cars only
increasing the stakes, Karamba is
one of the most impressive security
innovations I’ve seen in recent years.
Not least since the process could also
feasibly be deployed outside of the
automobile sector and into industrial
IoT products, for example.

Back to California
Just to compound my “globe-
trotting journo” image further, I’ll
finish on a firm I came across
while on a visit to the
real Silicon Valley a few
months ago. Ondot Systems
didn’t impress me at first,
mainly because I didn’t
understand what it did.
That was my fault,
not the company’s – I
switched off during
the initial
presentation, which

was a Dragon’s Den-style competition
thing for tech companies.

However, when I got to talk to
the people behind the product, it all
became clearer. The product in
question is CardControl, which is
designed to give debit and credit
cardholders a level of control that’s
been sorely missing up until now.

My original dismissal came from
the thought that we don’t need to
geofence card usage, or block a card
when we see it’s being used by
someone else or somewhere else –
the banks do that kind of fraud
discovery pretty well already.
Indeed, most of us will have been
through the “card declined” dance
at some point, requiring a call from
the fraud department to check a
transaction was you before a
temporary block on the card is lifted.
These blocks are unlikely to be
random, but rather the result of an
algorithm spotting an anomaly in
usage and triggering an alert.

More often than not it’s a false
alarm, and an inconvenient one at
that; but every now and then it will be

the real deal. Like when I’d
returned from a stay in a
boutique hotel in San

Francisco (I’m really not
helping myself here, am I?)

and a compromised PoS
machine had cloned my

account number resulting in
someone spending a grand in

Texas.
CardControl isn’t intended to

replace these kind of checks, but
to enhance them. If, by using an

app, I could see where and what my
card is being used for, then I could

allow or decline that transaction
myself. What’s more, by simply
“drawing” a circle around a location
– be that a city or a country – I could
literally ring-fence where a

“If, by using an
app, I could see
where and
what my card is
being used for,
I could allow
or decline that
transaction
myself”

Not least since the process could also 
feasibly be deployed outside of the 
automobile sector and into industrial 
IoT products, for example.

Back to California
Just to compound my “globe-
trotting journo” image further, I’ll 
finish on a firm I came across 

real Silicon Valley a few 
months ago. Ondot Systems 
didn’t impress me at first, 
mainly because I didn’t 
understand what it did. 
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literally ring-fence where a 
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transaction is allowed from. By
correlating the cardholder and the
merchant location, an additional layer
of security is added to the process. The
system also allows for spending limits
to be set by the holder, and parents
or businesses can define these on a
card-user basis. Or how about adding
controls for transaction types, or
merchant categories?

The app itself is intuitive, both for
setting control preferences and
understanding the alerts generated. In
the US, it’s already proved successful,
but has yet to become an option in the
UK. Ondot CEO Vaduvur Bharghavan
toldme that could change soon, with
the consumer services platform being
made available to UK and European
banks. Given that our banks are
hardly quick to embrace change, I’m
not expecting to see CardControl as
an option any time soon. But when it
does become available, I maywell be
towards the front of the queue...

To finish back on home territory,
I have a question from a reader, the
answer to which could well be of
interest to a wider audience. “I’m
looking for a decent antivirus scanner
that both runs and resides on a USB
flash drive,” wrote Peter Morys, “and
it preferably needs to be free. Is there
such a thing?”

Yes – in as far as any antivirus or
malware-scanning engine can be
said to be reliable, that is. I used to
recommend a commercial product
(with a 30-day free trial) called
Hitman Pro Kickstart, but this has
been discontinued. My second
favourite option is still available:
ClamWin. Admittedly, it’s a bit of a
pain to install as a portable app, but

Continued from previous page

Steve is a consultant
who specialises in
networks, cloud, HR
and upsetting the
corporate apple cart

@stardotpro
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“It’sstaggeringhowfewpeople
havefollowedupthisstorywhenyou
considerhowlargeathreatitposed”
WannaCry is no longer an active threat, but you should still remove the
code from your PCs. Plus, the case of the disappearing printer

I ’m surprised there hasn’t yet
been a round in a TV quiz show
based on ransomware. The field

of knowledge required to understand
the threat is varied and quirky, while
it’s popular enough that weird,
twistedmyths circulate about what
you should dowhen an infection
becomes apparent.

This is a clearmarker that we
should help people understand how
to combatmalwarewhen it reaches
them – and the traditional forms of
mass communication aren’t working.
Having a newspaper quote a public
sectormanager saying that the
infected PC “shook, and smoke came
out” when the infection took hold
isn’t going to help anyone understand
anything – except possibly the
number of public sectormanagers
whowould, under pressure, kneel
before their PC and beg its forgiveness.

My question for the quiz show
would be this: “What was themethod
bywhichWannaCrywas shut down?”
It’s staggering how few people have
followed up this story when you
consider how large a threat it posed
to the lives of NHS patients. Even
worse is the number
of people whomake a
burbling, incomplete
guess, or those who
play the, “wewere
alright; our blokes are
good and they said
they fixed it” card.

WannaCry
was stopped by a
researcher who
–more or less at
random – found a
domain name in the
payload. He checked
to see if it was
registered. It wasn’t,
so he registered it
himself. The infector
instantly shut down.

Fantastic news
– but this approach
had its own knock-on
effects. I’m sure that

some of those great local support
people who cured the infectionwith
amysterious, local flourish of their
hands across a keyboardwere just
taking advantage of the dormancy of
the infector, and had in fact done
nothingmore than leave it in place.

That meansWannaCry is still out
there, in places that haven’t followed
the actual removal instructions.
You can get a flavour for why these
might not be followed by reading
through the 23-step process on
BleepingComputer (pcpro.
link/282bleep). The author goes so
far as to include a note of sympathy:
“This removal guidemay appear
overwhelming due to the amount
of the steps and numerous programs
that will be used.”

It’s no surprise tome that lots of
people are – at least for now – happy to
rely on the registered DNS name being
enough to hold the code still, without
establishing whether they should be
deep-cleaning their machines to
eradicate all signs of the infection.

It’s worth looking in some depth at
the wholematter of DNS names and
infections. Thewebwould be a very

BELOW You can
be sure your PC is
WannaCry-free
by following the
23-step process on
BleepingComputer

davey@happygeek.com

ABOVE ClamWin is driven by ClamAV and can be
used as a portable app on a stick
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“WannaCry is
still out there,
in places
that haven’t
followed the
actual removal
instructions”

odd, not to say shrunken, place
without domain names. Not just
because they’remorememorable
than some IP addresses (some!), but
because you can havemany domain
names all pointing at one IP, with the
resolution of which specific host or
service deferred until the traffic gets
inside the choke-point. DNS names
also come and go, or can be redefined
or have subdomains. It’s a vital
worldwide service that, thankfully,
takes no responsibility for what’s
beneath the hoodwhen someone
registers a domain name solely from
strings of obscenities, or whichmakes
no sense at all when read by humans.
It’s this latter kind that stopped
WannaCry.

DNS is also unusual in internet
services and protocols, because it has
been customised. One of our favourite
ISPs at PC Pro is Zen Internet. It gives
all its customer endpoints a synthetic
domain name,made out of the IP
address octets done backwards and
with the dots replaced by dashes. So
a device on 87.83.3.123might have a
DNS entry of 123-3-83-87.customer.
zen.co.uk. Zen is at liberty to do this
because it happens to be both the
registrant of the definitive DNS server
for its own domains, and the operator.
Custom entries are accommodated in
the original standard, and custom
behaviour is straightforward, since
DNS names are expected to require
activemanagement. Once that active
management had been donewith
some scripts, themoremodern use
of DNSwas a no-brainer.

Windows business PCs are a little
different, but not so different that
they deserve all the wailing and
moaning that internet nerds bestow
upon them. Themost interesting and
relevant part ofWindows DNS for
this discussion is that, increasingly,
Windowsmachines like to be able to
trace one another – not just by the first
part of their DNS name, nor even by
the Fully Qualified Domain Name
(FQDN). They like to be able to look up
the name by the address, and the
address by the name.

This is all permitted by the
standard thanks to structures called
Reverse Lookup Zones. However,
the process bywhich aWindows PC
registers itself with its DNS server is
only fully supported onWindows
DNS servers. Very small businesses
and home users tend to be supplicant
DNS users: their router and ISPwill
have DNS server settings, but don’t
necessarily allow home PC addresses
to pollute the name cache. For them,
the DNS is just there to figure out

how to reachwebsites, and a few
otherminor things. Besides which,
your PC’s home internet address isn’t
going to be reachable from outside –
or so you’d hope.

Which bringsme neatly to
quad9. net. For those who haven’t
left immediately to read a 50-page
website before continuing here, I
shall summarise. Quad9 is a new
public DNS server service, providing
name lookup on servers presented
at 9.9.9.9. The big and important
difference here is that Quad9
combines internet DNS lookupwith
a dynamically updated, widely
contributed-to blacklist system. If
a DNS entry becomes implicated in
malware in anyway, then Quad9
won’t translate it for you. It’s as if
bad sites don’t exist.

This is miraculous stuff – but not
without shortcomings, sincemalware
coders don’t need to think very
hard to come upwithworkarounds.
There’s already been enoughmalware
that manipulates your name lookup
source, or hardcodes alternative
destinations when they see “google.
com” typed into the browser, for
Quad9’s approach to be far from
completely foolproof.

But then it doesn’t have to be:
it must be a little better, shaving
some corners off themap of attack
methods and ruling out whole classes
of infector still around – even though
not necessarily at the absolute
leading-edge.

There are a lot of other advantages,
too. Quad9 has implemented a global
network of DNS servers that are
found by some routing hackery, so
when your router, PC or server asks
for “9.9.9.9”, it doesn’t get a

single enormous server with that
single, simple address. Instead, it
gets the closest machine, depending
on your country and the nature of
your connection.

DaveyWinder and I spent a few
days in the autumn in a hotel in
Silicon Valley. This wasn’t an invite
fromQuad9, but it was a fantastically
expensive experiment to prove a
simple effect: that hotel is about
as close as it can be to some of the
internet’s core resources and biggest
servers. Internet access from the
courtyard brunch bar was super-fast,
because wewere getting our name
lookups back about 20 times faster
thanwe’re used to seeing in the UK.
It doesn’t matter how fast your line
tests if your supplier is intentionally
delaying DNS queries, so that the
load on its connections are reduced.
We flew 10,000miles for a slightly
different purpose, but one of the
side-effects was to show just how
good it is to have a DNS close to you
in terms of net hops and bandwidth.
Puttingmy client networks on to
Quad9 has become a priority.

The mysterious case of
the disappearing printer
It should have been a pretty simple
project. Two shops, linked by a VPN
over DSL lines. Through the quiet
seasons, both shops were going to be
shelled and refurbished, with some
juggling of functions between the two
spaces. As is often the case, this bit of
pain and carpentry workwould be
accompanied by some ITwork too. A
nice new server, thankfully already
built, would be brought into service,
with none of the usual nonsense about
“little jobs” that needed doing on

ABOVE Forget cloud
nine: if you want an
easy way to boost
your business’
security, consider
switching to Quad9
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the database just when the database
wasn’t available.

Of course, the kind of little
database jobs that happen in a shop’s
off-season never really go away, and
neither are they little. They’re just
compressed into the few days
available between the paint being dry
in the buildings and peak season
starting. This meant all the carefully
stored-away server hardware had to
be put back – just as it had been before
– with both a new server and a new
network to accommodate.

This was a bigger challenge than I’d
anticipated. Of course, if everything
was in the cloud, there would have
been no problem. Or at least, no
problem if the database supplier
chose, ratified and implemented a
cloud-resident version in a fortnight.
Or no problem, if the local internet
provider showed any sign of
upgrading the cloud connections so
the entire province didn’t fall to its
knees once the tourists and their
smartphones arrived. So with those
two objections out of the way, I fell
to trying to work out how to get this
whole transition to function.

Eventually, I realised the best
trick was tomake use of VLANs.
Almost everybody’s internet router
claims to support themore exotic
forms of network segmentation: in
this case, I was using some Netgear
firewalls. These devices come in
with-Wi-Fi flavours andwithout,
but the firmware stays the same. You
can have a different subnet per
Ethernet port, or mix up subnets
betweenwired andwireless. Each
subnet is associated with a VLAN
number, and can have its ownDHCP
server. But there’s noway I saw of
managing tagged versus untagged
packets, or of having several VLANs
overlap on a single port – there’s
just a tickbox that says “allow
inter-vlan traffic”.

So I ticked it, setting up the second
Ethernet port as the IP range that used
to be down the other end of the VPN
between the two shops. The VPNwas
then redefinedwith a previously
unused IP range for the old shop.
This was so that uninterrupted
moneymaking could continue, in the
shop that was fully operational, even
while the old kit from the unfinished
shopwas being humped up and down
themain street. So I had three IP

ranges to remember: x.y.10.z being
my original; x.y.11.z being the new
building; and x.y.12.z being the
work-in-progress.

All the PCs put in the new office
were on the 11 network. Most of the
printers they’d usedwere in store,
waiting for the 12 network to be fully
operational. All I had to dowas add
a new port to the installed default
printer, to connect across my VLAN
to the now-local Lexmark theywere
all intending to use. Except it didn’t
quite work: I’d come back after a day
or two and onemachine – only that
one – had stopped its Print Spooler
service. I couldn’t see what had
stopped it, but then it would just start
and be fine until the next reboot.

Themystery deepened after the
first few diagnostic moves appeared
contradictory. I could easily see the
printer’s webmanagement page
across the VLANs, but evenwhen the
spooler restarted with the page up, it
wouldn’t stay there. That’s despite
the other PC in the office traversing
the VLANwithout any such issues. It
had to be something in the software
config.Worryingly, any attempt to
remove the installed printer met with
abject failure.

Normally, this is a red flag for an
ongoing infection; but I had doubts.
Some of the installed printers weren’t
reachable, because theywere in a
stack of shipping containers round the
back of a building site. Even though
this shouldmean that their drivers
and instances on the company PCs
were uninvolved, I was intrigued:
Windows has long had all kinds of
quirks around networked printers.

In the end, it turned
out to be one of those
modern versions of an
obscure Morris-dancing
ritual. Printers would
only finally disappear
from the list if they
were deleted, and then
the half-hidden option
to also delete all
associated driver files
and user data was chosen.
And if I didn’t then run
the Registry-cleaning
part of CCleaner before
rebooting, they’d all
come back again
afterwards. Users, I
can report, get a bit
jumpywhen they see
you going for your 20th
reboot in amorning.
The offending driver
and config combination
was for an old HP

multifunction device. You know,
the kind of printer that has a low-
speed scanner stuck on top, and
which expects to drop scanned
documents on a nearby PC’s hard
disk, in an exchange of network
traffic that these days looks
remarkably like a trojan or hacker.

Although I didn’t have any specific
errormessages to go on (a “lost
connection toMFD”message would
have been nice), the fact that the
spooler service would be down and
the printers couldn’t be changed
pointed to a radical clear out of the
Drivers folder. If a driver has been
completely removed, the chances are
it won’t interrupt the spooler on the
next restart. You can see instructions
for this in a number of places: pcpro.
link/282clear1 is the usual poorly
phrased boilerplate fromMicrosoft,
but themore wide-ranging and
graphical walkthrough at pcpro.
link/282clear2 is probablymore
useful to the less technical person.

Directly after I wrestled this
archaic and frankly stupid problem
to a solution, I received a call from a
former colleaguewhowas faced
with non-responsive Excel sheets
heavily dependent on VBA code. An
update to the company’s security
platform had suddenly rendered all
this code inoperative. It seems that
an absence of error reporting isn’t
limited to printers. I didn’t expect
that this would be where 30 years
of PCwrangling would leaveme at
the start of 2018 – but adding error
messages to other people’s products is
becomingmore andmore important!

“The kind of
little database
jobs that happen
in a shop’s
off-season
never really
go away – and
neither are
they little”

ABOVE Now you see
it, now you don’t: my
disappearing printer
was due to the
malware-like way an
old HP MFP sent files
across the network

cassidy@well.com
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Free six-month
trial of GDPR
compliance tools

Getting ready for GDPR? We’ve
teamed up with GDPR365, a
service that aims to give firms all
the tools they need to comply

Why we partnered with GDPR365
PC Pro does not receive any money if you take up this offer. The reason we partnered with GDPR365 is
that it’s offering a solution to a problem faced by many of our readers, who may not be in the position to
hire their own data protection officer (see p106).

With the General Data
Protection Regulation
(GDPR) deadline fast
approaching, we’ve

teamed upwith GDPR365 (gdpr365.
com) to offer PC Pro readers free
access to its suite of tools to prepare
your company for compliance.

After a short self-assessment
exercise, you’ll gain access to tools for
managing all the key aspects of GDPR,
whether that’s handling data breach
incidents, creating new governance
policies or offering tailored training
assets for your employees.

The reports provide visibility and
accountability, with complete
oversight of all compliance issues.
In particular, you will be able to:

Manage data protection via the
web interface
Demonstrate compliance through
central record-keeping tools
Measure impact and show your
progress towards compliance

GDPR365 normally charges amonthly
subscription fee for this service,
dependent upon your business size
and complexity. This costs from £49
permonth. However, youwill have a
unique opportunity to trial the service
for sixmonths before deciding
whether to pay a penny.

RIGHT See at a glance
how compliant you
are in the key areas

Find out more by visiting
pcpro.link/282gdpr

RIGHT The site
includes helpful video
guides to explain
unfamiliar terms and
how to set things up
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Watching elite athletes run,
leap and score, it’s hard to
imagine there’s much room

for improvement, but the Internet of
Things, Big Data and virtual reality are
shaving milliseconds from sprinters,
extending the jump of Olympians
– and helping your favourite striker
put the ball in the net.

That’s before bionics change sports
forever, with predictions that the
sprinters at the next summer
Olympics could be outperformed by
an athlete at the Paralympics.

It all starts with data collection,
which shouldn’t be a shock. The film
Moneyball was based on the true story
of Oakland Athletics’ team manager
outwitting rivals with data science –
and that was in 2002. Fast forward
to 2018 and the combination of
always-on sensors and connectivity
takes the idea several leaps forward.

“The big initial change was testing
work rate through GPS tracking,” said
Rebecca Hopkins, CEO of the Sports
Technology Awards. It started with
companies such as Catapult Sports,
an Australian startup that began
tracking athletes with GPS in 2006.
This took training research out of
laboratories and onto the field – in
this case, the fields of the Australian

Football League, although the
technology is now used by the NBA,
NFL and many more.

Today, ever more accurate sensors
are worn by athletes at all levels, from
couch-to-5K amateurs to marathon
runners. “This evolved into recording
aspects of health and performance
such as hydration, recovery, sleep
levels, jump capability, hit force and
so on,” noted Hopkins. “This is used to
make decisions such as how to avoid
injury, understand the best times to
make substitutions and how to
structure individual training.”

Virtual sports
Training isn’t all about timing the
body – it’s about teaching athletes the
best way to react in specific situations
as well as learn from their mistakes.
Coaches have long shown players the
video of a match to highlight mistakes
or learn how an opponent
operates. That’s now
done in much more
detail thanks to
360-degree video
and VR.

“VR is already being
used in training, both
enabling athletes to
prepare or using it to

Slug SectionheadSlug SectionheadFutures
We explore the trends and technologies that are set to shape the future

Taking sport to the next level
How VR, Big Data and other tech
could change sport forever p124

Will holograms and VR kill TV?
Could new innovations finally
win over fans at home? p127

The tech-savvy Olympic Games
How South Korea has embraced
tech in its Winter Olympics p128

help them replay a game-time
situation and understand what they
could have done better,” said
Hopkins. That includes letting a
cyclist better visualise a route, bumps
and all. “When Team GB cyclists go
around a particular corner, [VR] lets
them know where the kerb is and so
on,” said futurist Matthew Griffin.
“While it’s not necessarily as good as
being out there, it allows athletes to
learn the different layouts of roads or
pitches.” There’s also a psychological
element: players can practise ignoring
a stadium full of boos or cheers.

Virtual reality can let athletes
replay a failed moment by putting
them back into a virtual version of the
game as an avatar. But that’s only the
beginning, noted Griffin. “Virtual

reality lets you replay and
learn from our mistakes,
but where we’re starting to
move to is being able to put
professional sports men
and women against
artificially intelligent
real-time environments.”

It’s like playing a
computer game against

BELOW Catapult
Sports’ tech tracks
football players using
GPS, helping to get an
idea of how they’re
performing

Taking sport
to the next level
Nicole Kobie explains how VR, Big Data and
other new technologies are boosting training
and performance of the world’s top athletes

or learn how an opponent reality lets you replay and 
learn from our mistakes, 
but where we’re starting to 
move to is being able to put 
professional sports men 
and women against 
artificially intelligent 
real-time environments.”

computer game against 

technology is now used by the NBA, 
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a virtual character, with firms such as
STRIVR offering immersive digital
training environments, letting
athletes practise without wearing out
their bodies. It’s like a realistic video
game to rehearse for the real thing.

“AIs are starting to ingest and learn
knowledge about players, tactics and
so on – there’s a huge database,” said
Griffin. “There aremillions of hours
of NFL footage, of Premier League
footage.” That means coaches and
managers can analyse what works and
doesn’t for their teams and opponents,
tweaking strategy as required to win
– that’s already being trialled with the
NFL, thanks to researchers at Oregon
State University.

Artificial coaches
Such an approach limits the AI to
hunting out the best tactics from
existing games, meaning it’s capped at
what we humans can come upwith.
The next step is lettingmachines come
upwith their own ideas.

“Themajority of modern AI will go
back in time, look at a lot of footage,
and see that Manchester United, for
example, won this game because they
used a specific strategy,” Griffin said.
“That’s artificial intelligence that
analyses human strategies and replays
them.Where we’re starting to see
some stunning advancements is
where you give artificial intelligence
the rules of the game and nothing else,
and let it run its own simulations and
let it create its own strategies.

“Some of the strategies are
completely alien – things wewouldn’t
have thought of before,” Griffin
added. “When you start taking away
human preconceptions and ideas, and
start letting these alien AIs look at it

through their own eyes to create their
own strategies, some of those are just
staggering. Even the coaches are like:
‘I’d never have come upwith that
strategy, it’s so random’. Andwhen
they play them, theywork.” And if
they dowork, expect to seemore
AI-based surprises in sport soon.

Uneven playing field
Double-digit performance boosts
from tech could lead to an uneven
playing field, and sporting bodies
have banned innovations before. Back
in 2008, Speedo introduced LZR Racer
swimsuits made from a hydrophobic
material, which boosted swimmers’
performance by up to 2%. This led to
over 130world records falling in
two years, and the swimsuits were
banned as a “technological prothesis”,
noted Griffin.

But evaluating the performance
impact of virtual reality and analytics
isn’t as easy. “It’s one of the biggest
problems that sports organisers
have,” said Griffin.

Regardless of what organising
bodies do tomanage the growth of
tech in sports, expect it to continue
to shape competitions. “We’re
increasingly getting to the point
where technology is an advantage.
[If you approached] every football
team andOlympic team and told
them youwanted to take away all
their technology, they’ll kick
you off the field,” said Griffin.
“It’s difficult to argue that
technology gives one country
an unfair, technological
advantage.” British cyclists
maywell be benefiting fromVR,
but there’s nothing to stop other
teams from doing the same.

As is often the case with tech,
regulators are years behind the curve,
meaning that once they do take
action, teamsmaywell have already
moved onto newer techniques. “We
are in a technological arms race, and
some countries lead the way in these
technologies,” Griffin said. “The UK is
one of them. Look at the performance
of our cycling team at the last
Olympics – there were countries
saying you guys are cheating because
you’re too good.” That was down to
everything from new bikes, helmets
and slick skinsuits, to VR simulators.

What’s next?
The use of tech in sport will continue
to grow – themore data coaches and
trainers have, the further they can
push athletes. “Analytics is likely to
continue to develop, although it will
be hard to see what gaps have been left
to fill,” said Hopkins.

More data offers more
opportunities. Nanomaterials or

Runners now track their progress, but what if you had AI to
offer advice and support? That’s the idea behind British
startups TrainAsOne and social fitness app Racefully. Chris
Pointon, co-founder of Racefully, explains the system.

How does it work?
“The training from TrainAsONE is powered by advanced
artificial intelligence, machine learning and Big Data
analysis of over 11 million kilometres of running that
precisely models each runner and their needs. Unlike
standard training calendars, there’s no problem if a user
misses a training run or chooses a different type of run
than the one in the plan. TrainAsOne’s AI automatically
adapts their future workouts to keep them on target.”

Who is this for?
“[Our] AI offers people of all levels: from those just
beginning their foray into running to elite athletes – access
to an adaptive, learning AI coach that provides live, in-run
coaching and dynamically adjusts each individual’s
programme based on their actual performance and
progress. Most other platforms only offer “static” training
plans that fail to take into account the user’s actual
performance. This is not only unhelpful, but also counter-
productive, resulting in people not training effectively and
increasing the risk of injury.”

Is this only for runners?
“Racefully has rolled out a new employee

wellbeing and engagement solution,
connecting groups together in company-

branded ‘Tribes’ who share challenges,
train or work towards goals together,
and participate in virtual events. Firms
with distributed teams or multiple
locations particularly benefit from the
new connections made across
departments and geographies.”

British sport startups:
TrainAsOne and Racefully

Collecting data is key to getting noticed by talent scouts. Spotters aims to
help young British football players get attention. Nii Cleland, CEO and co-
founder of Spotters, explains the social network for future football stars.

How does it work?
“Players can upload and share their matchday stats through infographics.
Based on these stats, achievements can be completed, such as earning the
‘Passmaster’ achievement for making ten assists. Players can add to their
journey by posting videos and photos, and create their own player profile.”

Who is this for?
“There are millions of boys and girls who achieve great things on the pitch,
but don’t get the spotlight. Only a small fraction of players will ever reach a
professional level – yet they still want to receive the same level of attention
as their favourite pros. Our vision is to expand to other sports and become
the global, digital platform for the next generation of sportspeople.”

When does Spotters launch?
“We are currently in an invite-only private beta. Whenever we release a major
update to the app, we onboard a new cohort.”

British sport startup: Spotters
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Watching the game still means
sitting down in front of the
TV or heading down the

pub, but that could be set to change
with VR, 360-degree video and even
higher-resolution broadcasts.

Of course, we’ve heard it all before:
remember 3D televisions? Once the
next big thing, a dearth of content and
the need to wear foolish-looking
glasses meant that the technology
stayed firmly on the bench.

However, broadcast sports have
seen plenty of change when it comes
to how we watch. Thanks to smart TVs
and over-the-top (OTT) viewing,
when content owners such as
Eurosport sell directly to fans, we’re
more likely to pick and choose our
matches, rather than buy a complete
package from the likes of Sky or BT.

In June 2017, the Broadcasters
Audience Research Board noted that

reactive materials could change
sports as much as the Speedo
swimsuit impacted swimming.
Such gear will heat up or cool
down to help keep an athlete at the
right temperature, for example,
looking at indicators such as
respiration. That’s helped by soft
sensors that can be embedded into
fabrics, analysing everything from
how much salt or water an athlete
loses to minutiae of posture and
position. “The more data we get from
athletes, the more we can feed back
into AI systems,” said Griffin.

However, some of the
advancements won’t be about
pushing sports men and women to
the next level, but protecting them
from harm. With concussions and
other physical damage making
headlines within the NFL and other
top sports, this is a key issue. “Athlete
welfare is – and needs to be – huge,”
said Hopkins. “Governing bodies have
a moral and financial imperative to
ensure athletes are well cared for and
tech can play a very effective part in
delivering this.”

The use of technology in sports
could become yet more invasive. Gene
profiling might reveal your potential
before you even start training, while
CRISPR DNA editing
could be used to boost the
effect of changes by
hacking how your body
works. Neurostimulation
could take virtual reality
training a step further,
using a brain-machine
interface to directly stimulate specific
parts of the brain to boost
performance – something Griffin said
the American ski jumping team has
already used to great effect using Halo
Neuroscience’s headsets to boost
muscle training.

“We’re not talking people who are
eating pies and doughnuts all day and
just make them a bit fitter,” said
Griffin. “These were Olympic athletes
that were already at the top of their
game.” In other words, brain training
could push sports to a new level.

And then there’s bionics: the
athletes already astounding us at the
Invictus games and Paralympics may
well dart ahead of their so-called
“able-bodied” peers.

“It’s been claimed that the
evolution of tech, such as blades for
runners, means that whilst the
Olympics will be about man’s
sporting endeavours, the Paralympics
will be about what man and tech can
achieve on the track,” said Hopkins.
“It is highly likely that in the next
Games, we will see a Paralympic
sprinter outperform the able-
bodied Olympians. That has to be
a very exciting prospect.”

average viewing of Premier League
football fell 14% for Sky TV and 2% for
BT, but that doesn’t capture the entire
picture, said Adam Davies, digital
solutions specialist at Cisco UKI.
“Viewership numbers aren’t dropping
– what’s being counted is dropping,
and that’s down to the fragmented
nature of how we view content.”

Sport is the broadcast segment
least likely to be time-shifted, or saved
to be watched later, and the market of
loyal fans still drives television
package deals – no wonder then that
BT and Sky paid more than £5 billion
between them for Premier League
broadcast rights back in 2015.

Alongside our televisions, we’re
also watching on mobile, thanks in
part to more robust data packages and
faster mobile broadband. That’s set to
grow as smartphone displays get even
better. “The iPhone X is effectively a

Will holograms
and virtual reality
kill the TV?
Technology companies want the attention of
sports fans, but so far they haven’t beaten
out the sofa and TV

“Governing bodies have
an imperative to ensure
athletes are well cared for
and tech can play a key part
in delivering this”
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banned LZR Racer
suits led to over 130
world records being
broken in two years
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ABOVE Team GB
cyclists have
embraced the latest
technology – to the
extent that other
teams have accused
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TV screen,” Davies said, noting its
OLED display.

Globally, the rise of cheap
smartphonesmeans anyone in the
world canwatch video of their
favourite team. “Thatmeans a wider
spread for sports,” Davies added,
pointing out that the combination of
sporting organisations directly selling
broadcast rights and online video
could widen their fan base. “OTT and
mobile mean national brands will
become global brands.”

What’s next? BT Sport broadcast
last year’s UEFA Champions League
final in 360-degree video for viewing
on YouTubewith Google Cardboard
or its own virtual reality app, but, so
far, VR and sport has been limited to
small experiments. So is 2018 the year
of VR, we asked futurist Matthew
Griffin? “No it isn’t,” he replied.
“Have a look at the technologies that
people use, they generally need to be
invisible – look at what happened
with 3D TVs.”

Davies agrees, saying he doesn’t
expect it to gomainstream for two
reasons. First, watching amatch is
often a communal experience, and
donning a clunking headset can get in
the way of sitting on the settee with
friends, sharing snacks and a beer.
Second, the content isn’t yet readily

“VR may become a premium
add-on, letting fans watch
from a particular vantage
point or experience the
game from on-pitch”

available. “For VR, you really need
4K,” Davies said.

While VRmay never be the default
way of following your favourite team,
it maywell become a premium
add-on, letting die-hard fans watch
from a particular vantage point or
experience the game from on-pitch,
Davies noted.

Of course, sport isn’t only about
watching in the front room, and
augmented reality andmobile
streaming could boost the stadium

experience, too. “How
often have youmissed a
goal because youwere
queuing for a beer,” asked
Davies, suggesting we
could follow along on
big-screen displays or via
our handsets. Plus,

phones could offer replays, let you
listen in to what the referee is saying,
or tap into the view from his body
cam, and augmented reality can pop
up key stats when pointed at a player.

All of the data collected by such
apps could also let fans knowwhich
toilets have the shortest queue, and
which exit is the least busy. “Stadia
are part of the smart city… you’d use
data tomanage parking, public
transport andmove traffic flows,”
Davies said.

Looking further ahead,
holograms could let you get up
close and personal to athletes,
although Griffin suggests that’s still
“a longway off being commercialised”.
Or how about haptic suits, which
could put you right in the action.
These let you feel what your favourite
player is experiencing – an idea
alreadymooted byWearable
Experiments’ “Alert Shirt”, which
vibrates during amajor play or when
a player scores.

And, yes, 3D TV could be back, as
even higher resolutions become
possible. “11K is such high definition
that it makes a 3D effect,” evenwithout
glasses, Griffin noted, with Samsung
promising to unveil such a television in
2018. Perhaps sports will get another
dimension after all.

ABOVE Experts agree
that VR football is still
a long way off: most
fans enjoy watching
the game together
and don’t want to
wear a huge headset
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First for 5G
Intel, Korea Telecom and local partners have
teamed up on the first official trial of 5G at the
Games, hoping to highlight the next-generation
standard’s potential for live video broadcasts. The
network will also be used to livestream from
bobsledders’ helmets for a dramatic view of that
sport, and transmit data from athletes’ wearable
devices. That’s possible using Korea Telecom’s
Time Slice, which has previously been
demonstrated showing figure skater Yuna Kim
from multiple angles at once, giving fans a perfect
view of her jumps and leaps.

The world’s most
tech-savvy Olympic
Games
The Winter Olympics take place between 9 and 25
February in South Korea, home of Samsung – and
naturally it’s embraced tech to the max

The Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang,
South Korea, won’t only feature the best
skiers and skaters, but top-end tech, too.
Here are the highlights of the robots,
networking and more on show at what will
surely be the highest-tech Olympic games yet
– helped along by a partnership with Intel.

Robots everywhere
The Olympic torch relay signals the
beginning of each round of the games, but
day 41 of the march to Pyeongchang
wasn’t quite the norm: a robot dubbed
HUBO made by the Korean Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology
punched through a wall, picked up the
torch, and carried it a few steps before
passing it off to its own designer,
professor Dennis Hong. The robot has
voice recognition, a vision system, and
can roll around or climb stairs, helping to
direct visitors and overcome language
barriers at the Games.

That’s not the only way the South
Korean games will use robotics: the
government has lined up security robots
that can both identify attackers and shoot
them on command, according to local
reports. On a less violent level, it plans to
use self-driving buses to ferry around
visitors and drones to make deliveries.

Virtual ski jumps
Those watching the Pyeongchang games in person
in South Korea can have a go at virtual reality
versions of snowboarding and bobsleigh, while
mixed-reality experiences using a headset will let
visitors try their hand at ski jumping. There will also
be an augmented reality app for directions.

For the rest of us watching at home, much of the
Games will be shown in 360-degree video, perfect
for VR headsets, with this Olympics the first to offer
a live broadcast in VR. Intel’s 360 Replay tech will
let fans rewatch the best moments from all angles.
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Onelastthing...

Beforemoving to the iPhone X, I was a very
happy user of the 7 Plus. The screenwas
superb, the battery life good, the storage

immense and the fingerprint reader worked so
well I didn’t think about it.

Along came the iPhone X, and Imanaged to
resist the temptation of buying one at launch. I
thought I’d wait awhile. Then it became clear
that several iOS apps were having problemswith
screen layout on the X, whichmeant I needed
to buy one for the lab. One such package, from a
well-knownUK company, claimed it had been
“optimised for iPhone X” for two versions before
its developers held a physical phone in their
hands.Would this train crash be repeated
amongst the broader developer community?

I movedmyworld from the 7 Plus to the X one
afternoon. It was physically smaller, but the
screen felt just as big because of its borderless
design. A good start. But once I tried out a few
apps, it became clear that the changes to the UI
weremore than just a few rearrangements. Now
iOS exists, essentially, on two platforms: the X
version, and the Everything Else version, which
includes the iPad.

To cut to the chase, I’m very tempted to dump
the iPhone X and go back to the 7 Plus. I’ve given
it a fair trial, having taken it around the world
twice now, and used it 24/7 asmy primary
pocket device for weeks.

Why the downbeat mood? Because I think
someone, somewhere in Apple decided that the
face recognition systemwas A Really Cool Thing
and decided tomake it work reliably.Which it
does, most of the time. And then Apple decided it
could differentiate itself from the rest of the
market by doing awaywith the fingerprint
reader altogether, despite having only recently
introduced it.

What was an interesting idea, andmost
certainly a good adjunct to the fingerprint
reader, suddenly turned into a crusade. Either
youwere a believer or youweren’t. If youwere a
believer, then youwould domost anything to
keep going down that road. Throw away
important status information at the top of the
screen?Why not? Change the way the side
buttonworks, even for ingrained tasks such as
power on and off? For sure! Tell developers
that they need to work to an entirely different

JonHoneyball
wonderswhether
theiPhoneXisa
workofgeniusor
ahugemistake

screen design, shape and aspect ratio? Theywill bemore than
delighted to comply!

In the past, someone had the balls to say, “sorry chaps, not good
enough”. And hewasMr Jobs. Today, the iPhone X has all the
hallmarks of an interesting solution to a not particularly important
problem that has snowballed out of proportion.

“But”, you splutter, “this is the future for the Apple platform!”
Really? Sowhere is the equivalent tech on the iPad? If it really were
the future, why isn’t there a shipment by now of an iPad X?

The issue with the face recognition is that it doesn’t always work.
It hates my face when I’m not wearingmy glasses – you could argue
it’s showing good taste at this point. It doesn’t work in the dark, so
it’s a pain when youwant to check something at 2amwithout waking
your partner. It doesn’t workwhen I amwearing amotorcycle
helmet, even a Shoei Neotec that has a flip front. In all of these
situations, the fingerprint reader was instant and 100% reliable.

I’m annoyed that I have to pick up the X to
get it to unlock, whereas I used to unlock the 7
Plus all the time just by stabbing a finger onto
the fingerprint reader when the phonewas
resting on the desk. For sure, I could enter a
six-digit pin, but I prefer a long complex
passwordwith upper/lower case, numbers and
symbols for added security. On the 7 Plus, I
could register ten fingertips, including some
that were notmine butmy husband’s. On the

X, I can only register one face.
Youmight argue that these are edge cases. Youmay be right.

However, if I’mmoving from a 7 Plus to an X, at a price tag of over a
grand, I don’t expect to go backwards. And, even after threemonths,
these issues grate.

Add that to the fairly miserable app experience so far, and it’s clear
that the iPhone X is one step forward, two steps sideways and three
steps backwards. Going back to the 7 Plus would be like taking off
tight boots. But I wouldmiss the wireless charging. So I really need to
buy an 8 Plus with 256GB of RAM for another £949.

Ah, somaybe that was the whole idea? Get existing iPhone 7
customers to buy an X and then go back to 8 Plus to keep the wireless
charging but get rid of the X foibles. A truly brilliant move by Apple.
Thework of a genius. I applaud you, Mr Cook.

Jon Honeyball is contributing editor of PC Pro. Don’t tell Apple, but he’s now
pondering life with a Google Pixel 2 XL. Email jon@jonhoneyball.com

The iPhone X has all
the hallmarks of an
interesting solution to
a not particularly
important problem
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